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FOREWORD

Occupational adaptability is a concept often discussed but little studied or understood. This
lack of knowledge is not surprising since, as the author discovered, to understand adaptation in the

context of work one must address a wide base of theory and research that spans many contexts and

disciplines. The review and synthesis of literature presents a multidisciplinary perspective of human
behavior and adaptation: The docament goes one step beyond the queseon, "What does the literature

tell us about occupational adaptability?" and challenges the reader with a descriptive model of adapta-

tion that other researthers may want to.debate and study.

This document was prepared as part of a programmatic research effort on transferable skills and
occupational adaptability conducted at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, and
sponsored-by-the-National -Insfifute-of Educatiorr.- The progranTarea is concerned with-the pervasive
trend of occupational change in this country, Eind the staff have conducted a number of studies
exploring critical Issues of how individuals prepare bor, select, and change occupations and careers.

This document fills a significant gap in our understanding of occupational adaptation and, wehope,

may stimulate others to explore its implications.

The National Center wishes to express its appreciation for the reviewers, formal and informal,

whose comments and suggestions have aided in the completion of this document. They are: Robert

Caplan, Nevin Robbins, Everett Rogers, Decker Walker, Jerry Walker, and Allen Wiant. The helpSul

advice of Sob Stump, program officer from the National Institute of Education, and of Frank Pratzner,

Associate Director of 'Research at the National Canter, is acknowledged. In addition, the invaluable aid

of Robert Abram in securing the reviewers is acknowledged. Finally, we wish to thank the Advisory

Panel, consultants, and staff of the Transferable Skills and Occupational Adaptability Program for

guidance and support.

The report was prepared under the general supervision of Dr. William L: Ashley, program director

of the Transferable Skills and Occupational Adaptability Program at the National Center.

Robert E. Taylor
A Executive Director

The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education
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PREFACE

When the author initiated the literature review upon which this paper (and the model it

proposes) is partly based, the intention was simple: locate and abstract what was known about

occupational adaptability. As the review progressed, however, the author quickly came to realize

that human adaptation cannot adequately be understood within the boundaries of any one context.

Moreover, it was Increasingly apparent that little literature (theeretical or empirical) explicitly

addressed adaptation in the context of work. It was logicalnecessary, in factto ,xpand the
search for knowledge and ideas to the range of disciplines concerned with human behavior and

adaptation: biology, physical and cultural anthropology, sociology, and the psychologies, as well

as research and theories of work. As a result, what started out to be a concise, thirty-page synthesis

on occupationeadaptability grew into the Incredible Bulk you have in hand. (It has been facetiouslv

sugrsted that the title be changed from 'EThejNorker as Prdteus" to "The Reader as Ulysses.")

Fortunately, it is not necessary to read the entire paper to grasp the major concepts. The

material divides readily into three segments, consisting essentially of the review of literature

(Chapters U, Ill, and IV), the model of occupational adaptation (Chapter V), and explication and

implications of the model (Chapters VI and VII). Each of the chapters concludes with a summary,

and a reader interested primarily in the major concepts should be able to grasp them by reading the

chapter summaries and Chapter V (presentation of tha model). An Executive Summary is included

for the very hurried, though an understanding of the model will probably require reading Chapter V

as well. Finally, students of human adaptation, regardless of context of interest, may find value in

the review of the literature itself, both as a comprehensive and eclectic synthesis of concepts or

findings on adaptability, and as a source for identifying additional resources.

It is important to note that the model of occupational adaptation is based uponbut does not

flow directly fromthe literature reviewed. The p8uci*-1 of specific research on occupational adapt-

ability, especially in terms of mid-level theory bridging the abstract philosophical notions and

narrow empirical studies of work, demanded a creative conceptualization. While construction of a

model was not originally a purpose of the paper, the need to orpsmize the massive amount of infor-

mation emerging from the literature and to relate it to the reseal ch needs of the Transferable Skills

and Occupational Adaptability Program (of which the paper is a product) made the devIlopment

of a descriptive model logical activity. The staff, consultants, and advisory panel of the Program

were instrumental in identifying, deriving, and refining many of the ideas incorporated.

It is hoped that the literature review and the model presented here will prove useful in

conducting future, empirical research on occupational adaptability and its roles in individual

employability and work/lit adaptation. Others who may find it df interest may include researchers

in general human adaptability, educators, job trainers, curriculum developers, organizational

designers, counselors, and educational as well as organizational policy makers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A great deal has been said and written in the advanced industrialized societies about the

inadequacies of work and working. Overeducation and a slowing rate of economic growth in the

United Statet have been blamed for "increasing numbers of highly qualified workers unable to

find jobs that require their skills and training" (O'Toole, 1977, p. 26). A consequence is that people

with marginal levels of occupation-related competencies (such as "functional illiterates" or persons

reentering the4abor market after a long absence) are displaced"knocked off the bottom of the

occupational ladder"by overqualified workers taking the available jobs. The situgtion is aggravated

by recent increases in number of people seeking full- or part-time employment, especially among

women, teenagers, minority groups. and the retired.

The patterns of work itself are changing. Changes in technology and the economy affect not

only the content of jobs, but bring about the eradication of someand creation of others. Occupational

mobility, whether by choice or necessity, has become a significant feature of American work life.

According to Raskin (1979), the worker of the 1980s "will have to adjust to the probability of two

or three basic changes in job, or even career, in a work life that will last longer than those of earlier

generations" (p. 24).

, Add to this situation the social and other forces affecting people's expectations about work,

and it comes as no surprise that there are large gapibetween what work "should" be and what it

apparently, for many people, really is. There are "indications that the willingness to work, at least

under current conditions, is declining" (Best, 1973, p. 45). According to Ilunnette (1973), in Work

and Nonwork in the Year 21207,

Concern about what work and nonwork mean in our personal lives has never

been greater than it is today, due perhaps to the increasingly transient qualities

of modern life: the impermanence of material goods, our geographic mobility
[which may, with the energy crisis, soon come to a grinding halt), tfie fleeting

quality of many human interactions, and the increasing change in institutional

and organizational boundaries. (p. v)

It is not an aim of this paper to try to predict what directions work attitudes will take in the

future, though concepts of work in the year 2001 will undoubtedly be different from those with us

now. Nor is it reasonable to try to "outguess" which of the possible "economic scenarios" (e.g.,

things will get better, things will get worse, things will stay about the same) or labor market patterns

may characterize the next few decades. The current tempo of changein work attitudes, social

priorities, states of local and national economies, rates of occupational mobility, and availability of

jobshas so far given little eviderce of declining. There is apparently little in the way of current

systematic efforts aimed at slowing the rates of change or at making structural accommodations in

work or other areas of life to reduce the adaptive demands on people. Even if there were, broad-based

institutional responses in inventing and making adaptive solutions available to people are notorious

for lagging behind people's needs. The importance for individuals at all ages stages of life to learn

to adapt effectivelyfind or develop their own solutiuns to adaptive problems in work as well as in

1
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lifebecomes self-evident: "Whatever the future shape of this society, there remains little doubt
that greater flexibility will become a necessity for virtually every adult American. ... Occupational
adaptability thus becomes a major social objective ..." (Bonham, 1979, p. 57).

What is meant by occupational adaptability? Obviously, some people are more adept than
others are at dealing with work-related adaptive demands (such as locating new jobs or careers and
making moves between them, becoming acclimated to work situations, finding ways to avoid
problems or to improve situations in work, and so forth). To what extent is adaptability related to
some intrinsic personal characteristic(s)? To what extent is it related to some set of behaviors? If
the latter, what do more adaptable people do tharlets adaptable people don't do, or don't do as
well? What kinds of importarit environmental factors promote or restrict effective adaptation in
work situations?

This paper is an outgrowth of programmatic research on the content, importance, and teach-
ability of occupational adaptability and transferable skills, conducted by the Transferable Skills and
Occupatio..61 Adaptability Program at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education,
under the auspicefof the National Institute of Education. The paper is intended to aid in a better
understanding of the processes and complexities of human adaptive behaviors in work life, and to
offer a conceptual framework from which to begin to look at the needs of workers beyond the
acquisition of job-specific skills. The emphasis of the paper is on the individual, in that, individuals
are the basic unit by which societies (and work organizations meet their needs for growth and
survival. The need for improved institutional approaches to aid in human adaptationparticularly
in helping individuals to discover, redirect, or improve their adaptive responses in their work lives
is a particular interest.

The paper consists basically of three parts: (a) a review and synthesis of literature, (b) a working
model of the components and processes involved in individual occupational adaptation, and (c) its
implications.

The review of the literature contains a purposeful selection of research and theory that contribute
to understanding of adaptation, rather than prediction of it. As discussed in the Preface, the review
draws from many disciplines. and is an eclectic, comprehensive oveiview of human adaptation in
general, as well as in the context of work. The review is arranged to address three central questions
about what is known and not known about adaptation:

1. What is mean by adaptability? (Chapter II)
2. at are the -najor factors involved in adaptation? (Chapter Ill)

3. at behaviors and styles are used in adapting? (Chapter IV)

The bulk of the pertinent literature consists of opinion and theory; Mil, while some studies
were found that examine certain aspects of adaptation in work, no data baseor even mid-level
theoryaddresses the broad range of adaptive responses used by individuals in the contemporary
work world. As a result, the model of occupational adaptation that emerges is a conceptual one, and
gaps between its conceptualizations and the extant literature have, of necessity, been bridged by
intuition and the opinions of the Program staff and its consultants.

The model of occupational adaptation (Chapter V) is the heart of the paper, and is intended
as a heuristic framework with which to examine elements and forces in people's work lives, and how
individuals go about dealing with adaptive demands involved with working. The concept of occupa-
tional adaptation used in this paper and reflected in the model steps outside commonly accepted
notions, in that the adaptive options considered here go beyond how people learn to "fit in" or

2
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"make the best of things" in their jobs. In this sense, the use of Proteusa god in Greek mythology

who was capable of assuming many shapes--in the title of the paper is misleading. The model also

addresses adaptive options of bringing about changes in jobs and work environments (that is,

adapting the environment to oneself), preventing or avoiding the effects of unwanted changes, and,

where necessary or desirable, making moves from one job or career to another (or in and out of work

itself). Proteus, who could only changebimself, lacked the resources and resourcefulness to be

"maximally" occupationally adaptive!

It is hoped that this paper will contribute to what is known about occupational adaptability,

and that it will provide a basis from which future efforts may address what must still be learned in

order to understandand ultimately to educate forbetter occupational adaptability of individuqls.



CHAPTER II

- WHAT te ADAPTATION?

Living creatures ... constantly strive for an adaptive compromise that not
only preserves the:n as they are, but also perMits them to grim, to' increase

both in their.size and their autonomy. (White, 1974, p. 53)

The theme of survival and growth is central to most ideas about adaptation, regardless of the

. academic discipline from which itis viewed, or the real-world context in which it is studied. Survival

(or homeostasis, or maintaining an equilibrium) is the tendency of a system, animate or inanimate,

"to maintain itself as intact as possible and [display] more or-less extens;ve rebalancing processes

when injured or deformed" (White, ibid.).

Beyond the necessity of survival is that of growth. In biological theory, adaptation means

reproductive success of a population, and it is concerned with the genetic development of species

or subspecies in an evolutionary sense. Human beings, however, "adapt to survive both as4ndividu9ls

and as members of the sPecies" (Grinker; 1974. p. Phillips (1968) uses the term human adapta-

tion to mean "a person's response to the compiexities of jiving in society" (p. 1). Because human

existence on the personal as well as species level involves societal as well as biological imperatives, it

is irnpertant
to look at the human as an animal who is as fully subject to nature's laws and

social requirements as any other animal and is no more capable of changing
them; we also need to look at man [sic] not merely as an animalbut also as

a symbolizing creature capable of using his culture to cope with the stresses of

environmental change. (Grinker, 1974, p. xv).

What are these "stresses of envirmmental change"? All adaptations, biological or societal,

require stimuli, or what Grinker calls a "releasing mechanism." The literature considers the stimuli

for adaptation under such labels as stress, threat, djscomfort, crisis, challenge, change, and transition:

In biological terms, the "reproductive success of a population involves all phases of the life cycle of

the individual organism" (Hamburg, Coelho, & Adams, 1974, p. 403). Lazarus, AverHI, and Opton

considered adaptation to be

a response t8 a perception of some thrbatening condition and of potential

avenues of solution or mastery. In short, they are designed to actualize some
promise or to take the organism out of some jeopardy as judged or cognitively

appraised by the individual. (1974, p. 259)

Psychologists have developed the concept of "crisis" to understand the "threatening conditions" or

"jeopardy" that initiates an adaptive response. Erikson (1959) discussed what he called "develop-

mental crises," which deal with the various stages of personaliw development, and Caplan (1964)

examined "stuational crises," which deal with the need for adaptation in terms of situational

requirements. Some examples of common human situations that present stress or challenges include:

(1) the attainment of coordination between mother and infant; (2) the initial

transition to an out-of-home facility (school, day-care center); (3) puberty;
(4) major educational transitions; (5) the first serious occupational commitment;

5
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(6) marriage; (7) the first prennancy; (8) geographic moves; (9) childrens'
milestones; (10) economic setbacks; and (11) retirement. (Hamburg et al.,
1974, p. 424)

In another school of thought, adaptation isetimulated by hedonism. This principle, which can
be traced back as far as the Greek philosophers, assumes that "in every situation people select from
alternative possibilitie; the course of action which they think will maximize their pleasure and
minimize their pain" (Vroom, 1964, p. 9). Behavioral psychologists and some theorists in occupational
psychology (Kuder, 1946; Vroom, 1964; and others) modernized the principle r--ad linked it with
concepts of motivation, needs, and attitudes 3S the stimuli of adaptive behaviois.

Survival and growth, then, can mean different things and present different stimuli for populations
or individuals, or in biological or societal contexts, but the imperative to adapt is universal. The*
adaptive equipment of the human organism, though, is

... mostly very old. In addition to obvious physical characteristics, some of our
emotional response tendencies and learning orientations are probably a part of
that biological equipment, built into the organism because they worked well in
adaptation over many thousands and even millions of years. There has been
precious little time for cipange in that equipment since the industrial revolution
began two centuries ago, and yet the circumstances of our present life are largely
a product of that revolution. We do not know how well we are suited to the
world in which we now live. ... (Hamburg et al., 1974, p. 407)

One of the most important human activities, work, has been profoundly affected by the
industrial revolution, and as was discussed in the introduction to this paper, is an area of intense
flux even now. What, then, do survival and growth mean in the context of work today? What
stimuli require adaptation to take place in the context of work? What is occupational adaptability?

Work and Adaptation

Emplbyment is a relatively new concept and social institution (Heneman, 1973, p. 24), at least
on a large scale.*Until the industrial revolution, the majority of human beings who worked were
involved in agriculture, and were, in effect, working for themselves most of the time. Work, though,
has become an extremely variable concept:

Concepts of work vary with time, place, culture, and society. Ndonly is
work culturally defined, but, within any one society, concepts ciwork vary in
terms of objectives, effort, perspective (such as employer versui employee),
reward systems, and sets of beliefs, perceptions, and values. Indeed, even within
subgroups in one society there are substantial individual differences in the
meanings or conceptsof work. (Ibid., pp. 12-13)

The roles and importance of work vis4vis nonwork are also in flux. Nevertheless, it is expected
that more than half of the current American population will, at some time in their lives, be directly
involved in some form of what is most generally considered work: "those activities normally pqr-
formed for pay" (Bryan, 1973, p. 1).

What do survival and growth mean in this variable context we call work? Salamone and Gould
(1974) evaluated survival and growth needs in work in terms of the three kinds of incentives in it:
"economic incentives (which provide for the physical needs and material luxuries of an individual);

6



aesthetic incentives (which provide pleasure and distraction); and symbolic incentives (which

Contribute to 'self-respnt' and 'ego-expansion')" (p. 7). Triandis (1973) postulated anumber of

motivations for working:
People wgrk not only for money but also because of tradition, duty, obligation,
beliefs iff magic, social ambition, position, and vanity. They work to obtain
power, to validate their self-concept, and to achieve Intellectual or aesthetic

satisfaction. (p. 37)

In many instances, as Heneman points out, work can be an end in itself, "providing challenge,

satisfaction, and a sense of achievement for the-worker as well as producing goods and services for

society" (1973, p. 22).

In another point of view, work is seen not only as the economic role of human beings in their

society, it is the primary determinant of the human condition (Smith, 1965). According to Smith,

Iprk pervades almost all other areas of life, occupying,much more of people's time than food-related

and reproductive activities. Education, religion, recreation, and warfare all influence human behavior,

but work is the strongest influence. And work is its own reward; that is, it is self-motivating. Smith's

theory, which tie calls biosocial theory, emphasizes

... the instrumentality of work for shaping and defining man [sici . Different
work environments are.determined by the adaptive capabilities of different

(Heneman, 1973, pp. 26-27)

What stimulates the need for the adaptive capabilities (or competencies) in work about which

both Heneman and Smith were concerned? Hackman and Suttle (1977) proposed that the major

stimulus to adaptation in work is change:

... change must be central to any account of the person's relationship to a job.
An understanding of this relationship at any particular time must be based on

knowledge of the changes that typically occur in a person's life and psychology

as a passage through the life cycle. Career lines are not forged absolutely through

the procea of simply joining an organization or selecting an occupation. Rather,

the nuances of membership, participation, and profession are always in various

stages of revision and negotiation. People change, as do organizations. (13. 33)

Even when an actual change has not occurred or is not occurring, adaptive responses may be

necessary or desirable. !tfr-z_adaptation may take place when the threat of change is perceived,

and stability it valuestrnore highly. In another case, the opportunity of creating a change for one's

own advantage may 'arise, and stimulate an adaptive response.

The possible loci of change (or of threat ofchange, or of opportunity of creeing change) are
as varied as the factors involved in the context of work: the individual's characteristics and personOl

situation; the culture's or society's concept of work; the local or national economy, or the state of
technology; or just about any factor involved in a job, a work organization, other areas of the person's

life, or in the milieu of the organization. In addition, a number of work-related transitions typically
demand adaptive responses: (a) initial entry into the paid labor force; (b) reentry into the paid labor

force after.a nonworking hiatus; (c) progrenion within a career; (d) lateral transfer, job change, and

career change; and (e) post-retirement jobs or careers (Ashley, Laitman-Ashley, & Faddis, 1979).

These are not the only transitions in work that stimulate adaptation, but they are some of the major

ones.

It is important to recognize that not only the stimuli of adaptation, but the forms adaptation
takes and the effects it has, exist in a person's whole life, not one corner of it, and people's adaptations
in work cannot be understood apart from their adaptationsand use of adaptive competenciesin

7
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other areas of their lives. Heneman cautioned that "the concept of economic man [sic] like the
concept of psychological man, sociological man, or developing manis grossly inadequate for an
understanding of work" (1973, p. 20). In addition, adaptation is an ongoing process, and "adaptation
to an immediate situation may impede adaptation to a situation that is subsequently encountered"
(Scott, 1966, p.:395).

Harvey (1966) defined general human adaptability as:

... the capacity to behave in ways maximally consonant with the attainment
of ends of goals. Adaptable behavior thus becomes synonymous with appropriate
behavior, "appropriate" defined as the degree to which a particular act facilitates
or runs counter to the attainment of a sought end. (p. 6)

As a first cut at trying to define adaptability in work, then, we may paraphrase, and say that occupa-
tional adaptability is a person's capacity to behave in regard to the work environment in ways
maximally consonant with the attainment of his Or her personal work and life goalshowever the
person defines his or her own "preservation or growth" in the context of work.

Summary: The Concept of Adaptation

In the broadest sense, adaptation is te response of an organism to conditions affecting its
actual or potential survival or growth. All'adaptive responses appear to require a stimulus, which
may take the form of situational or developmental (transitional) crises. In other instances, the
stimuli may be the perception of actual or potential threats, ot the perception of opportunities to
create or take advantage of changes (i.e., change as a challenge, rather than a threat). Change, or the
possMility of change, seems to be central to any adaptive stimulus.

Adaptation in work is not so easily defined as "survival or growth," because ideas of what

constitute survival or growth in the context of work vary across individuals, cultures, and societies.

Change, again, is seen as the central stimulus, and takes the form of situational change (e.g., in the
individual, in his ot her general situation, and/or in his or her work situation),.transitional change
(e.g., moving into a new job, changing careers, moving up.the career ladder), or the threat or
challenge presented by the possibility of such a-change. What a person does when facing such a
change or possibility of change is the adaptive response, and the form it may take and the effects
it has can best be understood as part of the person's whole life, not only how he or she responds in
the context of work.

Further understanding is needed about which factors interact (and how they interact) in
situations involving adaptive responses, as well as how people go about responding. The next section
will address the first qUestionWhat factors are involvelt in adaptation?and will examine models
and theories about adaptation in general (and in worlein particular) that attempt to structure the
pertinent factors and explain their interrelationships.

8



CHAPTER III

WHAT FACTORS ARE INVOLVED IN ADAPTATION?

Human experiences can be seen as a continuous stream of events in which the
individual seeks to gain control over the immediate environment. Simultaneously,
he [sic] is progressively being incorporated by that very environment. Thus, a
dialectic process exists between the individual and the environment. Each is
contained within the other, each is affected by the other, and the interaction
takes place through the individual's lifetime. (Hackman & Sutt le, 1977, p. 37)

Most theorists agree that adaptation* involves interaction between a person and his or her
environment. This theme provides the main structure by which models of adaptation generally
assemble and examine the potent factors and interrelationships. This section of the literature review
will examine the person and environment factors important in general theories of human adaptation,
followed by those proposed as important in adaptation in the context of work. It will, at the same
time, direct some attention to the desired outcomesamounting to various criteria of "successful"
adaptationaddressed by the different theories of work.

General Fiuman Adaptation Theories

The study of adaptation links the biological sciences, the psychological sciences, and the social

sciences. The interaction, or mismatch, or lack of acceptable compromise between person and
environment is the dominant theme, bdt there is some disagreement among theories as to where the

emphasis should be placed.

The biological sciences and"the clinical (psychiatric, etc.) sciences, as well as psychology,

emphasize the organism. In the clinical sciences and psychology, human emotion is the key:

... coping represents a transaction between an individual and his [sic) environ-
ment. The actions or intrapsychic processes ... take place in an emotional
context. (Lazarus et al., 1974, p. 2513)

The intrapsychic-oriented theories of adaptation focus on types or classes of needs, values,
expectancies, perceptions, etc. This does not mean that the effects of environment are completely
ignored: "... coping can never be assessed or evaluated without regard to the environmental
demands that create the need for it in the first place" (Ibid.). It does mean that the individual is
the primary locus of adaptation, in emotion-based response to those environmental demands.

It should be noted that the words coping, defense, mastery, adjustment, and adaptation appear to be used inter-

changeably in the various citations of the literature. Eitch term does have a specific connotation (discussed in
Chapter IV, p. 79), but for current purposes, the terms are treated as synonyms, following White's contention that

"the described phenomena belong in the more general category of strategies of adaptation, as part of the whole

tapestry of IMng" (1974, p. 52).
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The emphasis in some other theories (especially in sociology, anthropology, and organizational

theory) is more on the environment. Societies, cultures, families Jr clans, institutions, groups, or
organizations are seen as the locus of adaptive processes. According to Mechanic (1974),

. many environmental demands are ambiguous and intangible; they are created

out of the social fabric and social climate that exist at any time. ... Many of
the demands to which man [sicl must adapt are those that he has himself

created. (P. 35)

Mischel (1968) reviewed the literature on adaptive specificity and noted that adaptation may
depend heavily on the particular environmental context. Scott (1966) added that "... 'adaptation'

implies a particular frame of reference coneerning the person and his [sici environment. A given

behavior may be judged adaptive with reference to one environment and not with respect to

another" (p. 395).

French, Rodgers, and Cobb (1974) attempted to merge the two emphases by distinguishing

hAto meanings of "environment" and of "person":

... (1) the objective environment that exists independently of the person's
perception of it; and (2) the subjective environment as it is perceived and
reported by the person. A parallel distinction can be made between the
objective person as he [sic] really is and thesubjective person, or self-

concept. (p. 316)

French et aL went on to draw the following implications, proposing two different but related

conceptions of adaptation:

... the objective fit between the Objective person and the objective
environment, and the subjective fit between the subjective person and
the subjective environment. (Ibid.)

The first notion implim anadaptive "reality" that reflects, possibly, a kind of "consensus" notion,
which-may be the judgment of others; the second notion reflects the individual's own judgment
regarding the relative adaptive success or failure of his or her own situation.

Biological Theories of Adaptation

Biological theories, which generally derive from Darwin's theory of evolution, deal primarily
with what French et al. called the objective fit. Sirripson (1958) said that "adaptation in general may
be regarded as a complex of processes (and results of processes) bringing about and maintaining an
organism-environment relationship useful to individual organisms and PopOlations" (p. 521). The
slant, though, is on the individual organism only as it is a unit of a population.

In biological concepts of adaptation, the reproductive success of a population is primarily
dependent on natural selection and mutations ("survival ef the fittest") that allow "progeny to
utilize environmental opportunities and avoid catastrophes" (Hamburg et aL, 1974, p. 409) over
the long evolutionary haul. For instance, natural selection will tend to affect the population's
breeding cycles in that "the size of the population must be related to the carrying capacity of the

In Darwin's original premises, only genetic characteristics were active in evolutionary adaptation.
"Acquired" (learned) characteristics, while useful to the survival and growth of individuals, were not
considered inheritable, and hence not useful in the evolutionary sense. Experiments with mice
involving the "learning" of behaviors by ingestin9 brain time of other mice that had been trained
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to perform the particular behavior, however, have called Darwin's genetic inheritance stipulation

into question. It may be seen, too, that behaviors acquired by exploratory and experiential learning

increase both in complexity and importance as one examines the evolutionary order, and are crucial

to the adaptive potential of both individuals and populations. In Angyal's view, the organism:

... draws incessantly new material from the outside world, transforming alien
objects into functional parts of its own. Thus the organism expands at the

expense of its surroundings. The expansion may be a material one, as in the

case of bodily growth, or a psychological one as in the case of the assimilation

of experiences which result in mental growth, or a functional one as when
one acquires skill, with a resulting increase of efficiency in dealing with the
environment. (1941, pp. 27-28)

The inadequaciesof the biological theories of adaptation to deal with the unique intrapsychic

and exeloratory aspects of human existence thus become apparent. It is the clinical and psycho-

logical inquiries into adaptation that offer the necessary next step in trying to understand the factors

affecting human adaptive behavior in the human environment.

Psychological and Psychopathological Theories of Adaptation

.Psychologyoriented theoriesof adaptation divide into two main schools of thought, one of

which focuses on psychological health as the locus of effective adaptation, and the other of which

(cognitive psychology) focuses on intelligence." The discussion of psychological theoriesof adapta-

tion in this chapter focuses primarily on the contributions of the mental health-oriented theories in

determining what other factors (besides intelligence) are potent in adaptation. Cognitive-oriented

notions (which cross disciplinary boundaries between physical anthropology, biology, and psychology)

are examined in later discussion on the roles of intelligence, problem solving, and learning in adaptive

behavior (see Chapter IV).

4n a-review of pertinent literature, Phittlpsi1968)ThUfdffiàfWdTffèteii1 Sisie-assumptions
about mental health and its function in adaptation have dominated psychiatric thought:

The earliest, and in psychiatric practice still dominant, assumption sees
psychiatric normality as the simple absence of mental disorder. ... The
position intermediary in time sees psychiatric health as the presence of
positive and constructive resources within the individual's psychological
makeup ("ego resources") as a major determinant. ... The most recent
formulation proposes that what determines whether psychiatric health or
disorder will predominate is the interaction of the person's psychological
structure and factors in the human environment. (p. 11)

Phillips noted that there is a tendency to minimize the role of environment in adaptation as
vieWed by the clinical sciences. For instance, most psychiatric theory is derived to some degree from

the Work of Sigmund Freud, whose main contribution to understanding human beings was his concept

of the unconscious. The concept attempted to explain the rationality behind the apparently irrational

acts of the mentally ill. Freud believed that the causes of adult deviant behavior could be traced back

to childhood traumas or to arrested social development, such as Oedipal conflicts, oral or anal fixa-

tions, a rejecting or seductive mother, and so forth.

In the cognitive theories, intelligence is the one, allimportant factor: the "means of survival" (Rand. 1964). It is

iesday apparent, though, that while intelligence and problem-solving abgities, etc., are important in how individuals

cope with cognitive problems, intelligence is not as importantand can be an impedimentin emotional coping.

Many very bright people have trouble dealing with anxiety, for.example.
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The next important emphasis in psychology and the clinical sciences was on the "healthy
personality ... (as) an idealized end-state of personal evolution rather than personality-in-development"
(Ibid., p. 14). One of the major theories in this genre is Maslow's needs hierarchyq which is "a positive
[i.e., positivist] theory of motivation" dealing with "the highest capacities of th4 healthy and strong
man [sic] as well as with the defensive maneuvers of the crippled spirits" (Maslow, 195411973, p. 17).
Maslow postulated a ranking of human needs for ideal psychological health:

Self-Actualization
Esteem Needs
Belongingness and Love Needs
Safety (and Security) Needs
Physiological (Basic Survival) Needs

HIGHER ORDER NEEDS

LOWER ORDER NEEDS

In the theory, once a lower-order need is satisfied, other (and higher) needs immediately emerge and
begin to dominate the organism. The ideal, perfectly adapted human being is one who realizes all of
his or her lower-order needs and achieves "self-actualization"---becomes everything that he or she is
capable of becoming as a human being.

Maslow recognized that there are exceptions to his theory. Very few human beings ever achieve
self-actualization; Maslow himself identified only two historical personagesLincoln (in his last years)
and Thomas Jefferson, of whom he was "fairly sure." Another problem is that not everyone has
the same priority of needs as Maslow suggested, arid people can have deprivations on overall needs
levels at the same time. Carlisle (1973) pointed out that "... individuals will not respond to opPor-
ttinities for need satisfaction, in the same way. ... Needs are also affected by aspiration levels, values,
personal expectations, and many other factors" (p. 147).

A useful outcome of Maslow's theory, though, together with the work of other psychologists
on the concept of the healthy personality (Jahoda, 1958; Shoben, 1957), was a set of Overall dimen-

sions of a healthy personality. According to Phillips, the dimensions, which may correspond to the
"diiietistoni of psycholdikal-deVelopment along ivbith-theadaptIve-potentiaf of affindividtraismay
be judged," are:

(1) a degree of intellectual and emotional development sufficient to imply a
potential for environmental mastery; (2) a level of social development that
permits a balance between independence and social Participation; and (3) the
achievement of a.level of moral development that allows for reciprocity in
one's dealing with others. (1968, p. 15)

The importance of individual intrapsyehic dynamicsneeds, valuei, motivations, expectations,
etc.is unquestionably potent in adaptation. It is vital to have in understanding of human psycho-

logical needs (the demands of the "internal environment," so to speak) as well as physical needs

(demands of the "external environment"). Only intermittent attention to'the external environment,
though, has been given in most clinical/psychological theorizing. Phillips noted that "the term 'the
average expectable environment,' coined by Hartmann (1958), captures the pervasive indifference to
the role that everyday situational factors may play in initiating or alleviating personality disorgani-
zation or aberrant behavior" (1968, p. 17).

Both Lewin (1936) and Murray (1938) gave consideration to the importance of environment
in adaptation, stressing the need to view human behavior as an outcome of the relationship between
the person and the environment. It has not been until recently, however, that psychologistsand
social psychologists in particularhave begun to pick up on these leads. Lazarus et al. (1974) recog-

nized this need:
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The study of determinants of coping should be desired to include
simultaneously situational variables and those relevant to personality with
which situational variables communicate. ... Although we can study

potent situational determinants of coping separately from personality
determinants, especially those that tend to have similar effects on most

persons, abd although we can study potent.personality variables separately
also, in the long run we will have to considoi. the interplay of both. (p. 304)

Fromm (1947) made an early attempt to do this bi tracing the interrelationships of economic

structures to the appearance of specific human types: receiving, exploiting, hoarding, and marketing

forms of character (see Phillips, 1968, p. 19). French and Kahn (1962) did not concern themselves

with any specific external context or structure, instead dealing with their ideas of objective and

subjective person-environment fits. Their premise is that adaptation occurs when there is an excess

of demands or a deprivation of needs or values (where needs are objective and innate to all humans,

and values are subjective and acquired by individuals). Such a deprivation:

... induces motivational forces on the parson in the direction of satisfying
the motive. The strength of these forces will depend on the magnitude of the
deprivation (how poor the person-environment fit), the importance of the
dimension on which the deprivation occurs, and the person's expectations
for the future. .. Finally, the strength of the forees will depend on the
re/at/tie deprivation; the person will evaluate the magnitude, iMportance,
immediacy, and duration of his [sic] deprivations against those suffered by
his reference group. (French et al., 1974, p. 330)

in effect, French et al. conceive of the person-environment fit in terms of discrepancies between

environmental demands and personal supplies or between personal needs and environmental

resources, and they conceptualize the demand and the corresponding supply on commensurate

dimensions.

/van with..themork of. French and.his collaborators, the peed for further work on the environ-

mental side of the person-environment Pf stem is "particularly acute,"beatiii this I's as yet a rilatively

underdeveloped area" (Moos, 1974, p. 381). Mechanic (1974) concluded that the picture of adapta-

tion that emerges from the clinical and psychological literature is one "that depicts ... coping as
largely intrapsychic" (p. 39). The sociologist Mills denied.psychoanalysis' contention that:

... man's [sic) chief enemy and danger in his own unruly nature and the dark
forces pent up within him. [Rather] man's chief danger today lies in the unruly

forces of contemporary society itself, with its alienating methods of production,
its enveloping techniques of political domination, its internationalinarchyin a
word, its pervasive transformations of the "nature" of man and the conditions
and aims of his life. (1959, cited in Phillips, 1969)

It has largely been the work of sociology and anthropology to examine and describe the factors and

relationships of environment in human adaptation.

Sociological and Anthropological Views of Adaptation

While the biological sciences are concerned with numan adaptation in the physical realm, and
clinical/psychologicasciences concentrate on intrapsychic adaptation, the behavioral sciences of

sociology and anthropology focus On describing and understanding the potent factors in the human-

invented sociocultural environment "The feature unique to the environment of humans is active

participation with other people" (Phillips, 1968, p. 8). In that context, human adaptation becGmes



what people do in response to how the culture orsociety in wnich they live affects their survival
and growth needs. "Knowledge of the social context within which the individual operates is vital

to our understanding of him [sic] and his behavior ... and it is essential to consider the nature of
the human environment and the common crises that interaction with that environment brings
about ..." (Ibid., p. 7).

A basic assumption in sociology, noted by Peters (1958), is that humans are "rule-following
animals" whose activities tend to conform to the expectations of those with whom the person
interacts. The expectations differ according to age, sex, status, and other factors, and may also differ
over time as the society or culture itself changes.

Two levels of sociological theory, role theory (concerned with small social systems) and social

structure theory (concerned with the large social system), are based on the assumptions above. Role
theory proposes that people follow various "regularized sets of behaviors that conform to particular
expectations of complementary others [and] an individual lives his [sic] life in a sequence of
such role relationships, for example, that of child and mother, student and teacher, worker and boss,
husband and wife, or father and child" (Phillips, 1968, p. 18). A key concept in role theory is that of
"significant others": the other person(s) or group(s) involved in the role-interaction whose actions
and expectations influence the actions and expectations of the individual. Effective adaptation, then,
consists of fulfilling the behavioral requirements expected of the role by significant others. Presumably,
a person's behavior could be predicted, via role theory, simply by knowing what role the person is
playing.

A limitation on the usefulness of role theory in understanding adaptation is that people "relate
to groups in a great variety of ways, and they may relate to the same group in different ways"
(Mechanic, 1974, p. 34). A strong point of the theory is that it helps to account for differences in
what is considered "appropriate" adaptive behavior across different groups. For example, what may
be considered an acceptable adaptive behavior in a slum district (e.g., living on welfare) might not
be considered acceptable in an upper-middle-class community.

Social structure theory is more of a "top-down" theory in that it posits behavioral expectations
for all members (and the various subgroups) of a society, According to Phillips,

There is a general consensus, subject to much local, idiosyncratic, and temporal
coloring, as to what constitutes an acceptable, or at least tolerable, range of
behaviors. In every society, criteria exist for judging whether a person's actions
and general style of life are appropriate for his [sic] position in that society.
Overtly, expectations for a persor;'s behavior are designated by his age and sex,
and covertly by his sociarclass affiliation. The social rules may be either implicit
or explicit, ambiguous or clearly articulated, and laid down by law or simply
by custom. (1968, p. 59)

Presumably, limitations on behavior are determined by the structure of the society, which is mani-
fested primarily in the institutionalization of the processes by which it perpetuates itself and by
which it meets its members' needs (e.g., education and socialization, distribution of goods and
services, enforcement of laws, etc.). A key concept in structure theory is that of institutions, and
in this view, it is institutions that provide forund delineatethe adaptive needs and methods for
all members of the society.

Anthropological theory adds a cross-cultural perspective to the human environment, making
clear "how interdependent human beings are even in the most simple of societies and how dependent
they are on group solutions in dealing with environmental problems" (Mechanic, 1974, p. 34).
Goldschmidt (1974) points out that:
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... in human societies there are recurrent problems requiring institutionalized
solutions. These iiroblems are the result of a cornbinatiot, of two generic
circumstances: (1) the vicissitudes of the environment within which the society
must maintain life; and (2) the preprogrammed, self-seeking cialracteristics of

the human animal that must be curbed or channelized. (13. 19)

What channels, rites, rituals, customs, or systems provide the institutionalizci solutions to the
above problems vary, from one culture to the next, and the variation "is depeodent, in large

measure, on the character of ... technology and the size and circumstances of +le population that

it supports" (Hamburg et al., 1974, p. 410). Despite the variations, there is a theme of "human

consistency in the face of cultural diversity" (Goidschmidt, 1974). All human bc ings in all cultures

"seem to require a dependabla basis for self-esteem and a sense of belonging in a valued group"

(Hamburg et al., 1974, p. 411).

Regardless of a person's position in a society or the culture within which he or she lives,

"significant others" (whether role-partners, groups, families, clans, or institutions) define the
acceptable Cmits of most areas of one's life, be it **territoriality, mobility, the pattern of fertility,
food acquisition and use, mating, and social responsibility ... [as well as] a large and varied set of

demands that impinges on almost every aspect of life from survival to the most trivial of inter-

relationships" (Mechanic, ibid.). If tradition or institutional solutions to human needs lag behind

technological or social change, a primary resource for adaptation becomes inadequate. This only

adds to the basic problem of group-focused theories in understanding human adaptation:

... sociological theorizing can deal only with differences in group rates of
adaptive and nonadaptive behavior. Individual susceptibility to disorder is
ignored, and deviance is taken to be the consequences of unusual societal

pressures. The sociological framework cannot contribute to our understanding
of why, under given environmental conditions, some persons (and usually
only a small proportion) respond in a deviant manner while otheis continue
to behave appropriately. (Phillips, 1968, pp. 204-205)

Even with their confined theoretical perspectives, however, sociology and anthropology shed li'ght

on the potent roles that society, culture, and "significant others" have on individuals' adaptaticn

in their environments.

Summary of General Human Adaptation Theories

The majority of the theories attempting to explain human adaptive behaviors are based on the

theme of person-environment interaction. The emphases on person or environment and their factors

and interrelationships, however, vary across areas of inquiry.

In the biological sciences, "person" factors are given attention only insofar as a person, or

"organism," is a unit of the population or species. Also, the characteristics of an individual organism

are a factor in adaptation only as they can be genetically passed on to progeny. "Environment"
factors are those that comprise a species' or population's ecological niche (e.g., available food supply,

materials and conditions necessary to propagation and/or parenting, natural enemies, climate, ew.),

and natural selection is the manner by which the population copes with changes in the environment.

Adaptation is primarily a function of the species or population.

In the clinical/psychological sciences, "person" factors focus primarily on the individual's

emotions and intelligence. Theoretical emphasis is on the "internal environment" of the individual

and his or her mental health. A healthy personality is one that achieves relative inner stability,
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develops high levels of problem-solving abilities (i.e., intelligence), and seeks to fulfill a hierarchy of
"higher" human needs. "Environment" factors, physical or social, are usually not specified (although
Argyris and some other organizational psychologists have done some work in this area), and are
generally given consideration only insofar as they impinge significantly on the emotional state or
intellectual development of the person. Adaptation is primarily a function of the individual personality.

In sociology and anthropology, "person" factors are given little attention, and individuals are
viewed primarily as reactive creatures whose behaviors depend upon the influences of social pressures.
"Environment" consists of ecological factors as well as social factors, but the emphasis is pointedly

on the social ones, the "human environment." Included are institutions, groups (both formal and
informal), symbols, and proscribed modes and standards of behavior (both explicit and implied).
Adaptation is primarily a function of sociocultural institutions and/or conformity to the expectations
of sipificant others.

The differing emphases among the theories reviewed here reveals that no one of them adequamly
considers all of the potent factors that are vital to understanding human adaptation. Each area of

inqUiry, however, provides useful concepts and perspectives by which to examine person-environment
interrelationships. As Phillips (1968) noted,

... a theoretical position that accepts both intrapsychic processes and
environmental conditions as equally valid determinants of behavior seems most
fruitful heuristically ... Such a psychosocial framework will contribute
most to our understanding of ... adaptation and its failures. (p. 22)

In the next section, theories relating to adaptation in the context of work will be reviewed.

Adaptation and Theories of Work

Work involves adaptation in two senses: (a) it provides a means of adaptation through which

certain basic kinds of societal, group, and individual needs for survival and growth can be met; and

(b) it makes adaptive demands on the society, groups, and individuals, each of which depend in some

way on the others to meet their own needs. As a means of adaptation on the societal level,

the economic and societal importance of work has dominated thought about
its meaning, and justifiably so: A function of work for any society is to
produce and distribute goods anqtervices, to transform "raw nature" into
that which serves our needs and desires. (O'Toole, 1972, p. 3)

From this perspective, work is generally conceived of as "jobs," and jobs as "roles occupied by
individuals in the economic sector of society" (Sorensen & Kalleberg, 1973, p. 1). Society adapts,

meeting its various needs to "transform raw nature," by requiring many of its members to get and

keep jobs.

In the United States, most work, or jobs, exist in the unique environments we call organizations,

and it is in organizational contexts that work-related adaptive demands mostly occur. According to

Argyris,
organizations come into being when goals to be achieved are too complex for

any one individual. The sequence of events necessary to achieve these goals

have to be divided into units manageable by individuals. (1973, p. 141)

An organization, though, has "certain properties that distinguish it from informal groups, commu-

nities, or simple aggregates of individuals. ... The organization is seen as a social system made up
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of niutually dependent parts" (Whyte, 1969, pp. 20-21). And, as in any social system, or subsociety

(as Argyris views it), a work organization has its own purpose, goals, needs, components, influences,

etc., which concernbut can often be distinguished fromthose of its members as individuals.

Individuals are viewed in many woo in theories about work, and the personal and environ-

mental factors involved in adapting in the weld of work are given more or less weight according to

the theories' intehded use. Most theories do agree, though, that individuals are influenced on many

levels by the organizations for which they mork, and Afie organizations are simultaneously influenced

by the workers who form them. Bakke (1953, talks about a fesion process that occurs between an

organization and its members:

The operation of the organization on the indivarat and of the individual on the
organization actually merges or fuses the two. ... The process is endless and,

while it tends toward equilibrium, it may be disturbed by any changes in the
individual or the organization. (p. 20)

Specialists have studied, described, and tried to predirA the fusionsand failures to fuseof
workers and work environments from many perspectives, including psychology and sociology

(variously compartmentalized as industrial, occupational, or organizational), industrial engineering,

industrial administration, eatkomics, physiology (as in ocupational stress), and other, undifferen-

tiated areas of thought. Most research has had, as its centre concern (and proposed criteria of
adaptive "success"), the productivity of the work organizaion. Recently, though, some studies have

been undertaken with the less pragmatic concern of human hilppiness in mind.

Four main points of view have evolved about which person factors and organization or job-

related factors interrelate, and how. The earliest movement (which is still powerful today) is the

"Human Rewards" perspective, which is founded f the ideas of Frederick Taylor, the father of

scientific management. The "Human Relations" movement, which also still has proponeats, is an

expansion of Taylor's ideas to include (and emphasize) the importance of social interactions in the

work setting. The Job Satisfaction (or "Work Itself") movement took hold in the 1960s, and

focuses on the idea that job satisfaction (and, consequently, productivity) depends on making the

work itself rewarding to workers. The most recent movement, the "Quality of Work Life" move-

ment .ues the overall happiness of people who work, as well as organizational and societal concerns

abow ,.oductivity.

All a the movements give implicit (but seldom explicit) attention to adaptation, in thalall of
them are concerned with how workers can be adapted to organizational heeds, or how conditions

_could be creoted within th(organizational environment through which workers would be motivated

to adapt themselves in ways that would serve the organization. (The Quality of Work Life movement

goes beyond these organization-centered concerns to focus on workers' needs both within work and

, across other contexts of their lives as well.) Most theories do seem to rgree that whatever happens

(or does not happen) to effect adaptation between workers and the wIrk environment, it involves

certain broad areas of factors: the character;stics of individual workera, of the jobs they perform,
of the organizations in which most jobs exist, and of the economic/te,thnologicallsocietal environ-

ment in which they all exist.

The relmainder of this section reviews the pertinent theories of ihe four movements above, in

order to examine the basic concepts relatingto adaptation, and to ci.,:rive the major factors involved

and the relationships that are drawn between them. The sections # it follow then examine theories

and research on occupational choice, career development, transferablelkills, and components of

adaptive competencies. Taken together, this information will he wed tonstruct a profile of the

factors, agents, and interrelationships involved in individual adapave responses in the world of work.



The "Human Rewards" Movement

The firtt systematic examination of the relationships between work and workers was done by
Frederick Taylor, whosePrincip/es of Scientific Mail enent (19111was based on "painstaking
observation of behavior on the shop floor" (Whyte, 1959, p. 5). Taylor introduced a number of
concepts about worker attitudes, planning and standardization of work methods, and the role of

pay as an incenthe for performance.

In Taylor's model, the pivotal human factor was attitude toward work:

By "attitude," Taylor meant much more than just feelings; he meant the
workers' philosophy contxrning cooperation with management and their
view of their own self-interest. He implicitly assumed that a worker who
accePted the scientific management philosophy and who received the highest .

possible earnings with the least amount of fatigue would be satisfied and
productive (Locke, 1976, p. 1298)

Taylor believed that hedonism was the primary motivator of human beings, and that workers'
attitude toward work was one of dislike. He attempted to deal with the incongruities between this
attitude and the requirements of work organizations "by installing financial incent've programs
intended to make workers want to work hard toward organizational goals, and by placing such an
elaborate set of supervisory controls on workers that they scarcely could behave otherwise"
(Hackman, 1977, p: 11).

Another basic assuinption of Taylor--and of Gilbreth (1 9/1970), another pioneer in the
scientific approach to managementwas that there is one bes way of doing any job or job task. The

best way, according to .taylor, could be determined through observation and measurement:

He examin0 the characteristics of metals and tools. He observed that workers
had differfnt styles of performing the same tasks, with different levels of
efficiency. He noted the nature and sequence of activities in each work cycle
and timed each movement with a stopwatch. Thus he cought to determine
the best way to put the motions of the work cycle toc. thor and to establish
a stsndard time for the completion of the cycle. (Whyt. 196 p. 4)

The planning of a job was to be the responsibility of supervisors, , '''ne-motion studies, and
individual workers' discretion in the doing of the job was to be minunlz ed. Taylor stressed the
importance of assuring that "the tasks done by workers did not exceed their performance capabili-
ties" (Hackman& 1977, p. 100).

These ideas, intended to increase the productivityand hence profitof work organizations,
were widely adopted, and many of them are still at the core of current management philosophies.
Such organizations streamline jobs (thus reducing fatigue), dictate exact task and cycle specifLations,
and often pay the individual worker by the piece produced (thus linking performance to reward).
Presumably, workers "adapt".to the world of work by accepting this philosophy and cooperating
with the mandates of the organization. Those who do not adapt do not keep jobs. The worker's
attitude, the efficiency of the job cycle, and the organization's incentive plan are assumed to be the

potent factors.

These notions about worker attitudes and the rigidity of the work structure and role of
management did not resolve "people-problems (such as high absenteeism and turnover, poor quality
of work, and high worker dissatisfaction) that became increasingly evident in work organizations"
(Hackman, 1977, p. 101). Observation and measurement in the work place continued, and a broader
view of what composed successful (i.e., adaptive) work-worker relationships emerged, the "Human
Relations" movement.
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The "Human Relations" Movement

,The Hawthorne experiments (Mayo, 1933; Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939) were conducted
at the Hawthorne plants of the Western Electric Company in the late 1920s in order to investigate

the effects of rest pauses and incentives on productivity. It was disccwered that workers' productivity
was being strongly affected by the relationships between workers and their supervisors, and by

informal work groups that cduld exert social pressure in the work environment (i.e., by restricting
production according to the group's notion of "a fair day's work"). Ttie most significant outcome
of the Hawthorne studies, at least for understanding occupational adaptation,* was its broader
conceptualization of the worker, going beyond the idea of "economic man." According to Mayo
(1945),"man's [sic] desire to be continuously associated in work with his fellows is a strong, if not

the ttrongest, human characteristic" (p. 111).

The influences of "significant others" became the major focus of what became known as the
"Human Relations" movement. The study of work groups and supervisory styles was the focus of

sociologists such astewin (1936, 1947, 1951), Homans (1950), and Whyte (1955), and psychologists
such as Fleishman (1953, 1975), Halpin and Winer (1957), and Likert (1961). Their work stressed
the group as the unit of investigation, in the belief that "the individual plays a role primarily in terms
of his [sic] position in the structure of the group or his t.;:ntribution to group processes" (Herzberg,
Mausner, & Snyderman, 1969, p. 9). Groups were conceived as having structure (lines of communi-
cation and influence), coheliveness (attraction of members to the group), and direction (leadership).

Work organizatiOns, always concerned with productivity and profitability, noted that the
studies linked increased work group satisfaction with increased productivity:

There is considerable evidence that the satisfaction of subordinates i positively
associated With the degree to which they dee permitted an opportunity to
participate in making decisions. (Vroom, 1964, p. 115)

With this and other related findings in mind, concerned managers concentrated on bettering relation-

ships with unions, retraining supervisors, reorganizing jobs to create cohesive work teams, restructuring

segments of the organization to allow degrees of group decision-making, fostering democratic leader-

ship, and experimenting with participative supervision.

As regards adaptation in the work place, the Human Relations theories imply That the main
locus of adaptation it the work group; that is, the most important influences are the relati, i hips
and interactions with significant others in the immediate work environment: coworkers and super-
visors.** Presumably, a person adapts in his or her work situation through either a membership or
leadership role. The impact on individuals of significant othersfactors of which involve group goals,
values, size and type of group organization, style of leadership, attitudes, and relative powerand
the policies of the work organization regarding supervision and group decision-making would probably
constitute the most potent factors in adaptation in work, according to Human Relations theories.

Work-in this area led to greater understanding of interpersonal relations in the work place,
participative decision-making in the immediate work environment, and more humane management
policies. Unfortunately, the extreme stress on the importance of groups tended to ignore the

*An inadvertent outcome of the. Hawthorne experiments, while not directly pertinent here, was the so-called
"Hawthprne effect," by which it was noted that a poor experimental research design is apt to bias the data

collected in a study.

ynions or professional associations also commute groups of significant others, where appropo.
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individual worker (as well as the organizational structure and the external environment). As Vroom

(1964) points out,
It would seem to be crucial to go beyond the implicit assumption that all
persons equally value interaction with their coworkers, or being accepted by
their coworkers, and to attempt to establish the nature of the interactions
between these environmental states and individual mbtives. (p. 126)

Beginning in the late 1950s, research began to swing away from studying work groups and the roles

of supervisi6n/management, and began to focus on individual worker motives and needs, and the

importance of the work itself in achiiving job satisfaction.

The Job Satisfaction Movement

,n a sense, the Human Rewards and the Human Relations movements had both been concerned

with job satisfaction, for it was generally agreed, "worker attitudes and adjustments to the work place

have a direct bearing on productivity, costs, quality of product, profitability, and competitiveness in

world markets ..." (Rosow, 1974, p. 7). Job satisfaction was viewed as a measure of a worker's

attitude, and.thus a predictor of productivity. In the Human Rewards model, a worker is satisfied

(and consequently productive) if his or her job is efficient and the.pay is sufficient. In the Human

Relations model, a worker is satisfied if (a) he or she is a part of a harmoniouswork-group, (b) that

work-group has some say in decisions involving members' jobs, and (c) if the supervisors treat every-

one humanely. In effect, job satisfactionhowever definedwas this movement's criteria for "success-

ful" adaptation.

In 1935; Hoppock published the first indepth study of job satisfaction, which was not aligned

with any particular m'anagement philosophy. The stud4 -revealed a "multiplicity of factors that

could affect job satisfaction, including both factors that had been studied previously (fatigue,

monotony, working conditions, supervision) and those which were only to be emphasized later

(achievement)" (Locke, 1976, p. 1299). Hoppock's study also.showed that differences in job content

were important:
The number and nature of the functions which individual workers are called

upon to perform vary tremendously from one work role to another. The duties

of the doctor, the assembly line worker, the policeman, and the corporation
president differ so extensively from one another that it is difficult to see how

the psychological consequences of these differences could have received so
little attention. (Vroom, 1964, pp. 1126-1127)

Hoppock's work was overshadowed by the Human Relations movement for a long time, but a

monograph published by Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman in 1959 initiated an era of research on

the motivational consequences of job content. The school of thought that emerged, sometimes

termed the "Work Itself School," wasibased on the idea of "the attainment of satisfaction through

growth in skill, efficacy, and responsibility made possible by mentally challenging work" (Locke,

1976,R 1300).

Numerous models have been postulated to identify the variables that relate to job sat;sfaction.

The ... research which has been conducted on the determinants of job
satisfaction has 'aealt primarily with two relationships: (1) the relationship

between satisfaction and job characteristics, and (2) the relationship
between satisfaction and characteristics of the person. As Lawler (1973)
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states, "Not surprisingly, the research shows that satisfaction is a function

of both the person and the environment." (Mount & Muchinsky, 1978,
pp. 84-85)

Most models give what they consider to be Significant job dimensions. Most also seem to include

the following generai assumption:

A job is not an entity but a complex interrelationship of tasks, roles,
responsibilities, interactions, incentives, and rewards. Thus a thorough

underganding of job attitudes requires that the job be analyzed in terms

of its constituent elements. (Locke, 1976, p. 1301)

The models generally focus on attitudes, needs, values, expectations, or other affective elements as

the significant person dimensions that interact with the work environment dimensions (especially

job content) to determine whether or not a person feels satisfied in his or her work situation.

A number of pertinent job satisfaction models will be reviewed next. They vary according to

whether their slant is on person dimensions or work environment dimensions as the more reevant

elements in satisfaction. Within those perspectives, the models vary according to which particular

person or work-related dimensions are believed to be most potent. Finely, they tend to varyton-

siderably in what constitutes "jobsatisfaction"their criteria of "success" in.adaptation. Each of

the models reviewed here has contributed somewhat to the thinking upon which the model of

occupational adaptation (see Chapter V) is based.

Herzberg's motivation-hygiene theory. Herzberg and his associates (1959) pursued their

studies of worker-work interactions by examining relationships between job attitydes and the

resulting responses in work. Essentially a psycholggical apProach, the theory is what Locke (1976)

calls a-"oontent-theory"aflattemptio "specify the particular needs that must be satisfied or the

values that must be attained for an individual to be satisfied with his [sic] job" (p.1307): The
central question asked by the Herzberg studies was, "What do people want from their jobs?"

Herzberg based his theory on the assumption that " -fin motivation is constituted of two

factors: a humanistic factor (taking satisfaction from exriances of growth) and ... 'animal'

(avoiding dissatisfaction from pain in the environment)" (Szura & Vermilion, 1975, p. 181). A study

on which the theory is based found, that environmental factors in work that act as aatisfiers are

different than the factors that act as dissatisfiers:

Factors in the job context meet the needs of the individual for avoiding
unplei4ant situations. ... the job factors [content] reward the needs of the

individual to meet his [sic] aspirations. These effects on the individual can

be conceptualized as actuating approach rather than avoidance behavior.
(Herzberg et al., 1959, p. 114)

Herzberg called job factors "motivators," as opposed to extra-job (context) factors, which he

labeled factors of "hygiene." The motivators are the content of the work itself, as well as how much

the work provides feelings of achievement, recognition for a job well done, responsibility, and

chances for growth and advancement. Herzberg also echoed a theme of the Human Relations move-

ment, the individual's measure of control over-the way in which the job is done, as an important

motivator factor. According to the theory, these-job content factors are sources of satisfaction, but

their absence or inadequacy is not expected to produce actual dissatisfaction.
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The hygiene factors, which are associated with the conditions or context surrounding the job,
include salary, job security, fringe benefits, interpersonal relationships, quality of supervision,

company policies and administrative practices, and the comfort, and safety of working conditions.
The hygiene factors are expected to produce a state of dissatisfaction if they do not meet acceptable
levels. Regardless of how well hygiene needs are met, however, hygiene factors do not produce
satisfaction. Rather, they produce a neutral set of attitudes. Further, the fewer the "opportunities
for the 'motivators' to appear, the greater must be the hygiene offered in order to make the work
tolefable" (Ibid, p. 115).

The theory does not address the issue of-the effects of individual differences on response to
motivation-hygiene factors. Herzberg explained,-"Since each individual may present at any one time

a different scn.mble of his [sic] psychologiCel need list, a systematic personnel practice hoping to.
cater to the most prepotent needs of its entire working force is defeated by the nature of the proba-
bilities" (Ibid.; p. 110). Herzberg and his colleaguee subscribed to the idea that, after basic hygiene
needs are met in a job, the human need for self-actualization (as proposed by Maslow) win drive
workers to seek satisfaction through work itself: "The factors that lead to positive job attitudes do
so because they satisfy the individual's need for self-actualization in his [sic] work" (Ibid., p. 114).

The motivation-hygiene theory is primarily intended for usE by management in its search for

ways to affect productivity. Both motivator and hygiene factors can presumably be manipulated by

a work organization to influence workers' attitudes. Oniy the content (motivator) factors, however,

relate to productivity: "All we can expect from satisfying the needs for hygiene is the prevention of
dissatisfaction and poor job performance" (Ibid., p. 115). Job attitudes are also supposed by Herzberg
to affect turnover (the likelihood of persons to stay in their jobs), mental health, interpersonal re!ation-
ships, and attitudes toward oneself as well as one's colleagues, profession, or company; all of these
could, presumably, be affected by organizational manipulation Qf job content and hygiene factors.

Subsequent studies have pointed out i number of-shortcomings to Herzberg's theory. Szura and
Vermillion (1975) criticized the theory's neglect of personal factors, saying that

... there is a relationship between at least some personality variables [personal
value on self-actualization, internal locus of control, defensiveness, and need
for approval] and the attribution of either a satisfying or a dissatisfying work
experience to both intrinsic and extrinsic job factors. (p. 186)

Carlisle (1973).took exception to the theory's list of significant ifork factors:

Motivation is not simply a relationship between an individual and the tasks

. he [sic] performs. ... Motivation is affected by that relationship, but it.is
also affected by organizational, purpose, technology, structure, and such
external factors as culture, general level of technology, government, and
economic conditions. (p. 154)

Finally, some other studies (Dunnette, Campbell, & Hakel, 1967; Green, 1968; King, 1970)
investigated motivational effects of various work factors, and found that some aspects of the
work place can serve at times as motivators and at other times as hygiene factors. These findings
put Herzberg's two-factor approach in question.

Despite its shortcomings, Herzberg's the9.5y was the first important indication that the
content and conditions of work itself are of enormous significance in "the ultimate motivation and
satisfaction of employees" 4Hackman & Suttle, 1977, p. 108). These same job content and job
context factors probably affect worker-work interactions involved in occupational adaptation.
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Argyris' personality and organization theory. Argyris' personality and organization (PlO)
theory introduced a new slant to studying vrker-work interrelationships by fdcusing on the

dimensions of person factors in the work place as those most significant in satisfaction and produc-

tivity. One of the central themes of the theory is "to study individual differences and to suggest new

Work worlds'Where individual differences might flourish" (Argyris, 1973, p. 142).

An explicit personality model, or "model of man," is at the core of this and other organize-

tonal psychology theories. Argyris' personality model proposes that there are

... continua along which individuals can be ordered, through empirical
research, in tears of the kinds of needs and where they are located on eaCh

continduni. The variance of need expression can be studiedamorig
individuals as well as within individuels depending on the.situation in
which they exist, the particular stage of their personal development; or
the history of need fulfillment: (ibid., p. 142)

The other rmportant aspect of Argyris' personalitY model consists of individuals' abilities, which

are categorized "in terms of motoric (doing), cognitive (knowing), and conative (feeling)" (Ibid..
1964, p. 229). Abilities, like needs, 'are arranged on'a continuum from minimum w maximum
competence, which "varies,from individual to individual and within the same individual at different

times of his (sic] development" (Ibid.).
.

Argyris' analog of job satisfaction was "psychclogical success," which he viewed asihe focus

for individual needs in work. Psychological success presents a "mechanism for increasing self-

esteem," which is seen as a vital psychological need in humans. Another need, a sense of personal

competence, is theoretically also enhanced as psychological success increases. Together with the

third psychological need, confirmation by others of one's personal competence, these create a

"proper state of mind"i.e., psychological successthat allows a person to apply a high level of
"psychological energy" to his or her work. In later work, Argyris (1965) added a fourth psycho-
logical need, a sense of interpersonal competence (e.g., openness, risk taking, owning up to,

individuality, and trust), to the needs fulfilled by psychological success.

The dimensions of the work environment (the other half of the P/0 model) interact with
individual needs and abilities to affect psychological succesa (and, ultimately, productivity):
"Organizations have a life of their own, in the sense that they hive goals that rhay be orthogonal

or antagonistic with needs" (Argyris, 1973, p. 142). The relevant organizational factors

arc conceived of as "patternsi " of the formal and informal organization, including: (a) group

attractiveness, goals, proceises, and norms; (b) organizational activities and policies related to

power, rewards, penalties, communication, and work flows; (c) informal,activities such as gold-

bricking, apathy, indifference, interdepartmental conflict, conformity, and mistrust; and (d)
organizational structure, size, purpose, and values.

"Congruence" between person and orgahlzation occurs when the needs and abilities of the

individuals correspond with the needs of an organization and its capacity to provide meaningful
challenges and opportunities r individual workers to athieve psychological success. There are

three overall categories of factors that influence the likelihood of achieving congruence, as Argyris

viewed it; they include (a) the values individuals place on themselves and their abilities; (b) the

opportunities presented by_the work organization, through which the individual is able to define

his or her own immediate goals; and (c) the influences of society and culture on the individual.and

on the work'environment (Ibid., 1964, pp. 33-34). At the job levelthe locus of most worker-work

interactionthe significant factors include an appropriate degree of self-responsibility and self-control

in the job, commitment to it, opportunity for productiveness and work, and utilization of the

worker's more important abilities (Ibid., p. 27).

p.
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Argyris devoted a chapter of Integrating the Individual and the Organization (1964) to NO
adaptive strategies, which will be reviewed in a iater section. The factors involved in his "mix model"
of personality/organization congruence are also those potent in occupational adaptaticin. Argyris'
concept of congruence is similar to the adaptability concept of eqUilibrium between person and

environment, and it is when,a serious state of incongruence exists that adaptation must take place.

Argyris' work was an important break from the Human Relations movement, in that it focused

on "the need of the person to maintain self-esteem and the right to grow in the face o the demands

of the organization for 'teamwork' " (Herzberg et al., 1959, p. 10). In addition, Ar r s introduced

the use of models of man, and was influential in steering research on work toward he study of
individual psychological needs as vital factors in worker-work interrelationships.

(
Vroom's expectancy theory. Expectancy theory, a social psychology perspective on worker-work

interrelationships, was proposed by Vroom (1964) and elaborated by otters (Atkinson, 1964; Hackman
& Lawler, 1971; Porter & Lawler, 1968). eased on objective observation and critical analysis and

review of laboratory experiments, correlational field studies, and field expiriments, expectancy

theory is an attempt to understand (rather than to aid in controlling) the motivated behaviors of

individuals in work. The theory, also called a "path goal approach to motivation," states that

... the effort a person expends to perform some task is a joint function of both
the value the individual attaches to obtainable rewards and the expectation (or

perceived probability) that a certain amount of energy expenditure will result
in an obtained reward. (Porter, 1973, pp. 125-126)

Vroom focused on motivation in the belief that "motivational concepts play a major role in

most serious efforts tci analyze and explain behavior" (1964, p. 4). He defined motivation in a

specific sense: '"We will use the term motivation to refer to a process governing choices made by

persons or lower organisms among alternative forms of voluntary activity" (Ibid., p. 6).

In the expectancy theory's model, expectancy is conceived to be "a momentary belief con-

cerning the likelihood that a particular act will be followed by a particular outcome" (Ibid., p. 17).

Valence, which is called attitude or incentive in other theories, refers to

... affective orientations toward particular outcomes. In our system, an

outcOme is positively valent when the person prefers attaining it to not
attaining it. ... An outcome has a valence of zero when the person is

indifferent. ... and it is negatively vaient when he [sic) prefers not
attaining it to attaining it. (ibid., p. 15)

Valences (V) and expectancies (E) combine to determine behavioral choices, and the strength of the

motivational force (MF) to choose one behavior over any other is expressed mathematically as "a

monotonically increasing function of the algebraic sum of the products" (Ibid7, p. 18); or, in

symbols: MF E x V..

Vrobm examined wtpt he considered to.be the three central "phenomena" of worker-work
interrelationshipsoccupational choice, job satisfaction, and job performance. He believed that

these should be regarded as:

... joint functiOns of individual differences in motives and cognized or
actual properties of work roles. We should not expect to be able to account
for these phenomena solely in terms of individual differences in desires end

aversioos or solely In terms of beliefs about or attual prop4rties of work roles.

Both sets of variables are involved, and there are important interaetions
betNeen them. (Ibid., p. 286)
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Vroom did no :. attempt to construct a model of man, or even a list of needs, as he felt it would
be too difficult to formulate "a meaningful list of motives which are common to all persons." He
did think that "it is possible that there are characteristics of individuals which similarly condition
their reactions to objectively different aspects of the work situation" (Ibid., p. 103). At least as
regards job satisfaction, however, a worker's perceptions of the work situation seem to be most

potent:
... the job satisfaction of,a worker would be a function.of: (1) his Isicl
beliefs concerning the degree to which he possesses various characteristics;
(2) his beliefs concerning the degree to which these characteristics should
result in the attainment of rewarding outcomes from his job, i.e., their
value as inputs; (3) his beliefs concerning the degme to which he receives
these rewarding outcomes from his job; (4) his beliefs concerning the degree
to which others possess these characteristics;15) his beliefs concerning the
degree to which others receive rewarding outcomes from their jobs; and
(6) the extent to which he compares himself to others (e.g., the equity
issue] . (Ibid., pp. 171-172).

Different perceptions across different individuals will allow some people to be more easily satisfied

than others in identical work situations (which may confound job satisfaction studies based oh

self-reports only).

In his extensive r6view of prior research efforts, Vroom did examine and discuss many of the

same job-related needs that were considered by other theorists. Extrinsic needs that Vroom listed as

sigpificant included wages, supervision, interpersonal relations, job content, and promotional oppor-
tunities. Intrinsic needs (in essence, intrapsychic needs) included achievehient, self-expression,
affiliation, autonomy, self-esteem, security, and social status.

Vroom also gave a good bit of, attention to a person factor he called ability. "A person's ability
to perform a task refers to the degree to which he [sic] possesses all of the psychological attributes
necessary for a high level of performance excluding those of a motivational nature" (Ibid., p..159). .

Ability appears to be strongly related to job choice, job satisfaction, and effective performance.
Motivation does relate to ability in that "possession of an ability by a person, or to be more exact,
believed possession of an ability, is tantamount to a motive to use thatYability" (Ibid., p. 94)..This
is the concept of "motivated skills" discussed in other research.

Vroom did not dwell on any one dimension of work factors. Instead, he examined literature on

many factors of work, ncluding supervision, accurate feedback, work groups, job characteristics
(content), wag,:1, promotional opportunit!es, and hour's, looking for those that might act as motiva-
tional determinants of job performance, and that might be important in judgments of job satisfaction.
He found a one-to-one relationship between performance and rewards, in that "Individuals are satis-
fied with their jobs to the extent to which their jobs provide them with what they desire, and they.
perform effectively in them to the extent that effective performance leads to the attainment of what
they desire" (Ibid., p. 264).

In research on job content that was partlY based on Vroom's expectancy theory, Hackman and
Lawler (1971) claimed that certain job characteristics can directly affect employee attitudes and
behavior in work, and that suph effects could be conceptualized in terms.of the expectancy theory:

Specifically, Hackman and Lawler predicted that if specific core job character-
istics are present, employees will experience a positive, self-generated affective
response when they perform weV-and that this internal. kick will provide an
incentive for continued efforts toward good performance. The specific job
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dimensions proposed as necessary to create conditions for such self-
motivation to develop and be maintained are; (a) variety, (b) task identity
(that is, doing a whole piece of work), (c) autonomy, and (d) feedback.
(Hackman, 1977, pp. 109-110)

Further work by Hackman and Oldham (1977) added one final dimension, task significance, which

"fosters work experiences for ernployees that, in turn, affect their work motivation and satisfaction"

(Hackman, 1977, p. 110).

In examining the 'evidence on job satisfaction, Vroom noted that the degree of relationship
between job satisfaction and job performance was tentious: "... the lack of any market association
between [the] two variables suggests the desirability of regarding them as both conceptually and
empirically separable butcomes,of the person-work role relationship" (Vroom, 1964, p. 187). Other
researchers came to similar conclusions (Katzell, 1964; Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975; Locke, 1976;
Schwab & Cummings, 1970), although, on the whole, there may be weak, but positive, connections
between them (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975).

Vroom's expectancy theory rejected HerzUerg et al.'s (1959) notion of motivation, in that
expectancy theory does not distinguish some factors as "satisfying," and hence motivating, and
others as "dissatisfying," and hence merely hygienic. Rather, motivation is seen as depending on an
individual's own expectations and his or her perceptions of how work-related dimensions (which ,

'vary in significance from person to person and situation to situation) do or do not help meet the
person's expectations. Also, as we have seen, Vroom rejected the notion of a model of man. Still, -

expectancy theory has gained much support:

Studies have shown ... that people's reports of their expectancies and valences

can predict later behavior, although not all studies have found that valence
measures are useful. ... There seems to be widespread research support for the
utility of a general expectancy-theory approach to understanding-the behavior
of people in organizations. (Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1975, p. 57)

One of the shortcomings of expectancy theory is that it applies "exclusively to jobs that are done
independently by individuals ... [and offers] no guidelines for interacting teams ..." (Hackman,
1977, p. 111).

Vroom does not give specific attention to iisues of adaptation in work. There is brief discussion
of the effects of change on "expected levels of reward," in that, depending on the "stability" of their
expectations, people seem to take varying amounts of time for their responses (i.e., performance) to
normalize cfter the change in rewards has occurred. The "level of adaptation," which is assumed to
have been more or lessstable at the previous level of reward, must normalize to a new level of adapta-
tion. Such changes relate to expectancy Iteory as follows:

If the adaptation to changed levels of reward is rapid, we can, for all practical
purposes, disregard them in our predictions. On the other hand, if this
adaptation takes a long period of time, we cannot ignore them for in so
doing we would fail to account for a major sotirce of variance. (Vrcom, 1964,
p. 167)

It is unfortunate that expectancy theory deals only with adaptation as it relates to changes in
reward, but even with this shortcoming, Vrooin's concepts of motivation; valence, and motivational
force may be useful in helping to understand individual differences in adaptive strategies and

' behaviors in work situations.



Lofquist and Dawis' theory of work adjusunent. A number of theories about worker-work
interrelationships are based on the premise that "it is the degree to which the lob fulfills or allows
the fulfillment of the individual's needs that determines his (sic) degree of job satisfaction" (Locke,
1976, p. 1303). Morse (1953), Porter (1962), Schaffer (1953), and Wofford (1971 ) all took this
basic approach, but the "need fulfillment" idea received its most cogent presentaticn in the Work

of Lofquist, pewit and their colleagues at the University of Minnesota (Dawis, England, & Lofquist,
1964; Dawis & Lofquist, 19/5, 1976, 1978; Dawis, Lofquist, & Weiss, 1968;, Lofquist & Dawis,
1969, 1975, 1978).

Lofquist and'Dawis, who intended their work to be "a contribution to the development of
the psychology of work," proposed a model of work adjustment in which the primary emphasis was
on individual differences in needs. They defined work adjustment as "the continuous and dynamic

process by which the individual seeks to achieve and maintain correspondence with his [sic] work
environment" (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969, p. 46).

The major sets of variables used in the theory are abilities and needs to describe
work personalities, ability requirements and reinforcer systems to describe <

work environments, and satisfactoriness, satisfaction, and tenure to describe
`outcomes of the interaction. Prediction of the waif( adjustment outcomes
uiilizes the concept of correspondenee between work personalities and work
environments. (Dawis & Lofquist, 1976, p. 55)

The notion of correspondence is very similar to4hose of equilibrium and congruence in other
work theories:Correspondence is seen as "a harmomoui relationship between individual and .

environment, suitability of the Individual to the environment and of the environment to the
individual and a reciprocal and complementary relationship between the individual and his (sic)
environment" (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969, p. 45). In effect; correipo-ndence is a state-in which both
individual and environment are responsive to each other's needs. Dawis and Lofqulst (1978) later
expanded the concept to Include the more longitudinal notion of corresponsiveness, wjiich "attends
to the dynamic relationship that occurs in the maintenance of correspondence once it is initially
achieved", (p. 76).

411
Satisfaction and.satisfactoriness are the internal and external indicators of a state of corres-

pondence, where satisfaction lithe worker's appraisal of the extent to which the work environment
fulfills his or her requirements, and satisfactoriness is the employer's or organizatioq's appraisal of
how well the worker is fulfilling the requirements of his or her job (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969, p. 47).
Rounds, Sloan, Dawis, and Lofquist (1976) went another step and linked satisfaction with the degree
of correspondence between individual needs and the work environment's reinforcer system, while
satisfactoriness Ile., adequacy of performance) was linked with the degree Of correspondence
between individual abilities and the work environment's ability requirements (often expressed as
job descriptions). These notions are related to French et al.'s theory of person-environment fit (1974),
in which "fit" has commensurate dimensions of needs-supplies, and demands-abilities.

The work adjustment model uses parallel terms to describe both person dimensions and work
environment dimensions, because

. . .* concepts of corresponsiveness and change over time lead to the necessity
for conceptualizing both the work personality and work environment in terms
of ... dimensions that will permit description of the interaction between the
work personality structure and the work environment structure. (Dawis &
Lofquist, 1976, p. 55)
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The basic person dimensions are described as abilities and needs. Skills, which are defined as
"recurring response sequences" that have been modified and refined with repetition, are subsumed
into the ability dimension, because abilities are considered toe be more basic and inclusive. Needs
are conceptually defined as psychological reinforcement values that are not necessarily related to
a state of deprivation; rather, they are an individual's preferences for particular conditions and
outcomes of work. The notion of individual differences is stressed: "... individual differences are
not limited to preferences (for work or other activities) but are found for skills, abilities, physical
characteristics, and, for that matter, for any measurable trait" (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969, p. 18).

Needs and abilities interact in complex ways to produce individual preferencesalso termed
"expressed interests"for various kinds of activities. Other ability-need relationships are expressed

as personality characteristics. "The indfiridual's set of abilitiei, his [sic] set of needs, and the inter-
actions of his abilities and needs constitute the structure of his personality" (Ibid., p. 32). Further,
individuals are seen as having a personality style, which involves an individual's style of reponse
(for instance, his or her speed of reaction) and his or her style of reacting (such as tolerance for
delays in rewards). When these descriptions of personality are related to work behavior, they are
called the work personality, whose structure and style must be considered in terms of the abilities
and needs relevant to the particular work environment requirements and reinforcers.

The work environment dimensions are described in the theory as work environment require-
ments and reinforcer sysiems. Little attention is given to the requirements factors; presumably, the
requirement factors are manifested in such things as job descriptions and company policies. A
worker is in correspondence with the work environment requirementswhen he or she has the
abilities to perform the job tasks in the job description, and performs them in the manner prescribed
by the organization. While Ate work organization is generally in control of making such stipulations,
its latitude in making them is limited by government, organized labor, businesscompetitors, and to
a degree, ith employees: "The employee may accept, change, or reject the employer's specifications.
In order to recruit and hold workers, the employer must attend to employee satisfaction" (Ibid.,
p. 33).

The work environment dimension given most attention in work adjustment theory is that of
occupational reinforcers, which are "conditions in work that provide satisfaction of an individual's._
needs" (Dawis & Lofquist, 1975, p. 167). This dimension, too, is primarily in the control of the
employer, who determines what conditions (and oppqrtunities) are available to stimulate and main-
tain what the organization deems appropriate work behaviors.

In the view of Lofquist and Dawis (1978) ... the categorization of work
reinforcers [falls] into three classes, depending on whether they are involved
in reinforcement provided by the external environment, other people, and
the self. The first two factors, Safety and Comfort, refer to environmental
(i.e., organization) reinforcers; the next two factors, Aggrandizement and
Altruism, refer to social reinforcers; and the lest two factors, Achievement
and Autonomy, refer to reinforcers that are provided by the self. (Shubsachs,
Rounds, Dawis, & Lofquist, 1978, p. 56)

The reinforcer classes are briefly described as follows:

Safety importance to the individual of the stability of work rules and
practices, and a noncapricious management

Comfort importance of a steady job that is interesting, comfortable to have,
and can be relied upon

Aggrandizement importance of the opportunity for gaining self-advancement, power,
and authority over others
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Altruism
Achievement

Autonomy

importance of friendly coworkers and social service

importance of the opportunity for fulfillment, performance, and

accomplishment
importance of self-governance on the job and freedom to decide and
cct (Lofquist & Dawis, 1978)

A factor analysis of the Minnesota Importance Questionnaire (MIQ) (Weiss, Dawis, Lofquist,

& England, 1968), an instrument developed to measure job satisfaction with the six reinforcer
classes, found that the following work environment factors are significantly related to the following

reinforcer classes:

lieinforcer Classes Work Environment Factors*

Safety:

Comfort:

Opportunity for advancement
Company policies and practices
Compensation (wages)
Security
*Human relations supervision
Technical supervision
Working conditions

Activity
Independence
Security
Variety
Working conditions

Aggrandizement: Opportunity for advancement
Authority
Recognition
Social status

Coworkers
Moral values
Social service

Opportunity for ability utilization
Opportunity for achievement
Opportunity for advancement

Authority
Opportunity for creativity
Responsibility

These are not the only pertinent factors. Safety reinforcers, for instance, could also include stability

of management, size and reputation of the company, and position of the company in the market-

place over the years (Lofquist & Dawis, 19784). 15). The factors considered in the MIQ, listed

above, were limited to those most significant and probably most apparent to workers answering a
questionnaire attempting to measure job satisfaction.

Al tru ism :

Achievement:

Autonomy:

Another point about reinforcer classes is that the classes have a relationship to the reinforcers

dimension similar to what individual values have to individual needs: Classes are the subcomponents

of dimensions, and values are the subcomponents of (or "second-order") needs (Ibid., pp. 12-14).

Reinforcer Class and Factors matches are based on data in Table 1 of Lofquist and Dawis (1978, p. 15).
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This is important in light of criticism ( Locke, 1976, p. 1303) of the vvork adjustment theory's
original failure to distinguish the concept of needs from related concepts such as values.

The work adjustment theory considered tenurethe propensity of the worker to stay in his
or her jobas the outcome and ultimate criterion of successful work adjustment: "Tenure results
from satisfactoriness and satisfaction (therefore from work-personalitywork-environment corres-
pondence)" (Rounds et al., 1976, p. 2). Dawis and Lofquist (1976) also claimed that correspondence
itself increases as a function of tenure; that is, the longer a person stays in a job, the more his or her
needs and abilities and the work environment's reinforcers and ability requirements will come to
match each oLner. Presumably, this makes tenure the all-important goal for worker-work inter-
relationshipsthe worker's because tenure should mean greater job satisfaction, and the work
organization's because tenure should mean greater worker satisfactoriness.

There are a number of problems with this conceptualization. On a minor note, several studies
of job satisfaction (Koch & Steers, 1978; Porter & Steers, 1973) have found that satisfaction is not
necessarily related to tenure. Koch and Steers noted that ".-..ciob satisfaction deals principally with
cognitions and affective responses to the job and may be more transitory in nature than rjobi attach-
ment". (1078, p. 120). Porter and Steers also stated that "it is necessary to look 'more closely at
the varic is factors of the work situation as they potentially relate to the propensity to withdraw"
(1973, p. 154), rather than draw conclusions based on a gross measure of satisfaction. Finally, as
March and Simon (1958) pointed out, a person who is dissatisfied with his or her job may still be
inclined to stay in it if he or she does not have or is not aware of the availability of more preferable
job opportunities, or does not believe that he or she is able to move toward them.

Another problem with the theory of work adjustment arises in attempting to equate its
criterion of success with occupational adaptation. While tenure may be a valid,criterion of positive
outcomes within a particular job or occupation, it does not apply to positive outcomes where
mobility is the issue. For a concept of occupational adaptability to be useful in contemporary
society, it must incorporate the phenomena of both voluntary and involuntary moves between jobs
and across careers. lt must also avoid, wherever possible, value-loaded judgments on the goodness
or appropriateness of mobility, instead dealing with it simply as a reality.

Despite this conceptual blind spcit, the theory of work adjustment has added important ideas
and information to understanding many of the factors and interrelationships involved in adaptation.
Its stress on "the need-for individualized matching of men tsicl and jobs" and its suggestion that
"such activities atplacement and retraining should be based on a careful analysis both of the
individual's unique abilities and needs and of the aVailabliwork environments" (Lofquist & Dawis,
1969, p. 77) point out the importance of viewing both individuals and work organizations as
unique, continually evolving entitles whose attitudes, behaviors, and goals are perhaps more inti-
mately interwoven than is readily discemable.

Discrepancy theories of job satisfaction. A number of work theorists (Locke, 1969, 1976;
Porter, 1961; Porter & Lawler, 1968; Wanous & Lawler, 1972) examined worker-work interrelation-
Filips involved in job satisfaction jn terms of discrepanciescomparisons that workers can make
regarding their jobs. The idea was derived in part froth work-related psychological research (Caplan,
1971; French & Kahn, 1962). The failure to achieve person-environment fit (i.e., adaptation) is

By Koch and Steers' definition, job attachment "refers to an attitudinal response to one's job that is characterized
by congruence between one's real and ideal jobs, an identification with one's chosen occupation, aryl a reluctance
to seek alternate employment" (1978, p. 120).
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"conceived as discreeincies between demands and supplies" (French et al., 1974, p. 317), and this

failure leads to dissat ;faction. In terms of worker-work "fit," discrepancies are also related to

differences between t e "supply" and "demand" that a worker ans.1 the work environment create

for each other:

, actual discrepancies between job and man (sic] are a source of perceived
discrepancies between what a person would like his job to be and what he
perceives it tc be. The perceived discrepancies are in turn used prominently
as a measure of job satisfaction. ...* (Sorensen & Kalleberg, 1973, p. 7)

Locke (1961) proposed that "only unfulfilled desires can cause dissatisfaction, and that
satisfaction is the result of a comparison between fulfillment and desires or ideals" (White, 1977,

p. 29). qmotional responses related to work.reflect a dual judgment: (a) the discrepancy (or relation)
betweehwhat an individual Wants (including how much he or she wants) and what the individual
perceives him- or herself as getting; and (b) the importance of what is wanted (or the amount of
what is wanted) to,the individual. In effect, estimates of job satisfaction "reflect both percept- (or

cognition-) value discrepancy and value importance" (Locke, 1976, p. 1304). This theory takes the
approach that the difference between the job condition or reward that averson values (a "Would
Like" item) and how close his or her present job comes to fulfilling the person's ideal for that
condition or reward (an "Is Now" item) is a potent psychological factor in how that person perceives

and reports his or her level of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

The equity issue is another perceptual element in people's feelings about job conditions or
rewards. Etien if a person perceives a valued condition or reward as close to his or her "ideal," what
the person believii is a "fair" level of that condition of reward depends a great deal on hay niiich
of it other persons in similar jobs, with similar responsibilities, are getting. Therefore, job satisfaction

is measured by the discrepancy between a "Should Be" item and an "Is Now" item, as proposed by

Porter and Lawler (1968).

Both thr equity discrepancy and the ideal-value discrepancy approaches seem to be important

in evaluating perceptions of job satisfaction. As Wanous and LaWler (1972) point out, "It is not
eficult to imagine people who believe their job is not 'right for them' because it is quite different
from their desires Out who also believe that the job provides fair or equitable outcomes for the

inputs required" (p. 97).

Wanous and Lawler took a more inclusive approach to job satisfaction, proposing that satis-

factioh depends on the degree of discrepancy between the importance a worker 'attaches to a Work

condition or reward (an "Importance': itemwhich includes perceptions of both equity and ideal

value) and the worker's peeception of how closely the current job is meeting the work condition or

reward (an "Is N94v" item).

In an extensive review of job satisfaction literature, Locke (19713) "combined the most
defensible aspects" of the many theories, hypothesizing that:

... job satisfaction results from the appraisal of one's jo t:. as attaining or
allowing the. attainment Of one's important job values, ptoviding these values

are congruent with or help to fulfill one's basic needs. These need% are of
two separable but interdependent types: bodily or physical needs.and psycho-
logical needs, especially the need for growth. Growti is made possible mainly
by the nature of the work itself. (p. 1319)

Discrepancies of fit are indicators of dissatisfaction, but are not equivalent ta it.
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in appraising the factors that various satisfaction models focus on, Locke criticized earlier
categorizations of job dimensions, because most of them were based on factor analysis: "... this
procedure leads to almost as many different factor structures as there are studies ... and this approach
does not substitute for or even verify a conceptual analysis of job dimensions" (Ibid., p. 1301). Using

an Event/Agentclassification approach that linkedbut did not confusethe events or conditions of

a job and the agents (human beings) involved in the job, Locke suggested the following classes of

work environment factors (Ibid., pp. 1319-1328):

Events and Conditions

1. Work including opportunity to use one's valued skills and abilities; opportunity for
new learning; creativity; variety; difficulty; amount of work; responsibility; non-

. arbitrary pressure for performance; control over work methods and work pace
(autonomy); job enrichment (which involves increasing responslity and control);

and complexity

2. Pay including equity considerations

3. Promotion including equity considerations

4. Verbal Recognition

5. Working Conditions including comfort; safety; convenience of work location;
aesthetics of surroundings, adequate tools and equipment; hours

Agents

1. Self including level of self-esteem

2.. Supervisors, Coworkers, and Subordinates including functional job-related relation-
ships and interpersonal relationships

3. Company and Management including organizational policies

Locke also reviewed findings on how individual differences affect the interrelationships between

job attitudes and job dimensions. These stem from variations in different workers' values, needs, and

need levels for different aspects of work, producing variations in their perceived and reported job

satisfaction(s).

The discrepancy concept is an important consideration in understanding occupational adapta-

bility, because discrepancies relating to job satisfaction may function as stimuli to workers' adaptive

behaviors. Further, individual differences in the perception of discrepancies may affectwhether or

not an individual worker initiates an adaptive response and, if so, at what "point" or under what
cdmbinations of circumstances the adaptive responses may be initlated by a particular person.

The job satisfaction dilemma. A number of problems have been noted C.r reviewers and

researchers of job satisfaction theories. Satisfaction has been defined by various theorists as a

function of psychological predispositions or demographic characteristics of workers, as a function

of situational variables in the work environment, or as complex interactions of both. The relation-

ship of job satisfaction to worker productivity has been questioned. The relationship of job satis-

faction with occupational adaptability is likewise unclear; for instance, if a person has adapted

successfully in his or her work situation, does that mean that he or she is experiencing job satisfac-

tion? Or vice versa?

Job satisfaction theories rest on the belief that satisfaction can be measured objectively. How-

ever, there may be as many definitions of "job satisfaction,"and dissatisfactionon any given day

as there are Workers to ask. For instance, Robert Shrank asks,
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apparent that there is little useful consensus on whet job satisfaction means or how it can best be

measured.

What do Cve mean when we say that [people are dissatisfied with their jobs] ?
Some people are tickled silly with their jobs; some people hate them; some-

people hite thorn some of the time ... some*people just hate them on
Monday; other people lovtthem on Friday. (Discussion, 1979, p. 12)

Frederick Jacobs adds,

when 25 tfZe.rnillion people say that if they co d change their jobs
they would, se they don't like what they're dot g, ,--have you

picked them on a day when they just found out the ot getting a
raise, or they've been passed over for a promotion, o ey've had a fight

with the boss, or someone'hasti't shown up for work? (ibid., p. 13)

In an extensive review of job satisfaction measures, Wanous and Lawler (1972) examined nine

operational definitions of job satisfaction, including Vroom's valence model, Porter's early (1961)

discrepancy mOdel, Lofquist and Dawis' needs fulfillment model, Porter and Lawler's equity/dis-
crepancy model, and Locke's ideal/discrepancy model. The reviewers' conclusion was that "all the
operational definitions of-job satisfaction do not yie4 empirically comparable measures of satisfac-

tion" (1972, p. 95). In other words, they are not really measuring the same thing.

There seems to be a number of types of feelings that people may call job satisfaction, or that

influence tiow people respond to questions about satisfaction. For example, a person might report

a general level of satisfaction with a job, and yet be strongly dissatisfied with certain aspects of it.

Work that is described as routine and simple may be counted in an interview as a negative-satisfaction

response, when "those 'negative' aspects of the job may, in fact, be the factors which attracted

certain people to that environment in the first place" (Mount & Muchinsky, 1978, p. 99). Further,

"It does not appear to be safe to assume that because.two different measures are reported as measur-

ing satisfaction, that, in fact, they are highly correiated" (Wanous & Lawler, 1972, p. 103). Wanous

and Lawler did claim that "the data smgest that it is possible to measure satisfaction validly with

different job facets" (p. 105), as opposed to measuring overall satisfaction. Nonetheless, it becomes

The outcomes related to job satisfaction, particularly as seen from the work organization's
perspective, have been found to be equally uncertain. The notion of a direct relationship between

increased job satisfaction and worker productivity, which was an early impetu or organizations to

attend to the adaptive neeJs of workers, was somewhat discouraged by the/rndii14.S. Department
of Labor, 1974) that nc. convincing evidence exists of a direct cause-effec relationshr tween job

satisfaction and productivity. Productivity itself is inevitably linked to o er factors that external

to the control of workers, including such conditions as the cost and availability of materials a

resources, level of available technology, work flow design, and so forth.

Still, there are indications that "under certain conditions, improving . : . job satisfaction will

contribute to productivity ... [but). there is no automatic and invariant relationship between the

two" (Katzell & stankelovich, 1975, p. 12). Furthermore, when the definition of productivity is
expanded beyond mere quantity of output (i.e., profitability) to less tangible features as quality of
product, customersätisfacfon, lower rates of absenteeism and turnover, minimized disruption,
troublemaking, sabotage, and other components of labor cost, job satisfaction appears to have some
measurable positive effects. There appear to be a number of related beneficial effects on non-work

aspects of workers' lives, as well:
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Job satisfaction, itself or in combination with the conditions (both in the
individual and in the job environment) which bring it about, has a variety of
consequences for the individual. It can affect his [sici attitude toward life,
toward his family, and toward himself. It can affect his physical health and
possibly how long he lives. It may be related (indirectly) to rywntal health

and adjustment. (Locke, 1976, p. 1334)

The relationship between job satisfaction and occupational adaptability is norytheless
nebulous. The person dimensions and work environment dimensions that affect pz.nonenvironment
fitwhich may, in turn, affect aspects of job satisfactionprobably also affect the range of potential
adaptive responses that are useful in a given situation; that is, how a particular person may or may
not respond to a given work situation in order to bring about a "better" (by the person's own
standards) person-environment fitor how a work organization might respond to encourage a "better"
fitdepends on interrelationships between the characteristics of the person involved, and the oppor-
tunities and restrictions presentOby the work situation. Certain characteristics of an individual
worker may make the person more likely to respond adaptively in some ways than in others, and
the characteristics of the work situation may encourage or discourage certain responses, as well.

Job satisfaction cannot be considered as the measure of effective adaptation, hoWever. The

many conflicting definitions and measurement problems cited earlier make job satisfaction inade-
quate or, more precisely, incomplete as a criterion. Occupational adaptability addresses issues of
worker-work interrelationships beyond the scope of job satisfadtion.

Adaptability may act as a means to achieving job satisfaction, but it does not guarantee it (as
in the case of a person who is in a job that is personally meaningless, but who finds ways to adapt
to it because of a lack of other options).* Adaptability addresses ether goals as well. The ability to
adapt may be vital in work situations where job satisfaction is not at all what the worker expects of
the particular job; for example: in a temporary job 5,41E6-"a person expects only to make money for
college or for some other non-work-related desire or need; or, where the job is primarily a source of
work experience or personal contacts, acting as a stepping stone in long-range career goals.

Another shortcoming of job satisfaction as a measure of effective occupational adaptation is
that it focuses mainly on "the job." "In industrialized society, jobs are usually conceived of as
entities separate from the individuals who occupy them" (Sorensen & Kalleberg, 1973, p. 1). If jobs
can thus "be created and eliminated independently of who occupies them or may occupy them ...
we may legitimately ask questions about the degree of 'fit' between jobs and individuals" (Ibid., p. 7).
Adaptation deals with the spectrum of worker-work interactions: career and job choke and initial
job/career entry; day-to-day well-being in the workplace; transfers, promotions, and other job
changes; transitions from school to work or from home to work; career changes; changes in personal
priorities affecting or affected by work; changes in the content or context of a job'or career;
balances of work and leisure and their transitions; changes in the level of technology or in the
national or local economic situation; etc. It seems, therefore, that the issue is not merely "fit" to a
job, but fit to a changing work fife as well as to life in general. This, in part, is the notion taken up
by the Quality of Work Life movement. It is also receiving increased attention in career choice and
career development theories, as well as in studies looking at occupational survival skills.

* And, in some situations, dissatisfaction itself might actually be adaptive, especially as it serves as an impetus to do

something about a dissatisfying situation.
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The "QUality of Work Life" Movement

Beginning in the early 1970s, interest in worker-work interrelationships Vegan to shift from a

focus on job satisfaction to a broader focus on the overall quality of work life. The term "quality

of working RC was introduced by Louis Davis and his colleagues (Davis, 1977; Davis, Cherns, &

Associates, 1975), and refers to "the quality of thdirelationship between the worker and his (sic)

working environment as a whole, and was intended to emphasize the human dimension so often ,

forgotten among the technical and economid factors in job design" (Davis, 1977, p. 53). The quality

of work life, though, appears to mean different things to persons or groups with different stakes in

what work has to offer:
To some, quality of work life refers to industrial democracy, increased worker
participation in corporate decision-making, or a culmination of the goals of
the human relations movement of two decades ago. To others, especially those
in rpanagement, the term suggests any of a variety of efforts to improve pro-
ductivity through improvements in hUman rather than the capital or techno-
logical inp'uts of productions.. Unions and worker representatives often view

changes in the quality of work life as leading to a more equitable sharing of
the income and the resources of the work organization and to more humane
and healthier working conditions. Alternatively, some union.leaders suspect
that management's efforts to improve quality of work life are little more than
attempts to elicit higher productivky from workers without payment of higher
wages. Finally, many view the quality of work life as closely related to, if not
merely a broader and more up-to-date term for, such concepts as job satisfac-
tion, humanizing work, or individualizing organizations. (Hackman & Suttle,

1977, p.

Regardless of the particular perspective, there seems to be a general agreement that the concept

of quality of work life addresses both the psychological well-being of wOeers, and societal and

organizational concerns about the quality as well as productivity of wOrk. In this sense, the concept
of quality of work life is similar to, but fuller and more complex than, concepts of job satisfaction:

The quality of working life is ... a combination of job satisfaction, job
involvement, and motivation, and the experience of balarice between work
and other aspects of a person's life. A person may be said to experience high
quality of working life when he [sic) : 6) has positive feelings toward his
job; (ii) is motivate'd to stay on it and do it well; and (iii) feels that it fits
with the other requirements that life makes of him, i.e., as a family member,
citizen, etc. (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975, p. 41.4)

P-
Changes in workers' attitudes toward work are one of the core issues in the Quality of Work

Life movement. Twenty years ago, many workers seemed to feel that work was a necessary.evil and

little more than a means to an end. It was the prevalence of such attitudes that prompted Herzberg
et al. (1959) to propose their motivator-hygiene theory, in which work environment factors such as

adequate salary, job security, comfort and safety needs, and other extrinsic conditions provided by
the work organization were seen as adequate to secure acceptablethough not motivatedperformance
from workers who expected little more as rewards. The attitudes of contemporary workers, however,

frequently have different emphases:
New ideas about success revolve around various forms of self-fulfillment. The
emphasis ndw is on the self and its unrealized "potential," a self that cries out
for expression, satisfaction, actualization. ... The new consciousness about
the self does not destroy the older definition of success as money and occupa-
tional status: But it diminishes the relative importance of "goods" to the

(Yankelovich, 1974, p. 25)
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One of the problems related to poor quality of work life is that, too often, "the modern
worker findt that not only is he (sic] unable to identify with and take pride in his product, he
cannot even identify with his work. He is simply.a payroll number, a cost, d kind of liability"
(Bryan, 1973, p. 3). There is a demand, especially among younger workers, for meaningful work... work in which they can become involved, committed, and interested ... work that challenges
them to the utmost of their capabilities ... [and allows] participation in decision-making"
(Vankelovich, 1974, pp. 35-36). As Jan Margolis (1979) notes,

People are not satisfied with symbols of conventional success. ... As a result,

we have seen: ,a steady decrease in job satisfaction; a general decline in the
value of work and an increase in the value of leisure as sources of meaning
in life; and an increased desire to work in,environments that enhance one's
sense of self-esteem at the same time workers' perceptions of being treated,
fairly by the company or with respect, continue to decline. (p. 23)

Discrepancies between what contemporary workers claim to want from their work careers and
what work organizations appear to be providing seem, in the quality-of-work-life perspective, to
have far-reaching effects. Satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and apathy in the work place are not only

related to an individual's adjustment on the job, but to his or her adjustment in life. Further, as
workers' overall adjustments affect the energy and care they devote to their work, so does their
work affect work organizations and society in general.

On the matter of adjustment in work and adjustment in life, Charles Winick has pointed out

that "... inasmuch as work has such a profound role in establishing a person's life space, emotional

tone, family situation, object relations, and where and how he (sic] will live, either the absence of

work or participation in marginal work often makes it likely that he will develop a pervasive atonic.

[anomie] " (quoted in O'Toole, 1972, p. 6). Anomie, a sociological term, is synonymous with
apathyin effect, a feeling of disassociation, of resignation to a stivation, with little energy or
interest to invest in one's work or in improving the situation.

Apathy toward one's work is a limbo: "... not satisfaction, but not such-unhappiness as to

generate troublesome on-the-job behavior" (Strauss, 1974, p. 87). The problems associated with

apathy, such as "blue-collar blues," may not be obviously "troublesome," but they are not
insignificant.

JBlue-collar] blues are associated with the possessor's conditions of life
at work. But adequate and equitable pay, reasonable security, safety,
comfort, and convenience on the job do not insure the worker against the
blues. The potent factors that impinge on the worker's values ... are those
that concern his [sic] self-respect, a chance for personal achievement and
growth in competence, and a chance to contribute something personal
and unique to his work. (O'Toole, 1972, p. 25)

A recent study of personal fulfillment (Kane, 1977) revealed that satisfaction with work and

satisfaction with life in general are inevitably interdependent:

A feeling of fulfillment depends on many things: your job, your family
life, your outside interests. Only when you receive the satisfastion you
want in all these areas are you likely to feel happy and fulfilled. ...
Unhappiness in one sphere seemed to carry ctver equally to other areas.
Individuals who were only half-satisfied with their jobs, for example, or
with their home life, were usually no more than half-satisfied with their
lives in general. (p. 33)
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The implications are that improving the quality of work life could have positive effects on workers'

feelings about their lives in general (and, of course, the opposite wouid also be true). Personal
psychological success, seen by Argyris (1964) as a "mechanism for increasing self-esteem," is one

aspect of broad human needs that may be particularly responsive to fulfillment via increasing

quality of work life. Presumably, improvements in the quality of worklife would affect human
problems (such as alcoholism and other physicV or mental health problems) that have been linked,

in certain persons, to discrepancies in worker-Work interrelationships.

Possible relationships between the quality of work life and societal concerns such as "the
sagging vitality and health of America's economy and way of life" (Margolis, 1979, p. 22) have
been receiving increased attention since the release of Work in America (O'Toole, 1972), the report
of a special national task force appointed by the Secretary of H.E.W. to examine life in the work
place. The national issue of rocketing inflation is partly the result of a gradual slow-down in the
American economy, which has been linked in various discussions (e.g., Etzioni, 1979) to that 6uga.

boo of quality of work life, the discrepancy between what workers want from their jobs (e.g.,

meaningful work) and what their jobs have to offer.

Low productivity has been blamed variously on affirmative-action programs
(which require, in some instnnces, the hiring of less well-trained workers than
others), excessive government regjulation (which forcesspending on worker
safety and antipollution equipment), rising thefts from plants, the leveling-off
of research and capital formation, and scores of other possible causes. There is,
though, a strong possibility that the changing work ethic is a factor. ... If it
is true that more and more workers are stoned en the job, would rather collect
welfare than work, and, on the assembly line, are much more willing to allow it
to break downeven to help it break down so that they can rest for a while .

and if large numbers of people have begun to believe that hard work is unnecessary
and even uncouth, the work ethic may indeed be waning. And that may be causing
the productivity slowdown. (Etzioni, 1979, pp. 14-15)

While k.: , , M blames the "waning work ethic" for productivity problems, his observation about
assembly line workers hints at a different source of the problem: the frequent failure of work
designs to take worker needs and expectations into account. This is a major focus of the Quality of
Work Life movement In Petty's (1978) opinion,

%Cone n with improving the conditions and characteristics of work does not
imply desire to escape mirk responsibilities. Times have changed, but the
great majority of Americans, be they young or older, affluent or poor, male

or femalewould prefer work to welfare. (p. 8)

In fact, most managers and union officials "stronghi reject the idea that 'work is a necessary evil'

... [and) believe that work should be a rewarding part of life, not a form of drudgery" (Katzell &
Yanketovich, 1975, p. 16). Almost 9 out of 10 of the union and company policy makers surveyed
by Katzell and Vankelovich went on to claim that even If improving the quality of work life were to
have no effect on increasing productivity, they would still support improving the quality of work life.

The Quality of Work Life movement has been criticized for being too idealistic as well as
impractically expansive in its approach. Indeed, no theories or models attemptinti to explain the
factors or predict the patterns involved in the issue have come to the attention of this author in her
literature search.* The general tone of the literature discussing.the issue places responsibility for

Although Hackman and Oldham's Job Charactaristics model (1977). intended for use in planning and carrying out
changes in the design of jobs, addresses the organizational aspect of the quality of working life, in part.
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improving the quality of working life on managers, union leaders, and government action. The
emphasis seems to be on making work organizations more responsive to individual needs and
expectations by redesigning jobs and decision-making groups and by integrating new plant designs

and new technologies with more participatory organizational structures.

The concept of the quality of work life must, at this point in its development, be considered
primarily a philosophy of work, or perhaps a goal for which new theories of work might aim.* The
notion of the inseparability of an individual's work experiences from his or her life adaptation is
enough by itself to give impetus to further study, even in view of the complexity and elusiveness of
the corcept. Whether there is theory to guide it or not, however, Bass and Ryterband (1973) predict

that "... there will be increasing psychological and social pressures within organizations to minimize
loss Of humanity, creativity, and morale" (p. 138)in other words,.to attend to the improvement
of -the quality of work life. And, as Levitan and Johnston point out, "The egalitarian ideal of enjoy-
able work for all may be unattainable, but a just society should aspire tO no less" (1973, p. 41).

Adaptation and Theories of
Occupational Choice and Career Development

The four work theory movements discussed in the preceding sectionHuman Rewards, Human
'-Resources, Job Satisfaction, and the Quality of Work Lifedeal primarily with worker-work inter-
relktkonships as they exist within work situations. Most of the theories deal only peripherally with
the Initial match-making between people and occupations, and deal hardly at all with issues of career
developmentpreparing for and moving through a series of jobs or work roles in pursuit of a chosen

career or careers. .

On the assuinption, that "... a fit between the goats of a particular individual and the goals of

a particular organization typically begins with the selection process" (Porter, Lawler, & Hackman,
.1975, p, 131), theories of occupational choice and career development examire the factors and
processes involved in decisions people make about moving into, between, or out of jobs and occupa-
'tons. Obviously, the probability of an individual's achieving his or her work-related goalsas well
as facillisting his or her adaptability in work environments--Tis greatly enhanced if the person is able
to recognize and move into "the right job" or the "best" series of jobs for his or her current needs
or desires.

,

The selection and career progression process was formerly thought to stem ideally from one
major decision point: when a person selected and embarked on a-career upon exit from schooling.
The reality of increased occupational mobility, lioth voluntary and involuntary, have made the
selection process reiterative for many workers.

... Change must be central to any accounrof the person's relationship to a .

job. ... Career lines are not forged absolutely through the process of simply
joining an organization or selecting an occupation. Rather, the nuances of
membershir$, participation, and progression are always in various stages of
revision and negotiation. People change, ai do organizations. Thus, a study of
careers is a study of change. (Van Maanen & Schein, 1977, ja. 33)

The continuing high rate of change is what binds vocational choice and career development studies
mtre closely together, and links them inevitably with the need to understand occupational adapt-
ability.

* The heuristic model of occupational adaptation proposed in Chapter V does, in fact, address the concerns of the
Quality of Work Life movement.
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It is possible to think of occupational choice as a component of career development in that
occupational thoice involves making an initial decision about work upon which career development
will usually then follow.* That is, occupational choice addresses the moblem of initially matching
a person with an occupation (which frequently has a defined career ladder, or at least a cluster of
related occupatibns into which a person may subeequently move), and career develoPment deals
with problems and decisions of the subsequent transitions in the person's career ladder or job changes:
-It-shouldbe recognized that-there is not a set "norm" for job or career progression, however. Many
younger workers, for instance, tend to "shop around" among different kinds of. work, and some of
them do not seem to be "settling down" into any particular occupation. Another example is the
upsurge of mid-life career changes, and yet anotherlater entry into second careirsis being
stimulated by earlier retirement from first careers as well as by growing numbers of older workers
and displaced homemakers looking for jobs after long absences from the work world. The value of
occupational adaptability to these people is readily apparent, and in the sections that follow, theories
of occupational choice and career- development will be extunined with that in mind.

Theories of Occupational Choice and Carter Development

A fundamental assumption upon which every casual notion or formal theory of occupational
choice or career development is based is that there is "... some more-or-less optimal plan, course of
.action, or decision which ... (a potential worker) can make, that there are square pegs and round
holes, that there is a correspondence between persons and occupations which makes some better

suited to each other than other combinations" (Zytowski, 1970, p. 2). The various theories each
have their own ideas about how this correspondence between person and occupation is to be
achieved, and they each perceive different dimensions of person and/or occupation to be the most
importaneones in achieving the "best" match. ,

The term 'occupational choice is generally used to mean "the process of selection among ccu-
pations. The chosen occupation is the result of this process and is the occupation that the person is
.attempting to enter" (Vroom, 1964, p. 53). Theselection aspect is important in that it involves
decision (i.e., compromise among options) and long-term commitment. It is not the saMe as occupa-
tional preference, which is the kind of work a person might like to do for a living "if all things were
possible." It is also not occupational attainment, which isthe particular job that the person actually
acquiresand which, for any number of unforeseen reasons, may not end up having much to do
with the occupation the person originally selected.

Models of career decision-making (Fletcher, 1966; Kaldor &,Zytowski, 1969;-Katz, 1963;
Tiedeman & O'Hara, 1963; Vroom, 1964; and others) employ concepts similar to psychological
decision theory in that they all seek "to describe in an orderly way what variables influence choices"
(Edwards & Tversky,,1967, p. 7). The models all make assumptions about: (a) the amount of infor-
mation ivailable to decision makers, (b) conditions of risk or uncertainty in making decisions, (c)
alternative decision strategies, (d) the precision in combining information to make a commitment,
and (e) the relationship between values and subjective probabilities regarding anticipated outcomes
(Jepson & Dilley, 1974, pp. 336-340).

In feet, NM* reviews of influential theories of career development (Crites, 1968; Holland & Whimsy. 1969;
Osipow. 1968) include occupational choice theories.
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Informationwhere it comes from, how much is available, how accurate it is, and how
importance and credence an individual ascribes to itaffects a person's choice of occupation as well

as subsequent career development, because "... people's tendencies to'perform an action are
influenced by their beliefs concerning whether they can perform the action, by their beliefs con-
cerning the consequences of doing it, and by the attractiveness of the outcomes associated with

doing it" (Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1975, p. 139). Peninent information seems to cluster into
three categories: (a) information about the person trying to make the choice, (b) information about
occupations, and (c) information about external influences on persons, occupations, and work
organizations. Theoretical approaches to determining which information is most important in
career-related choicesand whyseem to fall into three main groups: psychoanalytic approaches,
sociological approaches, and psychological approaches.

Psychoanalytic theories of occupational choice (Bordin, Nachmann, & Segal, 1963/1968;
Brill, 1949; Hendrick, 1943) emerge from Freud's notion, discussed by,Erikson (1950), that the
ability to work effectively is as significadt as the ability to love in the psychological health of a
human being. According to Brill (1949), physical and mental abilities play only a partial tole in the
kind of career a person chooses; rather, it is the individual's personality and unconscious motives
that "lead him (sic] to choose a career in which he may satisfy, thrriugh sublimation, his basic life
impulses" (Osipow, 1968, p. 91). Bordin and hie associates (196311968) took a somewhat different

tack, instead analyzing occupations to detirmit t, what kinds of "gratifications"in primarily
Freudian termsdifferent occupations afford. From this analysis, one "could hypothesize the
Measures of personality or childhood experiences which would give rise to needs gratified by par-

ticipation in the occupations" (Zytowski, 1970, p..B3).

Nachmann (1960) tested psychoanalytic hypotheses about the effects of childhood experiences

on the development of needs relating to different occupations, but har findings, while superficially
supportive of the idea, "might have been influenced more by the current events in ... [her subjects']

lives than by the childhood events influencing current behavior" (Osipow, 1968, p. 106). The
hypothesis that identification and conflict with parent figures influences a person's occupational

choice was examined by Crites (1962), Erikson (1950), and others, and the general consensus was
that "identification with a parent or adult model is important indirectly in the vocational choice

proces, but no direct relationships have been demonstrated ..." (Osipow, 1968, p. 110).

The major criticisms of psychoanalytic theoriesof career-related choice echo problems men-

tioned earlier in this paper, namely, that psychoanalytic theory in general is based on the study of

pathological rather than healthful mental states, and that there i$ a serious tendency to minimize

the role of environment (other than of parent figures) in human behavior. The psychoanalytic
theories of career-related choice also seem to focus on the initial selection of an occupation without

regard to subsequent career development and choices. These problemslimit the utility of *oho-
analytic theories of occupational choice for understanding the dynamics of occupational adaptability,

though psychoanalytic theory may have value in helping to determine individuals' more basic ten-

dencies and patterns of adaptation.

An opposing approach to occupational choice and career d*elopment stems from sociological

theories (Blau, Gusted, Jessor, Pames, & Wilcock, 1956/1968; Caplow, 1964; Hollingshead,.1949;

Krumboltz, Mitchell, & Jones, 1976; Miller & Form, 1964), in which the main assumption is that

"elements beyond the individual's control exert a major influence on the course of his [sic) entire

life, including his educational and vocational decisions" (Osipow, 1968, p. 200). Caplow (1954)

echoed the parental-identification concept of psycho!. 4ytic theory in noting that, for males, a son

either follows in the occupational footsteps of the fath c, or at least the father's career and lifestyle

impose rigid limits on the variety of careers his son may consider. However, this is true only for
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societies in which occupation is hereditary, and Cap low notes that this is no longer a powerful force

in Anorioan =WY (which is ideally a meritocracy). Also, the parental effect on vocational choice
is sein as being socially imprinted by forces external to the individual (e.g., reinforced by the society
in general), and is not the result of unresolved psychological conflicts.

Sociological theorizing in occupational choice and career development has focused mostly on
the influences of social class and other' dettiogriphic factors. Hollingshead (1949) examined patterns
in the roles that social class plays in human development in geieral, and in work in particular, and
found that membership in an occupation both influences and i; influenced by social class member-

ship. Miller and Form (1964) investigated difference% in expectations of work stemMing from social
class membership, and found that ideas of "acceptable" occupations, expectations of work, and
standards of success in work differed significantly among the classes and had strong effects on occu-
pational choice. Krumboltz, Mitchell, and Jones (1976) postulated that role models and patterns of
reinforcement are pivotal in social learning, which in turn plays a large part in- people's perceptions

of their career possibilities (also see Krumboltz, Backer-Haven, & Burnett, 1978). Likewise,
membersh in various demographic groups distinguished by sex (Barnett, 1975), face (Sewell &
Martin, 1976), and authoritarianism (Weller & Nadler, 1975), and others, is seen to shape work role
expectations, occupational choice, and subsequent career development

Blau et al. (1956/1968) took a step toward linking sociological pqrspectives with psychological
perspectivesby devising a "conceptual framework" that proposes that occupational choice and
career development are influenced both by individual characteristics and by social and other external
influences. The pertinent factors characterizing individuals include biological conditions, personality
devopment, sociopsychological attributes (such as knowledge, abilities, sducational level, social
position, and orientation to occupational life), as well as immediate determinants (occupational
information, technical qualifications, social role characteristics, and reward value hierarchy). External
determinants include physical conditions (such as resources, climate, and location); trends in social
mobility, industrial composition, social organizations, and consumer demand; socioeconomic organi-
zation in the society; and, immediate owmational-opening determinants, such as demand, functional
requirements, nonfunctional (informal) requirements, end tYPes of rewards:-

It seems reasonable that most of thesociological factors mentioned in these theories affect
how (and why) people restrict the occupational options from which they feel they may choose. The
prospects for easier adaptation are probably related to how strong certain kinds of external barriers
(both formal and informal) are perceived to be by the person making selections. "The ability of the
situational context to exert an influence on behavior is well known" (Osipow,1 968, p. 209).

It should be noted here that "What is claimed as the essence or critical function of a particular
career is sometimes little more than rhetorical justification for occupational status and prestige, en
ideology bearing little relationship to what the individual actually does within the career" (Van
Maanen & Sthein, 1977, p. 43). External-enviropmental considerations such as geographic location,
climate, and economic factors most certainly affect occupational choice, but perceived restrictions
stemming from membership in certain classes or demographic groups may be losing influence, and
the status quo may no longer be as dominant a force (as witnessed by Affirmative Action and other
antidiseriminatory policies and legislation, by continuing lateral mobility in both directions among
career-changers, and by the movement of women and minorities into nontraditional roles). The
effects of changing social values can be detected, but the role of individual (i.e., personality) differ-
ences in occupational choice and career development must also be considered.



An important class of psychology-based theories are the differentialist theories (Holland, 1959,

1966, 1973; Hoppock, .1957; Hornaday & Kuder, 1961; Strong, 1943; and others), which focus on

individual differences involved in career choice. They also consider the relationship of career choice

to work satisfaction:
Satisfaction and stability of occtipatkmal choice (and, by implication, th"e

career) are judged by the congruence between the descriptions of the job

and of the person who performs it. Thus, patterns of ability, interest, style,
and disposition, which are seen to be shaped early in life, are to be matched

to the personal characteristics that seem to be required in a given occupation.

By and large, the differentialists have ignored the origins of differences and
have concentrated on measuring therh in early adulthood. (Van Maanen
Schein, ibid.)

An early differentialist theory was Hoppock's (1957) extension of a needs approach to occupa-

, tional choice, in which he assumed that "occupational activities ere related to basic needs and that

the adequacy of occupational choice improves as people are better able to identify their own needs

and the potentiz' need satisfaction offered by a particular organization" (Osipow, 1968, p. 154).

Another grouping of differentialist theorizing, called trait-factor theories, did not examine

needs concepts, but instead assumed that "a straightforward matching of an individual's abilities

and interests with the world's vocational opportunities can be accomplished and, once accomplished,

solves the problem otvocational choice for that individual" (Ibid., p. 10). Two separate efforts

evolved from this point of view. One involved attempts to set up useful job classification systems to

which worker iraits (conceived of as innate and stable qualities) could-be matched; this wilk be

discussed in a later section. The othort concentrated on defining and measuring worker traits,

and evolved into the vocational testTng movement, on which interest inventoriesand aptitude tests

(e.g., Strong Vocetional Interest Blank, Kuder Preference Recorr4ifferential Aptitude Test,
Guilford-Zimmermen Aptitude Survey, etc.) are based.

Holland's theory of occupathrnsi choice (1959, 1966, 1973) is based on the notion that most

people think about work in tams of occupational stereotypes, and that people "project their views

of themselves and the world 1.if work onto occupational titles" (Osipow, 1968, p. 39). It was Holland's

contention that chareout iStics 04 individuals and characteristics of occupations can be described

and therefore matchedin terms corresponding to personality types, and that "the process of career

decision making end career choices are aimed at finding the best fit between individual characteristics

and the work environment" (Stump, 1976, p. 10).

Holland divided potential workers into six personalitytroupings: Realistic, Investigative,

Artistic, Social, Enterprising, or Convention&Work environments are seen z; divisible into the same

six categories, became job environments areBraracterized primarily by the personalities of the
workers holding the jobsand henceoccupationswithin them. This is based on a "birds of a feather"

.assumption; that is, persons of certain personalityorientations have similar motivations and develop

similar abilities as others of that same personality orientation, and they will tend to congiegate in
occupational groupirtge that make use of those characteristics.

There ere a number of weaknesses in Holland's theory, not the least of which is his classification

scheme, which seems to "force occupations into particular classifications" (Blau et aL, 1956/1968,

p. 158). Another problem is that "... occupational groups tolerate wide personality differences among

their members, and the attempt to guide individuals into occupations exclusively on the basis of,

personality styles is fallacious" (Zytowski, 1970, p. 79). Finally, there Are problems with the assump-

tion that traits predictive of occupational choices in the 1950s are those predictive in 1980. Still, the
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overall occupational adoptability of an individual is probably enhanced by entering an occupatioill
in which the other workers and the work being done are congruent with the indMdual's own .w.-
ality and interests. Accordhig to Mount and Muchinsky (1978), in their testof Holland's theory,

... the findings are consistent with the assumptions derived from Holland's
theory concerning the outcomes of pairing persons and environments.
People are more likely to be satisfied with most aspects of their jobs when
they are among people whose tastes, talents, and values are similar to
their own and when they are performing tasks which they ,like to do. (p. 96)

A second important class of psychology-based career theories is labeled the developmental
perspective (Ginzberg, 1952; Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axelard, & Hernia, 1951; Roe, 1956; Roe &
Siegelman, 1964; Super, Starishevsky, Matlin, & Jordaan, 1963). It is actually a kind of hybridization
of occupational choice theories and career development theories, in that occupational choice is seen
as a pivotaland sometimes recurringprocess or component in a work history or developing career:

... occupational choice is not something that occurs at a specific time, but
rather ... represents an evolving sequence of individual decisions. Choke,
from this standpoint, is a more or less irreversible process of limiting
decisions that begins with an individual's first childish fantasies about work
and ends with his [sic] reflections on retirement. (Van Maanen & Sqheln,
1977,p. 41)

One of the first theories along this line was that of Roe (1956; Roe & Siegel an, 1964), who
proposed that an individual's genetic background and early childhood experiences affect his or her
abilities and interests, u well as the development of his or her own particular needs hierarchy
(borrowing mostly from Maslow's work). These factors "combine to influence the selection of a
vocation, as part of their effect on the total life pattern" (Osipow, 1968, p. 17). That is, abilities
and interests stem from genetic determinants, and needs and needs hierarchies stem from the modes
of childrearing to which the individual has been exposed. Both of these then Interact to determine
the degree to which the individual is oriented toward persdns or not toward persons. Roe believed
that the degree of person-orientation could be linked to certain groups and levels of occupations.

A major problem with Roe's theory is that "it suffers from incompleteness in analyzing the
basic personal dimensiOns relevant to occupations and requires much more specificity in stipulating
formative experiences" (Bordin et al., 1963/1968, p. 159). Another shortcoming is that Roe does
not deal with adjustment (adaptation) processes involved in later career decisions, nor with changes
or maturation in adults.

Ginzberg's approach (Ginzberg, 1952; Ginzberg et al., 1951) proposed that "vocational choice
... is characterized by a series of compromises the individual makes between hisisic) wishes and
his possibilities" (Osipow, 1968, p. 71). Regardless of the period otlife in which career Choices are
made, four major factors are seen to be significant: reality factors, the influences of the educational
process on the person, emotional factors that impinge on the person's vocational behaviors, and the
person's values. A perion's "successive vocational choices represent not only a reduction of the
alternatives, but also increasingly realistic choices" (Zytowski, 1970,.p. 15). In this sense, a Person's
work history (i.e., series of career-related choices) affects the person's future work-related values
and expectancies, and the person's choices are as much influenced by the work world as they are by
the person's original abilities, attitudes, and values.
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Vroom (1964), Roe (1956), and others have criticized Ginzberg's notion that occupational

choice is irreversible, b.t the element of compromise is one with which there is much agreement.

As Ginzberg stated, "in seeking an appropriate choice ... [a person) must weigh his [sic) oppor-

tunities and the limitations of the eneironment, and assess the extent to which they will contribute

to or detract from his securing a maximum degree of satisfaction in work and life" (1952, p. 493).

The notion of compromise and that of occupational choice and career development as a sequence

, of decisions both parallel ideas about occupational adaptation, which is seen as a dynamic set of

responses intended to establish, maintain, or reestablish equilibrium between worker and work.

Super and his associates (Super, 1953, 1957, 1960; Super, Starishevsky, Matlin, & Jordaan,

1963) based their theory of "vocational development" on a number of earlier ideas: (a) differential

psychology's notion of iadividual differences, from which Super "drew the assumption that any

given man (sic) possesses the potential for success and satisfaction in a variety of occupational

settings"; (b) self-compt theory, from which Super proposed that "Vocational self-concepts develop

on the basis of children's observations of and identifications with adults involved in work"; and (c)

developmental psydhology's notion of life stages (suggested by Buehler, 1933), from which Super

concluded that "a person's mode of adjustment at one period of his life is likely to be predictive of

his techniques of adjustment at a later period" (Osipow, 1968, p. 119). Adding the notion of career

patterns (Miller & Form, 1964), Super proposed that any individual is qualified for a number of

occupations, but "vocational preferences and competencies, the situations in which people work

and live, and hence their self-conceots, change with time and experience ... making choice and

adjustment a continuous process" (Super, 1953, p. 189).

Super suggested a series of life stages: growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance, and

decline. The nature of the career pattern (and hence of the continuing occupational choice process)

generally follows the requirements of each of the life stages, and choices and behaviors that occur

within them are determined by an individual's parental socioeconomic level, the person's mental

ability, and his or her personality characteristics, as well as by the opportunities to which he or she

is exposed. The goal of the process is sec, as that of developing, implementing, and maintaining a

self-concept, the relative success of whicrs Jetermines work satisfactions and life satisfactions. The

concept of vocational maturity is a measure of "the congruence between an individual's vocational

behavior and the expected vocational behavior at that age" (Osipow, 1968, p. 123)which may
function effectively as an overall measure of occupational adaptation, albeit a "normative" one

(i.e., dependent on external standards rather than those of the individual).

Summary of Occupational Choice and Career Development Theories

The psychoanalytic, sociological, and psychological perspectives on occupational choice and

career development address the interplay of human factors, occupations, and external influences in

achieving and maintaining congruence between worker and work. The notion of work lifefocusing

on the long-range idea of occupational satisfaction and survival rather than the more immediate one

of lob satisfaction and survivalis particularly relevant to occupational adaptation. The relative

poiver of an individual in pursuing his or her notion of occupational success is ultimately linked to

the degree of control over what occupations the person is able to enter, and to the degree of control

over where and when the persop can niake a job or career change.

The idea of recurring career choices. (as opposed to a one-time occupational selection at initial

entry to the work world) is important in understanding occupational adaptation, in that career-
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related decisions* are usually followed by behaviors Intended to implement them. These behaviors
in turn may involve disruptions (i.e., changes) in worker-work interrelationships, and subsequent
necessary readjustments. This may be the case regardless of the type or significance of the decision

to be implemented or the life stage at which it occurs. It may aiso be the case when the choice or
decision cannot uftimatily be implemented, because in reaching a decision, an individual anticipates
that certain outcomes should ensue (i.e., expectancies); if tilt...yr become unattainable thereafter, the
person must then find some way to adapt, perhaps by loweiing his or her expectations, or by reassess-

ing the situation to determine what other choices and stmtegies are available to meet them.

Most of the oticupational choice and career development theories concentrate on the subjective

factors in work decisions (e.g., intrapsychic conflicts, social expectations, psychological needs, am)
and, with the exception of the trait-factor theories, givi- only peripheral attention to the importance

of skills and abilities. The section that follows examines the literature on work-related competencies,
their componenti, their development and perishability, their utility (i.e., transferability across
contexts), and the importance of "hidden" skills (e.g., transfer skills and adaptive skills) in the work

world.

Research on Work-related Competencies

One of the most important factor areas in worker-work interrelationships involves the "know-

how" factorsskills, abilities, and competencies used in work and careers,Skilts and abilities are

related in that abilities, which are used to accomplish an activity, are composed of the various skills

needed to perform the tasks that comprise the activity. For example, the ability to live within a
budget requires recOrding skills (e.g., keeping track of income and expenditures), computational

skills (e.g., balancing a ctmckbook), analytical skills (e.g., identifying unnecessary expenditures);
planning and problem-solving skills (e.g., generating ways to reduce expenditures or to increase
income), decision-making skills (e.g., deciding which of the possible solutions to use), self-monitoring'
skills (e.g., recognizing an instance of potential poor judgment), and so forth. In effect, skills are the
smaller "chunks" of which abilities are made.-

Disagreement exists in the literature on the use of the term "skill," which is "confounded by
the fact that some will restrict its meaning to discrete acts and others will inclade relativelycomplex

behaviors in the definition" (Sjogren, 17, p. 2). Also, in some concepts, a person either has a skill

or does not have a skill, while in other concepts, skill carries the connotation of proficiency; that is,

if a person knows how to do something, that is a learned behavior, and "skill" comes in when assess-

ing how well the person performs the learned behavior.

Skill, as used in this paper, is conceived of as an interactive component that, slang with
knowledge and attitudes, underlies learned behavior (Prauner, 1978). (Skills and abilities do not

carry the connotation of proficiency, here.) Knowledge is used to refer to information, data, pr
understandings in the cognitive domain that are used to guide behavior. Attitude is used to refer to

the affective (or emotional) domain, and concerns "a concept which a person has of something (such

as a job), embodying in addition to a belief about its nature the elements of how,ftruch it is liked,

or disliked, and whether one is disposed to approach or avoid it" (K#tzell & Yankelovich, 1976, p.
414). Skills, knowledge, and attitudes are not the same thing as behavior, they are "inferred from
observed behavior, and in combination . . result in behavior" (Pratiner, 1978, p. 30).

It shouId be recogniied that career-related decisions are often made in response to changes originally initiated

within or between the person and/o4 the environment, and that adaptation may involve further changes made in

an attempt to reestablish an equilibrium.
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Competencies may be thought of as clusters of behaviors that have been developed to a level

of mastery sufficient to achieve reasonhably reliable outcomes when applied in appropriate situations.
For example, the competency of using a telephora typically involves such behaviors as using a
directory, dialing or punching the number, following social prescriptions for establishing (and termi-
nating) a conversation, using language to communicate or elicit information or feelings, and so forth.
A component behavior, such as using language to communicate or elicit information or feelings,
would draw upon skills (e.g., enumiating clearly, speaking in complete sentences, selecting words to

convey intended meaning, recognizi% misunderstandings in what is communicated, keeping track
of the conversation, ordering the thoughts logically, asking questions, explaining things clearly, etc.),
knowledge (e.g., knowing a common language, knowing who to talk to, being familiar with social
conventions for telephone and other conversati ns, knowingabout different kinds of people and
conversations and knowing what kinds of conver..-. 'onal styles to pursue, etc.), and attitudes (e.g.,
you are correct in having this conversation, e e call is the qght way to have it, the other
person is interested in what you have to say, the other person has something to contribute to the

interaction, etc.).

Most of the research on skills, abilities, and competencies has been conducted from the per-

spectives of vocational counseling, education, and training needs in schools and industry. In relating
skills et al. to work,

... researchers have attempted to look at a job as the sum of a number of
tasks or actions which the worker performs as he or she carries out the function
of the job. Each job analysis system looks at a somewhat different variable of
work, but all try to identify units or building blocks of work and form a complete
definition of a job by adding its various units together. Jobs which have several
units in common presumably fall into job clusters or families. (Merin lay, 1976,
p.5)

In a review of literature and research on Charecteristics orVobs that Are Considered Common,
McKinley (1976) discussed most of the extant job or occupation classification systems. Included
were reviews of the third edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of
Labor, 1965), Fine's Data-People-Things system of functional job analysis (Fine, Holt, &
Hutchinson, 1975), the OccupationaL Analysis Inventory (Pass & Cunningham, 1975), and others.
The reader is referred to McKinley's paper for analyses of these various systems as they apply in
skills-to-jobs analysis. Only McKinley's conclusion concerns us here:

Any review of occupations reveals an impressive.array of skills and work
settings. Some have substantial manual componentsthe traditional realm
of vocational educationbut many require special intellectual and/or
social skills. Certainly the type and combination of skills differ among
clusters, but even within clusters mobility seems to require skills in all
three realms. (1976, p. 49)

Skills lists and skills classification schemes seem to be as numerous as the job classification
schemes mentioned above. ilumber of them (Guilford, 1959; Spearman, 1927) attempt to identify
the intellectual abilities that discriminate among individuals. Fleishman (1975) and Kibler, Barker,
and Miles (1970) studied individual variation in psychomotor skills, and`developed taxonomies of
them. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965) attempted to match
its lists of occupational titles with a code system that described ways in which jobs required workers
to deal with Data, People, or Things (using Fine's system) in order to determine the skills, or cate-
gories of skills, that are central to those elements of the gibs. Smith (1975) a0d Kawula (Kawula &
Smith, 1975) identified skills that are generic to a large number of behaviors, and grouped them into
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Mathematics, Communications, Interpersonal, Reasoning, and Manipulative skills areas (Kawula &
Smith's list appears rn APpendix A). The reader is referred to Sjogren (1977) for an indepth review

of these and other skills claisification schemes.

The Transferable Skills and Occupational Adaptability Program of the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education has had d$ its mission the examination of occupational change
issues and the importance Of skills in the processes of change. A major research effort hes been to
determine what skills people Ii-eed to deal with Change in the work world, particulaily where the
woiker changes jobs or careers, or the job or career changes over time. Initial research activities
examined three sets of skill's that seemed to be related to joiichange: tai job-changing or job-getting
skills, (b) transfer skills, and (c) transferable skills. Of these, the Progrim has focused mostly on.
transferable skills. The focus was recently broadened to include the concept of occupational adapt-
ability, which is as crucial to success in dealing with work-related change as transferable skills.

The concepts of transferable skills and occupational adaptabilitY are related to the notions of
functional, specific content, and adaptive skills, Which were discussed by Dunnette, Hough, Rosett,
Mumford, and Fine (1973). Functional skills and'specific content skiils, when considered together,
address competencies similar to those includad in work-related transferable skills:

The functional skills are the skills around which jobs aredefined, recruitment
organized, curriculum and mobility designed, and salary system scaled. ...
[Stlecific content skills] refer to those competencies that enable an individual
to perfOrm a specific job according to the standards required to satisfy the

. market. (Fine, 1974, pp. 287-288)

Adaptive skills, on the other hand,

... refer to those competencies that enable an individual to manage the
demands for conformity or,change in relation to the physi'..al, interpersonal,
and organizational arrangements and conditions in which a job exists. ...
These adaptive skills are the ones most directly used to be selective within
the environment. ... (Ibid., p. 289)

These notions were useful in formulating some early definitions, but because they were primarily
focused on job behaviors and dealt only superficially with changes in work or worker, research
conducted by thb Transferable Skills and Occupational Adaptability Program has resulted in refine-

ments and expansions of ,the ideas.

Transferable Skills.Research

Working involveslaking knowledge, skills, and attitudes that have been learned in school, at
home, in training programs, or in other situations (including on the job) and actually using them to
perform some kind of task or activity required in a job. The may in which a person uses a skill on the
job is almost never exactly how he or she learned to use it when it was first learned; the contexts
dhier, even if slightly, and the person must recognize that all or part of what he or she learned to do
applies in the new context, and acts accordingly. Often, this requires the person to modify how the
skill is used. Using a skill in a new context is tranaerring the skill.

Ellis (1965) gave the classic definition of transfer:
Transfer of learning means that experience or performance on one task
influences performence on some subsequent task. Transfer of learning may
take three different forms: (1) performance on one task may aid 'or facilitate
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performance on a
vir

second task, which representspositive transfer;
(2) performance on one task may inhibit or disrupt performance on a
second task, which represents negative transfer; and (3) finalty there
may be no effect of one task on another, in which case we have an
instance of zero transfer. Zero transfer can occur either as a result of
no effect of one task on another, or as a result of equal effects of
positive.and negative transfer that cancel. (p.

Transfer of a skill is affected by conditions other than similarity or dissimilarity of the contexts
of performance. Skill perishability is one important factor: "Skills deteriorate, especially those that

have been learned but not practiced" (McKinley, 1676, p. 49). Hermann, Richardson, and Woodburne .

(1976) described four steps involved in skill transfer. Problems with any of the steps could affect

the success of transfer:

1. (Viml learning of material and/or skill
2. Recognizing the relevance of the original learning to a new situation

3. Remembering the original material or skill

4. Applying the original learning to a new situation, i.e., problem-solving (Hermann et al.,

1976)

Of course, problems in the motivational context would affect the success of transfer, as well.

Examination of these conditions of transfer have led to the notion of, transfer skills, which are,

accordthg to theRsychological literature (Altman, 1970, 1976), those skills and abilities needed in

Order to generalizelearning or to detect and make appropriate applicationtof prior learning jnew
settin0 or Oder different circumstances (such as stimulus and response genecalization, and

Tial and discrimination skills) (Pratzner, 1978,p. 20. In effect, transfer skills are those involved.in

. the last three of Hermann at al.'s.four transfer steps: recognition, remembering, and problem-solving.

*In a general sense, transfer skills are applicable across a variety of contexts, and are thus trans-

ferable skills as well. In fact, as Pratzner noted, "All skills are potentially transferable to some extent

and on some occasions" (1978, p. 1). Transferability,therefore; is used by the Program to denote a

level of probable applicability across a spectrum of work-related (and non-work-related) contexts,

as well as a level of proficiency that is dependent on the individual transferring the particular skill.

In investigating the roles of skills and.skill transferability in facilitating changes in work, the

Transferable Skills and Occupational Adaptability Program conducted a series of studies and com-

missioned papers, designed,to add to tha knowledge base on transferable skills. McKinley (1976)

examined job content and job classifications systems in order to help understand the contexts of

skill transfer, and Sjogren (1977) examined the characteristics of occupationally transferable skills.

Additionally, a list of skills that are applicable and transferable across a wide range of jobs was

produced (Wiane 1977). Another study looked at job tasks common across a varigty of jobs (Ashley

& Ammerman, 1978): Altmin (1976), in a concept paper, conjectured about the motivational.,

behavioral, and contextual.factors in the transferability of job-specific (i.e., job-task-related) skills.

A selected group of 14 training and counseling prograrns was also reviewed (Miguel, 1977) to

identify existing practices that appeared to take the concept of skill transfer into account and build

upon an individual's prior skills and experience. Cumnt program work on transferable skills is

exploring the relatiooshiP between awareness of one's own transferable skills and job choice and

satisfaction (Wlant, 1979).

de
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While there appears to be "some reasonable consensus about a number of skills, knowledge,
and personal characteristics that are important for success in a variety of occupations and other life
settings" (Pratzner, 1978, p. 1), no single list of transferable skillswill probably ever be useful for
all possible settings. Backe and Paul (1978) examined the fists located or developed by the Program,
and by comparing and combining the "best" two (Kawula & Smith, 1975; Wiant, 1977; see Appen-
dix A), organized some selected examples of the transferable skills into an illustrative list (Table 1).

TABLE 1

Selected Examples of Occupationally Tranderable Skills

COGNITIVE

Communications

Read and evaluate
Write technical reports
Speak fluently
Listen attentively

Mathematics

Read graphs .

Determine equivalents
. Compute4ratios

Solve word, problems

Reasoning

Develop classifications
Make decisions

go. Outlinc,plans
Set priorities

(Source: Brickell &Paul, 1978, Table 2, p. 22)

AFFECTIVE
Attitudes toward Work'

Responsibility.
a Diligence

Determination/
perseverance

Reliability

Attitudes tOward Others

Converses pleasantly
Reacts to others
Manages others
Gives praise

Attitudes toward Self
Self-confidence
Self-discipline
Self-actualization
Assertiveness

PSYCHOMOTOR

Measure distance
Draw graphs
Operate calculator
Use senses

It should be noted that while transterable skills have been examined primarily as they relate'
to the world of work, "it would be misleading to limit them by the term occupationally transferable

skills. They are actually . i. skills that have applicability in virtually every aspect and in every page
of life" (Ibid., p. 3). However, "having transferable skills will not guarantee successful adaptability"
thouoh they "should facilitate it" (Pratzner, ibid.). Adaptive skills (also called coping skills, occupa-

tional survival skills, or sometimes "careering" skills) are "those that go beyond performing tasks or
"getting the work done." Adaptive skills are necessary to what Hoyt,(1977) called "changing with
change," and they may be critical to the successful transfer of the more task-related skills as well:
"To make good use of his [sic) functional skills in meet14the specific demands of any job, adapta-
tion and accommodation Must take place between an individUal and the work organization"
(punnette et al., 1973, p. 103)
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Adaptive Skills and Abilities

Many of the problems workers encounter in getting and keeping jobs as well as coping with

change in work are related to skills and attitudes that should ti e. readily transferable. Somehow,

though, many impanel it abilities are often overlooked in the educational process or are not ade-

quately developed there of elsewhere. For example,

the 1975 Texas Statewide Employer Survey results showed very clearly that

the majority of the problems being experienced by blue-collar workers lie

not in the area of technical development but in a more elusive area, that of

personality and overall adjustment to the work situation. ... The obvious

conclusion is that, while workers are acquiring their technical or vocation&

skills, they are not acquiring the other kinds of skills necessary to survive in

the current work setting. (Craven, 1977, p. 32)

A number of small studies and training or counseling programs have attempted to i6ntify the
non-task-specific skills et al. deemed important to occupational survival andlor success. A survey of

educators and employers was conducted by the Occupational Survival Skills Project at the University

of Illinois (O'Neil, 1976). From an initial list of over 500 skills, 27 basic occupational survival skills

were confirmed, clustering into (a) interpersonal relations and communications, (b) personal charac-

teristics, (c) decision making and problem solving, and (d) job characteristics, health, and safety. The

majority of the skills on the list are basic transferable skills (and attitudes) that are not specifically

taught in most educational programs, or are not always taught in ways that facilitate their transfer

to the work setting; examples are good work attitudes (e.g., "be dependable") and basic skills

(writing, speaking, arithmetic, interpersonal skills, knowing how to use tools and machines, etc.). A

number of the survival skills seem to go beyond the day-to-day tasks of "doing the job," though:

Get along with people with a variety of personalities
Kew your own abilities, strengths, and weaknesses

Make indef,...Jent decisions
Use initiative and imagination
Work without close supervision
Work iinder tension or pressure
Adjust to various work situations. (Ibid.. p.

These skills do appear to address work problems or situations involving change that may be encountered

in the continuing process of adaptation.

In his review of 14 exemplary training or guidance programsconcerned with job skills,

transfer problems, and other skills, Miguel (1977) identified five areas of skill development that are

considered vital to dealing with change in work. Some of them include what we have called the basic

transferable skills [recall, for instance, Kawula and Smith's (1975) clustering of mathematics, commu-

nications, interpersonal, reasoning, and manipulative skills] , but others address skill areas that seem

to be linked to adaptiveness:
/ Task performance skills cortron to occupations

Skills few applying broadly usable knowledge
3. Personal and interpersonal effectiveness skills
4. Self-analysis skills
5. Career management and productivity skilis. (Miguel, 1977)

The skills invOlVed in "applying broadly usable knowledge," the self-analysis skills, and the cared

management skills appear again and again in the exemplary programs' lists, and the clusters may be

particularly important to occupational adaptability.
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Skills far "applying broadly usable knowledge" appear to be much the same as those we have

called transfer skills, and iniolve a number of abilities that facilitate the adaptation of knowledge

(as well as skills) learned in one context for use in another:

Ability to know where and how to access needed information
Ability to commit knowledge to memory
Ability to recall information,accurately

,ro Ability to identify information needed for occupational tasks
Ability to use knowledge in decision making and problem solving
Ability to-create new knowledge as a result of synthesizing existing knowledge.

(Ibid:, p. 14)
Transfer skills coma into play when knowledge or skills must be modified in some way (i.e., indirect

transfer) to fit a new context, and as such are indispensible to occupational adaptability; This has

been recognized by Short, Dotts, Short, and Bradley (1974), whit discussed the importance of the

transfer skill of reorganizing:
Many jobs and many school activities require students to respond in sequential
fashion and to take things as they come, rather than reorganize them in a new

way. * But there must be many jobs ... where it is important for the employee
not to take things as they come, but to change his (sic] work strategy and
rearrange tasks in his environment to perform the job successfully. -(p. 67)

Some other important transfer 'skills in adaptation might include the ability to apply single and

multiple rules to new examples, the ability to handle unstructured cues, and the ability to generalize..

In the area of self-analysis skills, Miguel (1977) found that successful adaptors "maintain a
constant assessment of their skills and abilities and know when ta make the most of them in their

work. ... They seem to have an acute awareness of who they are, what they can do, and what they

wept to achieve in their careers" (p. 17). The importance of self-awareness in dealing with work-

related chane has been recognized elsewhere as well (Bolles, 1972, 1975; Crystal & Bolles, 1974;

Prauner, 1978; Westfall, 1979), and emphasis has been put on the equally important ability of
analyzing and ccnstantly updating one's own work and life goals. AT&T's Technical Management

Preparation System (discussed by Peterson, 1979) takes notions of self-awareness and skills identi-
fication one step.farther, adding that adaptive individuals nof only define what they can do, they
identify their "transition gaps"what they need to learn or to learn how to do in order to achieve
their adaptive objectives. (In a sense, this is a part of the adaptive attitude of learning-as-a-lifelong-

process, which will be discussed later.)

Miguel (1977) noted two attributerin the area of career managetbent skills that are related to
occupational adaptability. The first is "organizational. savvy"also called "organizational climate
analysis" (Schneider, 1972) or systems awareness (Demi, Note 1). This is "the ability to know how

you fit intothe organization, who the power people are, what obstacles can get in your way, how

the reward system works, what others expect of you, how to get what you want out of the job, and
how to keep from getting boxed in" (Miguel, 1977, p. 22). The second attribute Miguel noted is

the ability to "unhook" from "previous relationships, experiences, and learning" (Ibid.) Miguel

went on to add,
the two terms that appear best to sum up . work adjustment behavior are
flexibility and adaptability. Both words, of course, imply behavioral responses

to a changing array of human and situational demands, real or imagined, in

the job environment. (Ibid., p. 20)

* Ita1ics mine.
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The notion of "unhooking"strongly related to Ilexibility" and "adaptability" (the two
seem almost synonymous herelis esiential to understanding how adaptation can occur.

Perso who have the ability to "unhook" or "unfreeze" their knowledge, skills, and attitudes are

. likely t adapt to work-related.changes:
The ability to detach or "unhook" oneself from previous mental or psycho-

tor frames ofreference, and quickly adopt new ones as the situation
uires, is one example of flexibility. Another instance might be the ability

to 9n.rate a variety of alternative approaches or solutions to a problem
the traditional ones are impractical or impoteible. (Ashley & Faddis,

1979àp. 183)

Lewin (1951 and SOein (1981) researched patterns of adaptation, and proposed three phases

equivalent to "un king"that describe how people change:

. 1. lInfrt., A decrease in the strengt4 of old attitudes, values, and behaviors. This

ree, r. Am new information or experiences that disconfirm the individual's perception
of others, and events.

2. Change. The development of new attitudes, values, or behaviors through imitation of
a model or through successful experimentation with new behaviors and attitudes.

3. Refreezing. The stabilization of change through supportive group norms, culture, or
structures such as organiiationel policy, reward systems, and so forth. (Hackman &
Suttle, 1977, p. 368)

Of course, the degree and 'duration of change need not be so extensive. For instance, Miller (1974)
discussed the unhooking process in indirect skill transfer, calling the lack of the ability to unhook
skills "content blocking." Content blocking occurs when an individual is unable to use his or her
skills with new content or in a different context.

Only slight attention has been given in formal work theory to identifying the abilities germane
to adaptation. Fine (1974) provided a tentative list: (a) management of oneself in relation to

authority; (b) controlling one's impulses; (c) dealing with ambiguity; (d) moving "towards, away

from, or eileiost others;" (e).managing time (e.g., punctuality and self-pacing); (f) caringlor property;
and (g) dressing appropriately (p. 289). All of these abilities are important to success hi the world of
work, but not all of them deal specifically with change. A number of them aje particular to adapta-
tion, though..Management of oneself in relation to authority and moving "towards, away from, or

against others" are related to interpersonal transferable skills, but they involve the use of those trans-

ferable skills in situations of coping with or bringing about change in work. Dealing with ambiguity,

as we saw earlier, is an aspect of transfer skills. and may link up with decisiOn-making skills as well.

An adaptive ability in Fine's list that was not mentioned previously, but is of considerable

significance, is "controlling one's impulses." This is part of what Grinker (1974) called "maintaining
satisfactory internal conditions" (p. xix)that is,toping with stress. Lazarus (1979) has studied a
number of ways of coping with stress, including denial, avoidance, repression, and the culiivation of
hope; depending on the circumstances, use of these skills can be either helpful or counterproductive.
Some,"popular" techniques of coping with stress include meditation, yoga, daydreaming and other
fantasizing, channeling stress into physical activity, etc. The ability to maintainlome level of internal
stability has also been linked to finding or developing a "sense of self that allows you to keep things

in perspective even during moments when the job market (or the jobi and the world don't seem to
need you" (Westfall, 1979)
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A sense of "futurien"expecting and trying to anticipate change and accepting it as a reality
(even a positive influence) in life in the long runhas been suggested as a vital attitude in dealing
with situations requiring adaptive responses. Anticipatory (or extrapolative) skills allow an individual
to keep an open mind and be ready for whatever contingencies may occur.

Many different "futures" may develop out of the present moment in which we
live. For that reason, we should explore a-number of possible future worlds,
not just a single "most likely" pibility. ... The "alternative futures" approach
opens the gateway to a future that choose and shape rather then one that is
simply thrust upon us when we have reached the appropriate moment in time.
(Cornish, 1980, p. 6)

Cognitive skills are obviously needed both in occupational adaptation and in day-to-day work
activities. Research on cognitive abilities has identified notions of "application" (Bloom, 1956) and
"transformation" (Guilford, 1966) that appear to be important in knowledge and skills transfer and
'processes of adaptation. Unfortunately, "studies linking such [cognitivel skills to their application
outside of school are few, though references to coping skills, life skills, and street skills which abound
in diseussions on how to improve the transition 'from youth to adulthood seem to merge the content
of knowledge of the world of work with the higher functions of application, transforming, and
learning how to learn" (Dana, Note 1). Further research is needed on cognitiie *ills (and styles) as
they function in adaptation. In particular, investigation pf the rolesand particular modesof the
decision-making, problem-solving, and information processing and ioreng skills in adaptation are"
needed.

An equally important set of abilities in occupational adaptation are the learning-to-learn skills.
Herbert Gerjouy has poi9ted out that:

The new education must teach the individual how to classify and reclassify
information, how to evaluate its veracity, how to change categories when
necessary, how to move from the concrete to the abstract and back, how to
look at problems from a new directionhow to teach himself isicl . Tomorrow's
illiterate will not be the inan who can't read; he will be the man who has not
learned hew to learn. (Quoted in Toffler, 1970, p. 414)

The themes of teaming-to-learn and of leamingas-a-lifelong-process appear over and over in most
concepts of how to cope with life and work in the future (Ashley & Faddis, 1979a,b; Bolles, 1978;
Nee, 1978; O'Toole, 1972; Toffler, 1970). As Nee put it,

education is rapidly ceasing to be something that people do between certain
years of their lives. Instead, it is ... a life-long process. This recognition is
bringing about new attitudes and practices which need to be identified and
incorporated into our thinking and educational planning. (1978, p. 4)

Ashley and Faddis (1979a) add that not only is recurrent learning kmportant,

adaptable individuals ... need to be proficient in a broad range of learning
skills and approaches. Individuals differ in the ways they learn, and some
learn better in one way than another. Also, some skills, inforthation, and
concepts are more easily learned when presented and practiced through a
variety of approaches rather than through a single approach. (p. 183)

It might be added that some skills and knowledge may not be readily available through typical or
traditional resources or learning techniques (e.g., informal on-the-job learning, or learning by
observing the mistakes of others). As such, flexible learning approaches are even more vital.
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Fine (1974), in his discussion of adaptive skills, conjectured that the adaptive skills are "those

Most distinctive in individuality." He explained,

... it is likely that a person's cOnscious and subconscious awareness of these
[adaptive) skills, which make up much of his [sic) feeling about himself, is
the basis for his "yes" or "no" or "maybe" decisions about work and other
activities. ... When each one of us attempts to make a decision about an
activity (e.g., c prospective job), we look over its specific content skill requite-
ments and conditions, fundamentally, with our adsptive skills. As whole persons,
we scrutinize the whole work situation. ... if the estimate made by the adaptive

'skills is correct"yes, this is the job for me"then the situation can becomea
giowth situation. If the estimate is not confirmed, then the worker withdraws;
and if the job is accepted under constraint or with reservations, the worker is
likely toopfeke a nonproductive personal adaptation. (Ibid., p. 290)

. A number of personality traits nem to affect the style of a person's adaptation, such as
observations that "he's quick" or "she picks things up easily." Lofquist and Dawis (1969; Dawis
Lofquist, 1976) recognized this, and proposed four aspects of a work personality style that are
particularly potent in occupational adaptation: (a) activenessthe propensity of a person to act on
the wotk environment to achieve adaptation; (b) reactiveness-the propensity of a person to reibt

to the environment by making internal adjustments, such as lowering personel expectations; (c),
flixibilityas opposed to rigidityis related to Ihe.parameters of an individual's toleration for
aspects of the worksituation, as well as for change; and (d)ieleritythe speed with which an
individual woonds (either actively or reactively) to a situation requiring adaptation.* The first

two asps .to seem to relate to individual styles of adaptation, but the latter two seem more useful

in understanding levels of adaptiveproficiency.

Also related to proficiency, and possibly a different aspect of adaptive flexibility, is the
personality trait of creativity. In fact, most personal factors, such as intelligence, physical character-
istics, the person's life and work history/experiences, and many otherfactors are as important to
the individual's potential for effective adaptation es his or her specific adaptive skills, attitudes, and

knowledge.

Maley (1978) seems to havisummarized, in a general sense, most of the kinds of "broad
human requirements" identified here u "associated with a futuve characterized by (change) ":.

(1) the ability to cope with new and different situations;
(2) the ability to anticipate and adjust to change;
(3) the ability to do critical thinking;
(4) the ability to inquire and make effective analyses of information;
(9) the ability to solve problems; and
(6) the ability to learn how to learn. (p. 2)

Add to these, (7) the ability to identify one's own grengths, weaknesses, and work and life goals,
and (8) useful attitudes abaft change and one's own ability to deal with it, and we can begin to
appreciate the importance and understand the compleiity of adaptive behaviors in work and in life.

Thoseconcepts an intrinsic to an understanding of how people adept, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV.
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Understanding Factors in Occupational Adaptability

As we have seen, the literature on worker-work interrelationships clusters into five major

groups: Human Rewards theories, Human Relations theories, Job Satisfaction theories, notions
about the Quality of Work Life, and .theories and re-rch on Occupational Choice and Career
Development. While each of the approaches is concerned with similar outcomes in the sense of
maximizing "fit" between worker and work, each emphasizes different dimensions or groupings of -
factors as those a greatest potency In the interactions. From this multidisciplinary literature, a
profile of the factors and interrelationships affecting adaptation in the work world begins to emerge.

Not surprisingly, occupational adaptation is concerned with much more than those factors
involved in a person's immediate job. Jobs are roles that generally exist within the context of a
work organization, and may be transitory in nature, froth the perspective of either organization or
individual. Occupations, on the other hand, may involve one job ot many in a work life, and usually
have an identity that transcends the context of organizationsmay, indeed, be entrepreneurial in a
very broad seine. Careers are even less identifiable in that they usually involve mayor chunks of a
person's adult life, may involve one or many occupations and any number of individual jobs, may

or may not follow definable patterns, andwhether preplanned or condubted opportunistically
tend to involve a degree of occupational mobility (even if only in the sensd of moving through the
renks in a single work organization). In a person's work life, he or she may experience "work"
purely.as a job or sequence of jobs, may identify work as "occupation," or may think of it in, terms

of one or more careers.

Regardless of the perspectiveor the outcomes of working desired or expected by an irdividual,

a work organization, or a societyworking involves almost constant adaptation, a "fusion process"

(Bakke, 1953) that is a continual compromise or trade-off between the work environment and the
worker, and that may be disturbed by any changes in the individual or in the environment. As Stem
(1970) put it, the character of adaptation'is

... the function of the total person and the total environment at the given
moment in time. In the broadest sense, then, this presumes thFL the adapta-
tion will be unique for any given individual. (p. 8)

Factors of the individual person interact with those of the work environment, and both of
them interact with the general socioeconomic context, such tat any factor or set of interacting
factors may act as an opportunity or a restriction on the potential of a given situation for a positive
adaptive outcome. In addition, the initiation of an interaction between any factors or sets of factors,
or the change of an established relationship belween them, is a potential situation requiring an
adaptive response. However, in some cases the interaction of factors may have no effect at all
(neutral) on the situation or may. cancel eachsother out. Factors seldom seem to act independently,
and tend to be influenced by the other important factors in the situation, whether it is stable or

in flux.

At this point it is possible to construct an overall profile of dimensions (derived from the
reviewed literature) that describe the person factors, work environment factors, and external
environment factors involved in occupational adaptation. Figure 1 gives a sample of factors contained
within each dimension. The format borrows from a.number of previous categorizations (Locke, 1976;
Porter & Dubin, 1975; Porter & Steers, 1976; Vroom, 1964), and represents a useful arrangement for
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considering the many important variables.* In addition, in response to Locke's (1976) criticism
that most such categorizations indiscriminately mix the agents of person-environment interactions
and the conditions or events, those factors are set apart for the three dimensions described here.

1.-PERSON DIMENSION

(Agent = Self)

. .

A.

,

Subjectiw Factors
(e.g., needs, values, attitudes, interests, aspirations, etc.)

B. Objective Factors

(e.g., age, physiology, transferable skills repertoire,
adaptive competencies, education, life and work
experiences, marital status and dependents,
socioec000mic status, etc.)

2. WORK ENVIRONMENT
DIMENSION

-

(Agents = Coworkers, super-
visors, clients, union,
subordinates,
professional peers,
company and
management)

A.

.

Occupation & Job Content Factors

(e.g.. occupation, tasks, task variety, job autonomy, job
..

. responsibility, workflow, job complexity, degree of
content-related "challenge" versus stress, utilization
of motivated abilities, social sprvice, etc.

Immediate Work Environment Factors

(e.i., work group size, working conditions, supervisory
style, role clarity, recognition, feedback, etc.)

C. Organizational Factors

(e.g., pay and promotion policies, organizational size,
purpose, goals, need;, hiring and firing policies,
formal and informal structure, technology, etc.)

3. EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
DIMENSION

(Agents = Government and
agencies, socioethnic
groups, family and
friends, media,
educators and coun-
selors, informal
groups, peers, con-
sumers, competitors)

A. Economic Conditions

B.
,

Sociocultural Trends

C. Government Regulations& Legislation

D. Educational Institutions & Practices

E. Climate & Geographic Location
.

FIGURE 1. Profile of factors In occupational adaptation.

Another approach to systematizing factors that affect adaptation might be to use Bronfenbrenner's (1977)

nested-topology approach to describing the "ecological environment"microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem,

and macrosystemof human development. Person factors might be in the innermost circle, representing the

individual. Work Environment factors might become the elements of the microsystem, etc.



The Person Dimension

The Raison Dimension is divided into SuUjective Factors and Objective Factors along the lines
suggested by French et al. (1974), in which the objective person factors are those characteristics,
traits, or abilities, etc., that make up the person as he or she "really is"; subjective person factors
are those factors influenced by the person's perceptions, and involve the affective domain. While
French et al. suggested. that environments could be thought of along subjective-objective lines as
well, theWork Environment Dimension and the External Environment 'Dimension are considered
here primarilY in the Pobjective" sense,* because their subjective existence is dependent upon the
perceptions of the individual involved in the particular %,orker-work interrelationship; as such,
objective factors are "filtered" through the affective perceptionsthe subjective person factorsof
the individual to "create" the subjective work environment and external environment. That is, the
subjective person is the only valid interpretor of what constitutes the subjective work environment
and external environment factors for his or her particular situation.

Subjective person factors. As mentioned above, these factors are the affective "filters" through
which all other factors are perceived, evaluated, and responded to by the individual in the work
situation. Lofquist and Dawis (1969) subsumed all of the affective factors into one domain, that of
needs, but needs themselves may have hierarchies, and theorists differ on what constitute needs,
both in life and in work. For instance, Argyris (1964) considered psychological success to be the
central need related to work, while Vroom (1964) listed achievement, self-expressiori, affiliation,
autonomy, self-esteem, security, and social status as work-related needs. Lofquist and Dawis (1978)
made up their own list, grouping work-related needs undir Rtegories of safety, comfort, aggrandize-
ment, altruism, achievement, and autonomy.

Related to needs (and part of individual personality) are other affective elements such as
values, expectancies, attitudes, motivations, interests, and aspirations. Wanous and Lawler (1972)
saw values as affecting the importance an individual attaches to his or her needs and the rewards
available in work to ineet those needs. French and Kahn (1962) saw deprivation of certain needs or
values as acting as motivators. In answer to a criticism by Lccke (1976), Lofquist and Dawis (1878)
conjectured that values are actually second-order needs. Whatever the specific relatiOnships may be,
these affective elements seem to come into play in individual responses cind evaluations in adapta-

, tional situations.

Both Vroom (1964) and Locke (1969, 1976) examined the importance of expectancies in job
satisfaction, and it was also noted that expectancies directiraffect perceptions of equity in the
distribution of rewards in the work environment. Expectancies interact significantly with valences
in Vroorn's theory to create motivational force. Attitudes, which are concepts that "a person has of
something ... embOdying ... how much it is liked, disliked, and whether one is disposed to approach
or avoid it" (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975, p. 414), can be considered among the most visible mani-
festations of a person's feelings. Attitudes may have variable stability (Porter & Dubin, 1975), but
are seen as extremely important in a person's tendency to act in a particelar way in a given situation.
Attitudes are included in some classifications of skills because they are so intimately related to a
persOrapropensity (and proficiency) in using knowledge and skills. An individual's general work
ethic (relatively stable) and his or her day-to-day feelings about a job are attitudes.

`-)

* "Objective" is used here in the sense of "general Consensus" (i.e., societally-reinforced) opinion of what constitutes
"reality" regarding environmental factors.
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Aspfrations and interests seem to be positively related, especially in the context of work, and

were considered by Phillips (1968), Porter and Steers (1973), and Lofquist and Dawis (1969), among

others. Both factors are intuitively important in adaptation, although exactly how important is

uncertain.

An individuall overall personality is composed of many factors that are intrinsie to his or her

adaptive potential. Psychoanalytic literature it concerned with such factors as conflict resolution,

ego identity, defensiveness, and levels of internal integration. Self-esteem, accessibility to_self

(Mechanic, 1974), self-concept, self-actualization, and level of personal growth (Porter, 1973) are

also factors in what is frequently called maturityanother important aspect of an individual's

adaptive potential. Naturally, an individual's mental healthparticularly his or her inner stability

is critical. Roe (1956) gave considerable attention to the social aspect of personality, a person's

orientation towards or away from others, in her theory of occupational choice. The notion of

orientation may be important in how it affects the kinds ef adaptive strategies an individual chooses

to implement in a given circumstance (not forgetting, of course, that person dimensions ace only

part of an adaptive situation).

Lofquist and Dawis (1976) postulated four components of work personality stylethose

aspects of personality that are particularly influential in workthat presumably affect how a person

, responds in a work situation requiring an adaptive response; the components are activeness, reactive-

nesi, flexibility, and celerity. Work personality structure, however, inwolves the interactions of an

ind' al's sets of abilities anri his or her sets of needs (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969). It may be at this

erstction of subjective factors (needs, etc.) and objective factors (abilities, etc.) that aspirations,

interests, and abilities combine most strongly to affect adaptation in the guise orsmotivated skills."

These factors, which are moderately important in motivation, may be powerful in decisions Made

about adaptation in work.

Objective person factors. The objective factors that make up an individual are those that,

unlike affective factors such as values or emotions, can be readily observed and measured objectively

and are not based on self-report. Examples are age, ID, education, skills, etc. These attributes,

"filtered" through the subjective (feeling-based) person, also affect the subjective person Lofquist

and Dawis (1969) subsumed all of the objective factors into the abilities domain, but many other

objective factors influence the interaction of the objective (as well as the subjective) person with

his or.her environment.

Certainly relatively fixed characteristics of individuals have great importance for their adaptive

potential. Roe (1956) proposed that genetic background is significant, and along this line, Lofquist

and Dawis (1969) and. Blau et al. (1956) also discussed the importance of biological conditions and

physiology. Phillips (1968) discussed the role of intelligence, quoting Piaget (1952): "Intelligence

is an adaptation [whose) function is to structure the universe just as the organism structures its

immediate environment. ... Organization is inseparable from adaptation" (quoted in Phillips, 1968,

p. 4). Sex, race, age, and stage of life (Sheehy, 1916; Super, 1953) continue to influence what

workers may or may not do in the contemporary western work world.

Some stable or slow-to-change personal characteristics are also influential in worker-work inter-

relationships and occupational adaptation. They include socioeconomic status (SESboth past and

current) (Blau et al., 1956; Miller & Form, 1964), number of dependents (Porter & Steers, 1973).

and membership in various informal and formal groups (the "significant others"such as family,

friends, religion, socioethnic culture, community, informal groups, and other contacts). Some general

situation factors include a person's accustomed lifestyle, financial stability and available capital,

employment of other family members (Bryan, 1973), social isolation, and miscellaneous responsi-

bilities or commitments.
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Experiential or developmental 'objective factors include general life experiences (incl g one's

adaptivebehavior pittems and experiments), formal and informal education, work histo (i.e., past

vocational choices and career decisions) (Ginzberg, 1952; Ginzberg et al., 1951; Zytowski, 1970),
vocational maturity (Osipow, 1968), and length of work service (Porter & Steers, 1973). Directly

related are types and levers of knowiedge.-facts, methodologies, taxonomies, and other forms of
informationthat a person has ayailable in memory (Blau et al., 1956).

Skill or ability types have been variously categorized, sometimes in terms of their transferability
(ai in some job classificition schemes), but increasingly in terms of their utility or domain. While
Altman (1976) found that all skills are theoretically transferable, employers consider soine to

more transferable (in the sense of broad utility), especially in work, than others (Wiant, 1977), kills
differ, too, in their degree of fundamentality, so that the more general skills (especially the "basics"

such as reading, speaking, hand-eye coordination, etc.) are thought to be more transferable (i.e., more
useful 'across more situations) than the more specific (or context-linked) skills are. Proficiency as well

as degree and recency of practice. (i.e., current level of mastery) also affect transferability. Finally,
transferability is affected by how different the context of skill.application is from where the skill
was learned or previously used (be., direct versus indirect transfer) (.Ellis,.1965).

Transferable skills, as they aremeant here, refer to those skills and abilities used in day-to-day
performance of life-; or work-tasks. Following Kawula and Smith's (1975) generic skills classification,
transferable skills can be categorized as (a) mathematics, (b) communications, (c) interpersonal,
(d) cognitive or reasoning, and (e) manipulative. Figure 2 represents the interactions of skill families,
levels of fundamentality, and levels of proficiency (mastery) in potential skill transferability. (Pre-
sumably, the actual transferability of a skill in a given situation will depend not only on it's potential

transferability, but on personal and contextual factors as well.)

Adaptive skills and related components. Adaptive skills, as used here, refer to those skills used

to deal with changes in the worker-work interrelationships. Adaptive skills are vital to an individual's

capacity to make necessary or desired adjustments, whethei by coping with change or the pressure

to change, or by making change happen. Most skills labelad adaptive are important in the day-to-day
performance of job or life tasks, as Well as long-range ones, and there is an overlap between what are

called adaptive skills versus the transferable skills. This is especially apparent in the cognitive.skills
family, which includes decision-malting and problem-solving abilities, situational analysis skills,
organizoional skills, reasoning skills, and other abilities that are indispensible in dealing with change.

A number of skill areas (as well as special kbowledge, atfitude- .1d personal characteristics)

emerge from the literature that do deal primarily with adapting sio uily in work. The adaptive

skill areas include: (a) transfer skills, (b) learning-to-learn skills, (c) c..ige skills, (d) energizing skills,

(e) coping skills (affective), (f) self-assessment skills, (g) special mobility skills, (h) anticipatory skills,
and (i) cognitive skills (which, as mentioned, overlap with basic transferable skills). Skills or abilities,
whether transferable and/or adaptive, are intimately linked to knowledge and attitudes in that,
together with other person factors, they result in adaptive and other behavior (Pratzner, 1978).
Behavior, of course, involves the whole person, both subjective and objective, in interaction with the
environment (es illustrated in Figure 3). Certain clusters of adaptive behaviors (e.g., hunting a job,
scheduling one's work tasks, dealing with job pressure, developing friendships or alliances in the
work setting ta create a group identity, etc.), when developed to a level of mastery sufficient to
achieve desired adaptive outcomes with reasonable reliability, may be thought of as adaptive com-
petencies.
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SKILL
AREAS

ADAPTIVE
KNOWLEDGE

ADAPTIVE
ATTITUDES

RELATED
PERSONAL .

CHARACTERISTICS'

Transfer Skills

Learning-to-learn
Skills

Change Skills
.

Energizing Skills

Coping Skills

Self-assenment Skills

Anticipatory Skills

Special Mobility
Skills

,

*Cognitive Skills* 4
(overlap with trans-
ferable skills area)

Adaptations!
Self-awareness

Systems

.,..-

Awareness

.

Learning as a

lifelong process

More than one way
or place of learning
or doing things

.

Sense of futurism

-

Work Personality
Style

Self-esteem

Mental Health

Balance of
Optimism
Realism

f

History of
Adaptive
Behaviors

and

.

.
NOTE: Adaptive abilities exist with and are equally

dependent on an individual's repertoire of
transferable skills and level of mastery, as well
as the other components of the individual's
subjective and objective self.

I I

FIGURE 3. Adaptive skills and other components of positive adaptive behavior.

Tranifer skills (Miguel, 1977; Short et al., 1974) may be thought of as a cluster of cognitive
(and motor) skills, but except in those instances where transfer of knowledge or motorid skill (and,
in some cases, attitude) is direct and requires no modification or restructuring, transfer skillsinevit-
ably involve change. Transfer skills enable indirect transfer to occur, and include other special
abilities such as 'generalizing, synthesizing, identifying important versus unimportant information,
dealing with anibiguity, and dealing with complex or multiple rules.

Learning-to-learn skills (Bolles, 1978; Nee, 1978; O'Toole, 1972; Toffler, 1970) are related to
cognitive and transfer skills, but they relate more closely to dealing with change. Inevitably linked
to their role in adaptation are several attitudes toward learning, including the notion of learning as
a lifelong.process, and the acceptance that there is usually more than one way or one place in which
to learn.

- Change skills, which Miller (1974 called "unhooking" skills and Lewin (1951) and Schein

(1961) called "unfreezing-change-refreezing" skills, are those involving change of attitudes, values,
or behaviors via what amounts to unlearning, mental or behaviursl experimentation, reevaluation,
and relearning. Included too are the "ability to generate a variety of alternative approaches or solu-
tionr to a problem" (Ashley & Faddis, 1979a), and skill in contingency planning (Hamburg et al.,
1974).
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A number of attitudes are intrinsiz to proficiency in the use of change skills. One is the attitude

that change is a real force that is neither intrinsically bad or good (McDermott, 1979), it simply

occurs. At times it can be ignored effectively, but at other times it must be dealt with (Lazarus,
1979). Another vital attitude is that there is often.more than one way to approach a problem (Short,

1979). Nee (1978 also suggests that an attitude of what he calls "faturism"viewing the possible
outcomes of situations in a long-range perspective as well as in terms of More immediate repercus !

sionsis an important component. Its role in anticipatory skilligisalso readily apparent.

. Related to change skills (and quite possibly a component of them, as opposed to a skill family

on its own) are what we are calling "energizing" skills--in effect, skills that enable a person to
respond to a situation and to bootstrap him- or herself into action, when appropriate, despite ambi-
guities or a lack of structure in the situation. This involves the use of what Scheele (1977) calls

... a repertoire of known behaviors that are situationally responsiveapproaches,
retreats, gambits, viewpoints, experiments, ventures, and so forth. These
behavioral skills are quite separate from the factual content of careeil but
apparently are valuable to the successful negotiation of the everyday actions
and transactions, that move us through *careers. (pp. 196-197)

Also related to responsiveness are certain personality characteristics, such as the dimensions of

Dawis and Lofquist's (1976) work personality style (Le., activeness, reactiveness, flexibility, and

celerity).

Coping skills are whatenable a person to maintain "satisfactory internal conditions" (Grinker,
1974), that is, to stabilize one's emotional state by coping with strew. These internal balancing

processes, also mentioned by*Fine (1974), are strongly related to an individual's mental health and

to his or her history of successful and unsuccessful coping in the past. A sense of self, of balance

in one's life and work, of the necessity of compromise in life, and especially of self-esteem, are
important here. So are certain personality traits, such as a good sense of humor, and a good balance

of realism and optimism in one's outlook.

Self-assessment skills involve periodically analyzing one's strengths and weaknesses (Bolles,

1972; Crystal & Bolles, 1974; Miguel, 1977), defining one's "transition gaps" (Peterson, 1979), and,
in anticipatkon of probable changes, setting (or revising) malistic personal goals. Attitudes of self-
responsibility and self-motivation are influential, as well.

Anticipatory skills are those used in extrapolating possible alternative futures (Nee, 1978;
Cornish, 1980). These are especially important for contingency planning as well as emotional prepa-
ration for dealing with change.

The special mobility skills are those used in making career or job changes (even if nerely trans-
ferring from one part of a plant to another). They include job-seeking and job-getting skills, such as
interviewing skills, resume preparation skills, and use of alternative job-getting strategies (Crystal &

Bolles, 1974).

Two particular areas of knowledge are considered essential to effective use of adaptive skills in
the work world. One is self-awareness (Bolles, 1972; Crystal & Bolles, 1974), and the other is
systemq awarenessadequate and accurate information and "sawy" on work environment factors
(Datta, ote 1; Miguel, 1977; Schneider, 1972), Knowledge of the existence and kinds of adaptive
optionsthat there is often more than one solution to a situation involving changeis also important.
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The Work Environment Dimension

Work environment factors are-those constituting the context and content of jobs. These
factors both influence and are influenced by the individuals who hold the jobs and the external
milieu that affects them both. Finally, factors or agents within the work environment may affect
each other, and thus the worker.

Work environment factors cluslter into three areas: (a) Occupation and Job Content Factors,
(b) immediate Work Environment Factors, and (c) Organizational Factors. Occupation and job
content factors are concerned with the identity of a job (its status, career ladder, social expectations,
etc.) and what actual tasks and functions it involves. The place ("shop"), people, end interactions
that make up the context in which a person performs a job are the immediate work environment
factors. The organization in which the job exists, and the organization's characteristics, concerns,,
and policies compose the organizational factors. Agents in the work environment are those who.
interact with or whose Fictions affect the individual worker or work group.

Occupational and job content factors. Occupation-retated and job content factors constitute
one of the major work environment factor areas (see Figure 1, p. 56), all of which interact (along
with external environment dimension factors) with the subjective and objective person factors in
influencing occupational adaptation.

As mentioned earlier, "occupation"or "profession" in some casescarries an intrin?ic group
identity that transcends its existence as a job or jobs within work organizations (e.g., social status,
white/blue collar status, opportunity for social service, implicit moral value). Occupations and pro-
fessions often have implicit (and, as in the case of physicians, stated) purposes, values, ethics, and
goals. These affect the member workers senseof personal and group identity, role in so'ciety and
in work organizations, and expectations in work. Koch and Steers'-(1978) notion of job attachment
is useful here. In turn, work organizations, coworkers, and fellow occupational-group members
have certain sets of exPettations of the member workers. AU of these expectations interact in
subjective ways to affect a person's perception of opportunities or restrictions in adaptive options
in work.

Job content factors primarily concern job tasks--the activities involved in the doing of work.
Usually, tasks are contained in the job description, though many tend to be implicit rather than
explicit. Important in job content are not only the usual task-related activities, tut the personal
(nonmaterial) rewards that may tir may not be available throughthe performance of the job activities.
The personal, intririsic rewards.pf Job content are one of the main foci of the job satisfaction theories.

Job activity factors include k variety (Dawis & Lofquist, 1978; Hackman & Lawler, 1971;
Locke, 1976) and task repetitiveness (Hoppock, 1935; Porter & Steers, 1973), two closely related
aspects. Workflow, which involves the sequencing of tasks and.the total amount of work (Locke,
1976), type and amount of activity (Dawis & Lofquist, 1978), and inherent fatigue and relative
efficiency (Taylor, 1911) are also significant. Job complexity (Locke, 1976) and task identitydoing
whole (as opposed to piecemeal) product creation (Hackman & Lawler, 1971)are other factors.

Herzberg et al. (1959) linkedjob content factors with job satisfaction by postulating that
intrinsic (nonmaterial).satisfiers are available only through performance of job activities, and are
more satisfying (and motivating) than extrinsic ("hygiene.") rewards, which are available through
organizational and immediate work environment dimension factors. Three intrinsic factors were
emphasized by Herzberg and his associates. The first is task control, also called independence by
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Dawis and Lofquist (1978) and job autonomy by Porter and Steers (1973). Another is job responsi-

bility, also discussed by Porter and Steers, Dawis and Lofquist, and by-Locke (1976). The third

factor is the challenge provided-by the job activities; Locke (1976) related levels of difficulty in task

performance to this factor. Equally important factors are the opportunities for creativity and self-

expression provided by job content ;OaNis & Lofquist, 1978; Locke, 1976).

The degree to which job activities allow the utilization of valued ("motivated") abilities was

emphasized by Vroom (1964), Argyris (1964); Lake, (1976), and Dawis and Lofquist (1978). One

other factor related to job content is the content-related level of stress involved in a job; for instance,

in the service occupations, the job content of much policework is probably more frequently stressful

than that of a professional plumber.

Immediate work environment factors. These factors relate to the immediate, or local, context

in which a job is performed. The agents in the immediate.work environmentthat is, the persons or

groups with whom the individual interactsare highly important, as are certain situational variables

and factors related to satisfaction or personal needs and expectancies.

Individual agents in the immediate work environment include one's coworkers, supervisors,

clients, and subordinates; and agentsik-ting as influential grouPs'include one's work team, other

work teams, and unions (where pertinent) (Dawis & Lofquist, 1978; Lewin, 1951; Locke, 1976;

Mayo, 1945; Porter & Steers, 1973). These "significant others" affect one's opportunities and

iestrictions for adaptation in the immediate work environment,in varying ways and degrees, accord-

ing to the effects those others' personalities, expectancies, values, biases, roles, and competencies

have on the individual worker and aspects of the work situation. A pertinent situational condition

relating to agetjts is "pleasant interpersonal relationships" (Herzberg et al., 1959; Vroom, 1964).

Other situational or context factors in the immediate work environment have been investigated .

by Herzberg et al. (1959), who considered them to be hygiene factors as opposed to job satisfaction

factors. Working conditions include comfort, safety, convenience of location, aesthetics of surround-

ings, adequate tools and equipment, and hours, as reviewed by Locke (1976). Herzberg et al. (1959),

Hoppock (1935), and Dawis and Lofquist (1978) also emphasized the importance of the comfort

and safety factors in the environment. Aspects of work groups or work units, including size, purpose,

autonomy, specialization, role clarity, and authority were discussed by Porter and Steers (1973),

Dawis and Lofquist (1978), and others.

Supervisory style in the immediate work environment is considered to be extremely pcitent in

restricting or facilitating occupational adaptation (Herzberg et al., 1959; Porter & Steers, 1973;

Vroom, 1964).' important aspects related to supervisory style include: nonarbitrariness (Locke, 1976);

stability (Dawis & Lofquist, 1978); degree of permitted worker participation in decisions about work

methods; pacing and other job-related factors (Locke, 1976; Vroom, 1964); as well as pressure for

performance, verbal recognition, and accurate feedback (Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Locke, 1976;

Vroom, 1964). Also frequently related to supervisory style on the local level (though sometimes

built into the immediate work environment via company managenient and policies)*are factors of

job security (Dawis & Lofquist,1 978; Herzberg et al., 1959); of "position"a status-related factor

that is essentially informal and may or may not be dictated by one's job (Dawis & Lofquist, 1978);

of opportunity for job enrichment through evnlnsion of responsibility and individual control (Locke,

1976); and of opportunity for new learning (lbid.).
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Organizational factors. These factori"affect workers in atop-down manner in most situations.
The company (as an entity) and management (as its usual tool in dealing with its work force) are
the primary agents.

Characteristics of work organizations have both direct and indirect effects on worker-work
interrelationships and adaptation. These characteristics include organizational size (Argyris, 1973;
Dawis & Lofquist, 1978; Porter & Steers, 1973); purpose (Argyris, 1973; Carlisle, 1973); structure
both formal and informal (Ibid.); and reputation (Dawis & Lofquist, 1978). Related factors include
the organization's available technology and resources, such as its labor pool, capital, equipment,
overall workflow, and plants (Carlisle, 1973; Dawis & Lofquist 1978), and the organization's internal
communications procedures and network (Argyris, 1973).

Less tangible but equally potent organizational characteristics include organizational goals,
values, needs, and expectancies (Argyris, 1973), which are influential on policies and procedures
affecting workers. Policy dimensions involve: pay and pay equity (Herzberg et at., 1959; Porter &
Lawler, 1968; Vroom, 1964; and others); promotions and other mobility (Porter & Steers, 1973;
Vroom, 1964; and others); work hours and other attendance policies (Vroom, 1964); management
and administrative policies and stylesincluding.technical and human relations supervision, and
rewards and penalties policies (Argyris, 1973; Dawis & Lofquist, 1978; Herzberg et aro., 1959); job
classificationhiring, and firing practices (Dawis Lofquist, 1978; Herzberg et al., 1959); training
and educational reimbursement; and fringe benefit packages (Herzberg et al., 1959). In addition,
external influences are highly influential on organizational characteristics, and are most readily
visible in how they `iffect organizational policies and practices; these are discussed next: -

The External Environment Dimension

External environment factors are those composing the context or "world" in which people and
organizations exist. These factors do not actually exist in separate compartments of the overall
environment, but are intimately interconnected both in the ways that they affect each other and as
they affect individuals, groups, organizations, and institutions. In regard to the agents through which
external environment factors influence workers and work, all of the agents affect both workers and
work organizations to some degree, but some have more direct effects on individuals than on organi-
zations. For instance, family, ftiends, socioethnic groups, and informal groups probably have more
oirect influence on individuals, while consumers, competitors, and government agencies have more
direct influence on work organizations. Educators and counselors have significant impact on both
individuals and work organizations, as does the media.

For convenience, 'the overall environmental context has been separated into factor areas of
(a) Economic Conditions, (b) Socioculturai Trends, (c) Government Guidelines and Legislation,
(d) Educational Institutions and Practices, and (e) Climate and Geographic Location.

Economic conditions. Economic conditions are probably the most visible factors affecting
worker-work interrelationships, and include: the general level of technology in the society (Carlisle,
1973); the socioeconomic organization in the society (Blau et al., 1956); available physical resources
including supply and quality of natural and energy resources, capital, and support industries (Ibid.);
human resourcesincluding general educational level of the labor pool, composition of the labor
pool, size of the labor pool, and the current ;tate of the labor "market" (Ibid.); industrial composi-
tion (Ibid.); job classification and hiring systems; and general and local economic conditioniincluding
consumer demand, interest levels, employment ratio, and value of currency in national and inter-
national trade (Blau et al., 1956; Carlisle, 1973).
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Sociocultural trends. Sociocultural trends are those that affect the establishment of personal

and group values, hierarchies of needs, norms of behavior, and attitudes and expectations about

work. Changing social values and changing work attitudes (including the "work ethic") are factors

given considerable significance by Katzell and Yankelovich (1975), Etzioni (1979), and Petty (1978).

Blau et al. (1956) and others discussed the importance of trends of social mobility, which also affect

, trends in occupational mobility. Group-related idea's about "appropriate" occupations and careers

are likewise based on sociocultuyal trends (Hollingshead, 1949; Krumboltz et al., 1976; Miller &

Form, 1964).

Government regulations and legislation. Government-related factors are influential both on the

society and the economy in general, and on work organizations in particular. The form of government

is related to its responsiveness to sociocultural trends as well as to economic conditions. Government

guidelines, legislation, and regulations affect almost every aspect of work organizations, from hiring

practices to advertising practices, price guidelines, safety conditions, organizational size (i.e., anti-

trust laws), and many other facets of work organizations, as well as unions (Cariisle, 1973).

Educational institutions and practices. The structure, values, and practices of educational

institutions are obviously of great significance in worker-work interrelationships (O'Toole, 1972;

Toff ler, 1970; and others). Education imparts knowledge and abilities to individuals, as well as

attitules and expectancies, and one of the primary purposes of education is generally thought to be

the pi varzition of persons for functioning in the economic sictor of the societythat is, for working.
The repertoire of "appropriate" skills, knowledge, and attitudes, as well as its quality and its transfer-

ability, are to a great extent within the domain of educational institutions. These directly affect the

transferability and mobility (and, inevitably, the adaptability) of workers and, insofar as the quality

of educational outcomes affects the quality and composition of the labor pool,, affect work organi-

zations as well.

Climate and geographic location. The t;iiroate and geographic location of an individual or of a

work organization may affect worker-work interrelationships, in that climate and geographic location

may determine the availability of resources and technology for various kinds of industries, as well as

kinds of jobs available and the level of competition for them (Blau et al., 1956).

Summary: Factors in Adaptation

Adaptation involves interaction between an individual and his or her environment, and theories

of adaptation organize factors involved in adaptation into person/environment categories. Biological

theories of adaptation focus on the factors of populations or species in interaction with their environ-

ments, and view adaptation as an evolutionary process. Psychology and psychiatry focus on the

mental health and/or intelligence of individuals as the important factors in adaptation, and generally

downplr, the roles of environment except as they affect early development; adaptation is viewed

primarily as an intrapsychic process. Sociology and anthropology focus on factors of groups, insti-

tutions, and cultures as those most potent in adaptation, and view adaptation as group-process.

Because extant literature on factors in the work context generally do not address notions of
adaptation directly (or address them in a very limited fashion), assembling and organizing the probable

factors in occupational adaptation amounts to assembling a picture-puzzle fromat first glance
random pieces. Factors were culled from such diverse sources as industrial, occupational, and organi-
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zonal psychology and sociology (pp. 16-38), and career counseling and educational research

(pp. 38-45). Of particular relevance to adaptation in work is the literature on work-related compe-

tencies, including transferable skills and adaptive skills and abilities (pp. 45-54).

The picture of work-related factors that emerges follows the general person/environment
model, and borrows some of its components (especially Person factors) from the general literature.

A profile of the major dimensions (Person, Work Environment, and External Environment) and

their component factor areaiis shown in Figure 1 (p. 56). Major factor areas in the Person dimen-

sion include subjective person factors (e.g., needs, values, attitudes, etc.) and objective person factors

(age, SES, transferable skills, adaptive competencies, etc.). Major factor areas in the Work Environ-

ment dimension include occupation and job content factors (e.g., occupational title, tasks, task

variety, job autonomy, etc.), immediate work environment factors (e.g., work group size, work
conditions, etc.), and organizational factors (e.g., pay and promotion policies, organizational size,
goals, needs, etc.). Major factors in the Externalitnvironment dimensionthe milieu in which both
workers and work dimensions existinclude economic conditions, sociocultural trends, government
regulations and legislation, educational institutions and practices, ang climate and geographic loca-

tion. Each of the major cPmensions may affect the adaptive situation through human agentsthe
person him- or herself, significant others in other contexts of the person's life, coworkers, supervisors,

managers, educators, and so forth.

In occupational adaptation, factors of the individual person interact continually with those of

the work environment, and both of them interact with the general environment factors. Any factor

or set of interacting factors may act as facilitator or inhibitor in the kinds of adaptive responses

possble, or likely to be effective, in a given situation for a given person. By the same token, the
factor(s) potent in one situation or for one person may be neutralor ccncelled out by other factors

in different circumstances.

Two of the more important person-factor clusters in occupational adaptationi.e., a person's
repertoire of transferable skills and adaptive competenciesare of particular interest in that they
constitute the overall potential a person has from which he or she may draw in responding to adaptive

situations in work. Transferable skills are mathematics, communications, interpersonal, reasoning,

and manipulative skills that can be applieddirectly or with some modificationin more than one

job or context. The more fundamental a skill is, and the more proficient a person is in using it, the
more transferable it will bt. across contexts (see pp. 59-60). Adaptive skills are used to deal with

changes in worker-work interrelationships and, linked with adaptive knowledge, attitudes, and certain

personal characteristics (see Figure 3, p. 61), result in adaptive behavior. Adaptive competencies
(e.g., hunting a job, dealing with pressure on the job, etc.) are composed of clusters.of adaptive
behaviors that have been developed to a level of mastery sufficient to achieve reasonable reliability.

This section has examined the factors and interrelationships affecting adaptation. In particular,
it has attempted to answer some of the "what" and "why" questions related to facilitating or
inhibiting occupational adaptability. The next chapter will examine the "how" questionhow do
people deal with the need to adapt in work life? What kinds of behaviors do they exhibit? What
individual and group strategies do they use? O'Toole (1972), in Work in America, claims that
"improvement in the quality of life will occur mainly through making better use of ... human
resources. And by 'better use' I mean not herder work but smarter work" (p. 2). It is the contention

of this paper that occupational adaptabilityeffective use of adaptive behaviors and styles in work
is intrinsic to "smarter work."
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CHAPTER IV.

WHAT BEHAVIORS AND STYLES
ARE USED IN ADAPTING?

As we,have seen, most theories that examine person-environment interrelationshipsor, in the
"economic" context, worker-work interrelationshipsdeal with adaptation in the sensesof What
factors interact to affect tendencies or probabilities or patterns involved in achieving a "fit" between
person and environment. Very few of the theories, however, examine the actual activities or sets of
activities involved in establishing a fit or correcting a mis-fit; the "how do people adapt?" question.
If adaptation involves a compromise between the needs and expectancies of workers and the work
environment, what behaviors or strategies are used to try to achieve the compromise? Do adaptive
behaviors and strategies show patterns or regularities that might be thought of as sty/es?

Literature on biological theories of adaptation maintains that the activities involved in species
adaptation are those linked to reproduction and natural selection, yet "as complex organisms have
evolved, behavior has become an exceedingly important factor in meetihg adaptive tasks which
contribute to species survival" (Hamburg et al., 1974, p. 403). White (1974) adds that "there is a
sense in which all behavior can be considered an attempt at adaptation" (p. 49). Behavior, then, is
an indispensible source from which to infer how people go about adapting.

Earlier in the literature review,* it was propoied that skills, knowledge, attitudes, and other
personal characteristics interact and result in behaviors. Baruch (1963) has suggested that

... the total behavior of a person, inclu ing his [sic] vocational choice and
vocational role enactment, reflects certa n regularities of functioning.
Behavior, and specifically vocational behavior, becomes predictable in
terms of this underlying regularity and the description of this regularity
is the description of thepersonality. (p. 94)

Individual behavior, however, "is not simply an expression of individuality, but a transaction
between the subject and his [sic) environment" (PhiiIips, 1968, p. 212). Argyris (1964) adds,
"human behavior Is a function of the individual intera4ting with and perceiving (that is, being aware
of) his [sic] world" (p. 152). Figure 4 presents a diagrem of the major components that interact
and result in adaptive behavior. An individual's potential for adaptive behaviorhis or her adapt-
abilityis composed of the interacting elements In the "I'person" half of the person-environment
Interaction. The environmental elements, then, function to influence what adaptive behaviors the
person may actually use, depending on how the person perceives the environmental elements and
on what behaviors compose the particular person's potential adaptive repertoire.

AFlaptation, however, seldom involves the use of an isolated behavior. As White (1974)
explains,

... adaptive behavior entails managing several things at once. ... An
organism must (1) keep securing adequate information about the

"The Peran Dimension," pp. 57.62.
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FIGURE 4. General components involved in adaptive behavior.
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environment, (2) maintain satisfactory internal conditions both for action

and for processing information, and (c) maintain its autonomy or freedom
of movement, freedom to use its repertoire in a flexible fashion. (p. 54)

To deal with therultiple demands otadapting, people tend to use adaptive strategies, which may

be thought of as learnedpatterns of sequential or simultaneous adaptive behaviors. Much of the

literature on adaptive behaviors has focused on categorizing strategies along dimensions of style,

which are patterns or general tendencies of an individual's behavior that express themselves along

certain commonalities. (These will be discussed in more detail later in this section.)

There are problems with using behaviors or behavioral strategies of individuals the determi-
.

nants of adaptation. While observation of behavior is probably the most visible manifestation of

how people adapt, Stern (1970) warns that "the interpretations of participants [i.e., the people

actually doing the adapting] niay be quite different from those that might occur to a more detached
observer" (p. 7). On the other hand, there are roblems with more subjective ways of examining
adaptive activities (such as self-reports through uestionnaires or interviews), too. As Mechanic (1974)

explains,
... we must go beyond people's subjective rep rts of how they feel and how
they have responded to particular stressful circumstances. Such reports are
particularly dubious when they describe events retrospectively, because we
know that part of the process of adaptation involves the subtle restructuring
of the individual's attitudinal set toward evenis that have taken place. ...
Successful adaptation requires changes in attit6des and perspectives that are
sufficiently subtle so that the person hardly recOgnizes the changes himself

[sic] .11 (p. 46)

Regardless of the ambiguities of discerning or measuring adaption, however, adaptation appears to

ma, .;fest itself primarily through behavior, and even the intrapsychic adaptations (such as repressing

emotions, lowering one's aspirations), mentioned by Mechanic andby vailous psychologists (Erikson,

1950; Freud, 1937; Lazarus, 1979) probably affect subsequent behaVior and can thus be inferred.

Human beings generally adapt as individuals, but "the role of behavior in adaptation is not

only a function of individuals, but of groups as well" (Hamburg et al., 1974, p. 404). Sociological

and anthropological perspectives on adaptation "make clear how interdependent men [sic] are

evelt in the most simple of societies and how dependent they are on group solutions in dealing with

environmental problems" (Mechanic, 1974, p. 34). Group solutions to adaptive pressure occur via

informal groups, formal groups (e.g., in work, unions, and professional societies or associations), and

societal institutions. Work organizations themselves experience adaptive pressure, and use various

strategies in striving for better congruence between workers and the organization as a whole.

The review of the literature on adaptive behaviors and adaptive styles, which follows, is

arranged in four sections: .

(a) Individual adaptive behaviors and styles in a general context;
(b) individual adaptive behaviors and styles in work environments;
(c) Group-centered adaptive behaviors and styles involving workers; and
(d) Adaptive strategies and styles of work organizations.

*It is not certain whether Mechanic's claim that restructuring of a person's attitudinal set is inevitable is necessarily

always true. However, it is probably a frequent outcome of adaptation. Whether it is a side-effect of the adaptation

or intrinsic to it (as in adaptation by repression) may depend on the particular circumstances and on the adaptive

habits of the individual involved.
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The last category, organizational adaptations, will be considered only briefly, as the focus of this

paper is primarily upon individual and L iformal-group adaptation. Concluding the literature review

will be a summation and synthesis of what Is known about adaptive behaviors and ityles, which are

integral to the working model of occupational adaptation (presented in the nextchapter).

individual Adaptive Behaviors and Styles
in General Contexts

The importance of adaptation in the survival and growth of species and individuals was discussed

in an earlier section* and the concept was examined from the biological, clinical/psychological, and

socio/anthropological perspectives. While each of these perspectives has somewhat different notions

of what constitutes humanness, all of them appear to agree that behavior is a major Means, if not

the means, in achieving person-environment congruence. They also seem to agree that regardless of

what aspect of human existence is seen as most potent in adaptation (i.e., in biological sciences, the

species; in clinical and psychological sciences, the individual; in lociology or anthropology, the group

or culture), the behavior of individuals is an important unit of analysis. The following review of

adaptive behaviors and strategies examines individuals' use of them in a general context, and looks

at various attempts to systematize what are perceived as behavioral patterns into adaptive styles.

It should be noted that discussion of each disciplinary perspective inevitably involves concepts or

behaviors that overlap with other perspectivesan implicit mandate for an eclectic approach to

understanding human adaptation in general as well as specific contexts.

Biological/Evolutionary Perspectives

Many human adaptive behaviors seem to have their origins in the evolution of the animal

kingdom and of the.upright pre-human species. The adaptive behaviors will be examined from

literature on both seurces, first those discussing the behaviors available to most animals ps well as

humans, and then those focusing on the behaviors that are the evolutionary birthright of homo sapiens.

Hamburg et al. (1974) examined biology-based adaptive behaviors that characterite 'both humans

and animals, and noted that there are three general areas of adaptive behaviors that seemin many

speciesto be genetic in origin. These include: (a) instinctual infant behavior (suCh as suckling in

mammals) and parenting activities (e.g., nesting in birds, protective behavior of young, in most

mammaliin species); (b) aggressive behavior (as in defense of the individual's life, or in order to

acquire or maintain access to a valued resource such as food, a mate, territory, etc.); nd (c) explora-

tory behavior (such as observational learning in young lions trying to hunt).

Instinctual behaviors have been observed to occur in at least some rudimentary fashion even in

animals deliberately raised in isolation. Besides infant behavior and parenting behavior, instinctual

behaviors are thought to include courting behaviors, nesting and burrowing behaviors, some hunting

behaviors, territoriality, hibernation, migration, and the regulation of internal u'illogical clocks

specific to the species. Certain building and manipulative behaviors, such as web-construction in

spiders, hive construction and repair in social insects, and some tool construction arid use by primates,

also seem to be instinctual. The biological functions of sleeping, and even dreaming, are thought by

many researchers to be adaptive functions (Foulkes, 1966; Kleitman & Dement, 1957).

"What Is Adaptationr: p. 5.
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Aggression is one of a number of adaptive behaviors commonly thought of in teems of social
or Intrapsychic behaviors, but appears to originate at least partly in genetically conditioned functions.
An increased public awareness and interest in human aggressive behavior in recent years has, because
of some striking similarities (particularly of brain structure) between primates and humans, led to
an upsurge of research on the aggressive behavior of the great apes. Goodall's observations of chim- -

panne behavior (Goodall, 1979) have examined their nurturing, tool-using, learning, and aggressive
behaviors, and among her many findings, Goodall noted that chimpanzees have the capacity to defer
or redirect their aggressive behaviors, usually "downward in the dominance hierarchy." Similar
behavior has been noted in wolves and lions. It may be inferred from this kind of evidence that at
least one biology-linked area of adaptive behaviors involves modifying or extinguishing instinctual
behaviors such as aggression.

Exploratory behavior appears to carry its own evolutionary mdtivations in that, much as the
behavior of eating may stimulate a sensation of pleasurei so may experimentation and observation
stimulate what White (1959) calls "feelings of efficacy." When this positive sensation occurs as a
result of exploratory behavior, "the behavior leads the organism to find out how the environment
can be changed and what consequences flow from these changes" (p. 329).

Hamburg et al. (1974), in examining the exploratory behavior of observational learning, note:

Newer field studies suggest the adaptive significance of observational learning in
a social context. ... Such social learning seems to be crucial in the development
of adaptive behavior ir, nature, because young nonhuman primates have the
opportunity for consistent, close-range observation of behavior utilized by
adults in meeting the adaptive problems of their habitat. (p. 406)

The social context of much observational learning requires some level of cooperation between two
separate organisms, and the same may be said of more instinctual behaviors such as"courting, mating,
and the nurturing behaviors of parents. Some species, because they live in social groups, depend on
observational learningand have been known to treat deviance with violence or ostracization. The
survival of infants and the transfer of viat cooperative survival behaviors may depend on the adapta-

tion of the whole group (Ibid., p. 404).

Goodall (1979) and other researchers have noted exploratory behaviors in animals that might
be considered innovative and/or deviant for that species. Such behaviors (Which include cases of
warfare and cannibalism among chimpanzees) may become transmitted via observational learning
to other members of the species. As in the case of genetic recombination or mutation, the transmission

of such behavioral innovations may ultimately prove adaptive (that is, conducive to species or group
survival), neutral (have no noticeable effect), or maladaptive (that is, destructive to the species or

group, over time).

Mother examination of biologically-based areas of adaptive behaviors was made by Scott
(1966), who proposed that "from the perspective of the human organism, adaptive strategies may
be divided into three classes, here called 'accommodation,"locomotion,' and 'construction"' (p. 393).

Accommodation, defined as "developing behavior patterns and traits that satisfy environmental
requirements" (Ibid.), seems to be related both to the socially-oriented, self-modifying behaviors of
Goodall's aggression-deferring chimpanzees, and to group behavior-extinguishing activities related to

the suppression of "deviant"and potentially dangerousexpldratory behavior. Indeed, Scott notes
that "accommodation has traditionally been conceived in terms of conformity" (p. 394). However,
Scott adds an important facet to this area of adaptive behavior tiy noting that "long-term survival
of the organism, or maintenance of a particular environmental structure. may be best furthered by
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inactionby refusal to face and solve the problem as presented" Ip. 396). This may be intf.:rpdi

asa form of accommodation in that the "refusal to,face" the problemlet alone seek a ..vay to solve

,itimplies some kind of intrapsychic mechanism for damping sensory or emotional perceptions of

the stimulus, or instinctual responses such as aggression or flight.

Scott defines locomotion as "movement in search of an environment congenial to the organism's

present behavior patterns and traits" (1966, p. 393). Scott's notion of locomotion is fairly simple:

for adaptation, "it is only necessary that the organism be capable of movement and of recognizing a

congenial habitat when it is reached" (Ibid., p. 396). White (1974) also examined the strategy of

locomotion, adding a number of useful comporients: "When locomotion is employed, it can consist

of approach, avoidance while-, stir observing the object of interest, of flight, and a final option is

the complete immobility of 4iding" (p. 54). It becomes clear that while an organism's precise loco-

motive behavior may be stimulated either by instinct or observational learning (as in the case of wild

animals whose instinctual urge to flee from humans may be overcome by deliberate operant condi-

tioning or by cumulative familiarity), its array of locomotive options are biologically preordained

(e.g., the locomotive options of a pigeon versus those of a clam).

Construction was defined by Scott as "altering the environment so that its requirements become

more congenial to the organism's resources. The most feasible strategy in any circumstance depends

on the characteristics of the particular organism and of the environment" (1966, p. 393). Constructive

behaviors appear to be related to exploratory behaviors, in that "the strategy of constructive adapta-

tion consists in modifying the environment so as to meet the organism's requirements, or, alterna-

tively expressed, in modifying the environment so that its requirements match the organism's

resources" (Ibid., p. 397). The line between accommodation and constructive adaptation is not

always clear, however. Instinctualor observationally learned and group- or species-approvedanimal

behaviors (e.g., beavers' dam-building behavior) certainly alter the environment, but they are also

conforming behaviors. In addition, Scott notes that
Animarsocietiesants, beavers, or men [sic) sometimes solve problems by

altering the environment so as to change the very nature of the problem it

presents. In experimental studies of individual human problem solving, optimal

accommodation often consists of reorganizing the presented stimulus elements.

(Ibid., p. 394).

Not all biological! adaptive behaviors or strategies available to human beings are those

shared with the animal Kingdom at large. A number of adaptations are the result of human evolution,

and the study of them inevitably involves questions about the uniqueness of the human animal: What

is it that separates us from the other animals; why are we the (current) dominant species; in other

words, what does it mean to be a human?

Recent research in physical anthropology (Leakey & Lewin, 1978) has produced fossil evidence

that evolutionary specialization in human brains (especially critical developments in the parietal and

temporal lobes) is an information-handling adaptation unique to homo sapiens and our species'

direct (nonprimate) ancestors: "For instance, a human's memory storage and ability to integrate a

complex kaleidoscope of sensory information are much more developed than an ape's; hence the

difference in the respective lobes" (p. 50). Another area of research, that of brain lateralization,

proposes that

... each half or "hemisphere" of the brain is responsible for certain mental

abilities, the left side generally handling the logical and verbal functions, the

right side taking most responsibility for intuitive, emotional, and spatial

abilities. (Rice, 1979, p. 38)
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Although there is no apparent fossil evidence that brain lateralization is a particularly human
evolutionary adaptation, the development appears to be ;:aketi to cognitionthe ability to think in
abstract as well as concrete and affective terms. More complex brain development, in Leakey and
Lewin's opinions, is directly related to a more sophisticated perception of "reality"the environment
outside of the individual with which he or she must inieract.

The notion of tool-using and tool-making as exclusively human adaptive behaviori has been
debunked by observations of chimpanzee's termite-eating habits,.which make use of.both behaviorst
Experiments in the use of American Sign -Language by chimpanzees (Premack, 1976; Rumbaugh,
1977) have called the exclusivity of .language and symbol manipulation by humans into-question.
Even what Leakey and Lewin (1978) call "an appreciatioh of time"a vital element in reality con-
cepts and thought to be an exclusively human adaptationmay be within ;he realm of primate
capabilities: "We share with the great apes much of the same kinds of sensory tools for creating a
mental picture of the world" (p. 54).

One remaining human adaptive behavior, the use of spoken language, is probably file most
potent 'of our species' adaptations, and seems to be the single, (relatively) unchallenged behavior'
unique to human beings. Its adaptive advantages are endless. It permits the conveyance of complex
information and allows the sharing of human consciousness and perceptions of reality, through
which the pooling of experience in exploratory behavior and what Leakey and Lewin nil "enhanced
social interaction" become possible. Leakey and Lewin further propose that with the establishment
of cooperatwe social groups among pre-humans, accomplished via the use of language, the human
brain itself was stimulated to evolve and adapt eVen more: "The pressures of sociattife were an
important engine in the eirolution of the human brain" (1978, p. 61). These adaptations took the
form of specialized functions of mind andlor brain that allow individual human beings to perform
sophisticated intrapsychic accommodating activities:

A crucial aspect of Operating the mixed economy of gathering and hunting
[that resulted from the formation of cooperative social groups via spoken
language], apart from the mechanics of knowing where and when to find food,
was the enhanced social interaction, particularly the psychological arid
emotional complexities of reciprocal altruism. Being part of a group that ,
cooperates to achieve dommori goals, demands restraint, persuasion, tact,
submission, perception, and a good sense of ,humor- And beyond that is the
desireconscious and subconsciousto-ensure that the system of reciprocal
altruism operates as it should, with no one gaining unfair advantages. (Ibid.)

These developments point to two fairly specific arenas of subsequent adaptive pressure in
human existence: (a) the development of _more sophisticated psychological adaptive techniques for
individuals to go with the mcire complex human brain and human environment; and (b) the develop-
ment of culturally-determined, socially adaptive techniolies for individuals within groups as well as
for groups interacting with other groups. The next,section will review pertinent literature on
individual adaptive behaviors from the psychological perspective, to be followed by a review from
the sociological perspective.

Psychological Perspectives

The complexity of contemporary human exiitence places considerable strain on individuals to
behave adaptively with regard to their own needs and desires, those of.the significant others in the
groups in which they find themselves, the demands of their general culture and environment, and the
constant changestrivial or dramatic, immediate or gradual, developmental orcircumstantial,



temporary or permanentthat occur in and between each of those domains. Psychology, the study

of.human behavior, has devoted considerable attention to the behaviors andbehavioral strategies by

which individuals seek to establish, maintain, or restore equilibriumi.e., to adaptin our convoluted,

frequently contradictory existence. A major contention of psychological theories of adaptation is

''at adaptive behaviors tend to have patterns, and critical issues arise over the individual's selection

the adaptive patterns.
These patterns may be predominantly regressive or defensive, functioning

primarily for the protection of the self from disintegration, or may represent
efforts to master the environment, restructure the task ahead, and eolve the

problems of dealing with a novel situation. (Adams & Lindemann, 1974, p. 128).

Most psychological theotries of adaptation consider the acquisition of adequate information

about the environment to be a central requirement for adaptive behavior. Aside from its role in

securing basic psychological needs, adequate information is necessary tO an individual's healthy

mental picture of reality. In addition, "Depending on circumstances ... adaptation May take the

form either of seeking more information or of trying tc lit down on the existing input" (White,

1974, p. 56). A related adaptive behavior is the cognitive (and affective) appraisal and reappraisal of

that information, followed by some appropriate action to implement the new appraisal (Hamburg

et al., 1974; Lazarus et al., 1974).

, Along this line of reasoning, French et al. (1974) have proposed four gerieral strategies for

individual adaptation:
(a) Changing the Objective Environment;
Ila) Changing the Objective Self (e.g., acquiring new skills);

(c) Changing the Subjective Environment (that is, one's perception of "reality"); and

(d) Changing the Subjective Self (that is, one's perceptions of oneself).

Furthermore, French and his colleagues qualify each of the above four strategies according to

whether the change is either an "increase" or a "decrease." They add that "... any one-of these

may vary in the motivation that induces.the change, that is, in the extent to which it stems from an

effort to improve P-E [person-environment). fit or an attempt to improve accuracy of perception"

(1974, p. 331).

Aciapting the subjective environment and the subjective self. Most psychological studies of

adaptation have examined behaviors in situations of stress or crisis. Mechanic comments that "because

the study of stress has been to some extent limited by the fashionable methodologies of the past few

decades, the picture of adaptation that emerges from the literature is one that depicts man [sic) as

reactive and individualistic and his mode of coping as largely intrapsychic" (1974, p. 39). In 'other

words, many earlier psychological studies of adaptive behavior have tended to emphasize French

et al.'s latter two adaptive strategies, Changing the Subjective Environment cr Changing the Subjec-

tive Seii. The latter two strategies are intimately related to maintenance of a person's self-estee n,

without which the individual's capacity to maintain "energy for action" is usuallY impaired

(Argvi.,, 1964, 1973; Mechanic; 1974. 1 Alienation"a state of estrangement in which the individual

may perceive himself as powerless to control his or her own destiny" (Campbell & Wynn, 1975, p.

4) and apathy are two frequent outcomes of failure to maintain se; :-esteem. As White put it, "no

adaptive strategy that is careless of the level of seif-esteem is likely .o be any good" (1974, p. 81).

Freud's psychoanalytic theory propoz.ad the concept of defense as a primary adaptive strategy

that ineudes such intrapsychic behaviors as repression, projection, rationalization, denial, avoidance,

etc. Contemporary ego psychologists have redefined defense somewhat, restricting it "to those

instances of adaptation in which present danger and anxiety were of central importance" (Ibid.,
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p. 48). Nevertheless, the behaviors clustered under Anna Freud's explication of defense mechanisms

(1937) pertain to ways that people handle feelings and/or information about the outside world as

well as about themselves.

Many adaptive behaviors in the "defense" category are concerned with how information about
"reality" is perceived, stored, evaluated, and reevaluated in order to protect the lilt A very basic,
protective information-handIV adaptation that a'.l healthy humans seem to have is automated
attention, which Furst (1979) proposed has a physiological locus in the reticular activating system
of the brain; this allows a certain filtering out of incoming background information that sometimes
manifests itself in what appears to be a person's inattention, but is actually a "decrease in the rate ,
of perceptual processing ... that ... frees the machinery of consciousness for other tasks" (p. 112).

After this first automatic filtering of incaming information has occurred, though, "what really counts
is the meaning of the [remaining] information in terms of potential benefits and harms" (White,
1974, p. 56). In this sense, Matlin and Stang (1978) have suggested that "cognitive control processes,
located in,long-term memory, seem to favor the ;:..t:ssing of pleasant information" (p. 59) over
unpleasant information. This altering of perce, ,ions of reality appears to be related to many facets

of intrapsychic defense, including self-deception, repression, forgetting, and overrating of one's own

qualities and/or importance (Matlin & Stang, 1978; Mechanic, 1974; Myers & Ridl, 1979).

When incoming information severely affects an individual's self-esteem and/or perceptions of

reality, the mental "channels" may become overloaded, and different adaptive behaviors may be
used. For instance, "Sometimes adaptation to a severely frustrating reality is possible only if full
recognition of the bitter truth is ... postponed [i.e., avoidance! " (Hamburg et al., 1974, p. 425).
Projection or displacement are behaviors by which an individual may deal with perceived danger to

his or her self-esteem by attributing the resultant feelings to others or by projecting them (as in

feelings ce guilt) upon others. Defensiveness, often expressed in aggressive verbal behavior or in

uncommunicativeness, is an aspect of displacement.

A related set of behaviors, denial and illusion, are important defense reactions to sharp altera-

tions in selfesteem or perceptions of reality. Denial is, in effect, refusal to face the facts. Illusion,

the construction or maintenance of false beliefs about reality, is related both to denial and self-

deception. These are not necessarily pathological behaviors. Denial and illusion "have their useful-

ness in coping with gress and may, indeed, be the healthiest strategies in certain situations" (Lazarus,

1979, p. 44). For instance, hope, which is sometimes illusionary, is "not pathological; hope is not

the same as denial" (Ibid., p. 48). On the other hand, Hamburg et al. (1974) caution that "though

self-esteem may have to be maintained in the short run by defensive avoidance and self-deception,

long-term avoidance of real problems tends to be maladaptive, at least if the stakes are high" (p. 426).

Not eh intrapsychic adaptive behaviors are avoidance behaviors. Some people "approach rather

than avoio anxiety and tend to use the defense mechanisms of intellectualization and obsession"

(Moos, 1974, p. 372). Intellectualization (or rationalization) involves attributing one's actions to

.logical and ethical motives, without adequate analysis of the true motives, which may be too damag-

ing to self-esteem; this involves not repression or denial of reality, but rather a cognitive restructuring
or distortion of the facts. Obsession, related to compulsivity, involves gnawing over an unresolved

problem (real or perceived) to an extent that it occupies an excessive amotmt of time and energy,
even when nothing can be done to resolve the problem (the compulsive behavior resolves the anxiety,

however, at least temporarily).

Alternative approach behaviors involve "accepting the conflict" (George, 1974, p. 190) between

subjective perceptions and self-esteem, and the objective facts. This may involve subsequent intra-

psychic restructuring in an activating or deactivating direction. A deactivating behavior in this context



might involve changing one's attitudes o'r lowering one's aspirations. An activating behavior is
psychological preparation, such as planning and mental rehearsal, although this is only possible
"where important problems can be foreseen, or where early warning signals e:,.ist" (Hamburg et al.,

1974, p. 426). As Hirrisstates,
First, you have to be aWare of your anxiety to avoid being itscaptive. This raised
consciousness gives you a chance to decide when you are merely working out
anxietif and wheri you are working on the objective problem. (1975, p. 4)

Adapting the objective self. Another of French et al.'s (1974) categories of adaptive strategies

was Changing the Objective Se lt Certain kinds of cheracieristics of the objective self are relatively
fixed, howeser, such as sex or race, and some change automatically and cannot be affected, such as
age. Other objective aspects of individuals are somewhat amemable to change, ',Lit border between
being traits and gross life adaptations, such as basic personality, marriage, childrearing commitments,
working, lifestyle, and the like; they po not appear to be discrete behaviors or adaptive behavioral
strategies as considered here, although they obviously involve the constant use of adaptive behaviors.

Some objective person factors.ariamenable to change, including knowledge, skills, andWithin
more narrow limitsphysiology. The individual adaptive strategies for changing these fact rs are
learning or (regardifig physiology) tra.lting. Piaget (1952), whose theory cif cognitive devlft pment
has been influential in many pedagogies of teaching, thought of adaptation primarily in ter s of a
human tendency to adjust oneself to the environment. Piaget proposed twO kinds of adaptive strate-
gies: (a) assimilation, which is the tendency to incorporate novel experiences into existing schemes
or to form new shcemes; and (b) accommodation, which is the tender y to reyise schemes to include
new experiences.

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss learning theory in depth, but the adaptive
implications of learning behaviorsincluding attention to the use of transfer skillsshould be obvious.
The acquisition andeffective processing of information, as well as the modification of extant
knowledge and behavior or the extinction of obsolete knowledge or behavior, are ideally within the
domain of an individual's learning behaviors. As the adaptation of the objectiveetf is a major strategy
for interacting with the objective environment as well as maintaining self-est arning cannot be
overemphasized as a vital adaptive behavioral strategy.

Adapting the objective environment. French et al.'s (1974) notion of adapting the objective
environment has not been given very much attention-by psychologists, though Mechanic noted that
"some investigators have broadened their scope of study to include ... the direct manipulation of
the environment" (1974, p. 32). lazarus (1979) discussed two main kinds of adaptive behaviors for
dealing with stress, orie of which is emotion-focused (and akin to many of the intrapsychic adaptive
behaviors already discussed), and the other of which he called problem-solving coping: "... efforts,
to change the tkwblesome situation for the better" (p. 57).

Certain kinds of active anticipatory behaviors seem to be involved in adapting the objective
environment, including takihg an tasks one feels he or she can handle, establishing multiple buffers
against defeat, taking the initiative where possible, distributing one's commitments, keeping options
open, and collecting and organizing resources ahead of time (Harriburg et al., 1974; Mechanic, 1974;
Phillips, 1968). The actual performing of tasks is another way of affecting and adapting the environ-
ment to one's needs. and desires. It is here that problem solvinginvolving manipulation of the
environmentis very useful. Related behaviors include the restructuring of tasks, the prioritizing and
selection of tasks among alternatives, self-pacing, and solving novel situational problems (Adams &
Lindemann, 1974). Goldschmit (1974) proposed three methods for altering problem 3Iving behaviors
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to meet novel situOons: (a) adapting some earlier pattern, (b) sloughing off old patterns, and

(c) sheer invention 23). Most of these methods overlap with learning behaviors. Finally, an
individual may adaptsthp environment to him- or herself by selecting from alternative environments
(locomotion) or at least selecting the site for fris or her adaptive activities (Mechanic, 1974).

Defense, mastery, copingand adaptation. Most psychological literature conceiVes of adaptive
behaviors in terms of adaptation, defense, mastery, and coping, but until recently (Grinker, 1974;
White, 1974), little attempt was made to differentiate and define the terms. White (1974) examined
each of the concepts and concluded that adaptation is the central concept, while defense, mastery,
and coping are strategies (systems of linked behaviors) of adaptation. Defense, for instance, is
generally used in the psychoanalytic sense and is akin to those activities in French et al.'s (1974)
categories of Changing the Subjective Environment or Changing the Subjective Self. Defense, then,

is concerned with danger and safety, referring centrally to protection against anxiety (Hamburg
et al., 1974, p. 425). On the other hand, White found that mastery, frequently associated by psychol-
ogists with adaptive defeat or victory rather than actual behavior, is more akin to French et al.'s
categories of Changing the Objective Environment or Changing the Objective Self. "If mastery is to
be used in any limited technical sense it ilould probably be confined to problems having a certain
ccrgnitive or manipulative complexity, but which at the same time are not heavily freighted with
anxiety" (White, 1974, p. 48).

Coping, in White's perspective, does not seem to bi skwd with any of French ex al.'s cate-
gories, but rather applies to any adaptive behaviors applie4111difficult and unusual conditions.
White's notion of coping is derived in part from the kinds of situations psychologists have chosen
for studying coping behaviors, most of which involve major life transitions (such as going to school
for the first time, or entering puberty or menopause) or major life crises (such as t. piing injury or
illness, the death of loved ones, or , Ida! disasters). "It is clear that we tend to speak of coping
when we have in mind a fairly dr1 change or problem that defies familiar ways of behaving,
requires the production of new behavior, and very likely gives rise to uncomfortable effects like
anxiety, despair, guilt, shame, or grief, the relief ofwhich forms part of thefl needed adaptation"
(White, ibid.). Coping, therefore, is concerned with the depth and extent of adaptive response, and
is not concerned w!th the particular adaptive behavibr(s) to be used. Coping also generally involves
both intrapsychic 4nd active behaviors: "In most crisis situations, the adaptive process is a complex
and changing mixture of ... regressive and progressive components, and it is to this dynamic process
of search for indMdual styles and strategies ... that the term coping has.been applied" (Adams &
Lindemann, 1974, p. 128).

No one of these definitions Seems more useful (in the sense of its ability to generateempirically
Vntable hypotheses; than the others for studying adaptatibn. Defense "0 n d mastery each seem to

apply to certain adaptive situations (and may, in lact, operate simulvineously in some, but coping,
because of its implications of crisis, is too restrictive. The term adaptationencompassing all these
notionsseems to be the most useful for purposes of this paper.

Psychological literature on adaptation is mostly concerned with intrapsychic adaptive behavior,
and where "changing the environment" is considered, the adaptive behaviors are generally thought of
in hazy terms of "doing something" to alter "whatever is out there." Almost invariably, what "out
there" involves interaction with other people, in the sense that most human beings live in a human
environment requiring almost continual transactions with other people. nd ivi dual s are required to
respond to others, and others are required to respond to the individual in order for ail to survive and
grow in a societal context. It has been the domain of sociology, social psychology, and anthropology
to investigate the crucial area of interpersonal and group adaptive behaviors.



Sociological Perspectives

Since the evolution of social groups as a form of species adaptation in animals and their

utility to homo sapiens in the form of society and culture, social interaction has been a largely

inescapable part of the objective and subjective environment of human individuals. Social psychol-
ogists studying st76ss have noted that adaptation must be thougtit of in terms of the relationship
between externaliphysical and social demands on the person and his or her resources to deal with
them (McGrath,I1970). From a sociological perspective, Phillips (1968) adds that

human behavior is seen as not simpty a consequence of the individual's psycho-
logical attributes. Rather, his [sic) behavior in interaction with others is as
truly the consequence of forces external to him as it is the result of his own
psychological characteristics. The wishes, expectations, and actions of other
people will, play as great a determining role in a person's behavior as will his

own wishes, expectations, and social skills. (p. 58)

The importance of an individual's interpersonal behavior to his or her own adaptive succeSs is

fairly clear. In one sense, "satisfaction of social-emotional needs [including self-esteem] is dependent

on the expression of gratifying emotional responses by others with whom we value such relationship's"

(Ibid., p. 196). In another realm, Mchanic (1974) notes that, at least in most cases, "Reality ... is

a social construction, and to the extent that perspectives are shared and socially reinforced they may

facilitate adaptation irrespective of their objective truth" (p. 38). Finally, many, adaptive behaviors

available to individuals involve cooperation with other people not only in terms of small group actions

but in terms of major social institutions:

Men (sic) learn through the experience of others, and solutions to environ-
mental demands and challenges are taught from one generation to another.
The ability of men and societies to adapt to the conditions of their lives
depends in large part on the adequacy of SUL, institutionalized solutions.
(Ibid., p. 34)

Adaptation regarding social values is seen as taking one of two directions: conformity or non-
conformity. "To the extent that a person's reference groups are themselves integrated into the

general social order, his [sic) social-emotional security is dependent on his conformity to social

expectations" (Phillips, 1968, p. 196). In another sense, though, conformity need not be mindless

or rigid; within groun-defined parameters there is room for "imposing one's own direction on the

course of events" (Ibid., p. 2).

Merton (1957) proposed Eve discernible types of personal adaptive behaviors that individuals

(and groups) may use in relation to social values: (a) conformity, (b) innovation, (c) ritualism,

(d) retreatism, and (e) rebellion. Conformity, in Merton's view (see also Salamone & Gould, 1974),

consists of acceptance of cultural or oroup goals and the institutionalized or traditional means of
achieving them. Innovation, the general acceptance of established goals but the rejection ofor
inaccessibility ofthe institutionalized means, involves using behaviors that are novel and that may

initially be considel-ed morally and/or legally unacceptable (fat instance, cohabitation) but that

usually share the same or similar cultural goals (e.g., eitablishment of a family unit), In ritualism, a

person accepts the institutional means but loses sight of the cultural goals, in that fullowir. 3 the

rules becomes an end in itself. In retreatism, an individual rejects both cultural goals and institutional

means, effectively dropping out of society; in some cases this strategy might be considered innovatiYe

(in its original sense) in that retreatism can be experimental (for example, estbblishing communes).

Rebellion, too, can be either constructive or antagonistic in a group or culture, and it may or may

not involve acceptance and use of cultural goals and/or institutionalized means; in that its nature is

always revolutionary, however, it is always an attempt of a person (or group) to act on the social

environment in order to adapt it to personal (or group) needs and desires.
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Taking refuge in group process, regardless of an individual's role in the group, may be a

useful adaptive behavior for anyone, in that "by groupthink, several people can share wishful
thoughts andgcomfort each other in illusion" (Harris, 1975, p. 4)or at least in a shared perception
of reality. It is important to note, though, that behaviors related to interpersonal competence and

. style affect the rolesand subsequent Interpersonal behaviorsthat people take. Kelly (1966), in
an experimental study on exploratory (innovative) behavior and adaptation in various kinds of
environments, found that in environmentscharacterized by frequent change, persons high in inno-
vative behavior are reputed to be leaders, while those Whose ihnovative behavior is low are followers.
In relatively stable environmentx though, those with high rates of innovative behavior are labeled
as deviants.

Phillips (1968) suggests that what is generally considered maladaptiye behavior tends to take
three forms: (a) Turning against the Self, (b, Turning at iinst Othen, and (c) Avoidance of Others.
For instance, considering or attempting suicide, self-deprecation, or depression-related behaviors are
examples of Turning against the Self; assault, threatening assault, temper outbursts, or antagonizing
others are examples of Turning against Others; being suspicious of others, beingunable or unwilling
to make sense of things, hallucinating, or withdrawing phys ally and/or emotionally from the social
'context are examples of Avoidance of Others. These bebavi Jrs are considered maladaptive in that
they tend to inhibit or preclude solutions to whatever disclepancies may exist between the social
environment and the person exhibiting the maladaptive behaviors:

Nonconforming behaviors, however, May not be the only area of counterproduciive behavicial
styles. Passive conformity to social pressures may ultimately prove maladaptive for individuals
whose self-esteem is primarily field-dependent (such as ritualists in Merton's notions) and whose
personal needs ere beyond the usual scope of institutionalized adaptive means to meet them. An
example are some traditional homemakers who unexpectedly find Warr:selves the sole scJrce of
support for themselves and their dependents, but who have not developed what are traditionally
perceived as "marketable" work skills. Institutional adaptive means teno to lag behind individual
adaptive needs in environments undergoing rapid social and/or technological change. The need for
alternative adapt;ve strategies, such as "escape and search behaviors, or distinctly modifying
behaviors, have been rather neglected" in institutions and in social research, and "this has Lonse-
quences for the way in which 'flexibility' has been conceived as contributing to adaptation" (Scott,
1966, p. 396).

6everal caveats on the roles of social behavior in general adaptation sh..dld be noted. While
many environment-related problems facing people may be more amenable to group solutions than .
to individual efforts, not all aeaptive problems, especially those related to etyping with anxiety, are
necessarily responsive to group solutions for every individual. Also, as Mechanic (1974) has pointed

out,
.. individuals who may be adaptive and effective persons from a psycho-
logical perspective may be unfitted because of their values and individual
orieatations for the kinds of group cooperation that are necessary in developing
solutions to particular kinds of community'problems. Thus many effective
capers, because of their resistance or inability to submerge themselves into
cooperative organized relationships with others, may become impotent in
influencing their environment. (pp. 36-37)
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Summary of Perspectives

Two properties of individual human adaptive behaviors become apparent after reviewing

adaptation from the perspectives of the various behavioral sciences. The first is the existence of

behavioral styles, which, excluding the adaptive behaviors common to human beings as members of

the species (such as autonomic reflexes, automated attention, Or, in most people, spoken language),

appear to cluster into three general approaches, here called the Reactive, Active, and Mobile adaptive

styles. The second behavioral property is adaptive Quality, which involves how adaptive behaviors

vary in their efficacy and consequences.

The Reactive style (illustrated in Figure 5) relates to those behaviors by which an individual

adapts him- or herself to the environment in efforts to establish, maintain, modify, or reestablish a

state of equilibrium or congruency with the environment. Scott's (1966) notion of Accommodation

fits in this category, as do the nonaggressive defense behaviors studied by psychoanalysts and psychol-

ogists (Adams & Lindemann, 1974; Freud, 1937; and many others). Three of Frencll et al.'s (1974)

four adaptive categories also seem to belong in this style: Changing the Subjective Self (generally in

order to maintain self-esteem), Changing the Subjective Environment (generally in order to maintain

one's perceptions of "reality"), and Changing the Objective Self (generally in order to improve one's

personal ability to interact with the environment or one's subjective self). Sociologists such as

Merton (1957) and Phillips (1968) also proposed behaviors by which individuals act on themselves

in attempts to adapt to the soclal environment, such as conforming behaviors and ritualism.

The second style (see Figure 5) noted inthe various discipliresltheories of adaptation is tne

Active style, or activities performed by an individual in adapting thaienvironment to his or her own

needs and desires. Scott (1966) called these behaviors Construction, and relvd behaviors were

mentioned in the psychological literature (Adams & Lindemann,-1974; Goldrridt, 1974; Hamburg

et al., 1974; Lazarus, 1979; Mechanic, 1974). The Ackive style is akin to French et al.'s (1974) cate-

gory;Changing the Objective Environment. Sociological literature (Harris, 1975; Phillips, 1968; and

others) has pointed out that many interpersonal behaviors of individuals also act to change the social

environment in order to adapt it to the needs or desires of the individuals within the groups or the

society. Two areas of such social behaviors include Merton's (1957) Innovation and Rebellion.

The third adaptive style. Mobile, involves adaptation by changing the scene (i.e., site) of the

adaptive "struggle" (illustrated in Figure 5). In a sense, it is related to the Active style, but generally

involves some sort of actual physical movement from one location to another. Scott's (1966) Loco-

motion concept is an example (i.e., approach, flight, hiding). Mobile behaviors are generally not

considered in psychological research, probably because the intrapsychic processes upon whieh

psychology focuses consider "changing the scene" iv the sense of altering the individuai`s perceptions

of the environment. Mechanic (1974) does, however', mention "selecting an alternative environment"

as a behavioral option that is obviously re:ated to mobile behavior. From the sociological perspective,

.Retreatism (Merton, 1957) is firobably the prime exampliof "changing the scene" in the interpersonal

or societal context.

As already mentioned, adaptive behaviors vary not only in the styles they assume but in their

efficacy and consequences as well. ThiS behavioral property, here called adaptive Quality, is probably

not constant for any one behavior, but rather is dependent on how appropriate and effective the

particular behavior is in a given situation in terms of its immediate or short-range adaptive success

as well as in terms of its long-range, eventual consequences. For e .ample, Goodall's (1979) observa-

tions of chimpanzee behaviors, revealed that several animals in one group she studied developed a

cannibalistic behavior of murdering and eating the infants of other mothers in the group. This

behavior had immediate positive adapt:ye results for the murderers in that they were able to obtain
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an easy meal, and Goodall noted that a subsequent offspring of one of the murdering femalesa
particularly robust infantmay have benefited from his mothar's cannibalistic diet (Ibid., p. 620);
however, the long-range consequences for the survival of ot'ler infants in the chimpanzee group may
ultimately prove the cannibalistic behavior maladaptive.

Other evidence of how the Quality of an adaptive behavior depends on its circumstances include
Lazarus' (1979) work on the adaptive utility of behaviors kit denial and illusion in coping rPth stress
in certain situations (such as the initial stages of adapting to a crippling physical impairment). Recall
that in other situations, "... long-term avoidance of real problems tends to be maladaptive, at least
if the stakes are high" (Hamburg et al., 1974, p. 426) Conformity, a social behavior, has also been
shown to be maladaptive for individuals in some circumstances and highly adaptive in others (Kelly,
1966; Phillips, 1968). On the other hand, certain kinds of behaviors do seem to be more often adaptive
or more often maladaptive for most people in most circumstances. For instance, learning behaviors
are generally thought to be useful and adaptive for everyone, giving rise to popular maxims such as
"A man [sic] can never learn too much." Other behaviors, such as Phillips' (1968) Turning against
the Self or Turnirig against Others behaviors, are generally thought to be counter-productive for most
people in most circumstances. Finally, it should be noted that the probable quality of a particular
adaptive behavior may be dependent, in some cases, on the characteristics of the individual more .

than on the characteristics of the situation. Mechanic (1974) pointed this out in discussing the apparent
inability of some effective copers (from a psychological, perspective) who, because they are basically
"loners" as opposed to "joiners," are unable to use "cooperative organized relationships with others"
(p. 37) as effective means of adaptation.

Individual Adaptive Behaviors and Styles in Work

One of the most important adaptations of human cultures has been the pooling of human
resources for the transformation and distribution of goods and services through the institutionaliza-
tion of work. This has considerable import for the particular adaptive behaviors (as we'l as overall
life adaptations) of individuals who participate in the work context. As Grinker (1974) states, "in a
changing and complex industrial society, the individual must deal with novel situations, temptations,
and opportunities both at work and off the job" (p. xiii).

As was noted in the preceding section, people frerluently respond to pressure to adapt in the
general context in patterns akin to adaptive styles, and the behaviors within the styles vary in
Quality (efficacy and consequences), according to the situation and/or the personality and resources
of the individual in the situation. Theorists studying adaptive behaviors in the work context have
found similar, generalized tendencies or behavioral styles manifested in individual work-related
behaviors. Likewise, adaptive work behaviors vary in their efficacy and outcomes according to the
situation end the individuals in them.

Most of the theoretical research on adaptive behavioral styles in work has been conducted by
Argyris (1964, 1973) and by the Work Adjustment Project of the University of Minnesota (Dawis &
Lofquist, 1976; Loiquist & Dawis, 1969), although other work theorists (Altman, 1976; Porter et
al., 1975; Scott, 1966; Thurman, 1977; Walton, 1974) have also discussed styles of occupationally
adaptive behaviors. Argyris, whose Personality and Organization theory was reviewed in an earlier
section, focused mostly on workers' adaptive behaviors as they are affected by the structure and
practices of work organizations:

Part of the adaptation [of workers to the work nrganization] may take the form
... of "accepting" lie environment and the concomitant dissatisfactions, stress,
and lower mental health that may be associated with it. However, employees are
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also capable of modifying their working world so that they can express
some of their frustrations, decrease them, or partially avoid them.
(1964, p. 59)

"Accepting" the environment amounts to conforming to it, and so may be considered what we
call the Reactive adaptive style. Modifying the working world is directly related to the Active
adaptive style. While Argyris' interests were centered on adaptation within the context of one's
current job, rather than with adaptive demands of mobility or careers, he gave brief attention to the*
Mobile adaptive style, pointing out that individual mobile.behavior occurs within work organizations
as well as via movements in or out of them:

It is legitimate to ask if employees cannot adapt by leaving. They coi.'*4
"leave" by working their way up the organizational ladder into positions
providing them greater self-determination. (1964, p. 73)

Argyris proposed that "the more rigidity, specialization, tight control, and directive leadership
ttip worker experiences, the more he [sic] will tend to c'reate antagonistic adaptive activities" (Ibid.,
p. 59). Potentially antagonistic behaviors are:

(1) to fight the organization by trying to redeSign it and gain more control
by, for example, creating a union; (2) to leavethe organization permanently
or periodically [i.e., turn-over or absenteeism] ; (3) to remain in the organi-
zation but leave psychologically; to become uninvolved, apathetic, indifferent;
to reduce the intrinsic importance of work; or (4) to-increase the pav- iffs for
meaningless work [e.g., demanding increased wages as a substitute for satis-
fying work]. (Ibid., 1973, p. 144)

In addition, Argyris listed a number of what he called "upper-level" antagonistic behaviors (or
behavior-linked attitudes) pertaining primarily to persons in managerial positions, including conformity
[presumably where innovation would be more desirable], mistrust, inability to accept new ideas,
fear of risk-taking, ineffective decision-making, management by crisis, interdepartmental hostility,
management by fear, politicking, and private deals (Ibid., 1964, p. 110). These behaviors are related
to effective performance of managerial job content, and while they tend to be negative in their
adaptive consequences (Quality) for the individual manager, relate to behavioral style as Reactive or
Active behaviors (where behaviors such as avoiding taking risks, management by cris,4, or conformity
are essentially Reactiveadaptation of selfand behaviors such as interdepartmental hostility,
politicking, and management by fear are Activeadapting the environment).

Lofquist and Dawis' Theory of Work Adjustment (1969; Dawis & Lofquist, 1976) is probably
the most explicit consideration of occupational adaptation to date, although their perspective is
somewhat limited by its emphasis (similar to Argyris') on adaptation within the context o,- a job.
While the theory does maintain that work adjustment is "a continuous and dynainic process," tenure
"is the most basic indicator of correspondence" (i.e., successful adaptation) and the theory euentially
ignores occupational mobility (and implies that mobility is intrinsically maladaptiv,). Despite this
shortcoming, the Theory of Work Adjustment presents a very useful model for understanding adaptive
behaviors within a job:

There are basically two ways in which an individual interacts with his [sic] work
environment. An individual may act on his work environment to change it so
that it will be more corresoondent to his work personality [i.e., needs + abilities]
or an individual may react to his work environment by changing the manner in

e The adaptive styles are illustrated in Figure 5, p. 83..
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which he expresses his work personality, so that it will be more
correspondent to his work environment. (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969,

p. 57)

It is from Lofquist and Dawis' model that the paper's Reactive and Actiye adaptive style dimensions

are derived.

Dawis and Lofquist (1976) note that individuals do not limit their behaviors exclusive), to

one style. Styles (they call them modes) denote "the likelihood of using such behavior" (Ibid., p.
56). Which adaptive Style is more likely to be used IN an individual is related to the characteristic

patterns and needs in the individual's "personality structure" (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969, p. 68).

The Theory of Work Adjustment does not address the variable consequences of adaptive

behaviors, but it discusses tWo important qualitative factors of an individual's adaptive behaviors,

flexibility and celerity, that appear to be related to the behaviors' efficacy. Flexibility, which is how

much "discorrespondence" (e.g., dissatisfaction, tension, stress) an individual is willing or able to

tolerate in a work situation (Dawis & Lofquist, 1976), relates to the efficacy of the person's

adaptive behaviors in that it probably affects what kind of adaptive Liehaviors the person is likely to

use, and when he or she finds it appropriate to use them.* How much flexibility is efficacious
depends, of course, on both the person using the adaptive behaviors and on the situation in which

they are being used; too little flexibility could well result in a situation akin to "the boy who cried

wolf," and tod much flexibility could possibly result in a situation in which the person ends up

being "taken advantage of." The other qualitative factor in adaptive behaviors, celerity, is the speed

with which an individual responds to a condition of discorrespondence (Ibid.). The efficacy of

adaptive responses may be strongly influenced not only by the selection of the most appropriate

behavior or frequency (in effect, relative impact) of its use by the individual, but also by the appro-

priateness of its timing.

A number of other theorists have studied the patterns individuals display in adapting in the

work world. Bakke (1953) discusses one kind of behavioral pattern of individual adaptation that

he calls "personalization" of work. Schein (1968) calls the same pattern ;Innovation," and Porter

et al. (1975) call it "individualization." Whatever the term, the pattern is essentially what we call

the Active style in that it involves an individual's attempts "to influence the organization so that it

can better satisfy his [sic] own needs and his own ideas about how it can best be operated" (Ibid.,

p. 170). Considerable mention is also made of the Reactive style, described by Porter et al. as

"getting along" and "safety-first" strategies (Ibid., p. 202), and by Seashore (1975) as "psychological

accommodation." Altman (1976) points out that a behavioral option to "withdraw from the context"

(p. 32) exists when other strategies (i.e., Reactive or Active behaviors) are not effective. Porter e al.,

however, qualify this "last resort" mentality regarding Mobile behaviors, claiming that

... not all terminations are an indication that the adaptive process has broken

down. We can categorize the termination act under one of the following four

headings: (1) voluntary individual-initiated turnover; the employee decides

that he [sic] will leave the organization, even though this dee4sion is not forced

on him by his personal circumstances or by the organization; (2) involuntary
individual-initiated turnover; personal circumstances (e.g., family illness) force

him to make a job change, even though he might wish to stay and the organi-
zation would continue to employ him; (3) involuntary organization-initiated

lt should be noted, however, that s.3me persons may give the appearance.of flexibility by attending to conflicting

adaptive demands via the use of a queueing processthat is, by attending to all demands by shifting responaes

according to current priorities. This amounts, in effect, to a somewhat rigid response system, in that there is little

real tolerance of "discorrespc.ml.z.nce."
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turnover; the organization is forced for economic or other ivasons to reduce
the number of its employees, and they must discharge an otherwise satisfactory
worker; (4) voluntary organization-initiated turnover; the organization decides
to dismiss the individual because of some perceived inadequacies in the individ-
ual. Only in the first and fourth cases are we reasonably sure that the adaptation.
process has broken down. (Ibid., p. 216)

While work theorists have been concerned with indMdual patterns (or styles) of occupational
adaptive behaviors, which of the adaptive behaviors belong in which category has been generally
left unspecified. However, in reviewing Rther research on adaptation in work, much of which
examines behavior-related problems in tKe,work place, many specific kinds of worker behaviors
come to light. The following sections contain an initial attempt, given the tentative style definitions,
to categorize behaviors according to whether they function mostly within the Reactive, Active, or
Mobile styles.

Judgments of the efficacy and consequences of the specific behaviors (i.e., their relative
"adaptiveness or maladaptiveness") in the literature are generally based on the perspectives of the
researcher(s); that is, a considerable portion of the research was conducted with its utility to work
organizations in mind, although some of it was concerned with providing information for educators,
counselors, and trainers, or for the individual worker facing career decisions. This review attempts
to avoid taking a particular perspective regarding the relative adaptive versus maladaptive value of
behaviors, although contradictions in researchers' findings on the quality of a particular type of
adaPtive behavior may be noted.

Reactive Work Behaviors

Considerable research has been performed in the area of worker alienation (e.g., Argyris,
1964; Chinoy, 1955; McLean, 1970; Strauss, 1974). While alienation is not a behavior per se, it is

an elementand possibly a functional attitudein a number of work behaviors. According to
Strauss (1974), "if they have to, most people can adjust to nonchallenging work, usually by lower-

ing their expectations" (p. 78). Sorensen and Kalleberg (1973) suggest a different but related kind

of subjective adaptation: "unfulfilled aspirations are likely to get alleviated by a lowering of

aspirations over time" (p. 35). Another self-adapting behavior "is to protect or 'defend' the self
from having to change by 'not seeing,' distorting, or rejecting what is 'out there' " (Argyris, 1964,

p. 25). Alienation, because it Involves a sense of personal powerlessness, and usually a lowering of

self-esteem, can take other behavioral forms that seem to relate to Phillips' (1968) concept of
Turning against the Self; examples of such behavior may include alcoholism and drug abuse (McLean,

1970), or psychosomatic illness and poorer health (Salamone & Gould, 1974).

Apathy, another aspect of alienation, has been charnterized as a lack of interest or involvement

in work, one of its most common behavioral manifestations being simple inaction (Argyris, 1964,

p. 67). Other behaviors typical of a state of apathy include: dependent behavior (little personal

initiative) and submissive behavior (Argyris, 1973); inattention on the job (Walton, 1972); and

what Dawis and Lufquist (1976) call "reconciling oneself to the situation." People seem to find

various ways of reconciling themselves to situations when they feel helpless to change them, and

some of the behaviors they use to adapt are: cognitive distortion or rationalization (Seashore, 1975);

fantasizing about better work and a better lifestyle for one's children (O'Toole, 1972; Strauss, 1974);

exchanging a high value on the enjoyment of the'work itself for a higher value on wages or other

material compensations (i.e., exchanging intrinsic for extrinsic rewards) (Argyris, 1959, 1964, 1973;

Strauss, 1974); or, in matters of the equity of wages or other rewards in the work context, changing

the person or group used for comparison.
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Another Reactive behavior that has been suggested is that of expressing one's needs outside of

the work organizati-n (Argyris, 1964, p. 73), also called substitution behavior (i.e., substituting
the satisfaction found in an avocation or hobby or outside.social life for the lack of satisfaction in
the work itself). However, subsequent research (Meissner, 1971; Parker, 1971; Strauss, 1974) on

people's use of recreation FAS a substitute for satisfaction in work, suggests that "workers do not

counteract the effects of.dull jobs through active recreation ... the limited evidence does not support
the trade-off hypothesis" (Strauss, 1974, p. 84).

The majority of the behaviors mentioned above are Reactive in that they involve adapting the

subfective self to the environment, or adapting the subfective environment (that is, adapting one's

perceptions of reality to maintain one's self-esteem). However, workers also adapt themselves to

the obiective enviionment. Conformity, discussed earlier (Argyris, 1964, 1973) is a common strategy

of this type, and involves such behaviors as: Jeveloping a sense of purpose and function that connects

one's job to the overall organization (Gooding, 1970); "learning the ropes" in an organization for

holding onto a job (Humphries, 1979); and following the rules in an organization and performing

one's job adequately (Porter et al., 1975). Some workers who dislike conformity justify it in the
current job by developing a career orientation and viewing the job "primarily in terms of a stepping

stone to better jobs" (Sorensen & Kalleberg, 1973, p. 26). Another way by which a person might

adapt him- or herself to the objective environment is to change his or her "need structure" by

adjusting his or her lifestyle downward, especially if the person does not see a raise, promotion, or

higher-paying job as a realistic possibility in the near future.

A final set of Reactive behaviors mentioned in the literature re:ate to changing the objactive

person in what are generally considered positive ways: improving one's knowledge of the work

organization (Porter et al., 1975); approaching and performing work as a form of self-expression

(Gooding, 1970); improving one's own self-awareness, because "the self influences what the individ-

ual is able to 'see' in the environment, how he [sic] evaluates it, and how he deals with it" (Argyris,

1964, p. 24); improving one's work qualifications (Porter et al., 1975); divorsifying one's talents,

and learning constantly (Westfall, 1979); and, finitlly, developing good adaptive cempetencies

(Ashley & Faddis, 1979a,b; Westfall, 1979),

Active Work Behaviors

One of the most readily recognizable areas of Active adaptive behaviors are those that involve

some form of aggression. Argyris (1964, 1973), claiming that aggression is primarily uscd by

employees against the work organization when they believe the organization is to blame for frus-

tration and conflict in the work setting, listed a number of related behaviors, including stealing,

cheating (on prodntion records), causing waste, and causing errors that slow down work or reduce

its quality. Walton (1972) listed pilferage, theft, waste, sabotage, assaults, and bomb *hreats among

aggressive, conflict-ckiented behaviors, and Sorensen and Kalleberg (1973) added aggressive disrup-

tion of work routines. Behaving in a competitive manner in the performance of work or related

social activities may also be a form of aggression (Argyris, 1973; Humphries, 1979), though some

see it as more of an assertive behavior, and its relationship to a Mob,le behavior style as well as the

Active style is fairly clear.

A number of "informal activities" that are generally frowned upon by work organizations are

used by individual wot -s in attempts to adapt, restructure, or "compensate" for incongruencies

in the Worker-work. relationship. These include: informally decreasing one's overall productivity

(Strauss, 1974); deliberately producing poor workmanship (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975); and

1.-"banana time" (Argyris, 1973) or loafing (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975). Informal behaviors that
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relce mostly to managers include management by fear, informally resisting enjoined changes, making

44, private deals, and politicking (Argyris, 1964). Strauss (1974) adds the behavior of empire-building
to a manager's informal adaptive activities.

Interpersonal begivirrs play 'mportant roles4n a Worker's efforts to adapt the envirdnment
to his or her own coeds dr desires. Many of the behaviors relate more strongly to groyp strategies,
which will be disassed in a later section. Interactions with others in the work context are frequently
one-on-one, however, and express an Active behavioral style. They include: showing belonging
(Scheele, 1977) and showing or expressing concern for others in the work context (Katzell & .

Yankelovich, 197S); improving or making the most of social roles or opportunities (Porter et al.,
1975; Strauss, 1974); showing indifference (or, conversely, piying attention) tocustomers orclients
(!'Zatzen & Yankelovich, 1975); expressing distrust (or trust) (Argyris, 1964); and, chronic complain-
ing (Strauss, 1974).

Active behaviors also take the form of worker-initiated formal or quasi-formal.interactions
between the ind!vidual worker and the work organization (or its representatives). Some of these
include: bargaining for changes (Miller & Form, 1964) in the sense of asking for increased compen-
sation or the redesigning of the organization (Argyris, 1964, 1973); suggesting improvements in
production methods (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975) or job content (Porter et aL, 1975; Thurman,
1977); and filing grievances (Humphries, 1979). Other Active behaviors might be used by individual
workers with the intention of their being noticed by the work organization, so that the organization
will respond in some posiiive way that will allow the individual worker more autonomy, varier:,
etc., on the job. These behaviors include increasing one's own overall productivity (Katzell &
Yankelovich, 1975) and increasing or:emphasizing the use of favored abilities (Adams, 1963; Miller
& Form, 1964); taking calculated risks regarding job-content-related decisions (Scheale, 1977);
exhibiting specialization (IWO; magnifying one's accomplishments (Ibid.); and exhibiting what
Love (1979) and Mill: (1953) mean by "intrapreneuring"the willingness and abiliy to direct or
perform in %dependent projects within a work organization.

Some Active behaviors appear to be related to how much control and/or enjoyment the
individual worker wants to get from the performance of his or her job activities. Entrepreneurship
setting up one's own thainestis an Active adaptive behavior In this sense. Others are: transferring
one's skiii (Cope, iS179; Humphries, 1979); experimenting with situations or ways to go about
behaving or doing things (Scheele, 1977); seIf-pacingand organizing one's own work cycle or tasks;
and balancing between the "most elegant" way and the "easiest" wey to perform a work task.

0.

Finally, an important behavior related to the Active style is simply waiting (Porter et al., 1975).
This may seem contradictory at first thought. ligwever, waiting is not always the same thing as
doing nothing; rather, it can be a way of allowing a situation to develop. As su_h, it is a risk-related

strategy that u-fecTjUdicietuelic-may-eventually result in the environment adapting Itself to the worker.
Sometimes waiting is the most practical action, especially if the "stakes" r -e high and other modes
of behavior are temporarily blocked.

Mobile Work Behaviors

Instances of occupational mobility in an individual's life take many forms, some of them minor,
others critical, some of them voluntary and some of them not. Most of the behaviors involved in
"changing the site" of the work environment pertain to die nature of the mobility. For instance, a
number of Mobile behaviors do nor. involve changing jobs at all, but more resemble avoidance
behaviors, such as tardiness (KatzeJi & `:43nkeiovich,1975; Walton, 1972) and absenteeism (Argyris,
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1959, 1973).* Changing work groups or transferring within the same organization without changing
job titles are also examples. Most of the Mobile behaviors, however, seem to cluster into groups
related-to /Loving in or out of jobs or careers: (a) selecting, hunting, and getting a job or career
(whether the first one or a new one); (b) seeking and getting promotions or transfers; (c) withdraw-
ing from the world of work; and (d) other mobility-related behaviors.

Job-seeking and job-changing behaviors,. A complex of behaviors, not always specified, seem
to come into play in an individual's efforts to enter or change jobs, careers, or work organizations.
Literatur% dealing with these transitions discusses the importance of: assessing one's abilities and
establishing (and periodically reassessing) one's career goals (Humphries, 1979); investigating
occupatfons and making a selection (Dunnette et al., 1973; Scott, 1966); investigating and assessing

the work organization of interest in order to determine its'probable congruity with.the individual's
needs land desires, and to determine how others have succeeded there (Humphries, 1979); -identify-
ing skills or auditional education needed tO move into a desired position (and, acourse, taking
appropriate action) (Ibid.); using "catapulting"that is, making alliances in the new or prospective
environment and linking with them and it (Scheele, 1977); and risking "linking"taking calculated
risks in making job-changing decisions (Ibid.). Of course, job-getting skills such as writing r,esumes,
filling out job applications, interviewing, and some nontraditional approaches (e.g., Crystal & Bolles,
1974) are important parts of the job-getting behaviors.

Tasie-related behaviors apply in most job-entry or job-changing situations. However, certain
kinds of more broad behaviors are also involved. These include: entering a first job or career;
resigning or quitting a job (turnfiver) (Adams & Lindemann, 1974; Argyris, 1959, 1973; Thurman,
1977); seeking a new work organization in which to work in a similar job; getiing out of a dead-end
job or changing careers (Hamburg et al., 1974; Porter et al., 1975); becoming an entrepreneur (Love,
1979; O'Toole, 1972); or reentering the work world after considerable time away from it.

Transfer or promotion-seeking behaviors. As mentioned, many of the task-related Mobile
behaviors discussed above aiso apply in other job-changing situations, especially self-assessment,
"using catapulting," and risking linking. Other task-related behaviors seem more apropos ot seeking
transfers or promotions within the work organization in which the individual is already employed.
These include exhibiting certain kinds of behaviors in the current job in order to establish the
individuars competence and merit for the transfer or promotion, such as: taking on additional func-
tions and responsibility (Humphries, 1979; Porter et al., 1975); taking risky assignments and solving
crises (Porter et al., 1975;-Scheele, 1977); developing specialized and/or higher-level skills and un-
veiling them et an opportune moment (Humphries, 1979; Porter et al., 1975; Scheele, 1977); exhibit-
ing interpersonal commence and cooperativeness (Humphries, 1979); making influential allies
("hitching your wagon to a star") (Porter et al., 1975); experimenting with situations and showing
successful innovative behavior (Scheele, 1977); documenting and magnifying one's accomplishments
;Ibid.); and asking and/or bargaining for the transfer or promotion (Porter et al., 1975). As was
noted earlier, waiting is also sometimes a useful or necessary adaptive behavior in the Mobile style
as in the others (Ibid.).

ligen and Nonanback (1977) contend that absenteeism cannot always be construed as an avoidance behavior, in
that "attendance is the converse of absence," and time aww from work can be highly adaptive: "Company policies
that allow for more frequent absences guy provide a basis for greater satisfaction" (p. 159).
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Certain kinds of behavior are inversely related to mobility in that they are attempts to prevent
it. An instance is the use of "creative incompetence"deliberately exhibiting selected incompe-
tencies that will prevent tt& individual from being transferred or preimoted into a position that he
or she does not wish to have (e.g., evading the "Peter Principle").

Moonlighting (Bryan, 1973; Strauss, 1074) is a maverick among work behaviors in that it
does not seem to fall readily into any adaptive work style. It is, however, an adaptive strategy that
may relate to a person's overall life adaptation as opposed to adaptation in a specific work context
It does seem to be involved in certain aspects of mobile behavior, according to Bryan (1973):

... in many cases, it (moonlighting] permits a man [sic] to stick with a
low-paying, but otherwise desirable, regular job. It allows people to make
the transition from one type of work to another, and it sees them through
economic pinches. in many cases, the moonlight job complements formal
training to constitute an effective kind of work-study program. (p. 3)

A final category of the Mobile behavioral style includes movements out of.the world of work.
Argyris (1973) discussed "dropping out" of the labor force in terms of withdrawal into commune-
type living, but there are a range of other behaviors that are partial or complete departures from
paid work. Retirement is an example, though many retirees become involved in volunteer work.
Reducing one's work role from full-timi employment to part-time employment is another instance
of a kind of Mobile behavior. So is working temporarily to help someone out or to earn extra
money. The marginally employed, who move from one kind of temporary job to another and ace
frequently unemployed, also exhibit uniquely Mobile behaviors. Many workers depart from the
labor force to seek additional education or to raise families, and plan to reenter the work world at
a later date.

Summery of Individual Adaptive Behaviors and Styles

The adaptivs behaviors of individual workers seem to fall into three styles: Reactive (adapting
the self to fit the environment), Active (adapting the environment to fit the self), and Mobile
(adapting by changing the site of work). Adaptive behaviors also vary in Quality, which is their
efficacy, consequences, and orientation (i.e., attitudes relative to self and/or environment).

Literature studying work behaviors seems to concentrate on the Reactive style, and views
workers as primarily conformists: "Job adaptation [is accomplished] partly through locomotion,
but largely through accommodation" (Scott, 1966, p. 394; see also Argyris, 1973). Much of the
work behavior literature also displays obvious biases, primarily from the perspectives of work
organizations (many studies were conducted by indentrial psychologists). The types of behaviots
studied and the wording used in describing them reflect value judgments. As a result, the majority
of the Reactive and Active behaviors gleaned from empirical research are those considered by work
organizations to be maladaptive (such as withdrawing psychologically from work, seeking higher
wages in compensation for satisfying work, "banana time," or filing grievances).

Theories of work that consider adaptation tend not to consideroccupational mobility except

as it relates to occupational selection and initial job entry, and little research seems to exist on
specific Mobile behaviors. In order to fill in obvious gaps, the review of the literature was expanded

to take advantage of adaptive strategies and behaviors discussed in some less formal kinds of publi-
cations es well as the formal presentations of theory or empirical studies.
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Many adaptive behavioral options are available to the individual worker, but as it often happens,

an individual is not in a position to use the most potent behaviors, or the adaptive incongruency is

beyond the power of i ividual behaviors to change. In such situations, individuals often resort to

collective action. The ñction examines what is known about the adaptive strategies of various

worker groups.

Adaptive Behaviors and Styles of Worker Groups

Unless a person is a hermit, he or she participates in and belongs to many groups, both actively -

and as a demographic member. As Phillips (1966) has pointed out,

the feature unique to the environment of humans is active participation with
other people. ... Other people provide the critical context within which each

,person operates. (p. 8)

This section examines important aspects of groups in or related to the work context, what kinds of

important functions such groups perform for their members and what strategies they use to perform

them, how individuals may function within their groups, and how those functions and other group

factors affect the Qualitye.g., effectivenessof group adaptive behaviors.

Social scientists seem to disagree on what characteristics define a group versus a nongroup

(Cartwright & Zander, 1968), but Hackman and Suttle (1977) offer a tentative definition that is

useful for axamining groups in a work context:

A human group is a collection of individuals (1) who have significantly inter-

dependent relations with each other, (2) who perceive themselves as a group

by reliably distinguishing members from nonmembers, (3) who have differ-

entiated roles in the group as a function of expectations from themselves,

other group members, and nongroup members, and (4) who, as group members

acting alone or in concert, have significantly interdependent relations with

other groups. (p. 230)

Work-related groups take a variety of forms, from the very formal type such as unions or designated

work teams, to quasi-formal groups such as task-induced intergroups (e.g., blue-collar or white-collar,

workers or supervisors, etc.; see Hackman & Suttle, 1977) and professional associations, to informal

groups in the work environment whose members share common interests and/or provide mutual

support (e.g.. gripe-groups, informal friend4p groups, or recreational teams) or who share common

characteristics (e.g., older or younger wokers, female or male, racial ot ethnic clusters, etc.).

Belonging to and participating in work-related groups may serve a number of functions for its

members. Groups May help their members adapt in a Reactive fashion when necessary, that is, help

the members adapt themselves to the work environment, by (a) serving and miintaining members'

self-esteem, (b) confirming and protecting a common view of "reality" regarding the work environ-

ment and/or other groups, and (c) increasing members' work-related knowledge and skills.

Meihanic discusses one of the most important adaptive functions of groups, the maintenance

of members' self-esteem:

... the ability of persons to maintain psychological comfort will depend not

only on their intrapsychic resoucces, but alsoand perhaps more importantly
on the social supports available or absent in the environment. Men [sic) depend

on others for Justification and admiration, and few men can survive without

support from some segment of their fellows. (1974, pp. 33-34)
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Some involvement with others in groups or organizations helps workers meet their needs for main-

taining a sense of identity and perionai worth. This is facilitated not only by members' identification
with the group, but by interactionand the assumption of roleswithin it. This is ek-recially true of
informal groups. "A person's social relationships, probably more than any other single factor, deter-
mine the nature of his [sic) self-concept" (Ibid.). Groups may also help membere Wild or repair
self-esteem and provide emotional or other support in times of crisis (e.g., informal or formal support
groups such as AA, etc..).

On the importance of a group's common perception of reality, Mechanic claims,

Reality is, of course, a social construction, and to the extent that perspectives are
shared and socially reinforced they may facilitate adaptation irrespective of their
objective truth. It is well known that if men [sic) define situations as real, they
are real in their consequences. (1974, p. 38)

--The-importance-of-this-group-function to individualtitthatpeople often make-use-of their social
interactions to "obtain valuable information about themselves and the environment in which they
operate ... (and) the degree to which a person can obtain it on his [sic] own is severely limited by
his restricted time-and-place perspective" (Ibid., pp. 39-40). In addition, work-related groups help
establish and maintain a uniform sense of reality by defining norms around the importance of work,
what constitutes success, how one is to behave in the workplace, what cues should stimulate which
work behaviors, and so forth (Hackman & Suttle, 1977; Phillips, 1968; Porter et al., 1975).

Besides affecting members' subjective self, work-related groups may also affect the person's
objective self, especially by increasing the knowledge and skills the members need to perform their
jobs. Work teams may do this by teaching each other on the job. Some uniohs set up apprenticeship
standards and may even provide training. Professional associations are particularly active in this area,

with many associations sponsoring workshops, conferences, symposia, journals, and newsletters in

order to help members expand and update their knowledge and skills. Professions also set performance
standards for their members that affect the minimum competencies for the group, and that may

exceed the standards of work organizations employing members of the profession.

Groups serve yet another vital set of adaptive functions for their memgers via collective actions
Active behavioral strategiesthat attempt to mold aspects of the work environment to the group's
(and hence, its members') needs or desires. Mechanic (1974) notes,

As solutions to important problems become more complex, these problems are
less likely to be resolved by individual initiative and action. In contrast, they are
likely to depend on the abihty of men [sic) to work out organized solutions
involving group actions. (p. 35)

7--------"N\&) It is in the Active behavioral strategies that groups have their most visible adaptive capacities.
Hective action in the form of establishing unions or making use of established unions to apply

collective pressure on the work organization or government agencies (the latter by lobbying) may

be one of the most powerful adaptive group actions. Unions have a fairly standard rep rtoire of
collective activities that help them to adaptat least to somedegreethe elements of the work-related
environment that their membership wants to affect. Collective behaviors include negotiations with
representatives of the work organization or industry, organized slowdowns, resorting to legal action,

and, when necessary, strikes ("open warfare"). Less formal activities that may be aimed at a work
organization, an entire industry, local or national government bodies or agencies affecting the work
environment, or the public, include boycotts, letter campaigns and advertising (consciousness-raising),

picketing, ylnd (as mentioned above) lobbying (Hackman & Suttle, 1977; Porter et al., 1975; Thurman,

1977).



Unions in the United States have as their primary purpose the increase of economic opportunities

for their members. In some cases this involves the rationing of the available lobs, and collective

bargaining for the maintenance or creation of unneeded jobs in orOnizations (i.e, "featherbedding").

Unions have had other interests besides higher wages or better working conditions, however:

Workers in the United States unite primarily for economic reasons, but also for

social and psychological reasons. ... Unions proviiie workers with.fulfillment,
security, protection, and strength. They relieve workers of anxiety and frustration

and provide them with pride, prestige, and status. In newly developing industrial

nations, labor unions are generally less concerned with job rights and more con-

cerned with national interests. (Heneman, 1973, pp. 19-20)

Quasi-formal groups such as task-induced groupi or professional associations do not appear to

take direct action on the environment except in those instances where profeseons stipulate standards,

work content, level, and acceptable starting wages for their members. In that members avoid accepting

jobs with organizations offering less acceptable situations, the professions' standards are honored by

work organizations. Some professions, however, limit the adaptive potential of their members. An

example is the professional associations' ban on advertising by physicians and lawyers, which, while

no longir official (in fact, lawyers' right to advertise is protected by legislation in most states), is

still the rule rather than the exception.

Informal groups are another way by which workers attempt to modify their work environment.

While much of,the purpose of informal groups is to allow the members to support each other's

frustrations and share in each others.successes, "a cohesive work-group mayalso reinforce the

expression otnegative attitudes if all workers share a similar discrepancy" (Sorensen & Kalleberg,

1973, p. 37). These latter behaviors usually take the form of collectkve, though usually covert,

aggression against the work organization (or its representatives), including informal quota restric-

tions, goldbricking, slowdowns, rate setting, stealing, causing waste, and sabotage (Argyris, 1964;

Sorensen & Kalleberg, 1973). The aggressive activities may eventually becorne institutionalized via

creation of a labor unionusually a more positive, efficacious form of collective action (Sorensen &

Kalleberg, ibid.). Wnere individuals who are nonmembers of the group, or other informal groups, are.

the source of environmental conflict, intemersonal or intergroup problem-solving (usually via meetings

oh "neutral" ground, or bringing in a neutral party as a refereefnagotiator) and interpersonal peace-

making are potential Active behavioral strategies (Argyris, 1964; Hackman & Suttle, 1977).

Needs for Mobile behavior may be served by membership in some groups through communication

of information as Well as by more active group (or interpersonal) action. For instance, many unions

provide information for union members about jobs available locally with work organizations within

the industry. Unions may also put pressure on work organizations to create jobs for union members,

or to delay or stop layoffs of union members. Professional assoniations frequently provide meeting

places at their conferences for recruiting activities of work organizations with high memberships.

Informal groups may pass along information about upcoming opportunities for trqnsfer or promotion

within a work organization, as well as forewarning of upcoming organizational upheavals or more

localized supervisory dbcisions affecting a friend or associate's joba distinct advantage in either

situation that could affect the informal group me.nber's Mobility options. Finally, interpersonal

contacts within formal, quasi-formal, or informal groups may smooth the way for members' transfers,

promotions, or moves to a new work organization.

Membership in any group, whether formal, quasi-formal, or informal automatically carries with

it the acceptance of a roleusually thought of as the "expectations which are shared by group mem-

bers regarding who is to carry out what types of activities under what circumstances" (Phillips, 1968,
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p. 373)in that group. Pressures within most groups for conformity are strong because the adaptive
utility of collective activities for gr,up members is highly dependent on tiow cohesive the member-
ship is with regard to group values and goals.

Curiosity, intrinsic motivation, and exploration ... hive little or no place in
many groups. In extremely undifferentiated and dictatorial groups, exploration
of means and even the slightest questioning of ends may, because of the possi-
bility ef generating too much diversity for the system to cope with, be prevented
at all costs. (Harvey, 1966, p.

In many instances, his or her conformity to role (what Woditsch, Note 2, calls "Role Taking")
achieves the individual member's personal adaptive goals. However, "conformity to group norms
which occurs in highly cohesive groups may not ftmctional" (Phillips, 1968, p. 406) for either
the group or the individual.

Woditsch disagrees with traditional soclological notions of "role," which emphasize conformity,
and instead proposes that "roles should be viewed as products of an individual's own morphogenic
processes rather than as sets of behavioral 'uniforms' prefashioned by society" (Note 2, p. 3).
Woditsch views adaptation, as it relates to roles, as a day-to-day process that interacts with the rules
and policies affecting roles,iperiodically reappraises them, and modifies the role and the rules and
policies"sometimes slowly and crescively, sometimes rapidly and conclusively' (Buckley, quoted
in Wodiuch, ibid.). In this sense, an individual has the option of being a "Role Maker," rather than a
"Role Taker"which "suggests much greater scope for an almost reflexive choice by human agents
regarding which of a range of behaviors might be employed in any given instance" (Ibid., p. 6).

Roles in reference to work-related groups seem to fall into certain categories, which may include,
(a) leadership, (b) active membership, (c) passive membership, (d) ex-membership or outcasts, (e)
nonmemberships, and (f) nonmember antagonists or enemies. Within any of the participative "roles"

that is, the first three categoriesupward mobility in a work group (e.g., going from active member-
ship to a leadership role) may be construed as an Active behavior for that individual, and may provide
opportunities for power, recognition, belonging, and self-actualization, both as a member of the
work-related group andthrough the use of one's role to affect the work environmentas a worker.
An example might be moving into a role 3f union stewardship, which in turn affects the status one
has in the eyes of managemect, and may affect the behavioral options the person subsequently has
regarding makingor preventingchanges in his or her own work as well as that of other union
members.

Summary of Adaptive Behedriors and
Styles of Worker Groups

Participation in groups of any sort within the work-related environment presents unique
opportunities for achieving solutions to an individual's work-related adaptive challenges, but at the
same time it poses new adaptive tasks. An individual is required, as a groute member, to serve speci-
fied and unspecified group functions within his or her group role(s), for which he or she may expect
to be rewarded with various kinds bf support, such as a sense of identity, belonging, and self-esteem,
and_ maintenance and protection of a consensus "reality". In addition, in certain kinds of groups, the
person may expect cooperative attention to certain adaptive tasks that he or she has in common
with other group members, such as acquiring new knowledge or skills relevant to the work environ-
ment and.seeking ways to express concern as well as make or resist changes in relation to some
aspects of the work environment.



Problems may ensue in regard to group participation, however. If the grotiei fails to integrate

itself adequately with regard to the work environment and other work-related groups with which it

coexists, its adaptive efforts on behalf of its membership may fail. An example might be an informal

work group or union whose expression of discontent with aspects of a work organization takes the

form of a covert group slowdown, which in turn results in a loss of an important work contract for

the work organization, and a subsequent layoff of some members of the informal work group or

union. Intergroup rivalries are also another source of potentially counteradaptive outcomes.

Pressures for group conformity may prove to be counteradaptive for individuals, as well. Group

cohesiveness, which is necessary for effective group action on the environment, is not the same as

conformity, in that cohesiveness is a uniformity of group purpose and commitment to action, while

conformity may involve a submergence of the individual and his or her own goals and values in those

of-the group, resulting in a lessening of personal adaptive-efficactc Whife-it-should be possible for

group members to approach their role(s) in work-related groups in an innovative fashion, this seems

to be more the exception than the rule. In fact, as Mechanic points out, "it has been very ccimmon

for social scientists to explain data after the fact by arguing that a person's behavior was a result of

choosing particular reference groups" (1974, p. 42).

In a different vain, the many advantages of efficacious adaptation through group participation

are avoided, and sometimes not available (as in the case of racial or sexual biases), to some people.

Mechanic discusses an aspect of reluctance to participate in groups in reference to scientists:

... because of the costs and expansion of technology and specialized
knowledge, team research is becoming more of a necessity. Yet, there,are

strong resistances to working cooperatively among many scientists who

are highly individualistic and competitive in their orientations. (1974, p. 37)

Many people face conflicts in deciding just how involved to become in work-related groups,

and vacillate between group participation and independent action. It is uncertainor rather, it is

person- and situation-dependenthow adaptivesuch vacillation may ultimately prove. Nevertheless,

social interactions, be they one-on-one or group-related, are part of any work environment at some

point and to some degree, and the necessity for at least minimum interpersonal competence becomes

obvi..,us for the adaptation of individuals as individuals as well as individuals as members of groups.

The social environment is of major signifirnnce as a source of stimulation and

of information relevant to survival in a world of uniquely human significance.

The stimulating and organizing properties of the social environment play

significant roles in the efficacy of the individual's adaptive pattern. (Phillips,

1968, pp. 193-194)

Organizational Adaptive Strategle3 and Behaviors

The major adaptive activity of any work organization is to adapt itself to its market. However,

every work organization depends on people to perform many, if not most, of the functions and

decisions inherent in production or the performance of services. As such, organizations themselves

must act in adaptive ways to meet internal adaptive needs. They must adapt to the workers in terms

Of people's changing needs and desires regarding work, as well as adapt to the workers' various

capacities to perform needed work functions, to the 9xistence and influences of various kinds of

work-related groups, and to constantly changing factors in the external environment as well. At the

same time, work organizations find it necessary to attempt to adapt their workers, work-related

groups, andas much as possiblethe external environment.
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In a sense, inailikatiOns respond to Internal idap-tiire need as entities, working mostly through
management and the formal organizational structure. The repertoire of adaptive responses of work
organizations, especially in reference to worker, and work groups, is important for understanding
the occupational adaptability of individuals in the work worid. However, the focus of this paper is
on individuals end, as such, this section will contain no more than an overview, rather than an analysis,
of literature on organizational adaptive behaviors and strategies as they relate to workers.

Adaptive behaviors in work organizations are stimulated by change or by the need for change
in the internal or external environment. Change may be unplanned or planned. Unplanned change,
such as skyrocketing interest rates on bank loans, destruction of facilities or products by sabotage or
acts of God, the fuel shortage, etc., generally demand some adaptive response from the organization.
Howand ifan organization responds to more gradual or less immediately threatening change seems
todepend-moreco-conaciousrdeliberaterandzolleborative-effort-that-involvetilinventing-a-futureu-------
and creating conditions and resources for realizing an adaptive response (Uppit & This, 1979, p. 24).
in other words, how an organization responds depends on its attitude toward responsiveness.

In respect to adaptive strategies with which organizations may respond in reference to their
workers, they, much like workers, have a fairly limited set of response styles available. Organizations
may choose to try to adapt to the needs and desires of workers and work gioups; they may choose
to try to adapt the workers and work groups to organizational needs and desires; or, they may

chi:lose to respond with some form of organizational mobility (such as closing operations in a
"hostile" or unprofitable locale and relocating elsewhere). In order to adapt, "organizations must

act on two assumptions: (1) individual behavior can be modified; (2) the work environment can be

modified" (Porter, 1973, p. 113).

Organizations Adapt Workers

Basically, this organiretional adaptive strategy includes three ways by which workers can

ideally be affected to behave in ways congruent with the needs and desires of the organization:
(a) via worker selection, movement within the organization, and firing policies and procedures;
(b) by socializing and training practices; and (c) by administrative application of rewards andfor
punishments (in effect, "behavior mod"). The influence of the Human Rewards movement in work

theory (Taylor, 1911; etc.) is occasionally visi6le in some organizational philosophies concerning
socialization practices and rewecis administration. However, there is some necessity for them in any

organization, even the most progressive, and value judgments are avoided as much as possible in this

review.

One of the most important points at which the probable adaptive interrelationships of workers
and work may be affected is in the matching of workers and work at the time of hiringor, from
the perspective of the worker, the time of accepting a position (Carlisle, 1973; Katzell & Vankelovich,
1975). It is vital that employees be selected who can perform the work at least on an adequate level.
Sorensen and Kalleberg (1973) claim that "characteristics of men [sic), jobs, and the labor market
will determine who will get hired into which job" (p. 25), but this overlooks the importance of
organizational hiring practices. The matching processwhich involves not only job descriptions and
the corresponding skills and knowledge of workers, but such things as information on careers and
availibli positions, some understanding of adaptive skills and transferable skills, and the use of and
reception to traditional (as well as nontraditional) job-seeking strategies (Crystal & Bolles, 1974)
is responsible for the potential quality as well as extant quantity of human resources in a work
organization. As Porter states, "satisfactory work performance depends on the adequacy of employee
selection, and since hiring is often haphazard ... a match between organizational needs and employee
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behavior occurs often only by chance" (1973, p. 114). Few organizational hiring policies seem to

be concerned with the adaptive potential of employees (with the possible exception of filling

executive or managerial positions).

Moving workers around in an organization is another strategy for matching people to jobs.

Transfers and promotionsand occasionally demotionsfall in this category, although they can also

be construed, in many situations, to be acting as incentives, too. A related strategy, used primarily

in organizations with union problems or in the upper echelons of management/administration, is

the practice of giving certain persons what is called a "lateral promotion"that is, funding a harmless

position with lithe responsibility in which to "promote" the personwho may be incompetent or

a troublemaker, but cannot grnefully be let go. Moving workers out of the or ganization is another

strategy in this category, usually involving firing employees, encouraging resignations, or encouraging

early retirements.

Workers entering a work organization "require a degree of socialization in the sense that the

new worker has to become accustomed to the habits, mores, and routines of the work place and the

work groups" (Freedman, 1976, p. 92). Organizations are also interested in beginning to build

loyalty in the new worker (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975). In situations where little or no technical

training is required before the new worker can commence actual job performance, socialization is

also usually given hale formal attention by the work organization, and is generally left to the first-

line supervisor or even the coworkers to perform. In other cases, orientation programs may be pro-

vided. These are often part of an organization's training program for incoming workers.

As regards training programsa potent area in which organizations have an opportunity to

"mold" workers, both in terms of socialization and in terms of skills needed for job performance,

to the organization's purposePorter notes,

Most organizatirins implicitly believe that individual behavior can be
modified, and yet they fail miserably to act on that assumption. At best,

they adopt some sort of formalized training program designed to convert

a recruit into a minimally qualified employee. Most training focuses on
limited objectives and-fails to take into account motivation and behavior
change. Furthermore, much of the training is concentrated in an extremely

short segment of time during the initial few days or weeks of employment
and produces nothing In the way of behavioral effects beyond that period.
It is as if the organization does not expect the individual to change from
that time on. (1973, p. 113) .

However, Rhode and Lawler (1973) point out that "because people, unlike machines, can continue

to add to their skills, an individual's value can increase beyond that of his [sic] training cost" (p. 160).

Many organizations have taken heed of the potential values not only of effective initial training, but

of promoting continuing growth of knowledge and skill in their work force, especially in view of

rapid technological change affecting the required competencies of workers. As a result some strategies

to encourage workers to continue learning are used in some organizations, including providing incen-

tives to motivatekthe workers tc continue learning, and offering tuition refunds for job-related courses

taken in external educational institutions (Discussion, 1979; Dubin, 1973).

The use of rewards and punishments has been probably the primary focus of organizations'

adaptive efforts t? shape worker performance to organizational needs. It has also been a primary

focus of theories pf work,* which have variously recommended (a) higher wages and the reduction

The various theories are reviewed in an eaffer section, "Adaptation and Theories of Work, " p. 16.
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of faejNe (Human Rewards movement), (b) an emphasis on improved human relations (Human
Relations movement), (c) the enrichment of job content to increase the intrinsic satisfaction of
working (Job Satisfaction movement), and (d) the inclusion of all three previous reward systems
along with a humanistic restructuring of organizations and organizational policies to take into
account the overlap of human work and human lives as a whole (the Quality of Work Life move-
ment). Organizations take ideas from these theories, and modify and apply them according to their
own basic philosophies, but the notion that appears to govern most organizations' reward philosophies
is that of behavioral modificationin whatever form the organization perceives it. The most common
idea seems to be, "If workers do well, reward them; if they do poorly, punish or fire them."

Apparently, a great many organizations adhere to the Tayloristic view (Taylor, 1911) of
behavioral modification (though Taylor, of course, did not call it that); that is, workers are motivated

----tobeproductive-when they-receive-the-highest-wages-possible-for the teastiattgoingwork:Other,
more sophisticated (and, if the Job Satisfaction and Quality of Work Life literature are to be believed,
more effective) methods of "motivating" workers exist, but require considerable attention on the
part of work organizations. Probably, the Tayloristic reward philosophy continues to be popular
because, of all the approaches, it requires the least amount of organizational adaptation to the workers
,in order to extract adeqUate productivity from them.

Organizations Adapt Themselves

As mentioned above, the use of reward systems to motivate workers to perform at least adequately
require some degree of organizational adaptation to workers. This is especially true in-most Job Satis-
faction notions, in which financial compensation of workers is linked to individual performance, job
content is enriched, participation in decision-making about job methods or assignments is allowed,
and so forth (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975). Organizations have developed quite an array of approaches,
or strategies, to establish these presumably effective motivational programs, and the approaches vary
considerably in the degree of organizational adaptation required. Aspects of the work environment
that are typically involved in organizational adaptation include the content of jobs and the physical
and/or formal interpersonal factors in the immediate work environment of the jobs, the parts of the
organizational structure thai: affect individual workers or work groups, and the distribution of rewards.

Adapting job content. One of the most popularized organizational techniques for motivating
workers involves redesigning the content of jobs. Job redesign, which is a change in the "nature or
scope of activities comprised by a job," includes either or both job enlargement and job enrichment
(Katzell & Vankelovich, 1975, p. 416). Job enlargement is essentially concerned with increasing the
variety or diversity of job activities, and job enrichment with increasing the level of responsibility,
challenge, or meaningfulnew of job activities. Job redesign is expected to give a worker "a greater
opportunity to use more of his [sic) important abilities" (Miller & Form, 1964, p. 031). A related
strategy is job rotation, which "refers to movement of the worker among different jobs ... [and)
holds the promise of adding more possibilities for growth and new experience" (Ibid., p. 632).
Additional advantages of job rotation might include reduction of job monotony, more opportunities
for social interactions, an appreciation of the work involved in the whole production line, and a
feeling of increased personal competence in knowilg all of tha jobs (Ibid.).

Allowing individual workers to allocate their time on the various tasks of their jobs, so long as
specified tasks are accomplished within time limits, is also in use 'n some organizations (Porter, 1973,
p. 128). Flextime is another organizatione' strategy that allows individualization of jobs by broaden-
ing the adaptiveness of the organization (Ibid.).
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Adapting the immediate work environment. In that job rotation, self-scheduling oT work tasks,

and flextime dovetail with other jobs in the immediate work environment, those organizational

strategies require the allowance of a certain degree of decision making at the level of the work group.

The degree of participation by work groups, and their consequent level of autonomy and responsi-

bility, are determined, in most organizations, at the management level. Many organizations seem to

be loath to increase such work group participation, however, probably because it inevitably involves

some decentralization and a sharing of control. Participation rnfty include: work groups having a

voice in plans and decisions relating to their work; work teams being allowed to select themselves

through sociometric methods, and to identify and select work goals; abolition of time clocks; putting

quality control in the hands of the work group; and selection of work team leaders by the team mem-

bers themselves (Argyris, 1973; Champagne, 1972; Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975; O'Toole, 1972;

Porter, 1973). When work groups are not used to make work-environment decisions, some organize-

tions make use of union communications, or set up temporary worker-management teams to consult

on changes to be made in the immediate work environment.

Adapting aspects of the organizational structure. Organizational structure involves "the ways

in which the members of organizations are related, respectively, in terms of job responsibilities,

influence, and financial incentives, or combinations of them" (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975, p. 6).

Aspects of organizational structure that organizations may choose to adapt to workers (usually in

order to affect job satisfaction and, hence, worker productivity) include: rryJnagement policies and

practices, organizational communications, plant and workflow design,.and technology, worker-

organizational relationships in terms of the organizational structure and identity, andmentioned
previouslyapplication and distribution policies for rewards.

In most traditional organizations, managementthe people at the tophold most of the power

and wield most of the control regirding worker-work relationships. The sharing of this power,

mentioned above in the specific context of work groups, is a strategy being used, in various ways, by

some innovative work organizations. Blake and Mouton (1979) list the following principles that

characterize the "OD" (organizational development) movement, a current philosophy for more

sound management that is being used in some innovative work organizations:

1. Fulfillment through contribution is the key motivation that gives character to human

interaction and supports Productivity.
Being responsible for one's own actions is the highest level of maturity and only

possible through widespread delegation of power and authority.

3. Open communication is essential for the exercise of self-responsibility.

4. Shared participation in problem-solving and decision-making stimulates active

involvement in productivity and creative thinking. 41V

5. Conflicts are solved by direct problem-solving confrontation with understanding and

agreement the basis of cooperative effort.

6. Mahagement is by objectives.

7. Merit is the basis of reward.

8. Learning from work experience is through critique.

9. Norms and standards that regulate behavior and performance support personal and

organizational excellence. (pp. 26-28)

Management by objectives (MBO) is one of the most common of these innovative organization

adaptive strategies, and is defined as:
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a form of participation in which a worker and his (sic) supervisor collaborate
periodicely in setting objectives to be attained in his work, in evaluating his
attainment of objectives previously set, and in considering what can be done
to auist his goal attainment The method has typically been employed with
manageriel rather than rank-and-file employees. (Katzell & Yankelovich, 1975,
p. 415)

In addition to restructuring the distribution of control in an organization, MBO "can in theory
affect other dynamics of performance, including: clarification of goals, better planning, and more
frequent and complete feedback on performance" (Ibid., p.210).

MBO is certainly not the only managerial strategy of this type. Redistribution of some authority,
as in increasing the autonomy and decision-making responsibility of work-groups (mentioned above)
or establishing MOre cooperative patterns of labor-management interaction, miAv also be used (Ibid.;
Schrank, 1978). In essence, work organizations may adapt themselves more effectively to the needs
and desires of workers by consulting with the nvrkers themselves through some technique or agents
in order to reach more reliable management and other worker-related decisions, rather than relying,
as is so often done, on demographic statistics or guesswork.

The need for improved communications between management and workers, work groups,
unions, an41 so forth, becomes obvious as one examines work organization efforts at adaptation.
Giving advance notice to unions or workers of forthcoming major organizational changes is an
important strategy of this type (Levine, 1969). Also, there is a need to make expectations kr
worker performance clear and nonconflicting (Keller, 1975), for which comm 'cation strategies
may or may not be developed. Bass and Ryterband (1973) emphasize the nee,.., tor more effective
communications strategies within organizations of the future:

As organizations become more specialized, more complex, and larger in size,
and as the number of resident specialists and the use of highly technical
language increase, organizations will need faster, more effective methods for
handling larger amounts of complex lateral anti vertical commun:cation.
Sophisticated communications systems of the future will include the wider
use of cable television, specialized closed-circuit transmitter, and teleconferences.
(p. 137)

Changes in technology, such as increasing automation, present important adaptive challenges
for work organizations regarding their workers. Meissner (1971) claims that for Organizations to
prevent counterproductive outcomes from such changes In technology, it is necessary to change the
technical make-up of the plant that imposes necessary constraints on behavior, rather than trying
to adapt workert to existing circumstances that allow little choice. There is also the need for organi-
zations undergoing technological change to mak, adaptations in their worker training policies a0.
practices. Efforts at changing the technical make Jp of plants, or designing new ptants so that they
are more adaptive to job enrichment and participation of workers, are strategies used by a number
of work organizations (Argyris, 1973; O'Toole, 1972; Volvo, 1972: Walton, 1972). Such strategies
often include other adaptive techniques such as job enlargement, job rotation, employee-centered
leadership, and employee participation in the plant community (Miller & Form, 1964).

Actual redesign of organizational structure is a radical, but possible and potentially productive,
adaptation of the organization to workers. Work organizations' structures differ along the following
dimensions: size, "shape" (verticality and horizontalityor, in some notions, pyramidal versus
organic shape), centrality, authority structure, activities structure, and control structure (Porter
et al., 1975). r )rter et al. examined literature on the effects of organizational structure regarding
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benefit; to the oreanization in relationship to needs and abilities of workers, and came to the

f ollowing conclusiods:

Organic, low-structure. nonbureaucratic-type designs are most effective when:

Individuals have ralatively high skills, widely distributed.
Individuals have high self-esteem and atrong needs for achievement,

autonomy, and self-realization.
The technology le rapidly changing, ncinroutine, and involves many

nonprogrammable tasks.-
The environment is relatively dynamic and complex,

Mechanistic, high-structured, more bureaucratic-like designs are most effective

when:
Individuals are relatively inexperienced and unskilled.

individuals have strong needs for security and itability.
The technology is relatively stable and Involves standardized materials

- and programmable tasks.
= The environment is fairly calm and relatively simple. 272)

Of courie, most work organizations exist in a variable environment and employ workers of variable

abilities, needs, and other characteristics, and efforts in organizational structure redesign probably

embody elements orboth of theabove ends of the structural. continuum. Janson (1979),outlines

some notions for changing the structure of work organizations (his particular emphasis i: on'job

enrichment), suggesting that "me must look at the workfloW and layout, the job design, organization

structure, and the mission and management style" (p. 58) in order to begin to plan strategies for action.

The importance and some of the strategies for the administration of rewards have been mentioned

previously as ways by which work organizations seek to adapt workers to organizational purposes,

but making changes.in extant reward systems requires an organization to adapt itself as well. Porter

(1973) mentions several requirements for innovative restructuring a, reward administration, including:

(a) specification of performance objectives (also mentioned by Katzell & Yankilovich, 1975), (b)

specification of methodt of measureinent of performance, and (c) methods to insure an opportunity

for receipt of rewards (p. 13). Aside froM the distribution of rewards, penalties, benefits, etc., another

"reward"-type, useful for increasing wOrker involvement in the Organization but requiring restructuring

of portiOns of the organization itself, is.profit-sharing. 0`Thole (1972) claims that "characteristically,

profit-sharing companies do about a 25% better job of enlarging their markets and creating jobs than

do less efficient non-profit-sharing c9mpanies" (p. 89).

Organizations Adapt via Mobility

Organizational mobility is such.a radical form of adaptation that it usually occurs oniy when

_internal and/or external conditjons are unusually favorable (as in the case of organizational mobility

by expansion--creating new jobs, banding new plants, merging with another work organization, and

the like) or unusually detriMental (as in the'case of organizational mobility by closing plants, elimi-

nating jobs, laying off portions of the labor.pool, orin extremismoving the plant to a new locale

or shutting.it dowi completely). Dubin (1973) predicts that "work organizations will have greater

geographic mobility in the future" (p. 62)which, if true, could create new opportunities as well as

new adaptive problems for work organizations and workers alike.
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Summary of Organizational
Adaptive Strategies and Behaviors

Organizations respond to labor-related pressure for change by seeking ways to adapt workers

to the organization, to adapt aspectsof the organization to the workers, or to change the situation

via mobility. A number of relatid strategies have been reviewed, including hiring and socialization

processes for workers, increasing worker and work group participation and responsibilitv in decision-

making, redesigning of jobs and plants, improving managemer-, restructuring the organization itself,

fitting rewards or Preinforcers" to individuals, and building closing plants!

Problemrarise from many souv....is when organizations respond adaptively. For instance,

organizationS' efforts to increase job satisfaction through changes in rewards systems, job dasign,

and worker participation may run into difficulties, such as: legal regulations that prevent certain

jobs from being redesigned (Argyris, 1964); technological and process limitations of job redesign

(Cope, 19741; and resistance by workers to job redesign and increased participation because "it
forces workers to assume much greater responsibilitY than they are often willing to assume"
(Trirdis, 1973, p. 49). Also, becaUse the average American worker appears to seek many things
simultaneously from each job, there may be no one way to increase job satisfaction (U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor, 1974).

Of course, work organizations are not always motivated to adapt. Companies are run by people,

and the people making organizatimal 0.4eisions are as likely to perceive pressures to adapt as a

threat as theyare to perceive thein Also, adaptation can be costly, at least in the short

nm, and no strategy has a guaranteed outcome. However, as Hackman and Suttle (1977).point out,
"solving organizational problems does ... contribute to the individual's and the organization's
capacity to deal with similar problems in the future" (p. 381). And, Culbert adds,

Organizations frequently are blocked from renewing their public relevance by

a reluctance to address internal conflicts surfaced at times of external demands

for change. coping With internal conflicts not only may free the organization
to respofirExternally, tut provides those within the organization an opportunity
to learn substantively about issues which are present in their organizations' inter-

, face with the ptjbfl. (1969, p. 3)

The Concern of this paper is with the adaptive capacities of individuals in work, and not

specifically with organizational adaptations.- However, most individuals are employed within organi-
zations (aidipposed to entrepreneurs), and an understanding of organizational adaptive philosophies

and strategies may be-vital in people's job-hunting, job-adapting, and job-leaving datisions.

Summary of Behaviors and Styles Used in Adapting

As we have seen, behavior seems to be the primary method by which adaptation occurs, and
always involves, on some level; a transaction between person and environmet. Situations calling for
adaptation frequently make multiple demands on the person, and people tend to behave within

A. unique adaptive strategy used by the military is to "nire" a new crop of workeajvery few years, train them

intensively, adapt them to the organjeation's immediate needs, and in most discharge them when their tour

. of Chapamounting to a strict contractis completed. Because the funding for These massive efforts is not

generated by the efforts of the "work force" itself, the financial considerptions of this adaptive technique are not

4....takIn to those'of profit-making work organizations, and are probably not duplicable.
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discernible patterns when dealing with them. Typical patterns emerge from the literature, and may

be categorized as styles.

People adapt both as individuals and as groups. This is shown in the gineral literatu.e on adapta-

tion (perspectives of biological, psychological, and sociological sciences) as well as in work-related

literature. The major adaptive styles appear to be:

1. Reactive adapting yourself to the environment.

2. Active adapting the environment to yourself.

3. Mobile adapting by changing 'the site of the environment.

Of course, most people use a mixture of behaviors from among the styles, and styles are used to

describe general personal tendencies rather than rigid behavioral patterns.

Which adaptive style is used in a given situation depends on the adaptive repertoire (behaviors

used successfully before, or capacity to try innovative behaviors) and on how the person perceives

the adaptive stimuli. Where the maintenance and protection of personal self-esteem or personal (or

group-consensus) perceptions of reality are at stake, the usual response is Reactive. Reactive responses

(in the form of learning) are also typically used where the person perceives a need fo improve his or

her ability to interact with the environment or the subjective self. Active behaviors are usectwhen

the person perceives the environment to be modifiable, and when he or she feels able and safe in *-

doing so. Mobile responses seem to occur mostly when the current situation is perceived as oppressive

and beyond the individual's (or group's) capacity or willingness to modify it.

In work, the Reactive style appears to be that most frequently used by individuals (Argyris,

1973; Scott, 1966), although statistics on occupational mobility (Byrne, 1975; The College Board,

1978) seem to indicate that Mobile behavior is a significant adaptive alternative for Many. Active

behaviors tena to be group behaviors more often than individual behaviors, probably because collec-

tive actions are more potent in influencing the work environment. Most individuals may expect to

useor wish to usebehaviors within each of the adaptive styles at certain points in their work lives.

The achievement of an effective adaptation depends not only on the behaviors or behavioral

style used by the individual or group, bv. on the adaptive Quality of the behavior-rthat is, its efficacy

and consequences. The Quality of an adaptive response seems to be situationally dependent; that is,

an adaptive behavior may be appropriate in one situation and not appropriate in another, or it may

be available and effective for one person:or group and not for another.

Work organizations, too, have adaptive needs in relation to the workers they employ. These

needs may be satisfied by adapting the workers to the work environment, adapting the organization

to the workers (usually done infiopes of increasing productivity and job satisfaction), or making a

mobile response. Organizations tend to make use of the various strategies in the normal conducting

of hiring, training, managing, decision-making, compensation, promotion, transfer, firing, layoff,, and

other necessary practices. The importance here of organizational adaptive behaviors is that inasmuch

as workers or work groups (potential or extant) can discern them,,general tendencies of a work

organization to use certain adaptive strategies or styles over others may reflect the basic organizational

philosophy. This may present important opportunities or restrictions in the adaptive behavioral

choices made by workers.

In the foIlowing section, the concepts that have emerged from this review of the literature on

adaptation will be combined with the author's ideas (as well as those of other members of the

Transferable Skills and Occupational Adaptability Program) to construct a tentative model of

individual occupational adaptation.
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CHAPTER V.

OCCUPATIONAL ADAPTATION: A DESCRIPTIVE MODEL

In discussing the occupational adaptability of a person (or group), essentially the same concepts

come to the fore as those examined by behavioral scientists studying other adaptive contexts from
various perspectives: person-environment factor categories, perception of incongruencies or of oppor-
tunities to improve congruity, behavioral responses, styles cf behaviors, efficacy and resultant feed-
back, continuing adaptation over time, and so forth. The context of interest here is, of course, the
work world, but an understandiN of a person's occupational adaptation requires that work be viewed
as merely one area (albeit a central one here) of the person's adaptations in his or her entire life. It
is from this perspective that the descriptive model of occupational adaptation is constructed.

The model represents a selectivt condensation and extrapOlation from the volume of literature,
both work-related and general, that 'reviewed in Chapters II-IV.0 The working model is a systematic
but informal expression of concepts intended to aid further understanding of occupational adaptation.
In that sense, its utility for prediction is uncertain. Nor is the moeel complete: "Confusion over forms
of coping behavior, lack of knowledge about their interrelationships, and the conditions that bring
them about, and the inadequacy with which our formal language of coping describes how humans

... cope remain central handicaps for a behavioral language of coping" (Lazarus et al., 1974, p. 259).
In other words, there is probably more that is not known about adaptationin any contextthan
what is known, at least at this time. The model offered here is an attempt to give structure to the
known by integrating the broad scattering of relevant research and theory, and it may serve to .

illuminate deficiencies in knowledge requiring future investigation.

Modeling Adaptation and Adaptability in Work

Any attempt to understand the adaptability of individuals or groups of individuals is based on

several assumptions:

1. that adaptability is distinguishable as a set of behavioral competencies;

2. that people differ in the array and quality of their adaptive competencies; end,

3. that 'an individual's adaptive potentiOdoes not guarantee a maximal" adaptive
response, but rather may vary between given situations or over points in time.

This last assumption questions whether an individual can be adaptable in all situations or make use
Of his or her adaptive potential at all times. The influence of situational factors on behavior may be
so potent that in many instances, the significance of personal attributes may be considerably
reduced (see Mischel, 1960, for research on situational impact on behavior).

In addition, ideas and suggestions of members of the Transferable Skills and OccuOational Adaptability Program.
its Advisory Panel, its N1E monitor, and other consultants have been incorporated where helpful.
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It is appropriate, in light of the above, to revise the paper's earlier definition (Ix 8) of occupa-
tional adaptability. Rather, occupational adaptability may be thought of as an individual's capacity
tq deal effectively with change-related phenomena affecting his or her transactions with the work
environment (where effectiveness involves at least minimal preservation orgrowth of the individual
in terms of the individual's own criteria, and where change-related phenomena are actual or potential
incongruencies or possibilities of improving extant congruency, as viewed by the individual in the
situation). Very broadly, then, occupational adaptation involves what an individual can do (adaptive
repertoire and environmental and/or personal autonomy), how well he or she can do it (proficiency
and efficacy), and under what conditions he or she can do it well.

It should be noted that adaptability "is a dynamic aspect of human development" (Miguel,
1977, p. 23). Adapting is not a one-shot-at-one-point activity, nor is it a problem-solving task, per se;
it is a longitudinal pfocess that is dontinually feeding back to itself, involving sustention of adaptive
behaviqrs over long periods of time, periodic reevaluation, and possible modification of behaviors.
What an'individual might perceive as an effective adaptive outcome in the short run (e.g., "sticking
it out" in an aggravating but well-paying job) may not turn out to be as effective in the long run (e.g.,
developing ulcers), and one set of adaptive efforts (e.g., finding a better job) may require subsequent
additional adaptive efforts (e.g., learning new skills kid procedures). In effect, people are constantly
adding to their adaptive repertoire, whether they are conscious of it or not.

Beyond simple survival in the work context (however an individual may define survival for his

or her own purposes), a person's adaptability seems to servecommon human functions: (a) main-
taining, repairing, or expanding one's self-concept and self-esteem; (b) stabilizing an "acceptable"
perception of "reality"; and, (c) stimulating and directing necessary interactions with the environment

to assure surVival, self-concept, self-esteem, and-an acceptable reality. Of course, it should be noted

that What kinds-Of Otiticiii-enVircininehlteariiktioni are deiMed "neeesiare are iridividiial lUdgments,
and it is here that aspects of people's personalities may affect "minimal" versus "maximal" adaptive
efforts.

We may think of occupational adaptability, then, as an individuarsadaptive potential, while
occupational adaptation is a process. Understanding an individual's adaptive potential in work
requires a descriptive model of the adaptive process. The model presented here primarily addr3sses

the issue of adaptive processes, because adaptability is such an individualistic thingthat is, not
everyone is (nor can become) equally adaptive, nor adaptive in the same waysbut it seems likely
that most people use similar overall processes in producing their adaptive responses.

How, then, do people go about adapting in work? What are the stimuli, the fattors, the processes
involved in producing adaptive responses, the range of possible responses, their outcomes? Figure 6
displays a basic outline of the dynamics of adaptation in diagrammatic form. Essentially, person and
environment factors, which are continually interacting with each other in a dynamic manner, are in
an actual or potential state of change. If this stimulus (actual change, threatof change, opportunity
for desirable change) is strong enough, it evokes a state of awareness (not necessarily a cognitiveor

even consciousone).and an adaptive arousal on the part of the individual in thesituation. What is
here called a "black box"the process of selecting among the behavioral responses available to that

person and practicable in the given circumstancesis a highly indMdualized problem-solving and
decision-making activity that may occur on a completely automatic, unconscious level as well as on

a highly deliberative, cognitive levelor anywhere between. The resulting behavioral response(s) are

expected to be strongly related to the person's typical pattern or history of behavior% which may be
thought of as his or her adaptive style. It should be noted that most people's adaptive repertoire will
contain behaviors from each of the style categories; however, except in the case of persons whose

adaptive behavioral pattern is unusually flexible, individuals' personal adaptive behaviors are expected

to cluster mainlyin one of the three styles (see Chapter IV).
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Within an adaptive style, the particular behavior(s) chosen may vary in Quality, eing typically

more or less efficacious. For example, an Active work-related behavior that is an expression of

Turning against Others (see p. 81), such as stealing en the job, may be expected in most circum-

stances to work against long-term adaptation; that is, it expresses the person's anxiety and hostility

over a-state of incongruity in the work environment and as such may provide a degree of temporary

gratification, but it does not resolve or act on the source of the incongruity, and may, in fact, aggra-

vate it in the long run. (This is sometimes called the "Get the bastards" strategy, and it has a tendency

to escalate.) In other cases, the efficacy of a behavioral response may be positive in some situations,

but not in others. In effect, such behaviors may be thought of as intrinsically neutral (such as "talking

to coworkers about work-related problems"), and their Quality may depend almost entirely on the

circumstances in which they are used (e.g., in the case of "talking to coworkers," the behavior may

be efficacious if the coworkers aresympathetic to the problem and/or can help the person solve it;

the behavior may not be efficacious, however, if the coworkers are not sympathetic.)

Adaptive responses may produce a number of outcomes, both short-term and long-term. Their

degrees of success are, in most cases, judged by the individual, based on his or her own implicit goals

upon which the adaptive responses were initially based. Short-term outcomes, which are usually more

readily recognized by the individual, are probably evaluated according to their immediate or timely

effects on reestablishing or improving the state of person-environment congruity, or eliminating the

threat of incongruity that stimulated the behavioral response(s) in the first place. This individual

judgment of the adaptation's usefulness then functions as feedback, and may result in the person's

terminating the adaptive response(s) (e.g., "all is well, I can turn my attention to other tasks now"),

modifying them, continuing them, or, if deemed appropriate, initiating new ones. Long-term out-

comes are less visible and usually less readily evaluated by individuals, in that a particular set of

adaptive responses usually affect not only adaptation in a critical episode but the person's adaptation

in a longitudinal, whole-life sense. Behavioral responses that may be efficacious in the short run may

prove ineffectual or even harmful to the whole person or to the groups clr society in which he or she

exists in the long run (see pp. 82-84, Chapter IV).

The sections that follow present more detailed explanations of the model outlined in Figure 6.

Stimuli of Adaptation in Work

Any perceived incongruity, threat of incongruity, or opportunity to improve extant congruity

in a person-environment interrelationship is a potential stimulus to adaptive response(s) by the

individual or group of individuals in the situation, as represented in Figure 7. Mostetimuli for

adaptation ipvolve some kind of change, such as:

1. The need to establish a state of relative congruency in a new situation. In work, this

may be making the change from school to work, fitting into a new job, changing

careers, ard .so forth.

2. The need to deal with a change or threat of change in the state of relative congruency

in an extant situation. In work, this may involve dealing with a change in one's job

tasks or ways of performing them, a change in work groups or supervisors, in company

policies or practices that affect one's work, and so forth. Alternatively (and sometimes

simultaneously), it may involve personal changes, such as increased family responsibilities,

the acquisition of new knowledge cc abilities, changes in self-concept or self-esteem, new
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s. notions about reality, new personal goals, and the like, all of which can affect the
individual't perceptions of his or her work life.

3. The individual's perception of an opportunity to generate a change in the level of

relative person-environment congruency, so that its qualitywhich was tolerable
might be improved. In work, this may be seeking and/or accepting an offer for a.
transfer, promotion, or new job Co career. It may include rearranging work tasks or

work schedules to ithprove efficiency, convenience, or enjoyment, or may involve
acquiring new skills or new friends in the work place, and so on. It might also involve

seeking a better integration of the person's work life with his or her life as a whole.*

Change may occur on a relatively small scale, such as a change in a task-related'procedure in

one's job, or it may occur on a large scale, such as a change in technology that makes one's job

obsolete. Change may occur within the person rather than in the work-related environment. Some

changes, such as developmental changes or transitions (e.g., changing lifestyles, aging, evolutions in

the work organization), ara usually graduz. and often do not present dramaticor consciously

noticeablirstimuli to adaptation, yet people do generally manage to adapt in them.

Not all adaptational stimuli involve change as it is generally conceived. Some adaptive situations

require that environmental or personal stability and continuity be maintained, a function that may

require greater adaptive effort than dealing with imposed external change (an example might be

maintaining stability in an informal work group under stressful conditions imposed by inequities in

wage raises). Other adaptive responses may be stimulated by environmental complexitiesa case of

"too much to handle" that is not change as it is usually thought of. Finally, some adaptive responses

might be-stimulated by the need to establish a congruency where one did not previously exist, such

as learning the ropes of the work world upon entering one's first job.

In summary, a change, a threatof change, or a desire for change may act as a stimulus to

individual and/or group adaptive responses. Change may be generated internally or externally, and

may vary in its importance as well as its perceptibility to the individual or group involved. Transitions

in work life, such as seeking a new job or career, entering 'and getting established in a first or new job,

transferring or moving up in a work organization or on a career ladder, or reentering the work world

after a titne away are all examples of readily visible, dramatic adaptive stimuli. Less dramatic changes

might include gradual changes in workers' values or in organizational philosophies and policies that

affect aspects of the work environment in barely noticeable increments. Changes within workers'

lives outside the work world may also stimulate adaptive responses that affect or involve work.

Factors and transactions that stimulate the adaptive process may act as means to adaptation as well.

Factors and interactions in the Adaptive Process

The trafisactions and interrelationships of factors in the person and environmental dimensions

affect adaptation at every phase of the process. Their roles as stimuli of adaptive responses have been

discussed above, but they are al intimately involved in the person's choice of adaptive responses,

in the implementation of adeptly Abehaviors, in the outcomes of those behaviors, and, as they are or

These are expressions of Bronfenbren r's (1977) notion of the ecological memoriam of human development,

whellt "a rnesosystern compises the in relationships smong major settings containing the ... person at a particular

point in his or her life"(p. 515). Bronf branner's contention is that an understanding of human develdpment

(and, in our focus, human adaptation) not be limited to a single context ("mitrosystem"), but "must take into

account aspects of the environment bey the imfriate situation containing the subject" (Ibid., p. 514).
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are not affected by the adaptive efforts, in feidback and subsequent continuation, revision, or

termination of adaptive efforts.

The three general dimensions of factors derived from the literature in the preceding chapters

fay into categories of (a) person factors, (b) work anvironment factors, and (c) external environmental

factors (see Figure 1, p. 56). While these categories and their content &scribe the basic micro-, meso-,

and macrosystems (Bronfenbrenner, 1977) affecting an adaptive situation, b order to understand the

adaptive process It is necessary to consider behaviors (adaptive responses) as factors, as well. As Ruh

ind White (1974) have suggested, researchers should not

... exclusively look to either individual differences or organizational and job
characteristics as the primary determinants of employee responses [i.e., adaptive
responses) to the job. ... A more fruitful approach would emphasize inter-
actions between individual differences and organizational and job characteristics.

(p. 1)
The interactions that Ruh and White are concerned about are probably most readily identified and

understood by examining the adaptive behaviors elicited by those interactions. This is similar to
Lazarus et al.'s (1974) use of a sources-of-variance model using persons, situations (i.e., work and

external environment factors, in this case), and responses to study coping. However, while behaviors

are important variables in adaptation, the discussion here will focus on person and environment
factors; adaptive behaviors and styles will be examined later.

The person factors in the adaptive process interact to have a positive, neutral, or negative effect

on the siluationt Ancteech interacts in some waY wi.th the other potent factors (though not an factors

will have a significant effect in every situation). For example, a layoff from work will probably involve

factors in the external environment acting on aspects of the work organization's financial stability,
which in turn affects upper-echelon decisions about production and thus managerial practices and

policies, which invoke decisions and choices about whom to lay off, which depend on which workers

are or are not expendable or can be let go with the fewest negative repercussions, which probably

depend on the individuals' work-related attitudes and abilities as well as their costliness to the work

organization, as wel as other factors. For the worker in the situation, adaptive response choice will

be affected by the availability of other work, his or her attitudes related to work, his or her accus-

tomed level of compensation and working conditions, alliances and reputation with the old firm,
personal lifestyle and life responsibilities and commitments, personal financial resources, personal

adaptive potential (both life and occupational), self-esteem, status, and so forth.

Each factor that is Fi active element in an adaptive situation may present itself as a locus of
opportunity or restriction in adaptation. Which role it assumes depends on its importance and

relationship to other factors in thesituation, and the judgment of its relative adaptive value is

-entirely dependent on the perceptions of the person in the situation. In this sense, the model departs

from Lofquist and Dawis' (1969) notion of what amounts to an "average expectable personality."

It should be noted that it is the transactions between factors on which individuals' perceptions
of their roles are, at least in part, bmed, and these interactions are frequently complex, elusive, and

highly subjective. Thefeforie, a simple checklist of factors giving relative weightings of importance is

not sufficient for an understanding of the roles of any particular factor(s). Some factors, however,

do seem to be of significance in mott adaptive processes, regardless of the person or the situation,

and these are what effectively describe the factors of adaptabilityadaptive potential in general

terms.



The adaptive potential of an individual seems to include certain subjective as weli as objective

factors. In regard to occupational adaptation, the litei ature (reviewed on pp. 55-62) indicates that

the potent person factors include: (a) the person's attitudes toward work in general and toward the

particular work situation as it affects his or her life; (b) the peaon's state of internal stability, that

is, self-esteem, self-concept, goals, fixity of purpose, and so
forth; (11 the person's degree of work-

related and personal autonomy or freedom of action; (d) the per& rst's repertoire of generic as well

as specifin skills, hL Or her "motivated skills" and their relative general transferability; (e) the

person's cognitive style and cognitive flexibility; and (f) the person'L repertoire of adaptive compe-

tencies.

Probably the most potent external factors (see the literature review, pp. 63-66) in an individual's

adaptability exist within occupational dimensions, in the immediate work environment, in the work

organization, or in the general external context, and are the institutionalized adaptive strategief

created and maintained in those areas through collective action. Examples are "old buddy" or "old

gal" contact systems (usually in professions or in work organizations) that facilitate occupational

mobility; or negotiations for changes in work-related factors between labor groups (usually unions)

and management; or organizational policies on such things as transfers, grievances, promotions,

flextime, participation, etc.; or educational and accrediting institutions, occupational information

systems, etc. Anothervital external factor is the time available for the person to generate adaptive

responses.

The "Black Box"
Procuses of Selecting Adaptive Responses

Because processes of selecting adaptive responses appear to be highly individualistic, we have

included the activities that seem.to be part of various selection processes in a "black box." What

usually happens within an adaptive black boxis that the person perceives an incongruity (or threat

of incongruity, etc.) between him- or herself and the environment, evaluates (reacts to) the situation

on an emotional level, undertakes some sort of personal decision-making activity in which he or she

decides whether and how to respond behaviorally to the incongruity, and presumably does or does

not initiate a response (behavior) based on the decision.

Much of this decision making takes place.on a subjective (even unconscious) level. The very

perception of an adaptive stimulus seems to trigger an automatic emotional evaluation. Plutchik

(1980), in his book Emotion: A Psychoevolutionary Synthesis, defines emotions as complex

sequences of events having elements of cognitive appraisal, feeling, impulses (i.e., motivations) to

action, and overt behaviorall of which are designed by human evolution to deal with the stimulus

that triggered the chain in the first place. The person in the situation reacts emotionally first; what-

ever decision making for behavioral response that follows (or does not follow,i.e., the person's

emotions "freeze" or suspend his or her ability to respond further, or the person's emotional reaction

may not be of sufficient intensity to cause further adaptive activity) depends on how the person

evaluates the stimulus situation emotionallythat is, whether as a threat or a challenge. (It should

be noted here that people May misinterpret a situation emotionally, e.g., as friendly when it is in

fact dangerous or, in contrast, as dangerous when it is in fact innocuous, as illustrated by phobias

of various kinds; see Plutchik,0 980.)
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The amount of time available for an adaptive response combines with how the person perceives

tile stimulus to determine whether a primarily intuitive and probably habitual response* will be used

(essentiaily bypassing most of the response selection process) Jr a more cognitive, deliberative

decision-making process will be used to select the adaptive rInponse(s). Art example of a possible

"inner dialog" involving stimulus perception, emotional reaction and evaluation? Probability of

adaptive response, and grousel of ad iptive decision-making processes is offered in Figure 8. Note,

however, that recogni:ing that one LhouId respond adaptively (i.e., should initiate an adaptive

behavioral response, even if the resp7inse amounts to "doing nothing," or "waiting") in a situation

is not the same as deciding to do something about it. As Phillips (1968) points out,

There is, of course, no way of kruiwing when a particular situation will be

perceived by a person as thwarting to some motive otaentrai significance to

him (sic! , thus initiating a condition of emotional arousal. People will

perceive objectively identical situations in quite different ways according to

their unique background of experiences. Accordingly, they will respond to

some ostensibly stressful condition as comeying different levels of threat.

(p. 89)

When more deliberative modes are used in selecting adaptive responses, certain recognizable

activities may be expected to ocduaithough varianciss in individuals' adaptive response choice

processes are related to cognitive styles as well as personality traits; also, time limitations may

restrict or even eliminate some activities). Behaviural competencies included in typical adaptive

response selection are diagrammed in Figure 9. The basic competencies involved in the more

deliberative approaches to adaptive choice processes include:

41 1. Situational clarification and analysis;

2: Diagnosis and problem-solviac activities; and,

3. Selection among options (i.e., decision making). (See Altman, 1976; Penland, 1978).

Situational clarification and analysis follow stimulus perception when the person makes at

least a tentative commitment to seeking a behavioral solution to the problem presented by the

stimulus (i.e., stimulus arousal). The purpose of situational clarification and analysis is to identify

the critical factors and interrelationships impinging on the situation: Altman,(1976) calls this part

-he selection process the analysis of contextual/response relations, and proposes three perceptual

.tivities that are involved in it: (a) attentioninvolves selective focus, (b) scanningactive search

across the stimulus field, and (c), observational Controlorderly movement of elements in the

stimulus field to facilitate perception (p. 17). In effect, the person:

1. Analyzes the information he or she has in hand;

2. Identifies what additional information is needed;

3. Collects that additional iniormation if time allows;

4. Decides what informalon is erroneous or inconsequential;

5. Merges and organizes what's left; and,

6. Develops a mental "model" of the situation ard its most pertinent factors and

interrelationships.

o Intuitive, as meant here, refers to habitual and largely automatic Jne-path response modes where little reflection

Is Ineohnri. it does not refer to decision making in which intuiVonin the sense of impassionist, emotional, or

other non-logic-based informationis a significant part of themxlus operand, nor is aWdevaluation of such

decision making intended.
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In clarifying and analyzing a work-related.situation, for instance, a person may krst review

what he or she already knows and feels about the situation, such as what factors seem to be the

source of the problem. Fori example, if Ms. Demeanor has trouble getting her work done on time,

and she knows,that her reluctance to do certain tasks related to the work is not one of the factors,

it might occur to her, with some thought, that other sources of the trouble might be excessive noise

in the work area, or too many distractions of a social neture, or personal distractions such as non-

work:related anxieties, or unreasonable expectations from supervisors about what.amount of work

can be produced within a certain time, etc. At that point, she might decide, that she needs to deter-

mine whether other workers doing similar tasks are having problems getting the work done within

the time allotment, too. If there is time to seek that information, she may;sthen talk to those other

workers and ask them about their\experiences. If she finds out that the other workers are not having

similar problems, her previous notiOn that the supervisor might be expecting tat) much can be elimi-

nated as erroneous. Ms. D might then review what the other possible fattors that are left might be,.

adding any new Ot les sh? may have thought of or her coworkers May have suggested, and eliminating

those that no longer pertain. Finally, in preparation for the next adaptive phase (that of diagnosing

the probable sources of the trouble and generating possible responses to resolve it), Ms. D may

analyze the remaining potential contributors to the problem and organize them into a mental picture

model of "how it seems to be happening."

The completion of en effective situational clarification should give an individual a' reasonable

understanding of toe factors and dynamics of the situation, allowing initiation of the next set of

activities, diagnosis and problem solving. The diagnosis pars'of the activities involves deciding what

factors or factor interrelationships are probable sources of the problem, and which are arnenable to

possible adaptation (i.e., may act as adaptive opportunities) or may be eitherimpractical or even

obstructive to adaptive efforts (i.e., may act as restrictions). Some recent notions about problem -

solving suggest that persons rely not only on cognitive (i.e., rational) input et this point, but on

affective (i.e., intuitive) input as well-in order to generate possible solutionsin the form of adaptive

responses-7to the problem, based on which factors and interrelationships are diagnosed as amenable

to adaptation. Ideally, a person's transfer skills and change skills as well as the adaptive attitude that

.there is usually more than one way of doing things (all aspects of adaptability) will come into play

**allowing the person to generate a number of potential behavioral responses rath0 than focusing

too quickly on a habitual solution,

In the example, Ms. D, who was unable to get all of her work done eV time, ly begin this

phase ot adaptive response selection by examining her model of "how it seeles to Ltd happening,"

and decide that probable pntributors to her problem are too many distractions in her work area

and too many personal nonwork worries that are interfering with her concentration. Considering

how sh6 may affect thi problem of the ?ocial distractions, it may occur to her that some of the dis-

. tractions are really initiated 139 herself.A.possible adaptive response might be to cut down on that

behavior. At the same time, some of the distractions are initiated by other people who are friends

afWell as coworkers, and the interpersonal reactions are not only efficaciuus to good cooperation on

oCcasional tearn_tasks, but are personally gratifying to her. Ms. D may. consider asking her friends

not to interrupt her when her office door is closed (if she has one to close), or when sbe i$ obviously

in the middle of a work task. Thinking about how her nonwortsworries affect her concentratiori,

Ms. D might generate several related solutions, including forgetting about the worries as much as

possible when at work, or finding-ways of doing something positive to eliminate the sources of the

worries, etc. .

The final activity in making adaptive, response selections is decision making. .This involves

reviewing ail of the possible solutiOns generated in the 'previous set of activities and choosing those

that amount to "best bets." A number of matters must be considered in making choices. These may
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include (a) the means available to the person for implementing the choices, (b) the probability of
success of the various choices, (c) the probable costs of using each of the alternative effective means,'
and (d) the course of action that ls most likely to succeed at minimal cost (Janis, 1974, p. 144).*
George (1974) warns, however, that "there are cognitive limits on, rationai choice," including (a)
incomplete and possibly erroneous information on which to base choices, (b) inadequacy of knowl-
edge about ends-means relationships for predicting with minfidente the consequences of choosing
one solution over another, and (c) difficulty in formulating a single criterion of value by which to
chooseithe "best" options (p. 180). inevitably, "personality dispositions tend to define a range of
permissible relAonses for the individual in a particular situation" (Hamburg,1974;p. e34)an
important concept supporting the model's notion that people tend to select adaptive responses
according to individual adaptive styles.

In terms of, our example, Ms. D might now review and consitier each of the response options
that she generated during the problem-solving activities. This could occur in a highly deliberative,
logical manner, or in a quasi-deilberative, "Gestalten" manner, or anywhere between (and may, in
fact, not occur at all if Ms. D chooses to ignore or deny the problem). Ideally, sheNvould evaluate
each option in terms of whether she knew how to go about implementing it and had the necessary
resources (forexample, would there be enough-time?), how likely it would be to help her get her
work done on schedule, how much "hassle" Implementing it would entail, and how practical it
would be in terms of effort and likely success in comparison to her other response options. For
instance, in comparing two of her optionsforgetting about her nonwork worries while at her job
versus asking her coworkers not to diStract hershe may realize that she has more confidence in
her ability' to ask her coworkers for help than in her ability to put her nonwork troubles-out of her
mind. On the other hand, asking her friends not to distract her may not affect her time lost on
worrying about her other problems, and might, in fact, merely end up giving her more time alone
to fret. Still, because she knows how to ask her coworker-friends to cut down on the social inter-
niptions except when "necessary" (assuming, of course, that there is some implicit Mutual agreement
about what "necessary" means), and it might be necessary for her to seek outside help (e.g., counsel-
ing, self-help tedhpiques) to learn to tone doWn her anxiety about her outside problems, the first
option May entail less effOrt. Comparjng the two, Ms. D may conclude that, for her, asking her
coworkers for cooperation may be the better (though certainly not a perfect) response to her work
problem. Ms. D would then go on to compare this interim choice with the other response options
she's generated, and may ultimately settle on one or-several as the most practical and suited to her
personality. [We might note here that Ms. D's interim choice seems to reflect an.Active style
adapting the environment (in this case, her coworkers and the availability of uninterrupted work-
time), to her own needs and desires.)

Of course, selecting adaptive responses does not autOmatically mean that the individual will
implement them. A number of factors might block or scuttle the responses before they are ever put
to USe. For example, if reaching an adaptive response choice entails a self-learning project, the
original incongruent situation may rectify itselfor change its naturein the time expended in
reaching the response decision. Another case might be that the adaptive response selected entails
considerable effort or complications for the person who chose it, and he or she hesitates or delays
in implementing it; this may occur in highly incongruent situations requiring extreme adaptive
measures, in which case, quite often, "he who hesitates is lost." A final example is the person who
selects an impractical adaptive response out of ignorance or possibly under pressura to "do some-

Vroom's (1964),expectancy-theory model of human motivation, in which a person's expectancies and valences
(i.e., affective orientations) combine to determine an individual's motivational force to choose one behavioral
option over another, may be applicable here in a predictive sense.
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thing," and thn finds that he or she is unable to marshall the necessary resources (e.g., support of

union or management) and must abort the plan.

Occupationally Adaptive Behaviors and Styles

As was noted in the literature review regarding adaptive behaviors (Chapter IV), people tend

to choose adaptive options that they have used before and with which they are familiar. As these

tendencies relate to the person's basic personality, and especially to his or her self-esteem and

perception of reality, they describe the person's adaptive style. In work, as in life in general, certain

basic types of human adaptive styles emerge from the literature. They include:

1. REACTIVE Adapting yourself ter the work environment.

2. ACTIVE Adapting the work environment to yourself.

3. MOBI4E Adapting by changing the site of the work erwironment (i.e., moving

Yourself to a different one).

Of course, these style categories are merely conceptual conveniences for understanding certain

basic human adaptive tendencies. Most people do not adapt in all work- (or life-) related situations

with behaviors that ciuster into only one category. Even persons whose self-concepts and percep-

tions of reality lead them to take a decidedly Active behavioral style (for instance, a politician,

whose Ark intrinsically demands assertiveness and Active behaviors) will find themselves in situa-

tions where behaviors from other style clusters are necessAry, more appropriate, or more helpful.

In the case of the politician, inevitable verbal attacks by opponents may require Reactive behaviors

on his or herpart in order to protect self-esteem; other circumstances may require Mobile behaviors,

such as switching political parties or deciding to campaign as an Independent. The degree of incon-

gruity between a work environment's demands and an individual's (or in some cases, a work-related

grou.p's) needs or desires may require the person to respond with adaptive behaviors that are unchar-

acteristic of his,or her general style.

In a sense, because of this need to have 111f;fen)4 d a somewhat variable repertoire of adaptive

responses, most people develop at least some behtiviors that belong in each of the Reactive, Active,

and Mobile categories. But as was noted in the literature review (French et al., 1974; Katzell &

Yankelovich, 1975; Stern, 1970; Vroom, 1964), perceptions of person-enyironment incongruity are

"filtered" through an individual's subjective selfthat is, his or her attitudet-Values, aspirations,

"model" of reality, sense of self and personal stability, etc. We may expect, then, that in selecting

an adaptive response for the perceived incongruity, an individual's first tendency will be to choose

an plaptive behavior that is most familiar, comfortable, easy, or in effect, congruent with his or her

ipersonality and history of adaptations. The behaviors that are typical of that person and that tend

to bluster into one category or another constitute the person's overall adaptive style. Only when the

person's usual behavioral choices will obviously (or upon reflection) prove to be ineffective, or have

already met with failure in the situation, is it likely that the person will choose an adaptive behavior

that is personally innovativethat is, not typical for his or her general adaptive style.

There do seem to be people whose adaptive behaviors do not cluster mostly into any one of

the three basic styles. Rather, those indMduals seem to have a highly flexible repertoire of adaptive

behaviors that includes many selections from all of thistyles. These persons' patterns of adaptive

behaviors may be thought of as constituting a Flexible "style" (illustrated in Figure 10). This concept

is particularly important in understanding what probably constitutes "maximal" occupational adapt-

in contemporary society, and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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REACTIVE
STYLE

v/ ACTIVE
STYLE

MOBILE
STYLE

FLEXIBLE
"STYLE"

BEHAVIORS THAT ADAPT
SELF TO ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS THAT ADAPT
ENVIRONMENT TO SELF

4

BEHAVIORS THAT ADAPT
ENVIRONMENT BY CHANGING SCENE

SOME
REACTIVE BEHAVIORS

SOME
ACTIVE BEHAVIORS',

SOME
MOBILE BEHAVIORS

FIGURE 10. Styles of occupational adaptation and adaptive flexibility.
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The behavioral choices people tend to make vary not only in style but in what we have called

adaptive Qualitythat is, a behavior's relative orientation, efficacy, and consequences. As White

(1974) has pointed out, there has been "an unwitting tendency to think of adaptive behavior in a

dichotomy of good and bad" (p. 49). Argyris, for instance, in his Personality and Organization Theory

(1964, 1973), dikussed the "antagonistic" orientation of numerous work-related behaviors, and

similar notions of adaptiveness versus maladaptiveness are common. The wording used in much of

the literature on work-related behaviors is heavily laden with such value judgments, primarily from

the point of view of work organizations.

Close inspection of the literatu're on adaptation across the various perspectives reveals frequent

contradictions in the Va1uation of various behaviors. For instance, regarding certain Reactive behaviors:

... in the psychological and psychiatric literature there lies a concealed assumption

that dangers must be faced because they are not really there, that any delay,

avoidance, retreat, or cognitive distortion of reality is in the end a teprehensible

pieci of cowardice. We must march forwafd, ever forward, facing our problems,

overcoming all obstacles, masters of our fate, fit citizens of the brave new world.

(White, 1974, p. 50)

However, Lazarus' (1979) research indicates that "... denial (refusing to face the facts) and illusion

(false beliefs about reality) have their usefulness in coping with stress and may, indeed, be the healthi-

est strategies in certain situations" (p. 44). In regard to work-related behaviors, different studies have

found different correlations between certain behaviors and their adaptive import. For example, sub-

stitution behavior (substituting "outside" pleasure taken in recreation or volunteer work for a-fack of

pleasure available in onls work) is seen as a "constructive" adaptive behavior by Argyris (1964), yet

subsequent research by others (Meissner, 1971; Parker, 1971; Strauss, 1974) has shown that substi-

tution behavior does not reallV glean substantial positive outcomes in helping people adapt to dull

or otherwise unenjoyable work.

The Quality of adaptive behaviors, in most cases, appears to depend mainly on the situation,

which is to say, on the circumstances in which the person attemPts to use it and on the character- .

istics of the person him- or herself. In considering some kind of "sliding scale" of adaptive Quality,

then, a great many behaviorsand, indeed, probably the niajority of themmust be considered

"ambiguous"; that is, they may be ."more helptul" or "less helpful" when used in some situations

than in others and when used by some persons rather than by others. Factors beyond the immediate

control of an individual may impinge on the correctness or acceptability of adaptive behaviors, and

differences in value systems, culttgal perceptions, and objective versus perceived benefits may con-

found the efficacy and/or ultimate consequences of a behavior. In some cases, adaptive behaviors

may be neutral in quality because the behavior ha's no noticeable effect on the situation or on the

person.

Some behaviots, especially those applied in relation to work environments, do appear to be

powerfully weighted with general societal notions about acceptability.or long-term efficacy. Phillips'

(1968) notion of counterproductive social behaviors (i.e., Turning against Self, Turning against

Others; Avoidance of Others) has broad, socioculturally-defined analogs in work environments that

are generally considered maladaptive, or at least "less helpful" in adaptation in the work context.

For example, Turning against Self may be seen in self-deprecation, alcoholism, escapist use of drugs,

chronic work-related depression, and the like.* Turning against Others seems to be expressed in work

In most cases,behaviors categorized as Turning against Self appear to be "less helpful," but some victims of

uncontrollable events (e.g., rape. spir1al cord injury) may cope better via seemingly irrational self-blame; this may

be because such coping allows the continuation of the illusion of a controllable world.
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contexts in such behaviors as stealing, sabotage, blaming others for your own errors, assaults, waste,
and so forth. Avoidance of Others may manifest itself as frequent or chronic job-changing, or even
leaving the work force entirely (as in "dropping out"). White use of these behaviors may be seen as
justifiable or necessary by a worker at the time, and probably relate strongly to the person's general
valuation of work in relation to his or her life as a whole, they are somewhat counterproductive in
the sense of occupational adaptationthat is, if congruency with work is the object of work-related
adaptive efforts, then these behaviors generally tend, in the long run, to be "less helpful."

A number of lists are presented next in an attempt to illustrate some of the work-related
adaptive behaviors within the three behavioral swles that have been proposed (see Table 2). These

are by no means complete lists of behaviors, but reflect some of the more common adaptive behaviors

that have been examined in theories arid studies of work. In many'cases, assignment of behaviors to
the adaptive style categories is based on intuition, made necessary by the lack of comprehensive work
in the literature On clustering adaptive behaviors otherithan by their relative congruity with work
organization requirernents.* In addition, some behaviorsespecially the broader ones that actually.
involve a number of &her essential, related behaviors (e.g., a Mobile behavior, "changing careers,"
involves multiple decision-making behaviors and job-seeking behaviors), are somewhat anomalous

and are included only tentatively in the style categories. However, the table should aid in an initial
understanding of the types and scopes of behaviors useo in attempting to achieve, maintain, or .

improve worker-work congruity.**

Thi-adeptive-behaviiiri, tuned mostly frOm the-work literature (Argyris, 1959,1964, 1973;
Hackman & Lawlor, 1971; Hackman & Suttle, 1977; Herzberg eial., 1959; Humphries, 1979; Locke,
1976; Porter & Dubin, 1975; Porter et al., 1975; Rosow, 1974; Salamone & Gould, 1974; Scheele,

1977; Sorensen & Kalleberg, 1973; Strauss, 1974; Vroom, 1964; and others), are arranged in

Style categories according to Quality subclasses. As discussed above, many (if not most) adaptive
behaviors seem to fall into what is called the "Ambiguous" classification, meaning that their efficacy
and long-term consequences seem to depend inore on the situation in which they are being used and

on the person using them than on a broader, sociocujtural consensus of their probable efficacy and
consequences. There are, however, a number of behaviors that appear to cluster into consensus-based

categories of positive versus negative quality, which are classified here as "More Helpful" or "Less

Helpful." Admittedly, these categorizationsere somewhat arbitrary and are open to personal inter-

pretation or rearrangement. However, the classifications are offered to aid the reader's understanding

of the style categories, and of the effects of sociocultural consensus on what are and what are not

considered generally to be appropriate, efficacious, and ultimately constructive behaviors for group

or individual adaptation in the context of work.

(In many cases, behaviors listed in Table 2 havebeen categorized as "Ambiguous" or have been

reworded in order to remove at least some of the obviqus blase! of the studies or theories from which

the behaviors were culled. For example, "noninvolvement," a term conveying work organizations'
judgment of maladaptiveness, has been categorized as "Ambiguous" and restated as "do the jcb and

&thing but the job; don't concern yourself much with coworkers or the quality of work or products"

in order to reflect a suspension of value judgment. In some situations, such behavior might prove to

White two of the style categories, Reactive and Active, are derived from Lofquist and Dawls' (1969) Theory of

Work Adjustment, the theory focused primarily on adaptive concepts and did not include a consideration of

specific adaptive be/rev/ors.

** It should be noted that behaviors included in the adaptive styles lists do not include behaviors that describe actual

performance of job tasks (i.e., job-specific activities). Adaptive behaviors are those that pertain to responses initiated

by worker-work incongruities, or potential incongruities, etc.
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be counterproductive"Less Helpful"but in others it could well prove to be an effective adaptive

response"More Helpful"for the individual or group using the behavior.)

Table 2, in the first section, presents a sample of behaviors* that seem to be people's attempts

at adapting themselves to the work-related environment, that is, behaviors that reflect the Reactive

adaptive style. A person whose basic adaptive style is Reactive could be expected to choose (ahd

feel most comfortable using).behaviors of the type listed in the first section of Table 2 more often

than other behaviors in their personal adaptive repertoire that fit in the Active or Mobile styles.

For example, suppose that our earlier example, Ms. D, has a Reactiveadaptive style. if she decides

that one reason why she has trouble getting her work done is because there is excessive noise in the

work area, her tendency in dealing with the problem will be to adaptherself to the circumstances.

She may choose any number of the Reactive behaviors shown in the first section in order to adapt,

such as:
Resign herself to the situation; "endure and suffer through";

Blame others (mentally) for her work-related problems, and refuse to work or

socialize with them;

Find harmless ways to reduce job-related tension [e.g., in this case, perhaps by wearing

earphon or earplugs to muffle the noise, or maybe by listening to a radio turned

louder than the noise, if allowed] ;

Develop good adaptive competencies [e.g., in this case, perhaps by sharpening her

ability to concentrate on her work, thereby "tuning out" the noise] ; and so forth.

Within just these four choices, the last two seem to be the "Most Helpful," in that wearing

earphones or sharpening her ability to concentrate on her work will probably enable Ms. D to get

her work done despite the fact that the noise itself (i.e., the immediate work environment factor

of "working conditions") has not been reduced or eliminated.

We do not know whether resi4ning herself to the situation will help her to get her work done,

because we do not know what level of tolerance Ms. D has (i.e., the subjective person factor of

"work personality style" proposed by Lofquist & Dawis, 1969) for noise in the work placethat is,

what constitutes "excessive" noise to her. By "resigning herself" to the level of noise she may be

able to increase her tolerance of it, or it may'make little or no difference at all. Because we cannot

guess the probable efficacy of the behavior without understanding the particular circumstances, it
would appear to belong in the "Ambiguous" category of Reactive behaviors.

Finally, if Ms. D chooses to "blame others (mentally)," she is, in effect, isolating herself from

either her coworkers (agents in the immediate work environment dimension) or her company (whose

supervisors and managers are agents in the immediate work environment or in the work organization

dimensions). Whether her isolation amounts to emotional alienation or to refusal to work or socialize

with her coworkers, it will probably not affect the level of noise that is causing the problem, and may

in fact create new problems for her. Because the efficacy of blaming others is probably not going to

affect the situation positively (and it is difficult tO imagine a sitUation where it would), the behavior

would appear to belong in the "Less Helpful" category of Reactive behaviors. .

The behaviors listed in Table 2 are derived mostly from those studied in earlier research on work, reviewed in

pro. 07-96.
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Table 2. List of Probable Reactive, Active, and Mobile Adaptive Behaviors

REACTIVE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIORS

("Adapting yourself to the environment")

LESS HELPFUL BEHAVIORS

Pay less attention tb the work, resulting in accidents, errors, breakdown, reduced quality of output

Allow yourself to be distracted from your job easily or frequently

Grudge having to work, and let the feeling show in interactions with coworkers, clients, supervisors, etc.

Blame others (mentally) for your work-related problems, and refuse to work or sociaiize with them (isolation)

Make yourself feel "better" about your job by drinking, using drugs, etc. (alcoholism and other escapist drug

use)

Take your work problems out on yourself (self-deprecation, depression, insomnia, other psychosomatic
ailments, attempted suicide)

Tune the world out by withdrawing into a world of your own (withdrawal, non-drugrelated hallucinations,
sexual preoccupations, etc.)

Avoid, "forget," or delay doing tasks that seem pointless to you or are personally distasteful

Be habitually compromising in your attitudes, Of -habitually rigid aboutopinions, plans of action, ways of

doing things
Overestimate (habitually) your ability to do a task, or fake competence

AMBIGUOUS BEHAVIORS

Resign yourself to the situation; "endure and suffer through"

Make pay and work benefits the moct important part of your job when the job itself is not very enjoyable
(reorienting extrinsic rewards for intrinsic rewards)

Substitute outside things for flick of enjoyment in job:
recreation
daydreaming
increased consumption
avocations
socializing rschmoozing") on job
dreaming of upward mobility for your children

Lower your expectations of your job's rewards when they seem to be out of your reach

Act, feel, and maybe value being in a subordinate position to others; be passive, dependent, submissive

Chino person or group used in making comparisons about equity when expectations are frustrated

Let others mike job-related decisions for you that you could make yourself; make decisions arbitrarily
(flip a coin) or base them on superstitious beliefs

Give up on job-related problems that seem too difficult, rather than ask for help

Learn new job-related knowledge or skills only when required to do so by management; reiy on formal
tompany training programs, only; expect to get by on the job on what you learned in school, or in
on-the-job training; rely on the way(s) in which you are used to learning things as the "best" way to learn

Deal with work situations on a "crisis" level; that is, don't worry about them or plan ahead until you can't

put them off anymore

Do nothing about situation; let others worry about it (apathy)

Perform the job end act as much like coworkers or supervisors expect you to act, as possible (conformity);

stay "in your place"

Do the job, and nothing but the job; ddn't concern yourself much with coworkers or the quality of work
or products (noninvolvement) continued
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AMBIGUOUS BEHAVIORS continued

Play it "safe," follow the rules; make your job security your primary concern; avoid takir,g risks, or new

challenges or responsibilities

knuckle under to arbitrary or unfair treatment because you are convinced that "th:ngs could be worse"

(rationalization)
Value repetitiousness or routine bn the job, even if you don't like it, because you feel it's safe

Avoid change; value old, customary waysof doing things

Lower your career aspirations; alter your perceptions of what is realistically attainable

Avoid or pay little attention to feedback about how you're doing your job

Identify with your immediate job, rather than with the idea of a career, or your work life (narrow, shortrun

perspective on work)

Rely on "channels" for work-related information; don't ask questions

Cry a lot
Intellectualize situation (cognitive distortion)

MORE HELPFUL BEHAVIORS

Diversify your talents

Develop good adaptive competencies

Find harmless ways to reduce job-related tension

Attempt to see the humorous side of job-related problems

Expect to make mistakes or fail in job tasks once in a while, and don't take it personally

Expect coworkers and supervisors to have "bad days," and don't take it personally

Do your best to cope with interruptions, schedule changes, etc., in your work

Develop a broad repertoire of transferable skills

Place a high value on personal integrity

Ask questions, be curious

Collect information and periodically analyze the trade-offs (opportunities versus restrictions) in your work

situation as they relate to your personal goals

Evaluate (and periodically reevaluate) your own goals, values, strengths, and weaknesses as they relate to

your work life

Keep a balance between your "infernal and external orientation" (that it, between your need for intrinsic

satisfactions and the external pressures for power, success, material possessions, etc.)

Base your decisions about work on both your intuition and logic (use both "sides" of your brain)

Accept the probability that any decision you make is a calculated risk, there is no "perfect" answer; don't

let ambiguities and conflicting demands "throw" you

Take action in a situation only after deciding that inaction is not a viable alternativl (that is, change is not

always the best strategy)

Distribute your commitments where possible (don't "put all your eggs in one basket") and be willing to

accept and admit mistakes or to make a necessary "strategic retreat"

"Learn the ropes" in a job as quickly and smoothly as possible

Follow established rules and procedures in a new job, and don't presume that you know it ail

Gather as much information about a situation as possible (before committing time and resources to it)

in order to:
find some earlier method. etc., that might be adaptable.to your use;*or

avoid "reinventing the wheel"
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MORE HELPFUL BEHAVIORS continued

Allow reasonable time for adjustment to changes in your work life

Learn to recognize cues that portend change in your company or in your immediate Work setting

Take cant to communicate clearly and courteously

Monitor the quality of your work
Concentrate on what needs to be done on your lob

ACTIVE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIORS
("Adapting the environment to younalf")

LESS HELPFUL BEHAVIORS

Keep vital knowledge or information from others at work because it is "yours" or you don% trust them

(secretiveness, suspicion, noncommunicativeness)

Perform erraticallY on the job

'Shift the blame ("pass the buck") for errors, problems, especially your own failures; make excuses

Hide unfinished or substandard work, cheat on production records, and other dishonesty

Steal from the comPany (Pi Verne) or deliberately waste time or materials

Chronic complaining
Sell company secrets, or other forms of sabotage

Create or encourage informal group: of coworkers in order to sanction, antagonistic behaviors, such as group

slowdoWns, quota restrictions

"Appropriate" time or resources from other coworkers

Cultivate rivalries for your own advantage

Exhibit excessive territoriality
Take your work problems out on others via:

threats
assaults
outbursts of temper
excessive criticism
robbery
arguments and other expressions of hostility
bigotry
sexual harrsument
sexual perversions indulged in or around the work place
ostracization, etc.

Tease coworkers excessively, pull practical "jokes," do other annoying, "harmless" things frequently
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AMBIGUOUS BEHAVIORS

Delegate tasks to others when you don't have time, skills, resources

Complain informally to coworkers and/or supervisors about ,.vork-related problems

Fite formal grievances

Be outwardly competitive
Noy interpersonal power games or build your own "empire" at work

Locate and use outside assets, resources, support, or advice when the work setting doesn't provide them

Show assertiveness; rock the boat or break the Oils when you feel it's appropriate

Use your sexuality to make alliances on the job or to pressure for your goals

Date or marry your boss or your boss's friend or relative in order to help attain your work goals

Take part in or sanction union or other negotiations for "featherbedding" jobs

Let your union or other coworkers handle negotiations with management concerning positions at your level

in the firm a

Organize or participate in union or "wildcat" activities, negotiations, strikes,

Trade goods or services with others for their help with your problems at work

Make private deals or engage in politicking (mostly on management level)

Praise, support, or do favors for persons in positions of power regarding your job

"Hitch irRurself to a rising star"

Make use of an "Old Boy" or "Old Gal" system to make influential contacts with:r. your company and find

out or take advantage of job-related opportunities

Be publicly critical Pf others' work

Try to minimize distractions on job

Use your influence in organization or union to keep others "in line"

Press for changes in the work situation

Persuade others to do tasks Your way

Tetc to others about work problems 111

Organize or participate in professional or quasi-professional groups to expand our knowledge, skills,

contacts, and visibility in your occupational field, as well as to further the goals of your profession

Actively seek feedback on your performance

MORE HELPFUL BEHAVIORS

Demonstrate leadership:
take on or share responsibility for team efforts
troubleshoot team problems
participate in group planning and decision making
provide direction and supervision
monitor quality of outcomes

Demonstratt 4.onomy and self-management; that is, your willingness end ability to take on tasks on your

own and .o.work competently Without close supervision

Seek responsibilities and prestigious assignments beyond the scope of your job description, according to your

time and abilities (job expansion)

Seek ways to apply your skills and knowledge in innovative, inventive ways on the job (transfer your skills

to new contexts)

Socialize on the job and show optimism, calmness, a good sense of humor
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MORE HELPFUL BEHAVIORS continued

Develop friendships and alliances in the work setting to create a group identity (show belonging)

Ask for (and give) help, instruction, advice, or support from coworkers andfor supervisors when appropriate

Seek and consult mentors (other than your supervisor) in your work place, or be willing to act as a mentor

for a less-exparienced coworker
Reco§nize and link up with complementary abilities of coworkers to establish a productive team situation

Be sensitive to other people'sjeelings, problems, and abilities, and be supportive when appropriste(empathy)

Organize your work load as much as possible to stiit your own work style, pace, and interests (personalite
your job)

Recognize and act on opportunities to emphasize your favorite abilities in your jot while minimizing the
parts of your lob that you like least (job redesigno job enrichment)

Seek ways to make your unique abilities availableand visibleto others in the work place ("exhibit specializing")

Seek (insist on, if necessary) sufficient advance notice from your organization or supervisor regarding any
sighifieant changes to occur in your job, coworkers, work setting, supervisors, company policies, or other
factors that may affect your work life

Seek participation in setting organizational goals and standards

Find ways to document your unique contributions at work, such as:
inventing new ideas or processes
participating in planning
bringing assignments in early or under budget
doing extra unassigned work.
representing the company to outside igencies, media, etC.

Use your unique work contributions to netiotiate for both intrinsic as well as extrinsic rewards or oppor.
tunities, such as:

(extrinsic): wages, benefits
flex-time, vacation time
Job rotation
crew or team membership or size

(intrinsic): jot? content, work load
work location or furnishings
promotions or transfers
training opportunities
sabbaticals, etc.

MOBILE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIORS
( 'Adapting in Work by Changing the Scene")

e LESS HELPFUL BEHAVIORS

Walk off a job withont giving adequate notice
Lie excessively on your resume or in interviews; falsify your credentials

Turn to "asocial" activities in lieu of work: crime, avoidable dependence on welfare or charity, and the like

Drop out of the work force permanently because you're "disenchanted"with it

Find out who your competition is end seek ways to "sabotage" your rivals
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AMBIGUOUS BEHAVIORS

Seek or ccept a transfer from one part of a company to another part

Change jebs (from one company to another)

Drop out of the work force temporarily because of personal priorities, such aschildrearing, caring for an

member of your family, or the like

Seek a promotion

Take an early retirement

Seek only short-term, low-skilled temporary jobs (chronic short-term empicyment)

Spearhead a movement into a career or position that is nontraditional for members of a sexual, ethnic, racial,

religious, etc. group to which you belong

Work only occasionally, interspersed with long periods of unemployment and collecting welfare, charity, etc.

(chronic unemployment)
Depend on your resume and job application forms to be all you need to get you hired

Use"Old Boy" or "Old Gal" system contacts to locate opportunities for transfer, promotion, or a new job

Set (and stick to) time limits on the progress of your career

Establish your career goals early and pursue them before other personal goals or commitments

Be inflexible (or excessively compromiting) in negotiations for your most important intrinsic and extrinsic

job values

Be competitive

Minimize or hide prior negative experiences ielated to your work life, such as:
having been fired from other jobs
prison or delinquency records
medical or ptychiatric problems

--dishonorable military discharge

Attend work erretically (absenteeism), or frequently arrive late, leave early, and/or take extra-long lunch

hours or breaks frequently

Moonlight (work another job)

Go to work fur yourself instead of working for someone else (entrepreneurship)

Become a job-shopper; that is, use your unique abilities to hire yourself out to various organizations as a

consultant or troubleshooter

Recognize and ac: on an opportunity to create a unique function or position for yourself (job creation)

Change careers

MORE HELPFUL BEHAVIORS

Watch for signs in Ajob.that tell you it's time to move onor cut

Continuously gather and assess information on job opportunities, '..loth within and outside your current job

as well as within and outside your immediate professional specialty or inlet ests

Develop a long-range career perspective, but recognize that m sny factors (including personal internal changes

as well os gross economic upheavals) may make your lone-ange goals infeasible

Leave a job situation that did not pan out as expected, considering it an experiment that didn't work, not a

personal failure

Explore and analyze (and periodically reanalyze) which abilities you have that you currently enjoy using the

most (i.e., evaluate your "motivated skills")

Keep a dossier or portfolio of projects or commissions or cce.nriting work performed outside your job, as well

as an up-to-date resume
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MORE HELPFUL BEHAVIORS continued

Develop and use effective Job-hunting skills and knowledge for the occupational area(s) that interest you

Develop and use effective interviewing skills
Understand and effectively communicate your ability to transfer your skills to new contexts

Find out about unstated Informal policies and rules in a work situation you are considering entering

Assess an organization or career area you're considering entering and find out who's been successful in it and
why; base your plans and your alternatives accordingly

Have a "Plan B" in the event that your first choice doesn't pan out or you change your mind

A NUMBER OF BEHAVIORS RELATED TO MORE ADAPTIVE MOBILITY ARE THE SAME
BEHAVIORS RELATED TO MORE ADAPTIVE ACTIVE BEHAVIORS, such as:

iRehrnalyze personal values, goals, abilities,. and directioni
Seek credit for experiential learning
Document work contributions and keep updated resume, etc.
Demonstrate willingness and ability to take on new responsibilities
Recognize portents of change and make changes work for you
Recognize your personal options
Be WNW* of dangers of "Peter Principle" and avoid them
Negotiate for what you want
Plan ahead and anticipate bottlenecks in your career plans
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The Activ, adaptive behaviors, represented in the second section of Table 2, include those

typically used'in attempts a; adapting the environment to the individual (or group) implementing

them. If Ms. D's basic adaptive style is Active, for example, she will feel most comfortable with and

be most likely to ue behaviors from this list to deal with her problem of getting her work done in

an excessively noisy work environnient. She may choose such Active behaviors as:

Chronic mplaining;

File, formal ances;

Oluanize her wor ad as much as possible to suit her own work style, pace,.and
interests.(personalize fferieb1 [0,3f, in this case, perhaps by rearranging tasksor work

hours, if posSible,so that work requiring a quieter environment can be done at times

when the noise level is lower) ;

Seek participation in setting organizatisknal goals and standards.

Within °these choices of Active behaviors, the last two seem to be the "Most Helpful," in that

rearranging her tasks or hours, or taking part in setting organizational standards (especially in regard

to work conditions), will probably help Ms. 0 either to reduce the immediate stress of the noise or

to reduce the actual amount of noise itself. By adapting her work environment to herself, she will

be able to avoid or eliminate a problem in getting her work done.

It is not possible to predict, without knowing the circumstances, whether "filing a formal

grievance" about the noise level pill result in some action being taken (prfsumably by others in the

work organization) to ieduce it. In addition, there may be informal negative backlash in some work

organizations directed at the person who files a grievance. Thus, "File formal grievances" appears to

-fit into the "Ambiguous" category of the Active behavi9rs.

Finally, if Ms. 0 chooses to resort to chronic complaining (especially if that were all she did

regarding tha noise problem), it would probably not affect the noise level significantly, and may in

fact create other problems (with other persons in the work environment) for her. And her work

would still not get done on time. "Chronic complaining," then, appears to fit most appropriately in

the "Less Helpful" category.

The Mobile adaptive behaviors, involving adapting the environment by leaving it in some manner,

are shown in the third section of Table 2. If Ms. D's basic adaptiv.e style were Mobile, she would feel

most comfortable and be most likely to use behaviors from this list to deal with her problem.* She

may choose such Mobile adaptive behaviors as:

Accept a transfer from one part of a company to another;

Walk off a job without giving adequate notice le.g., in this case, deciding that she

can't take another day of the noise and simply quitting) ;

Watch for signs in a job that tell her it's time to move onor out'.

Go to work for herself instead of Working for someone else in &der to bring her

closer to her personal goals and values (express self-actualization by becoming an

entrenreneur).

Of course, few people (except possibly the chronically unen:ployed) have such low tolerances for %ivork-related

incongruencies, and so it is expected that few workers will be found whose basic adaptive style is Mobile.
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Of these four possible behaviors (and others are-dertiinly also possible), the last two are again
the "More Helpful" ones for mobility. A person in Ms. D's situationi.e., unwilling or unable to
tolerate and perform in`noisy work environmentsmay find moving on (or out) in jobs is the best

way to deal with such problems (in effect, she may sample jobs in ilifferent work sites or work
organizations until stie finds oile where the noise level is tolerable). Alternatively, Ms. D may find
that her owrtneeds as regard noise levels are unusual, and in order to work in a personally comfortable
enVironmint themay.decide to construct-her own by becoming rm entrepreneur (working for herself

or settinf up htr.own business in which she can control such dm gs as working conditions).

"Seeking a transfer from one part of a company to another" might work very well for alleviating
Ms. D's noise problem, bbt without knowing more about the working conditions in the other wOrk
site we cannot be sure. This behavior, therefore, seems to belong in the "Ambiguous" category.

Finally, impulsively quitting her job ("walking off a job") may eliminate Ms. D's immediate
work 'problem, but the iikelihood is.high that subsequent repercussions will bring new problems and

new adaptive challenGes that might have been avoided by choosing a different adaptive behavior to

deal with the poise level. Therefore, it seems appropriate to put "walk off a job without giving ade-
quate notiee" in the "Less Helpful" category ol Mobile adaptive behaviors, at least for MOSI cases.

While the model of occupational adaptation presented in'this paper does not directly address

the issue of how a person's probable adaptive fesponses Might be predictedor whether a person is

likely to implement a response atypical of his or her general adaptive styleLofquist and Dawis
(1969) claim that "an individual's typical mode [i.e., here called style] of adjustment can be pre-
dicted from his [sic] response and reinforcement history" (p. 68). Lofquist and Dawis go on to add

that the character of the work environment, described by them in terms of its overall flexibility
versus its rigidity, may facilitate or inhibit a person's use of one or another response style: .

r

If the work environment is flexible, the active individual can change it to
increase correspondence. If the work environmentis rigid, the active
individual cannot change it end will find it necessary to leave the environ-

ment, or to adopt a reactive mode of adjusting. In contrast, the reactive
individual is relatively unaffected by the flexibility or rigidity of his [sic]

, work environment. (Ibid.)

Hamburg et al. (1974) also discuss the interplay between personality (expressed here in terms of
adaraVve. style) arid situational factors.

- If the situation is appraised as one that cannot be changed externallyif the
person's environment is essentially intractablethen an effort is made to
manipulate it internally. lf, on the other hand, promising ways of changing
the-environment for the betterare envisioned, however dimly, then the
possibilities for difect action are explored. ... Just as sittiational factors
may pull for intrapsychic [i.e., Reactive] as against interpersonal .1i.e., often
Active] coping responses, so too personality factors strongly influence this
choice. individ6als who"feel competent toffee! with a threatening situation
are more likely to undertake interpersonal, direct-action responses, as
compared with those who have a low sense of competence or power.
(pp. 434-435)

The implications are that a person's pverall adaptive style should bd prediptable and will
probably be determined primarily by personality characteristics'such as self-esteem, self-concept,
and perception of reality, and by the person's learned adaptive competencies. These in turn affect

whether a person perceives an adaptational stimulus as a threat or a challenge, and this may affect
whether a wirson chooses to.rely on his or her familiar repeitoire of adaptive behaviors (clustered
mostly in a style) or to use a personally innovative one (from a less familiar style).
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Of course, adaptive responses may not alway.e; be readily visible behaviors, nor take the form

of an isolated behavior. Using the example of the politician mentioned earlier, suppose our politician

sees an opportunity to !mprove congruity with the work environment by makingtew allies in his or

her political party. To do so, the politician proposes a somewhat controversial piece of legislation

(let's assume that the politician also has altruistic motives in this action) that will net the new allies.

At the same time, some of the politician's constituents consider the new legislation undesirable, and

qiticize him or her for the action. The politician knew that there would be some trade-offs in taking

the action, and expected to have to endure the äriticism§ome of it personalin order to achieve

his or her new goal. In effect, implementing a behavior intended to adapt the environment to his- or

herself (Active style) also entails use of certain personal defenses, such as avoiding the criticism as

much as possible and enduring what he or she cannot avoid (adapting self = Reactive style). We may

say that because the person's overall adeptiy?. response had the intention of adapting the environment

to his- or herself that the adaptation was, in effect, Active, but the concurrentrand necessary Reactive

behaviors illustrate what may confound the use of this mddel, at least in its current version, for pre-

dicting adaptive Styles.

Other problems impinge on the predictability of the use of adaptive styles. Adaptability does

not seem to be unidimensional or even particularly stable in individuals, and is not always predictable

from past behavior. For example, some persons who have lived relatively "sheltered" lives can adept

to radical changes under emergency conditions. Another example is the discovery that people do not

necessarily avoid "discdmforting information"; sometimes they do and sometimes they don't

(Freedmr4 Sears, 1965).

Grinker (1974) points out another caveat in that "the adaptive tasks are seen to be different at

each phase [of lifel , and coping patterns vary depending upon biological factors, the learning oppor-

tunities, and environmental experiences that are associated with the individual's sex, ethnicity, and

socic.; class" (p. xix). In the case of adaptation in work, for example, one might think that because

an older worker will presumably have developed better work "savvy," have broader working and

learning experiences, and a stronger and more extensive support system, tht the older worker should

be better prepared to deal with a plant shutdown and the consequent need to find a new job. In fact,

a younger, less experienced worker may well be in the better position, adaptively, because he or she

may not have significant outside responsibilities (such as dependents, mortgage, etc.), is less likely

to have developed a great emotional inves.tment in the old job, will probably not have accumulated

much seniority or retirement benefits 1<lat will be lost, may not be as specialized a worker (and thus

may be more likely to find a hew job faster), and be closer to his or her education or training than

the older worker (that is, lessli'eely to have obsolete or long-unused job skills). Thus, while the job-

related adaptive activity for both the older and younger worker may, on the surface, seem to be the

same (i.e., find a new job), it is really not the same at all.

As the example illustrates, the prediction (and possibly the analysis) of adaptive responses

cannot revolve around models of "typical" adaptive situations. For every person and every situation,

adaptation is unique. The most wecan hope to achieve, at least at this point, is a,better understand-

ing of the general adaptive tendencies, expressed as adaptive styles, that people exhibit mostly

through behaviors.

Predicting the probable Quality of an individual's adaptive responses may be simpler than

predicting his or her adaptive response style. As Phillips (1968) notes,

mit The individuags potential for adaptation or disorganized behavior is viewed as

dependent solely on the level of psychological development he [sic) has

achieved. ... Whether he will in fact manifest adaptive patterns of behavior

or become disorganized in response patterns [i.e., chooses counterproductive,
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"Less Helpful" responses) is viewed ass consequence of interaction
between achieved level of personality development and the nature of the
social environment within which he interacts. ... If pathology [i.e., mai-
adaption] does occur, its form will depend on the individual's character-

istic behavior style.* (p. 10)

In effect, the Quality,of a person's adaptive responses is a function of his or her "essential psycho-

logical resources for coping with environmental complexities or environmentel change" (Ibid., p.

22).

How the person perceives (evaluates emotionally) the adaptational stimulus seems to be

extremely important here. Presumably, if the person feels that the situation is a "cfisis," ratherlhan
a "challenge," the issue of control arises. If the person feels capable of dealing with the situation,.

that is, feels that he or she is in control, the person is less likely to respond with "Less Helpful"
behaviors. Argyris (1964) points out that, in work, "the more rigidity, specialization, tight control,

and directive leadership the worker experiences, the more he [sic) will tend to-create antagonistic

adaptive activities" (p. 59). That is, if the worker feels that the work environment is controlling him

or her, rather than the other way around, the probability of "Less Helpful" adaptive responses being

used goes up. Of course, for behaviors listed within the styles categories as "Ambiguous," whether

they ultimately end up functioning as "More Helpful" or "Less Helpful" (or neutral; that is, having

no noticeable effect) is also situationally dependent, and the value the person using them attaches

to them (positive or negative) may have a great deal to do with what their eventual consequences
turn out to be.

Adaptive Outcomes

Once a person has chosen (unconsciously or consciously) his or her adaptive responses,and has

implemented them (or at least has begun to implement them), the behaviors begin to affect or

not affect the adaptive situation. Feedback on short-term effects may begin almost Immediately.

In most cases, though, adaptation is a longitudinal process. Even in those rare, highly critical
instances where some degree of "instant" adaptive response is required (such as, "I have such-and-

such job opening to fill by tomorrowdo you want it?"), some sort of post hoc adaptation is often
needed (e.g., "getting used to the idea"). Feedback from adaptive efforts similarly takes-time, as

their dtrect and indirect repercussions on the adaptive situation develop. Indeed, strategies of adapta-

tion (systems of linked adaptive responses) themselves are selddm one-shot activities; rather, they

develop over time, and involve appraisal of feedback, reappraisal of adaptive response choices, and

subsequent application of further responses. As White (1974) notes, "Strategy is not created on the

instant. It develops over time and is progressively modified in the course of time" (p. 59).

Assuming that a reasonable amount of time has passed for the latest set of adaptive behaviors

to affect the adaptive situation, hat criteria do people use to decide whether the adaptive efforts

have succeeded or failed? What are the outcomes for occupational adaptation?

in a sense, the "success" of adaptation can be determined only by the person who is the
adaptor. Heneman (1973) discussed this point:

That is, we may expect the person to select the "Less Helpful". response(s) from those within his or her general

adaptive style.
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The individual seeks correspondence with his [sic] own environment; both

he and his environment change through time. He measures his success or

failure by whether his efforts yield the results he desires. (p. 24)

Where establishing, maintaining, or reestablishing "correspondence" (or congruity, etc.) is the

overall adaptive goal the person is pursuing, the achievement or failure to achieve an adequate level

of correspondence (however the person chooses to define it) is the criterion for success or failure.

Where the person's overall goal is improving correspondence (or congruity, etc.), success or failure

depends on whether the individual's expectations about the degree of improvement are met.*

Literature concerned with adaptation in the work context has dealt with adaptive outcomes

in terms of equilibrium, correspondence, tenure, satisfactoriness, productivity, job satisfaction, and

quality of work life. It is probably reasonable to set aside satisfactoriness, and productivity as

immediate considerations in most individual adaptation, as they are primarily concerns of work

organizations. Equilibrium, tenure, and correspondence (or congruity) with or in the work environ-

ment are, as we have seen, not the only considerations in individual adaptation, because they do not

address issues of improvement, orin the adaptation literatureself-actualization. Both job satisfac-

tion theories and notions about quality of work life address goals of self-actualization and the

establishment, maintenance, or reestablishment of worker-work equilibrkum.

As the literature review has disclosed, there are numerous problems with the notion of job

satisfaction as the goal of worker-work interrelationships and adaptation.** "Satisfaction" is a

var!able, tenuous feeling or judgment that can change from day to.day. Moreover, as it has generally

been conceived in the literature, job satisfaction as an outcome does not address the vital issues of

how a job integrates with an individual's life away from the job, or how it functions in the overall

satisfaction and progress of a person's life and life goals.

The individual cannot sharply distinguish work from nonwork because work

is still integrated into the whole of life. Work concepts affect society, and

vice-versa. Consciously or not, the worker seeks peace, adjustment, or other

satisfactions. ... Man [sic] lives not by bread, ergs of energy, social status,

or habit alone. (Heneman, 1973, pp. 23-24)

Notions of the Quality of Work Life movement have addressed the problems and issues men-

11

tioned above, but have as yet, offered little in the way of strategies useful to individuals for progress

toward attaining or im roving it. In thatoccupational adaptation concerns both problems of worker-

work congruity or equi ibrium and those of self:actualization, it may be useful in the pursuit of the

more immediate as well as long-range goals of individual workers, as well as of policy makers con-

cerned with the societal issues of the Quality of Work Life.

Most people judge the adequacy of their adaptational outcomes automatically and intuitively,

having set mental criteria, for "minimum acceptable success" at or around the time that they decided

which adaptive response(s) to implement. Usuaily implicit in such mental standards is the realization

gained mostly through "the school of hard knocks" (i.e., experience)that there are many situations

that can be met only by compromise or even resignation to them (White, 1974). As Adams and

Lindemann (1974) note, "to 'a considerable extent, failure in adaptation may be seen as a product

* Possible observable indicators of successful adaptation for certain situations might include (a) reduction of

negative affect, (b) improved physiological'well-being, (c) reduction of the use of psychotropic drugs and alcohol,

or (d) improved cognitive behavior (such as problem solving).

** See "The Job satisfaction.dilemma," p. 32.
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of insurmountable obstacles in the environment" (p. 132). Reaching that conclusion, a worker is

likely to resort to some kind of Reactive, self-protective adaptive effort in his or her subsequent
attempts to deal with the source of incongruity.

In those cases where the person does not conclude that the adaptive effort was a complete
failure, or concludes that the initial effort failed but the obstacles in the environment are not
insurmountable, we may expect the persim to cycle back through the adaptation process to the
"black box" of our model: reappraising the situation and seeking other adaptive response options,

or ways to modify, the behaviors used earlier. "Described not inapprcipriately in military metaphors,

adaptation often calls for delay, strategic retreat, regrouping of forces, abandoning of untenable
positions, seeking fresh intelligence, and deploying new weapons" (White, 1974, p. 50).

In Many instances, a person's original criteria for "successful" adaptive outcomes are met, but
unanticipated complications or other outcomes also ensue. For example, a person's career goals may

prompt him or her to make one or several major job changes, but occupational mobility may involve

several kinds of trade-offs or unforeseen consequences in terms of the person's life as a whole, such

as (a) breakdown of his or her "extended family," (b) personal isolation and a feeling of non-involve-

ment, (c) family disorganization, (d) ill health resulting from job pressures, (e) a feeling of rootless-

ness, and (f) various bUsiness disadvantages (such es difficulties in transferring capital or credit, a

reputation as a "hello and goodbye" employee, or so forth) (Salamone & Gould, 1974).

Another kind of complication that may ensue in adaptive efforts is that of multiple outcomes.
A common complication of this kind is noted by Carlisle (1973): "Change tends to generate oppor-

tunities, but it also generates insecurity, each of which affects the needs of the organization partici-

pants" (p. 74). When the goal of the adaptive efforts has been to effect changes, and the changes

then occur, there may be unexpected emotional (as well as practical) repercussions, and these may

become a whole new set of adaptational stimuli, requiring new adaptive response. And so the cycle

continues.

Summary

The model of occupational adaptation presented here is based primarily on an extensive,

eclectic review of literature on human adaptation and adaptation in work. The model is an informal

attempt to systematize what is involved in processes of adaptation for purposes of description and

further understanding. It does not seem io have immediate predictive utility, although predictive

ideas in the adaptation literature are noted where they seem to apply. Finally, while the model is

abstract, it suggests more heuristic research directions, which are discussed in the following chapters.

Occupational adaptation is* a continuing, dynamic set of processes by which workers seek to
establish, maintain, or repair equilibrium or congruity with the work environment, or to impfove

the overall quality of their work life. Processes of adaptation involve, at all phases, the transactions

and interrelationships between workers, the work environment, and the external environment.

Changes in those interrelationships, or threats of change in them, or opportunities perceived by an

individual to improve the interrelationships, may act as adaptational stimuli. If the stimuli are of

sufficient import to the individual, his or her adaptive motivation is aroused, and a process of gener-

ating and selecting adaptive responses (in the form of behaviors) ensues. Assuming that the responses

are Implemented, and adequate tiroe has passed for the bhaviors -to affect the worker-work inter-
relationships, the person reevaluates the situation and responds by terminating the adaptive responses,

continuing to implement them as they are, modifying them, or adding to them, according to his or

her original criteria for 'adaptive success and according to interim unplanned changes in the adaptational

situation.
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Occupational adaptability is an individual's work-related adaptive potential, which may vary

across situations and time, bpt essentially involves: (a) the person's repertoire of transferable ckills

and adaptive competencies, history of work- and life-related adaptive experiences, adaptive style,

attitudes regarding work, sense of self-esteem, and sense of personal competence and autonomy;

(b) the proficiencyand efficacy of transferable skills and adaptive competencies; and (c) work envir-

onment and other external factors that impinge on the worker-work interrelationship. A typical

pattern of adaptive behaviors may fit one of four adaptive styles: Reactive, Active, Mobile, or

Flexible (i.e., combining behaviors in the other three styles). it is expected, thotigh, thit in the first

three categories, styles will describe only a person's central tendencies in selecting adaptive responses;

MOST people will, in the course of living and working, have developed some adaptive responses that

pertain to the two other styles (excluding the Flexible "style"). Also, under variouscircumstances,

people will create new adaptive responses (which may or may not belong in the individual's typical

style) that they have not previously used.

Persons who have a FlexilYe "style" are able to select quite a few adaptive responses from any or

all of the other three styles, with equal ease. There is a great advantage in this, in that a peraon with

a Flexible "style" may feel reasonable confidence in being able to deal with changes, threats of change,

or opportunities for work-life improvement, with a number of the basic strategies. That is, according

to what the situation and the person's current adaptive goals and energies call for, he or she may

adapt him- or herself to the environment, adapt the environment to him- or herself, and/or adapt

by making a change of scene.

People's adaptive responses also vary according to the behaviors' adaptive Quality, which is a

measure of their efficacy in affecting the situation and of their long-term versus short-term conse-

quences. Most of the literature on human adaptation (and particularly on adaptive behaviors in

work) deals with the Quality of adaptive behaviors in terms of constructive versus lartagonistic, or

adaptive versus maladaptive, responses. The value judgments implicit in such terms aflect the biases

and underlying purposes of the researchers. To minimize the biases, adaptive Quality is measured as

"Less Helpful," "Ambiguous," or "More Helpful." Most behaviors fall into the Ambiguous category,

in that their efficacy and consequences tend to depend on who is using them and in what circum-

stances. However, societal consensus seems to place certain clusters of behaviors (such as escape

from work tensions by excessive drug or alcohol use, acts of sabotage or assault, and chronic and

frequent job-changing) in the "Less Helpful" category, and places other behaviors (such as learning)

in the "More Helpful" category in most cases.

What are the implications of this description of the adaptive processes and factors for workers,

for work organizations, and for society as a whole? Harvey (1966) described the implications of

failure in adapting, and his predictions for systemic repercussions may provide important clues for

understanding the vulnerabilities a the adaptive process, whether the "system" is a person, a work

organizaticn, or a society:
Failure of ... the capritif to be sensitized to changing events, to interpret

correctly the cues portending change, and to be modified in appropriate.ways

by feedback from them, results in a state of maladaptiveness. Closedness,

over-simplifkation, or ossification of any part of the ... interpretive apparatus

of a systeln that mediates between stimulus impingement and response outcome

would impair the adaptive of' problem-solving ability of a system and dispose

toward its termination, especially if the environing world in which it operates

undergoes shifts and departures from the state to which the system was initially

attuned or adapted. (pp. 3-4).
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In the next chapter, the implications of the model of occupational adaptation for improving

the adaptability of individual workers will be examined. Some ideas for teaching, counseling, and
work-related measurement of occupational adaptation and adaptability will be offered in the
context of increasing and refining adaptation in work and in life.

*Et



CHAPTER VI.

IMPROVING INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATIONAL ADAPTABILITY

The "Maximally Adaptive Person": A Pruille

Having proposeti a model for understanding the factors and dynamics involved in occupational
adaptation, what are its implications for individual workers and for prosepctive workers? What do

we mean when we talk about the capacities of individuals to adapt successfully in regard to work

and work/life interfaces? What would a behavioral profile of a "maximally adaptive" person look like?

Presumably, a profile of "the complete occupationally adaptive person" would include com-

petencies in:
1. Adapting the self to the environment;

2. Adapting the environment to the self;

3. Moving from one cnvironment to another;

4. Deciding when to do something and when to do nothing;

5. Selecting which behaviors from (1), (2), and/or (3) are the "best bets" under the

circpmstances; and,

6. Understanding the necessity of trade-offs and occasional delays or retreats in the
continuing process of integrating personal work and life adaptations.

Not only would a maximally adaptive person have a broad repertoire of adaptive behaviors from

which to select, he or she would be able to generate and implement innovative behaviors, and to

select those most likely to aid in the attainment of work and life goals. As-Dunnette et al. (1973)

explain,
Successful adaptation seems to require not only conformity to, or the
acceptance of, societal norms, but also positive and flexible interaction

with the environment.* Moreover, successful adaptation implies respori-
siveness not only to societyl expectations and rules but also to its novel
demands. A person may fit into a particular environmentthat is, conform
but when he [sic] moves to a different environment, his previously adaptive

behaviors may be maladaptive. Consequently, successful adaptation demands
behavioral change even though the new behavior is contrary to previop:
values and attitudes. (pp. 103-104)

Considep an example of a maximally adaptive person facing an adaptive stimulus in work.

Mr. Proteus is a teacher in a public high school that is facing budget cuts in the near future. Some of

the teaching staff will probably be laid off. If Mr. Proteus has high seniority, he probably doesn't

have to worry, but assume that he doesn't, and that he realizes he should make some kind of

adaptive response. Reviewing the situation, he decides that he has a number of overall options.

italics mine
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First, he can adapt to the situation by: (a) accepting it and hoping for the best; (b) ignoring it

or convincing himself it isn't as bad as it seems; (c) dwelling on it and letting it get him down; (d)

dwelling on it and expressing his anxiety to his family and coworkers; (e) convincing himself that

he will not be one of those laid off; and so forth. Second, he can adapt the situation to himself by:

(a) looking for and using opportunities to make himself indispensible to the school (e.g., by assisting

in administrative responsibilities, teaching additional classes, becoming a coach or moderator of

some valued eitracurricular student activity, etc.); (b) improving and excelling in his performance

in his original role(s) in the school (e.g., upgrading his teaching skills and knowledge, or his formal

relationships with his students); or (c) making or using allies and contacts in the school or school

system. Third, he can adapt by leaving the.enyironment, by: (a) looking for another position in

another school or school system; (b) seeking a promotion into a non-threatened position in the

school or school system; (c) deciding that this is a good time to quit teaching for a while and go back

to school; or (d) deciding that this is a good time to consider changing careers. Finally, he can post-

pone other adaptive response by waiting (delaying a major response decision) for further develop-

ments in the situation.

Each of Mr. Proteus` behavioral options has built-in trade-offs that affect its efficacy and its

ultimate consequences in regard to Mr. P`s work and life commitments. For example, if Mr. P decides

to look for a position in another school system, it may entail'moving himself and his family to

another locale, with all the complications and subsequent adaptive demands that would make. If

Mr. P decides to use his contacts with the school board to fortiN his job security, he may compro-

mise his self-esteem or incur the resentment of other teachers. If he decides that the situation isn't

as bad as it seems, or ignores it, or refuses to believe that he'll be one of those laid off, he may be in

for a very unpleasant surprise.

The example of Mr: P illuminareS the importance not only of having a broad repertoire of

adaptive responses, but of (a) clarifying and keeping in mind one's own values and goals in work and

life, and (b) developing and using personalized adaptive analyticannd decision-making competencies.

Clarifying personal ,:alues and goals of some sort, even if they are not explicit, can be an important

stabilizino force fr life as in work. As Scott (1966) has pointed out, the ability to see the difference

between ;01eans and ends is necessary to effective life-long adaptations: ."The ability to generate

alternative means to a valued end and to assimilate diversity and contradicting events without loss or

abandonnerit of pals are important aspects of the generic dimensions of flexibility and adaptability"

(p. 39).

Closely related to a person's goals and values is his or her capacity to make effective adaptive

decisions and to implement them in a continual cycle of progressive adaptive behaviors aimed at

spiraling in toward attaining those goals and values. The adiptive response selection processes ("black

box") the person uses should suit the persopindividual cognitive and learning styles* (necessary to

any decision-making or evaluation activity) and thessituational press (e.g., time and information

available). A maximally adaptive person will more frequently choose and use the ideptive responses

that balance between the most practical and the most potent for the situationin effect, the "best

bets.

The maximally adaptive person is characterized by possession of a high level of adaptive versa-

tility. This is characterized by a number of important qualities:

* See Kirby (1979) for a discussion of the relationships between cognitive and learning styles and occupational

adaptability.
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1. Relatively stable life and career values and goak;

2. A propensity to respond to adaptational stimuli with reasonable tolerance (i.e., 111,

Lofquist & Dawis' "flexibility") and celerity;
3. A repertoire of flexible adaptive behaviors and proficiency in using them (illustrated

in Figure 11);
4. Knowledge and propensity to generate and select behaviors that will be "more

helpful," i.e., developing adaptive competencies (illustrated in Figure 11);

5. Individualized and relatively flexible adaptive response selection and outcome
evaluation processes; and,

6. Knowledge and appreciation of compromises, trade-offs, risl-taking, multiple
demands, and the continual and dynamic succession of adaptive demands and

rezponses involved in adaptation.

These adaptive qualities may be seen to relate to what Woditscn (Note 2) calls "context-independent
life skills." It is important to note, though, that in adaptation related to work, the adaptive compe-
tencies are most useful as they exist in tandem with an appropriate repertoire of generic skills and
knowledge. Both transferable skills and occupational adaptability are vital to establishing, maintain-
ing, or improving the quality of work life.

Paths.for Improving Occupational Adaptability

Can occupational adaptability be deliberately developed in individuals? Can people's adapt-
ability be improved? As Pratzner (1978, reminds us,

The idea that one set of occupational skills can be learned once and should
last a lifetime does not seem to be valid. Thus, there is a need to help
individuals at any age to prepare not only for a job, but for work careers
characterized by change. (p. 1)

What are the roles of schooling in developing or improving occupational adaptability? Who
should be responsible for helping people to learn to adapt more effectively in their work lives? The

next sections discuss the implications of the model of occupational adaptation for teaching, coun-
seling, and assessment.

Where Is Occupational Adaptability Learned?

One of the central questions that must be addressed in determining whether education can aid
in developing or improving occupational adaptability is where and when people learn their basic
adaptive style, skillNind attitudes. Assuming that most individuals develop at least a minimum level

of adaptiveness in life, and thalmany of those persons get and hold jobs, where and when do they
subsequently learn to transfer and reshape their adaptive behaviors for use in the context of work?

There seem to be three schools of thought on where "higher order skills" such as learning;to-

team skills, transfer skills, and other adaptive competencies are learned. The first is that they are

largely inherited or constitutionally determined (Datta, Note 1), and, in fact, there islome evidence
that some very basic adaptive behaviors may be biologically based, such as tendencies for exploratory

and observational learning, aggression, flight, and other "instinctual" responses (Hamburg et al.,

1974). Other theorists think that adaptive styles and behaviors within them are learned, but cannot

be taught as speCific behaviors; rather, they are based on eirly childhood impressions and behavioral
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modeling. Such "differential socialization yields differential adaptive skills ... (and) differential
adaptive skills are a result of the social class, and early childhood and family experiences of
individuals" (Dunnette et al., 1973,..p. 103.; also we Weinstock, 1967).

The third school of thought, and that most consistent with the assumptions on which the
model Of occupational sdaptation is based, is t, iat basic adaptive patterns (styles and related attitudes)
appear to be learned in childhood and diirinr the adolekent developmental crisis period (Erikson,
1959; Murphy, 1962), but that the adaptivo behatiioral,repIrtoire is continuously developed and
expanded through experiential learning. In this view, the assumption that "it's all over by age seven"
is erroneous. Woditsch (Note 2) contends that

skills not only emerge, but -ibmerge and recursef There is a good deal of
backing and filling, much trial and error. There is not so much a stepwise
elevation of the maturing individual's ability as there is an extension of his
(sic] behavioral repertoire; the relatively cru le early ways of managing _

experience are consetved and employed alongside newet, more complex and
sophisticated ways. This view suggests much greater scope for an almost
reflexive choice by human agents regarding which of a range of behaviors
might be employed in any given instance. (p. 6)

The use of socialization practices by work organizations fot incoming workers, the success of
adult learning programs, and of meditation, assertiveness, and other adaptive intervention techniques
indicate that while people may acquire their basic adaptive styles in childhood or adolescence, it is
poisible for older adolescents and adults not only to add to and refine their.-basic adaptive reper-
to're, but to learn new, relatively uncharacteristic-for-them kinds of adaptive behaviors. However,
the more sophisticated and innovative the behavior is for a given person, the less likely that it will
be learned without a deliberate effort on the part of the person or by intervention through training.
Finally, some adaptive situations may not arise until a certain age or stage of life is reachedfor
instance, entering the first job, making the first job change, leaving or reentering the labor force,
changing careers, being fired or laid off, facing retirement, and so fórthand the adaptive behaviors
needed may not be developed until there is a call for them, if, they are developed at ell

While the basics of life adapttbility are apparently learned in childhoOd and early adolescence,
and are refined and extended through formal and informal learning and experience throughout life,
application of general adaptive competencies to the context of work does.not appear to.be explicitly
taught (for some exceptions, see Migue1,1977). Also generally neglected are adaptive competencies
specific to work demands, such as job-seekings and job-getting skills, working with or without super-
visors, asking for a raise or promotion, participating in a union, and so forth.* Most people learn
these competenciesif they learn themon the job or on their own.

Teaching for Occupational Adaptability

If developing or improving occupational adaptability in individuals is assumed to be desirable,

where can it best be taught and who should be responsible for teachin0 it? While trying to answer
- these policy questions is beyond the scope of the current paper, threeitypes of existing societal

institutions ens intrinsically involved in the issues and are in positions to affect the development and

. improvement of adaptive competencies: (a) work organizations (tIkrgh training programs, staff

See Selz, Jonas, shd Ashley ( I979- ) for results of-a natiohal survey asking Americens wheii. they learned t6ese and
other functional competencies of occupational adaptabhity.



development programs, tuition reimbursement, etc.); (b) unions and professional groups (through

seminars, conferences, training programs, and publications for members); and Cc) traditional as well

asnontraditional educational sys:emi (secondary and vocational education, postsecondary training

and educational institutions, CETA, other adult education programs, etc.).

It is probably possible to teach the kinds of skills, knowledge, and attitudes important to

occupational adaptation (see Figure 3, p. 61), at least to some degree, but teaching them as part

of a system for dealing with workflife aVaptive situations (e.g., this or some other model of occupa-

tional/life adaptation processes) could be very helpful. Mastering adaptive competencies is not

enough unless the individual has an understanding of their overall import and utility in his or her

own life. As Lazarus (1979) notes, "one reason why people fail to cope effectively is that they do

not understand the hidden agendas or faulty assumptions that interfere ... [with how) techniques

... actually work in the demands of the real sitUation" (p. 60). Nee (1978) suggests a vital component

that any attempt in teaching occupational adaptation should not neglect: "In order to develop

dectsion-making abilities, educators should generate successive alternate images of future occupations

... and continually update these images" (p. 3). In other words, teachers must impart an appreciation

of change as it affects the work world.

Very little appears to be known about how to go about teaching adaptive skills. Short (1979)

has made a number of suggestions, and data from a national survey on 39 functional competencies

in occupational adaptability (Selz, Jones, & Ashley, 1979) may ultimately be used to help design

.the content of instructional guidelines for teaching adaptability. Clues for teaching and reinforcing

adaptive competencies, as well as for teaching transferable skills, appear in Abram (1979) and in -I

Selz and Ashley (1979).

Should occupational adaptability be taught in specific curricula, or should it be embedded in

other curricula? According to Craven (1977),

There are at least two wayo approach the task of providing more training

in the sphere of work-related ... [adaptive) skills. One is to offer separate

- courses that deal specifically with the very kinds of problems encountered

on the job. The other method is to incorporate and integrate this training into

the existing skill progeam itself. Most valuable would be the use of both

methods, each reinforcin t.a other. (p. 32)

Cal eer educatren seemslo address sm g of the Inds for a specific curricular area aimed at teaching

occupational adaptabiiioi. For insta e; career education:
P

1 is multi-dimrsional, aiming to equip individuals for many roles: economic, commu-,
nity, home, aybCaiional, religious, and aesthetic;

2. aims to supply perns with information and skills which will allow them to choose

more rationally ftorman increasing number of career options;

3. seeks to provide a cOmpreh we learning experience i wh;ch educational and

grit Opportuniti remain open at several level's (Goldhammer & Taylor, 1972)

While a cation curricula could concefably be tailored to teach specific components of

occupational :6.1 ability, how skills, Atitudes, and kno ge intrinsic to occupational adaptation

may be effectively embedded into existing educationa grams remains a problem. Remember that

occupational adaptpbility is only the part of work life that deals with change, threats of change, or

.opportunities to iOprove an acceptable work situation. People must still acquire and learn to transfer

generic and job-sjiecific skills. They must be able to pgriorm functions as workers before they can

assume the roles relating to work.



Do People become more adaptable because they have mastered a broad repertoirp of skills,

or do they develop a broad repertoire of skills..because theif are more adaptable? It isfiot possible,
in any curriculum nor any lifetime, to learn everything. The problems of deciding how many of
which skills, et al., should be crammed into already-bulging school curricula are very real ones.

Some of the polity qufntions about the trade-offs between teaching basic functional competencies
versus higher order ones are examined imdetail in Brickell & Paul (1979).

There has been considerable argument, particularly.among vocational educators, as to whether
the emphasis in vocational training should be shifted from teaching task-specific skills to 1.1-Jacl.ing

more generalizable (i.e., transferable) abilities, or whether current practices that teach basic con-
cepts and competencies implicitly, but not explicitly, arVn't sufficient for most students' career
needs.'lt is uncertain whether occupationally adaptive ski4s and attitudes can be taught apart from.,
functional and specific-content work skills (for a discussion, see Dunnette et al., 1973,,pp. 104-10S).
Woditsch (Note 2), however, makes an important point in regard to teaching adaptive skills: "IT the
basic skills we have identified [i.e., adaptive skills] ar'e, in fact, to become characteristic of the
student's post-educational behavior,'his or her educational experience must be heavily and consis-
tently salted with demarids for their exercise" (p. 17). An example might be the use of elective
curricukim decisions made by students as occasions forthe development or practice of adaptive

skills.

-ors"

The "futures" of work may make learning highly,specific job skills prior to beginning a new
jobinappropriate. If people change jobs frequently, or the content of many jobs changes frequently,
the adaptive competencies and the more broadly transferable pneric skills (especially learning-to-
learn skills combined with generalizable concepts and processes that pertain to occupational clusters
rather than to particulariobs) may be the most important to have. Once hired on the basis of an
overall ability to perform work in that occupational clulter, specific task-performance skills and
knowledge could then be learned, on the job or in company training programs set up specifically
for those purposes. This may not be practicable in every industry, but problems with school-to-work
transitions (e.g., '!the dumb s.o.b.s have certificates saying they learned.how to do this worksq
why can't they do it hire?.") have generated national cdncern (i.e., the minimum competencies
moveme14), and in those industries characterized by high worker mobility and technologiCal change,
company-supported training programs for imparting job-specific skills to workers who already have
general transferab)e skills and adaptive competencies may become a necessary practice.

The role of general or vocational edupation in such a future will be quite different from what
it currently is. As Woditsch put it, educators will have to "distrust efforts tc 'fit' students to futures,
and groom each student for an Oforeseeable consummation" (Note 2, p. 18). An enormous altera-
tion in many philosophies of vraching would be necessary in such a future of education.* Quoting
Woditsch again: "Possibly no generation will ever find satisfaction in saying to its heir, 'I'm not
sure what is best for you, but here are some abilities you can use in pursuing what is better' " (Ibid.,
p. 20). Resistance from educators, the public, and many industriel,is inevitable, and presents a
powerfuland potentially overwhelmingobstruction in modifyihg.formal education to teach
adaptive skills, krtowledge, and attitudes explicitly.

" It may be most effective to teach adaptability in elementary and secondary schools y precticum. This implies

that school systems would formally give up some of their control over the sthools to 4tudentsan unlikely

occurrence.
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Counseling and Assessment
for Occupational Adaptability

Career counseling and assessmentiorac.ices are inevitably bound up with the predictive quality

of the models or theories on which they are based, and because the model of occupational adapta-

tionpresented in this paper was devised with description rather than prediction as ;ts main objective,'

its current applicability to counseling and assessment of occupational adaptability and related issues

is tentative. What, however, would be the implications of being able to assess the occupational

-adaptability of individuals in termi of vodational or career choices, and decisions, matching people

and organizations, measuring a person's relative adaptability, identifying and giving counsel about

the adaptive requirements of particular work-related problems or the prevention of problems? What

would counselors be able_to do to help people al:Oipt in mirk that they might not have been able to

do, or do as well, before? Mdreover, how'would so eone go about assessing occupational adapt-

ability, for whatever purpose?

In that the model has succeeded in expanding and systematizing what is known about occupa.

Vona! adaptability 'and occupational adaktational processes, some counseling benefits may accrue.

An appreciation of the kinds of subtle factors involved in stimulating adaptive responses, as well as

a better understahding of the processes and factors involved in selecting, implementing, and evalu-

ating the actual reeponses,.may be useful in aiding counselors to pinpoint sources of problemssuch

as unnoticed or previously dismissed factors in, the situation or inadequate or inappropriate skills,

attitudes, knowledge, procedures, or interpretations on the part of the adapting individual. Also, an

understanding of the basic kinds of adaptive approaches (btyles) an individual might use in work

situations, along with some knowledge of the particular adaptive situation, may permit the comaselor

to make suggestions about "best bet" options that a particular person mightirave. The counselor"

rnight also be able to diagnose what additional adaptive skills or knowledge might be needed in the

situation. Perhaps a plifferent set bf adaptive competencies are needed by those who want to initiate

changerthan by those on whom it is forced.

Both career and job counseling practices depend to some extent on being able to use assessment

instrum.-nts and techniques to diagnose or predict aspec:b of worker-work interrelationships. There

is a substantial need for such instruments or techniques to: (a) assess adaptive outcomes; (b) identify

the probable sources of adaptive failures; (c) diagnose individuals' (or groups') relative adaptive

potential, adaptive competencies, and overall adaptive style; and (d) predict tne likely congruencies

between individuals' (or groups') adaptive capacities and the adaptive demands of specific vocations,

work qrganizations, or work situations. Moos (1974) reviewed instruments and techniques for the

assessment of general adaptive behavior, but no extant instruments or assessment techniques appear

to address the issues pf assessing occupational adaptability listed above. Some extant instruments or

techniques pqay be modifiable for such needs, but that work must be addressad-by future research

efforts.

Theee could 1:14 considerable value in developing instruments or techniques by which individuals

could identify and diagnosetheir own adaptive potential and their own adaptive options. One self-

assessment technique, aimed at identifying satisfaction-related skill attributes in rrder to guide

individuals in making career changes (c,:olumbia University's DIG Program}, was recently reviewed

and evaluated by Wiant (1979); it may nave implications for assessing personal occupational adapt

ability as well.

Counseling and personal adaptive decision making is not the only area where assessing aspects

of occupational adaptation is important. If teaching adaptive competencies is to become an explicit

part of any curriculum, educators must be able to assess the levels of mastery that students achieve.
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Progress toward this goal is discussed in Knapp's (1979) review of traditional and nontraditional
assessment techniques, as well as in Springer's (1979) presentation at a recent symposium on occu-
pational adaptability and career futures (Ashley, Laitman-Ashley, & FcJdis, 1979).

Limitations On Improving Occupational Adaptability

Many of the factors that limit the teaching or measurement of occupational adaptability
present practical, systemic problems, but a number of conceptual problems also limit it. A major .

one is the effect of time on adaptability, or on adaptive responses. It may be very difficult to deter-
mine, longitudinally, Which factors are potent in stimulating a set of adaptive responses, or to pin-
point which adapti,!st responses might be responsible for long-term adaptive outcomet. Also, as noted
earlier, occupational adaptability is never completely mastered. Adaptive demands vary not only
from situation to situation for a person, but across age and stages of life.

It ispatently impossible to teach anyone how to be maximally adaptive in all situations, and
it is probably not practical to try to develop one "best" set of rules or guidelines by which all
indiv,iduals might be expected to be empowered to make "best bet" adaptive response choices.
Situational determinants, especially those in crisis situations, may dramatically affect not only an
individual's relative capacity to draw from his or her usual adaptive repertoire, but may stimulate
highly uncharacteristic responses. This may be seen in csses where extreme pressures cause "sterling
citizens" to resort to criminal activities, or, in a positive vein, where normally passive people take
command in emergency situations and perform heroic rescues. Individual adaptability is elusive,
variable, and full of surprises. Lazarus (1979) cautions:

We mustn't get magical in our thinking about [adaptive] flexibility, or suppose
we'll find people who are always able to manage optimally. ... rhe concept of
competence does not imply that a person who is skilled, able, and flexible will
always be ableto master every situation or handle every stress effectively. Skills
that work superbly in one situationsay, as a supervisormay render a person
inerit in otherssay, in intimate relationships. (p. 60)

Still, much can be done, through effective teaching, counseling, and measurement of occupational
adaptability, to "give people confidence in their ability to change and to learn, and to behave in
different ways" (Springer, 1979).

Summary: Improving Occupational Adaptation

A "maximally adaptive person" is one who ideally is able to choose and Implement the most
practical and effective adaptive response for any given situation, drawing from a broad repertoire
of adaptive competencies in the Reactive, Active, or Mobqe styles (i.e., has a Flexible style) and,
%Oen appropriate, is able to generate and implement innovative behaviors as well. Because adaptation

is a continuing, dynamic process, the maximally adaptive person keeps long-term as well as immediate
coniequences in mind when selecting adaptive responses, and accepts the necessity of some compro-
mises, delayi, retreats, and occasional failures in adaptive efforts. In addition, the adaptive person
has a repertoire of generic skills and knowledge, and the capability,to transfer them across contexts
and use them as bases upon which to build job-specific skills and knowledge. Both transferable
skills and occupational adaptability are vital to establishing, maintaining, or improving the quality

of work life.



Basic adaptive styles and attitudes appear to be learned in childhood and adolescence, but the

adaptive behavioral repertoire is continuously developed and expanded through experiential learning.

The more innovative a behavior is for a given person, the less likely that it will be learned without

deliberate effort and instruction. Some adaptive competencies relate to certain ages or stages of life,

and may not be developedor be able to be learneduntil there is a call for them. Most people appear

to learn occupatiorially adaptive competencies informally, often not until the people are actually in

the work worldif then.

Work organizations, union and professional groups, and traditional and nontraditional educa-

tional systems (in or beyond the postsecondary level) appear to be in potent positions to develop or

improve occupational adaptability in individuals. Little is currently known about how adaptive com-

petencies may be taught, though some efforts are underway in this area (see Miguel, 1977; Selz &

Ashley', 1979; Short, 1979). Disagreement exists as to whether adaptive competencies should be

taught in specific curricula, or should be embedded in the regular curricula. Career education offers

an extant area for explicit teaching of some adaptive competencies, but there is some question as to

whether most cif the adaptive competencies and attitudes can effectively be taught apart from

general education.

Since it is not possible for all skills, knowledge, and attitudes to be taught, in any curriculum,

in a lifetime, how many of which skills et al. should be taught in what context is a significant con-
r

cern. If people change jobs frequently, or the content of many jobs changes frequently, the adaptive

competencies and the more broadly transferable generic skills (upon which job-specific skills can be

built, as needed) may be the most important to teach. The roles of general or vocational education

in such a future may have to be modified greatly to meet workers' needs.

Many benefits could accrue in the areas of career or job-related counseling and assessment

through a bettec understanding of the dynamics of occupational adaptation, including improved

vocational r **ling, better matches between people and organizations (in terms of each other's

adaptive styles and flexibility), diagnosis and possibly prevention of adaptive failures in work, and

diagnosis of individual adaptive deficiencies with a view toward remediation. Instruments and tech-

niques exist for assessing general adaptive behavior (see Moos, 1974), but none have been found :..Js

yet that assess occupational adaptation (at least as conceived in this monograph), though some may

be modifiable.

The next chapter offers a brief discussion of the implications for individuals; work organize-

tions, and society in general in improving the occupational adaptability of individuals.
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CHAPTER VII.

IMPLICATIONS OF IMPROVING OCCUPATIONAL ADAPTABILITY

There may be advantages to finding ways to develop and improve occupational adaptability,
for individual workers, for work organizations, and for society in general. Concurrent with the
advantages arise inevitable problems, and these caveats are discussed in this section along with the

advantages. In conclusion, directions and suggestions for much-needed research in the area and for

refining the descriptive model are given.

Advantages for Individu

As has been discussed throughout this monograph, it is probable that the structure and content

of work and the relationships between people's work lives and private lives in the future will be

subject to continuing change. These changes have been the specific focus of a number of researchers

and theorists, such as Best (1973), Dunnette et al. (1973), O'Toole (1972, 1977), and others. Because

people have the potential to adapt to changes, resist them, or make them happen for their own

advantage, developing versatility and proficiency in dealing with change in work and in lifethat is,
developing effective occupational adaptabilityshould enable a person to see and understand his or

het work options, learn as he or she goes through life, and improve the selection of adaptive responses

in varying situations.

Improved occupational adaptability may be particularly potent in dealing with common, but
knotty, work-related problems, such, as:

choosing a personally meaningful and rewarding vocation/occupational area/career

recognizing personally compatible work organizations and/or work settings

identifying and expressing your adaptive as well as job-specific capabilities and needs

when interviewing for a job
learning the ropes end fitting into a new job or career

finding ways to personalize your job
dealing with changes in your job, such as using new equipment or procedures, working
alone or with a team, juggling more or different tasks or responsibilities, working with a
new supervisor or management system, getting used to a change in the job site or working

conc(itions, etc.

earning and negotiating for raises, promotions, transfers, changes in personal autonomy

or responsibility, in company policies, etc.

recognizing and doing something about yotr deficiencies in personal and work-related
competencies, such as learning new job skills, better ways to deal with stress, how to get

along with coworkers or supervisors, how to make allies, how to express your ideas or
opinions, and so forth

recognizing your personal adaptive strengths and weaknesses and choosing your "best

bet" options in handling work-related problems
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making moves between jobs and careers (voluntarily or by necessity)

\moving in and out of the paid work force (viz., going back to school, taking a break'

from working in order to seek personal enrichment, raising a family or carirg for a
loved one, recovering from illness or injury, etc.)

cdping with and surviving through economic or other reversals that require you to do

work that does not use your preferred skills or that you find distasteful
\

Having occ4ational adaptability competencies should prove highly valuable to individuals

making decisions about job choices. Knowing one's adaptive style and behavioral repertoire (i.e.,

one's adaptive stregths and weaknesses) could have a positive effect on choosing: (a) career types

(some career-lines or\vocations allow mare adaptive "elbow room" than others; (b) organizations

to work for (the "elbOw room" notation applies here too); and (c), work involvement (full-time,

itpart-t;. , e, lifelong ca versus multiple careers, job-sharing, job rotation, entrepreneurship).

Ack.. .;.. i competencies re equally vital to successful entry into kinds of work that are, in societal

terr.. nontraditionalsuch as women choosing to become engineers (see Laitman-Ashley, 1979),

or men choosing to become airline flight attendants.

It may not always be possible, of course, to avoid or remedy situations of misemployment;
forces beyond an individual's control may not make "the job of your dreams" available. However,

a judicious application of transferable skills and adaptive responses from among the three majdr
styles proposed in the model should enable a person to manage a comtortable compromise between

the demands of work and the person's own work-related needs and desires.

Because work is an important--4nd in many cases, centralelement in many people's total life
adjustments (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969), the degree to which a person feels fulfilled and in control of
his or her work life (i.e., the relative degree of occupational adaptation achieved,-at that given time)

can have enormous influence on his or her life in general. Reporting on a study by Friedlander (1966),

Argyris notes that

... work and the work environment provide greater opportunity for satisfying
interaction than do nonwork factors. The combined valpes of the work
content and work context, for example, exceeded to a significant degree that
of dhurch-related activities and educational factors. (1973, pp. 149-150)

In addition, it f well documented that work problems tend to spill over from the job to the home

(O'Toole, 1972), and vice versa. Becaulse most work situations involve a variety of formal and informal

relationships and institutionalized solutions to work-related adaptive problems (e.g., union activity,

filing grievances), work may be one area of a person's life in which he or she can do something

positive to improve his or her overall self-esteem. Improving individuals' occupational edaptability

through explicit educational experience may help people deal with adaptiveneeds in their private

lives as well.

Advantages for Work Organizations

The satisfactoriness of workers (usually in terms of productivity, profitability, and mininial

manarrial requirements) will probably continue to be the major criterion by which work organize-

tionsm a capitalist system hire, move, reward, or fire employees. However, it is expected that

"there will be increasing psychological- and social pressures with organizations [and social and

possible legislative pressure from outside, as well as competition from rival organizations for produc-

tive workers] to minimize loss of humanity, creativity, and morale" (Bass & Ryterband, 1973, p.

138). A better understanding of the adaptive potential of individuals, if combined with a work
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organization's assessment of its own adaptive atmosphere in terms of its flexibility-and responsive-
ness, may be vital to the overall effectiveness of its hiring, training, task distribution, reward distribu-
tion, promotion, and firing practices.

Organizational hirin4 practices generally seem to overlook potential problems stemming, at

least in part, from mismatches between workeradaptive styles and the adaptive requirements and
degrees of flexibility built into the work organizat,ion's policies and practices; instead, the focus in

hiring is mostly on job-specific credentials and sortie minimally-acceptable level of interpersonal
skills assessed in a job interview. Adaptive congruence, however, can have a powerful influence on

task performance:
An individual's functional skills will ordinarily be most efficiently applied and
utilized when his [sic] adaptive skills are closely attuned to specific organiza-
tional conditions and requirements; they will be least effective when adaptive
skills are incompatible with specific organizational demands. Hence effective
worker performance and good job training and career development demand an
alert onganizational system sensitive to the adaptive as well as functional and
specific content skills of employees, and most important, a readinestio accom-
modate itkown nature and functioning to the adaptive capabilities and/or
potentials of its employees. (Dunnette et al., 1973, p. 103)

Pratzner (1978) also notes that "significant differences in the technical conceptual domains and
structures were found between flexible and inflexible workers" (p. 18). Workers whose adaptability
is high will be more likely to learn what they need to know to do their jobs, especially if the task .

demands or immediate work environments change from the way the worker has performed previously.

Improving the occupational adaptability of workers may encourage the development of unreai-
istic expectations of work and may encourage people to change jobs frequently, but this is not
necessarily so for everyone. Assuming that people's job-seeking systems and organizations' hiring
practices could result in better initial congruence between workers and jobs if adaptability were a
recognized concern, peeple working in jobs that thus approximate their work/life needs and desires

may be more willing to adapt in the valued situation, should it change, than to leave it. Strauss notes

that ": . pec-ple on challenging, complex, varied jobs which permit self-direction tend to show
relatively high self-esteem, to be less authoritarian, more intellectually flexible, more willing to
xcept change, and to have less mechanistic standards of morality" (1974, p. 92). In addition, "an
organization that is having problems to survive may legitimately call on the participants for sacrifices"
(Argyris, 1964, p. 31), and-the more occupationally adaptive workersassuming that the company
has been reasonebly responsive to their previous adaptive needsmay be both more willing and more
able to make such sacrifices (e.g., people with high occupational adaptability will be better able to

meet job demands imposed by technological and soci changes; see Dubin, 1973).

Some organizations, especially those in "fasftrack" kinds of business where workers are needed

on what amounts to a contract basis, would find obvious value in improved occupational adaptability

of employees. In such organizations, the expectations are thai workers will come into the job, adjust

to it quickly, and perform in an efficient and self-Motivated fashion (essentially as though they were

entrepreneurs hiring themselves out to the organization, rather than being employees, per se); and,

when the work comes to an end, they are expected to find their own new employment opportunities
and depart the organization with a positive attitude toward it and their work experience there.
(Examples of such kinds of work might be construction work, consulting, research, etc.) Improved
occupational adaptability should allow workers to optimize their contributions to such organizations

(as well as the personal rewards derived from the work) regardless of the duration of their stay.
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It should be possible, through the application of a variety of strategies (see Chapter IV, pp.

96-103, for examples), for work organizations to become more responsive to workers' adaptive

needs. Blanket personnel policies toivard this end may not be,adequate, however, particularly where

the workers do not value the kinds of changes that increased participation, responsibility, etc., may

entail. The ways in which workers respond to organizational attempts to motivate them are inti-

mately linked to the individuals' values regarding work and work/life balances. Many workers may

need to improve their adaptive competencies (and experience the positive consequences of the

improvements) before they will be able to view job redesign or other omanizational adaptive changes

as chafienges rather than as threats. To reap the benefits of higher occupational adaptability in

workers, organizations should seek better ways of screening job applicants for congruent adaptive

competencies, and should examine the organization's extant socialization and training systems to

determine how andAhere improved occupational adaptability competencies might be imparted to

and utilized by its rkers.

Advantages for Society at Large

"The total adaptability of a system ... is the largest number of goals or values it can move

toward simultaneously without conflict between the goals or their meansof achievement" (Harvey,

1966, p. 7). That is, the adaptability of a society depends on the efficacy and variability of the

adaptive solutions it providesor allowsfor its members, because the adaptive potential of individ-

uals "in turn define the community's ability to judge and pursue its purposes" (Woditsch, Note 2,

p. 12). Richard Cournelle adds, "It is becoming pretty clear that a society stays alive when it stays

adaptable, and not because people try to repeat established procedures with increating efficiency"

(1975, p. 88). The ability to adapt by creating individually innovative adaptive responses should,

therefore, be as important an objective in improving adaptability as the ability to use institutionalized

adaptive solutions. -

Some of the adaptive needs of a societyand, in particular, of American societymay be more

readily met by improving the adaptive capabilities of its workers. For example, greater individual

occupational adaptability should help individuals and society deal more effectively with:

changes in local or national economies; for example, more adaptively creative people

might be expected to cope with the effects of a recessionor even depressionin many

innovative ways, such as using some of their generic skills to build new skill areas to

meet the changed employment needs, or creating their own jobs (in the Depression of

the 1930s, many People turned their home-repair skills into their means of livelihood),

or coping with the stress and disappointment of losing financial security or personal

ambitions by substituting %truly interests or hobbies or indulging in a rich fantasy-life,

etc. The saying, "Smart people don't starve". might more appropriately bec6me

"Adaptable people don't starve."
employability problems; for example, many "functionally incompetent" people or

chronically unemployed people are unable to holei jobs not because their values

necessarily demean working, but because they lack vital occupational adaptability

competencies, such as learning to !earn, coping effectively with authority, transferring

their job-specific skills to new contexts, making friends and allies in the work setting,

learning the ropes when first entering a job, and so forth.

problems of misemployment; for example, many persons who are underemployed (i.e.,

are overeducated for the kinds of jobs they can get) would watch for ways to move up

in an organization or to find a better job or different career that makes better use of

their education and/or abilities; if that were not possible (and it wouldn't be possible for
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everyone yvho's underemployedthere are only so many extant jobs in higher leveli),
creatively adaptive workers in jobs that do not make use of their education or skills
would look for ways to work their special *ins into the jobs, to personalize the jobs for
greater enjoyment, or to find other personally rewarding ways to use the abilities; failing
that, adaptable persons should be able to cope with disappointments by using intra-
psychic defenses, or lowering their aspirations, or transferring their locus of enjoyment
from the actual work to the people in the mrk environment, etc.

changes in technology, the obsolescence of some jobs and the creation of others; for
example, an increasing emphasis on appropriate ("small is beautiful") technology is
creating new jobs in such areas as solar heating, trash and waste recycling, and micro-
electronics production; persons who are occupationally adaptable should be able to train

or retrain to work in such industriesand to keep up with the constant technical innova-

tions that characterize therm

transitions between work and nonwork; for example, changes in the American work ethic
tend to value leiiure activities over working, but increased adaptability in workers might
help to blur the sharp boundaries between work and nonwork, making experiences gained
in the pursuit of leisure more valued as real, transferable skins and knowledge than they

are currently, and making work more personalized and more congruent with people's own

life goals and valuesthat i, more enjoyable, and less like "work."

Institutions that prepare individuals for work and for life must respond directly to people's

adaptiVe needs. "The problem of developing competencies a'step above those required to'get by'
is much too pervasive to be considered remedial" (Woditsch, INkre 2, p. 8). Hciwever, this would

require modifyingand possibly revolutionizingphilosophies both of extant educational institutions

and practitioners of education (this includes institutions that train the teachers.themselves). Questions

of responsibility, access, and equity in the teaching of adaptive competencies would have to be

addressed. Finally, the seriousness of the educational goal, "to enable each person to develop to his

or her full potential," would have to be revitalized, and the undency of education to select out the

"gifted and talented" rather than to help all people imprc re their adaptive potential would have to

be exposed and rectified.

While improving individuals' occupational adaptability (in the sense of the "maximally adapt-
able person" discussed in Chapter VI) could be extremely valuable to individuals and to the "health"

of society in general, it is important to point out that it is not some kind of cure-all. It is possible

that adaptability could run rampant in a society and eventually lead to instability. Too, there will

always be trade-offs. Not every society or work environment will valueor be able to afford to be
responsive tothe expectations that such a highly adaptive worker may develop. Nor would success;

ful adaptation to change be possible toor vahred byall persons or all segments of a society.
Families, ethnic subcultures, and some communities may place a higher value on cohesiveness and

stability. Teaching for improved adaptability in such groups would probably have to de-emphthsize

Mobile behaviors, which would increase conflict, in favor GI Reactive or Active behaviors.

Finally, it should be remembered that adaptation is intrinsically cyclical and unending. As

Mechanic explains,

... mastery of stress is not a simple repertoire; but an active process over time

in relationship to demands that are themselves changing. ... Adaptation itself
creates new demands on man [sic) that require still further adaptations in a
continuing spiral. ( 1974, p. 35)

In addition, the effects of adaptation may be only temporary. Adaptation is seldom fully realized,

and tends to be transient when it is; more often it is an interim compromise between optimum condi-

tions for growth on one hand and eventual stagnation on the other. This holds whether the adaptation

is an individual's or a society's.
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Summary of Implications and Directions for Further Research

improving the occupationa: adaptability of individuals should enable people to Tecognize,

generate, and select more effective and personally meaningful responses to situations in work (or in

balancing work life and personal life) that require personal adaptation. Greater personal occupational

adaptability may be most valuable in choosing vocations or careers, finding rewarding jobs and job

situations, moving into and/or between fobs, personalizing jobs, and changing careersit is expected

that improving adaptation in %lurk will also help people deal with adaptive needs in their private

lives, both in their indirect effects and as sources of adaptive competencies whose component skills

may be transferred to affect the 9ther aspects of people's lives directly.

The benefits of improved worker adaptation for work organizations seem to depend on the

awareness and responsiveness of oiganizetions to workers' adaptive styles. Where organizations seek

to match the adaptive competencies of workers to the adaptive requirements and atmosphere of the

job and the organization (especially through hiring, socialization, and training practices), an increase

in "humanity, creativity, and morale" may be expected. This may have a positive effect on produc-

tivity as well. More adaptable workers may also be more apt to learn new procedures readily, to
deal effectively with changes in the context of the job, and to be more willing and able to deal with
organizational emergencies (such as temporary organizational financial problems that require sacri-

fices on the parts of the employees);

Some problems 'with improving individual adaptability are that some people may develop
unrealistic expectations of work, or may tend to move from one job to another, seeking some kind

of employment "Shangri-La." Mobility in itself is not necessarily maladaptive, however, and may
in fact fit the needs of some kinds of work organizations, particularly those in need of short-term

or medium-term woikers, such as the construction industry.

As the benefits of improving occupational adaptability accrue for individuals and for work
organizations, the total adaptability of a society should be enhanced. The ability of individuals to
make effective use of institutionalized adaptive responses is important, but thiNcapacity to invent
adaptive responses may be even more so. Extant educational and training philosophies and practices

Jo not address many of the adaptive competencies, however, and may require extensive rethinking.
In addition, improving the adaptive competencies in all areas (Reactive, Active, and Mobile) may
not help all individuals or all segments of a society deal with all of their. problems. Adaptive efforts
always involve trade-offs and are never fully or permanently achieved, and improved adaptation, at
least in the sense of a "maximally adaptive person," is not a panacea.

Regardless of the proe'ems, efforts toward improving the occupational adaptability of
individuals should prove beneficial, and the descriptive model offered in this monograph is a first

step toward understanding how such improvements might be made. The model itself suggests more

heuristic research directions, particularly in investigating what are the specific conditions that affect,

perniit, increase, or accelerate occupational adaptation. For example, important quettions include:

What are the patterns of individual antecedents (adaptive history, etc ) that affect
adaptiveness?

What kinds of precipitators influence or cause person-environment incongruities in
work? What are common, important patterns?

What are the patterns of potent transactions that increase, accelerate, affect, or permit

effective adaptation?
.
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What kinds of (patterns of) consequences can result from different adaptive strategies?
What patterns of consequences occur between pertinent microsystems (e.g., between the
person's home life and immediate workenvironmeht, between the training context and the
job context, etc.; see Bronfenbrenner, 1977, regarding microsystems and developmental
ecology) as a result of adaptive efforts in one or "more of them?

It will be necessary to validate the Model and to examine its predictive potential for further
research.* The content of the styles categories (and the style categorization; themselves) require
validation and possibly revision; the content of the lists given in Table 2 is undoubtedly far from
comprehensive, es well. Alternative models of the adaptive process should be sought, especially in
the realm of automatic or intuitive response selection, in the recent literature. The need for "mid-
level" theory tobridge the abstract and the extrimely specific ideas on occupational adaptability
e.g., wt,at "coping with change" means to a worker who has just been passed over for a promotion
is also needed.

Discerning exactly where and when and how occupational adaptability competencies may be
amenable to development or improvement is a vital arca for research. There is a need to acquire a
better understanding of the psychological limitations of individuals' adaptive capacities. We need
to know how overall occupational adaptability can be characterized and identified in individuals,
and how it can be measured. A more thorough and better organized classification of the attitudes,
skills, knowledge, and personal characteristim that contribute to each of the work-related adaptive
behavioral responses is needed. We also need to know to what extent people's adaptive potential
does or does not fluctuate, and why; this has important implications for the development of
diagnostic/assessment instruments. *

The need to address policy-related issues is essential. We will need to determine what the
practical avenues and leverages are for incorporating teaching for occupational adaptability into
extant educational or training prograMs, or for devising alternative approaches to teach it. Systemic
anti individual resistance to the potentially necessary changes in institutions and values will have to
be taken into consideration. Other related questions include: whether all workers can profit from
improved occupational adaptability; whether adaptability can be improved in everyone;how we can
identify the kinds and limits of adaptability, and avoid running roughshod.over individuals' own
limitations; who the people are who are likely to be rewarded or punished for making use of
improved occupational adaptability (equity issues come in here); and what effects training for
adaptability will have regarding necessary.training for occupational specialization. Finally, it is
important to try to determine what the implications for improved occupational adaptability might
be for third world nations and cultures with work ethics different from our own.

The "future" may be thought of as a "domain of possibilities"not e world that will be forced
upon us, but a world that we ourselves create. By recognizing our ackiptive optionsor constrUcting
new oneswe may increase the probabilities that the future we most desire will be the one that
evolves. Understanding human adaptationin work as well as in other human contextsis a first
step toward improving people's adaptive optionsand adaptive creativity. As George Bernard Shaw
wrote,

... the reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unre . nnable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends
on the unreasonable man [sic) .

Considering ths complex milieu in which occupational adaptive efforts take place, Bronfenbrenner's (1977)
approach to "ecological" experimentatibnwhich takes the view that "to understand something, try to change it"
may be an apt model for such researrh.
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CHAPTER VIII

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-

The purpose of this paper is twofold: to review and synthesize what is known about occupa-
tional adaptability, and to propose a heuristic model of the process(es) of adaptation in work.

Because Most theory and research on working addresses Issues of adaptation only indirectly, and
because adaptive efforts in work cannot be adequately understood outside of the larger context of
people's adaptations in their overall lives (both in terms of context and lift, stages), the literature

search also includes knowledge and ideas from all of the disciplines Concerned with human adapta-

tion: biology, physical and cultural anthropology, sociology, and the psychologies. C.

in the broadest sense, adaptation isthe response of an organiim to conditionsaffecting its

actual or potential survival or growth. Change, or *Pi possibility of change, seems to be central to

any adaptive stimulus Adaptation involves transaction between an individual and his or her environ-

mem', and theories of adaptation organize the potent factors into person/environment categories.

Factors affectirm adaptation in the work context, culled from industrial, occupational, and organi-

zational piycholoyy and sociology, and from career counseling and educational research, fall ,into

three major categories:
Person dimension: Agent = self; Factor areas = subjective and objective factors

Work Environment dimension: Agents = coworkers, clients, managers, union;
Factor areas = occupatiori and job content, immediate work environment, and
organizational factors
External Environment dimension: Agents .. government, agencies, family, friends,

media, educators, counselors, peers, consumers, competitors; Factor areas = economic
conditions, sociocultural trends, government regulations and legislation, educational
institutions and practices, climate and geographic location.

Of particular relevance to adaptation in work is the literature on work-related competencies

(included as objective person factors), including transferable skills and adaptive abilities, These

constitute the overall potential a person has from which he or she may draw in order to respond to

adaptive stimuli in work life. Transferable skills are mathematics, communications, interpersonal

reasoning, and manipulative skills that can be applieddirectly or with some modificationto tasks
in more than one job or context. The more fundamental a skill is, and the more proficient a person

is in using it, the more transferable it will be across contexts.

Adaptive abilities are used to deal with changes in worker-work interrelationships, and, linked

with adaptive knowledge, attitudes, and certain personal characteristics, result in adapt ve behavior.

Adaptive abilities include skills in areas of: transfer skills, learning-to-learn skills, change skills,

energizing skills, coping skills, self-assessment skills, anticipatory skills, and special mobility skills,

as well as Cognitive skills (which overlap with the reasoning skills in the transferable skills categories).

Adaptive abilities exist with and are equally important as an individual's repertoire of transferable

skills and level of mastery. Adaptive competencies (e.g., hunting a job, dealing with pressure on the

job, etc.) are composed of clusters of adaptive behaviors that have been developed to a level of

mastery sufficient to achieve reasonable reliability and efficacy.
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Behavior appears to be the primary method by which adaptation occurs, and peopie-tehd to
behave within certain discernible patterns when dealing with situations requiring adaptation. These
behavioral patterns may be categorized as Adaptive Styles:

Reactive adapting yourself ter the environment

Active adapting the environment to yourself

Mobile adapting by changing the scene (moving to a different environment).

Most people tend to use a mixture of behaviors from among the styles in adaptation, and the style
categories are used to describe general personal tendencies rather than rigid behavioral patterns. In
work, the Reactive style is most often used by individuals and the Active style by groups. Most
individuals may expect to use some behaviors from each of the styles at various points in their
work lives.

The achievement of effective adaptation depends not only on the behaviors used, but-on the
Adaptive Quality of the behaviorits efficacy and consequences. The Quality of an adaptive
behavior seems to be Situationally dependent, and a behavior may be appropriate for use in one
situation and'not appropriate in another, or may be available and effective for one person or group
and not for another.

A model of occupational adaptation is presented that is based upon the literature review and
the author's work with the Transferable Skills and Occupational Adaptability Program. The model,
which describes the factors and dynamics of adapting, uses many of the same concepts used by
behavioral scientists, the difference being its focus on the context of work. It is based on ree main
assumptions:

that adaptability is distinguishable as a set of behavioral competencies;

that people differ in the array and quality of their adaptive competencies; and

that an individual's adaptive potential does not guarantee a maximally adaptive response,
but rather may vary between given situations or over points in time.

An outline of the model is presented. The author points out that although occupational adapt-
ability is an individual's adaptive potential, occupational adaptation itself is a continuing, dynamic
set of processes by which workers seek to establish, maintain, or repair equilibrium or congruity
with the work environment, or to improve the overall quality of their work life. The processes of
adaptatión involve a sequence of linked occurrent-

1. perception of p worker-work incongrul". 'r threat of incongruity, or opportunity to
improve extant congruity) that acts as lulus to possible adaptive arousal;

2. emotional evaluation (which may not oct.Jr on a conscious level) of the adaptive
stimulus in terms of the necessity of further response and of the nature of the
stimulus as a threat or a challenge;

3. adaptive response selection, a process that may be primarily intuitive or primarily
cognitive; if the latter, three activities are involved: (a) situational clarification and
analysis, (b) diagnosis and problem-solving, and (c) selection among options;

4. implementation of behavioral response(s) selected from the individual's adaptive
response repertoire or invented specifically for the situation;

5. evaluation of outcomes of adaptive behaviors in terms of the individual's perceptions
of short-term and long-term efficacy in affecting the worker-work incongruity and
in,terms of expected and unexpected consequences;

6. termination, continuation, or modification of adaptive responses based on evaivation
of out ..xnes.
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A behavioral profile of a "maximally adaptive person" would include competencies in:

adapting the self to the environment (Raactive behaviors)

adapting the environment to the self (Active behaviors)

moving from one environment to another (Mobile behaviors)

deciding when to do something and when to do nothing

seleming which behaviors from the style categories are the "best bets" under the

circumstances
inventing lersonally innovative adaptive responses when appropriate

understanding the necessity of trade-offs and occasional delays or retreats in the

continuing process of integrating personal work and life adaptations.

The development or improvement of individual's occupational adaptability is seen is vital to more

effective worker-wc.* relationships as well as better balances between people's work lives and other

areas of life;and it is suggested that the skills, knowledge, and attitudes important to occupational

adaptation be taught as part of secondary and/or postsecondary education and training.

Advantages of imp4ovirg the occupational adaptation of individwals are expected to accrue for

workers themselves, forork organizations, and for society in general-, including:

improved job and career choices that should enhance individuals' life and work

satisfaction

improved productivity and profitability through better ve ..ker/job congruence,

plus increased humanity, creativity, and morale in work

improved adaptability for society in general through the enhancement of opportunities
for members to develop their potentiai in work and life.

While improved occupational adaptation is not a panacea, and trade-offs are inevitable, the expected .

benefits should be an impetus to conducting further research in the area. More needs to be learned

about:
what specific conditions affect, permit, increase, or accelerate effective occupational

adaptation
where, how, and when occupational competencies may be taught

how individual adaptability may be assessed

. a what are the important policy issues related to improving individual occupational
adaptation, and what are the options.
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APPENDIX A -
EXAMPLES OF TRANSFERABLE SKILLS LISTS



COMPOSITE LIST OF TRANSFERABLE SKILLS*

IntellectuallAptitudinal
Communicating
Problem Solving
Analyzing/Assessing
Plarining/Laydut
Organizing
Decision Making
Creativity/Imagination/Innovation
Problem Identification/Definition -
Managing One' Own Time
Basic Computation
Logical Thinking
Evaluating
Ability to Relate Common Knowledge

or Transfer Experiences
Coping with the Labor Market and Job Movement
Understanding Others
Synthesizing
Marshalling Available Resources
Accommodating Multiple Demands
Judgment
Foresight
Trouble Shooting
Job Awareness
Mechanical Aptitude
Typing
Accounting
Implementing
Self-Understanding, Awareness, Actualization
Situational Analysis
Assessing Environments/Situations
Understanding Human System Interactions
Organizational Savvy
Conceptualization
Generalization
Goal Setting
Controlling
Quantitative Thinking
Dealing with Work Situations
F inance
Tool Usage
Bookkeeping

Artistic Ability
Business Sense
Tolerance of Ambiguity

Interpersonal

Working with, Getting along with, or
Relating to Others

Managing, Directing, or Supervising
empathizing. or Being Sensitive to Others.
Teaching, Training, or Instructing
Counsehng
Motivating
Gaining Acceptance, or Building Rapport
Helping, or Cooperating
Cultivating Cooperation
Selling
Accepting Supervision
Delegating
Instilling Confidence
Team Building

Attitudinal

Diligence, or a Positive Attitude toWard the
Valve of Work

Receptivity/F lexibili ty/Adaptabi I ity
Determinatio.i/Perseverance
Acceptance/Appreciation/Concern for Others
Responsibility
Willingness to Learn
Ambition/Motivation
Self-Confidence
Self-Discipline
Pride
Enthusiasm
Patience
.5Alf-Actualization
Assartiveness
1-4onp:ty

Loyalty
Reliability Compromising
Risk Taking Kindness

* Wiant, A.A. Transferable skills: The employers' viewpoint (Info. Series No. 126). Columbus: The Ohio State
University, The National Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1977.
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SUMMARY OF GENERIC SKILLS*

Mathematics Skills (11 areas; 34 skin areas; 192 sub-divisions of skins)

1. Whole numbers: Read, wiite, and count; add and subtract; multiply and divide; word problems; round off

2. Fractions: Read and write; add is I subtract; multiply and divide; word problems

3. Decimals: Dollars and.cents; read, write and round off; multiply and divide; add and subtract; word problems

4. Percent: Read and write; ratio; proportion; percentage; rate; principle

5. Mixed operations: Equivalents; order of, operations; word problems; quick calculations; average

6. Meawv: Read graduated scales; read verniers; time otight; distance; capacity

7. Metric musure: Weight; distance; capacity; weigh; conversion; aistance conversiorr capacity conversion

8. Geometric figures: Forms and figures; angles; draw, sketch; perimeters; areas; volumes

9. Drawings and graphs: Read graphs; read scale drawings; read assembly diagrams; read schematic orawings;

draw graphs; measure from scale drawings; draw to scale

10. Algebra: Single variable, open sentences; single variable, powers and roots; solve given formulas; integers and

rationals; variables and expressions; two variable, open sentences; quadratics

11, Calculations: Logs; slide rule; trigonometry calculations; calcu'ator

Communications Skills (7 areas)

12. Words: *Plurals; prefixes, suffixes, and root words; contractions and abbreviations; dictionary; synnnyms,

a(:tonyms, and hoMonyrns; meaning and context; books

13. Listen: Literal comprehension; interpretive comprehension; evaluative comprehension

14. Talk: Pronunciation; diction and word choice; fluency; organization of ideas; ask 6W questions; give

information and direptions; use telephone

15. Read iterai comprehension; interpretive comprehension; evaluathm. comprehension

16. Read /I: Forms, notes; letters or memos; charts and tables; manuals; Roman numrats X; Roman numerals

XXX; Roman numerals M

17. Write /: Phrases on forms; sentences on forms; paragraphs on forms; sentences; paragraphs; short notes;

take notes

18. Write II: Form letters; single paragraph letters; internal memos; businesi letters; information reports;

recommendation reports; technical reports

Interpersonal Skills (7 areas)

19. Attending behaviors: Physical; cogniti; e; reactive; covert

20. One to one conversation: Elementary conversation; task focused conversation; express own point of view;

personable conversation; persuasive presentation

* Kawula,1-1.1, & Smith, A. DeW. Generic skills: Handbook of occupational information. Prince Albert, SK:

Canada Manpower and Immigration Department, Training Research and Development Station, 1975.
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21. Group discussion: Preparation; presentation of information or directions; control group decision making;

group maintenance; participate in group discussion; respond torinfamation or directions; persuasive

presentation

22. Oral presentations: Preparation; factual information; listen, respond; conceptual; persuasive; reactive

23. lnsr-uctionai communication: Establish training; instruction; demonstration; monitor; evaluate

24. Superviwry communication: Give directions; demonstrate; give praise; give discipline; prepare evaluation

reports

25. Interview/counsel communication: Preparation; closed questions; open questions; confrontation; interview

job applicants; negotiate

Reasoning Skills (9 areas)
26. Obtain job related information: Tools, materials, and equipment; methods and procedures; sequence; other

information; theories

27. Organize information: Sort objects; sort data; rate; rank; develop classifications

28. Esthnate: Time, weight; distance; area; capacity; cubic measures; costs

29. Tasks: Sequence; priority

30. Objectives and methods: Goals; activities; alternatives; criteria; priority; analysis; deduction

31. Diagnosis: Cause and effect relationships; possible problems; priorities; possible methods; probing questions;

use senses

32. Problem solving: Relevant information; alterr ative statements; select statement; alternative solutions; select

.alternative

33. Plan and coordinate: Activities and sequences; outline plan; identify resources; estimate resources; critical

activities; detailed plan; resource requisitions

34. Implement work: Monitor resuas; standards of quality; standards of quantity; standards of completion time;
priorities of standards; authority and responsibility; update plans

1



Q. I* .1

REPORTS ON OCCUPATIONALLY TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

McKinley, B. Characteristics of sobs that are considered common Review of. literature 5.y.i4esearch (Info. Series

No. 102), 1976. ($3.80)

A review of various approaches foi classtfying of clustei Inc; jobs. and their use in (a) (terser ibing the elements

of commonality involved when people make career changes. arid wirier standing better the concepts of

ocr.upational adaptability and skill .iansfer. .

Altman, J.W. Transferability of vocational skills Review of literature and research (Info. Series No. 103), 1976.

(S3.80)

A reView of what is known about the transferability of occupational skills, describing the process or the

facilitators of skill transfer.

Siogren. 0. Occupati-inally transferable sAdls and characteristics Review of literature and research (Info. Series

No. 105), 1977. ($2.80)

A review of what is known about the range of occupation-related skills and characteristics that could be

considered transf;-Jrable from one occupation to another, describing those transferable skills which are

teachable in secondary, and postsecondary career preparation programs.

Ashley: W.L. Occupational information resources A catalog of data bases aml classification schemes (Info. Series

No. 104), 1977. (518.20)

A quick and concise reference to the content of 55 existing occupational data bases and 24 job classification

schemes. Abstracts of each data base and classification scheme include such'infbrmation as: identification,

investigator, location, documentation, access, design information, subject variables, occupation variables, and

organization variables.

Wiant, A.A. Transferable skills. The eroployer's viewpoint (Info. Series No. 126), 1977. (53.25)

A report-of the views expressed in nine meetings across the country by groups of local community and

business representatives conc Imng the types of transferable skills required and useful in their work settings

and how a better understanding of transferable skills could improve training and ocrational adaptability.

Miguel. R.J. Developing skills for occupational transferability Insights gained from selected programs (Info. Series

NO: 125), 1977. (53.80) V

A report of-clues and suggestions gained in the review of 14 existing training programs, with recommendations

for practice sthich appear to have been successful in recognizing skill transfer and taking advantage of 'an

indn,idual's prior .skills and experience.

Ashley, W.L. & Ammerman, H.L. Identifying transferable skills A task classification approach (R&D Series No.

146), 1977,

A report of an exploratory study designed to test the usefulness of three classification schemes in identifying

the transfetable characteristics of tasks in diverse occupations.

Pratzner, F.C. Occupational adaptability and transferable sAills (Info Series No. 129), 1977. (56.25)

A summary final report presenting and discussing an array of issues encountered in the various project

activities, and offering recommendations.

Selz. N.A., & Ashley, W.L. Teaching foi transfer A perspective for practitipners (Info. Series No. 141), 1978. ($ 2.35)

informal discussion of the nc-ed for teachers and trainers to giv? more attention to developing transfer.

ability and transferable skills in students for learning and life peifor mance applications. Practical suggestions

and techniques for improving the capacity of students to fransfei'N earned skills and knowledge to new

situations are given.



Brickell, N.M., & Paul, R.N. Minimum competencies and trar sferable skills: What ran be learned tram the two

movements (Info, Series No. 142), 1978. (S5.10)

A rePOrt comparing and contrasting potential IMP,,dct of the transferable skies and minimum competency

testing movements on school programs, staff, and students. Key rteestions.and alternative strategies ire

presented to assist educational planners and administrators in formulating policy and estat.listIng promotion

or completiort criteria in secondary and postsecondary education.

THE FOLLOWING REPORTS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN 1980:

Ashley, W L., Laitman-Ashley, N.M., and Faddis, C.R. (Eds.) Occupational adaptability: Perspectives on tomorrow's

careers (Info. Series No. 189). 1979.

Proceedings from a national symposium. The topics focused on how training tor adaptability can increase the

use of human resources in the labor force.

Selz. N. (Ed.) Adult learning: Implications for research and policy in the eighties, 1c.'79,

Proceedings from a national symposium on adult learning. Topics include state ef the art, research into

practice, policy implementation, and future directions.

Wiant, A.A. Self-assessment for career change: Does it really work ?Summary report of a follow-up study

(Info. Series No. 191), 1979.

An analysis of the impact of selfassessment on one's subsequent employment experience. The particular

assessment technique studied is one intended to help identify those skill attributes which have provided

satisfaction in various life experiences. Outcome measures included skill utilization and jobsatisfaction.

Selz, N.A and Jories, J.S. Functional competencies in occupational adaptability and consumer economics, 1979.

Perceptions of national adult samples are reported. Document includes where competencies should be taught

at home, at school, omthe-job, self-taughtand how important these competencies 4re in successful work .

and life activities.

Kirby, P. Cognitive style, learning style, and transfer skill acquisition, 1979.

A review and synthesis of the literature in adult learning styles, as they relate to the acquisition of transfer

Knapp, J.E. Assening transfer skills, 1979.

A review of traditional and non-tradition" assessment with respect to the assessment of transfer skills.

Sommers, D. Empirical evidence on occupational mobility (Info. Series No. 193), 1979,

A review and synthesis of the literature on the characteristics of occupationally mobile workers and their jobs.

Laitinan-Ashley. N.M. (Ed.) Women and work: Paths to power (Info. Series No. 190). 1979.

Proceedings from a national symposium that offer perspectives on women the work force. Topics will cover

five major transition points that any person can experience in a lifetime.
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